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Foreword 

This volume summarizes the 2010 Research Meeting of the Atomic, Molecular and 
Optical Sciences (AMOS) Program sponsored by the U. S. Department of Energy (DOE), 
Office of Basic Energy Sciences (BES), and comprises descriptions of the current 
research sponsored by the AMOS program.  The research meeting is held annually for the 
DOE laboratory and university principal investigators (PIs) within the BES AMOS 
Program to facilitate scientific interchange among the PIs and to promote a sense of 
program identity.  
 
The BES/AMOS program is vigorous and innovative, and enjoys strong support within 
the Department of Energy.  This is due entirely to our scientists, the outstanding research 
they perform, and its relevance to DOE missions.  FY2010 has been an exciting year for 
BES and the research community.  New initiatives included the Early Career Research 
Program, the Graduate Fellowship Program, and the Energy Innovation Hubs.  
Experiments at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) began last fall, and involved 
participation as well as leadership by many in the AMOS program.  As illustrated in this 
volume, the AMOS community continues to explore new scientific frontiers relevant to 
the DOE mission and the strategic challenges facing our nation and the world.   
 
We are deeply indebted to the members of the scientific community who have 
contributed valuable time toward the review of proposals and programs, either by mail 
review of grant applications, panel reviews, or on-site reviews of our multi-PI programs.  
These thorough and thoughtful reviews are central to the continued vitality of the AMOS 
program. 
 
We are privileged to serve in the management of this research program. In performing 
these tasks, we learn from the achievements of, and share the excitement of, the research 
of the scientists and students whose work is summarized in the abstracts published on the 
following pages.   
 
Many thanks to the staff of the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education, in 
particular Loretta Friend and Connie Lansdon, and to the Airlie Conference Center for 
assisting with the meeting. We also thank Diane Marceau, Robin Felder, and Michaelena 
Kyler-King in the Chemical Sciences, Biosciences, and Geosciences Division for their 
indispensable behind-the-scenes efforts in support of the BES/AMOS program.  We also 
appreciate Mark Pederson’s coordination of computational resources and interactions 
with related DOE program offices.  Finally, thanks to Larry Rahn for his expert help in 
assembling this volume. 
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AMO Physics at Argonne National Laboratory 
 

G. Doumy, R. W. Dunford, E. P. Kanter, B. Krässig, S. H. Southworth, and L. Young 
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439 

gdoumy@aps.anl.gov, dunford@anl.gov, kanter@anl.gov, kraessig@anl.gov, southworth@anl.gov, young@anl.gov 
 

Overview 
 The Argonne AMO physics program aims at a quantitative understanding of x-ray 
interactions with atoms and molecules from the weak-field limit explored at the Advanced 
Photon Source (APS) to the strong-field regime accessible at the Linac Coherent Light Source 
(LCLS).  Single photon x-ray processes can be dramatically altered in the presence of strong 
optical fields, and we exploit ultrafast x-ray sources to study these effects.  Conversely, the 
atomic or molecular response to strong optical fields is itself of great interest due to the 
discovery of phenomena such as high-order harmonic generation and attosecond pulse 
generation.  The use of tunable, polarized APS x-rays to probe such processes in situ can lead to 
new physical insights and quantitative structural information not accessible by other techniques.  
We are exploring three thrust areas.  First, APS x rays probe laser-controlled motions, for 
example, x-ray spectroscopy and x-ray diffraction by laser-aligned molecules.  Second, x-ray 
processes such as photoabsorption and inner-shell vacancy decay can be controlled by an intense 
optical laser field.  Third, we are exploring the intense x-ray regime at the LCLS and observing 
phenomena that were previously inaccessible such as x-ray two-photon photoelectron 
spectroscopy of molecules.  Theory is a key component of our program by predicting phenomena 
that motivate experiments and by simulating and interpreting measured results.  We also 
anticipate the development of 1-ps tunable x rays for spectroscopic and structural investigations 
of laser controlled motions as part of the APS upgrade project. 
 Notable progress in the previous year includes results from the first LCLS experiments in 
the 800-2000 eV range using the AMO end station.  The Argonne AMO group led two 
experiments on intense x-ray interactions with atomic neon.  The first experiment used ion 
charge-state yields and photoelectron and Auger-electron spectroscopy to explore sequential 
multi-photon absorption leading to high charge states, including fully-stripped Ne10+.  In the 
second experiment, electron spectroscopy was used to observe a two-photon inner-shell resonant 
process.  Members of the Argonne AMO group also participated in LCLS experiments led by 
other groups.  Developments at the Advanced Photon Source include installation of a 10-W, 
variable repetition-rate, 1064-nm laser at the 7ID x-ray beamline.  This laser was used for laser-
pump/x-ray probe experiments on molecular alignment at 54 kHz and photoexcitation of 
solvated nickel porphyrin at 135 kHz.  A new instrument designed for x-ray scattering by laser-
aligned molecules was commissioned on the high-flux 14ID beamline.  Theory and calculations 
were applied to understanding intense x-ray interactions in LCLS experiments, and the time-
dependent configuration interaction singles (TDCIS) method was developed to treat electronic 
channel-coupling effects in strong-field processes.  Theory and calculations were also applied to 
x-ray scattering from 3-D aligned asymmetric molecules and x-ray diffraction from silver 
nanowires in anticipation of experiments.  Finally, the Advanced Photon Source Upgrade (APS-
U) was granted Critical Decision 0.  The APS-U includes the Short Pulse X-ray (SPX) facility 
that will use RF-deflection cavities to produce picosecond, tunable x rays for time-resolved 
scattering and spectroscopy. 
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High-intensity x-ray science at LCLS 
 
Femtosecond electronic response of atoms to ultra-intense X-rays (L. Young, G. Doumy, E. 
P. Kanter, B. Krässig, Y. Li1, A. M. March, S. T. Pratt2, R. Santra3, S. H. Southworth, N. 
Rohringer4, L. F. DiMauro5, C. A. Roedig5, N. Berrah6, L. Fang6, M. Hoener6,7, P. H. 
Bucksbaum8, J. P. Cryan8, S. Ghimire8, J. M. Glownia8, D. A. Reis8, J. D. Bozek9, C. Bostedt9, 
M. Messerschmidt9) 
 

 
 The Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) at SLAC, the world’s first x-ray free electron 
laser with peak brilliance 8 orders of magnitude higher than conventional synchrotron sources, 
began user operations on October 1, 2009. This first user experiment at the LCLS sought to 
explore the response of prototypical neon atoms when they are exposed to unprecedented levels 
of fluence (~105 x-ray photons per Å2) and intensity (~1018 W/cm2) of ultrafast (~100 fs) 
radiation pulses from the LCLS concentrated inside a micron-sized focus. At this fluence each 
neon atom sequentially absorbs several photons during a single pulse. The atom is multiply 
ionized either from the outside in, or from the inside out, depending on whether K-shell 

	  	   	  
	  
Fig.1	  Diagram	  of	  the	  multiphoton	  absorption	  mechanisms	  in	  neon	  induced	  by	  ultra-‐intense	  X-‐ray	  
pulses.	  X-‐rays	  with	  energies	  below	  870	  eV	  ionize	  2s,p-‐shell	  valence	  electrons	  (V,	  red	  arrow).	  Higher	  
energy	  X-‐rays	  give	  rise	  to	  photoemission	  from	  the	  1s	  shell	  (P,	  purple	  arrow),	  and	  in	  the	  consequent	  
Auger	  decay	  the	  1s-‐shell	  vacancy	  is	  filled	  by	  a	  2s,p-‐shell	  electron	  and	  another	  2s,p	  electron	  is	  emitted	  
(A,	  black	  arrow).	  These	  V,	  P	  and	  A	  processes	  are	  shown	  in	  more	  detail	  in	  the	  inset;	  they	  all	  increase	  
the	  charge	  of	  the	  residual	  ion	  by	  one.	  Main	  panel,	  three	  representative	  schemes	  of	  multiphoton	  
absorption	  stripping	  the	  neon	  atom.	  The	  horizontal	  direction	  indicates	  the	  time	  for	  which	  atoms	  are	  
exposed	  to	  the	  high-‐intensity	  X-‐ray	  radiation	  field,	  and	  vertical	  steps	  indicate	  an	  increase	  in	  ionic	  
charge	  due	  to	  an	  ionization	  step,	  V,	  P	  or	  A.	  Horizontal	  steps	  are	  approximately	  to	  scale	  with	  a	  flux	  
density	  of	  150	  X-‐ray	  photons	  per	  Å2	  per	  fs,	  and	  indicate	  the	  mean	  time	  between	  photoionization	  
events	  or	  Auger	  decay.	  
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ionization is possible and the atom is additionally ionized by Auger decay. This situation is 
illustrated for different x-ray energies in Figure 1, a) for 800 eV x-ray energy, which is below the 
K-shell binding energy, b) 1050 eV, where initial K shell ionization is possible but the energy is 
not high enough to ionize the K-shell of more highly charged species, c) 2000 eV, above all 
ionization thresholds. The rates for multiple x-ray absorption in these sequences depend on the 
ionization cross-section, the x-ray fluence, and on whether or not atomic electrons are available 
for removal. In this context the rates for Auger decay are dependent only on the electronic 
configuration and decrease with increasing charge states. As a result the production of hollow 
neon ions with two K-shell vacancies increases with increasing intensity, but the rate of x-ray 
absorption decreases for a hollow ion until the K-shell is repopulated by Auger decay. Even for 
x-ray energies above all thresholds, at high intensities a bare Ne10+ ion can only be achieved if 
the pulse length is long enough to accommodate all necessary Auger decay times. We found that 
the main features of our observations could be quantitatively modeled with a standard, 
perturbative description of photoabsorption and Auger decay as ingredients to a set of rate 
equations for the different absorption sequences. The modeling also revealed that two 
independent observations in our experiment, namely the ratio of neon ion charge state 
distributions and the ratio of double-to-single K-shell ionization for long and short x-ray pulses, 
norminally 230 fs and 80 fs, match significantly shorter x-ray pulse durations.  This work was 
published in the July 1, 2010 issue of Nature Vol. 466, p. 56-61 (Ref. [7]) and was also the 
subject of Nature’s ‘News and Views’ column in the same issue.  
 
Resonant nonlinear x-ray processes at high x-ray intensity (E.P. Kanter, G. Doumy, B. 
Krässig, S.T. Pratt2, R. Santra3, S.H. Southworth, L. Young, Y. Li1, A. M. March, N. Rohringer4, 
J. Bozek9, C. Bostedt9, M. Messerschmidt9, L. DiMauro5, C. Roedig5, N. Berrah6, M. Hoener6,7, 
L. Fang6, P. Bucksbaum8, D. Reis8) 
 In this experiment, we investigated resonant nonlinear x-ray processes in atomic Ne at 
high x-ray intensity.  Atomic neon is a simple target with dipole resonant features, at well-
defined energies, within the photon energy range spanned by the LCLS at inception, ~800-2000 
eV.  Thus, it is a natural choice with which to test theoretical understanding of resonant non-
linear x-ray processes.   At high photon energies resonant absorption by inner-shell electrons will 
dominate all x-ray photoprocesses, with cross sections ~100× greater than those for non-resonant 
valence ionization.  On an inner-shell resonance, absorption/stimulated emission cycles (Rabi 
flopping) will be the dominant photoinduced process.  With this in mind, Rohringer and Santra 
have calculated modifications to the resonant Auger effect induced by high intensity x-rays [30]. 

Fig. 2. Electron spectra as a function of photon 
energy.  A 2p vacancy is created by photoionization 
(shown by diagonal island at right).  Subsequent 1s-
2p resonance is evidenced by the vertical Auger lines. 
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Calculations using the LCLS design parameters (1013 photons/pulse, 230 fs pulse duration, 1 µm 
focal diameter) showed that the x-ray peak intensity (~1018 W/cm2) is sufficient to induce Rabi 
oscillations in the 1s-3p transition at 867.1 eV within the 2.4 fs lifetime of 1s vacancy states.  
Oscillations were predicted to appear in single-shot resonant-Auger-electron line profiles, and 
averaging over an ensemble of shots produces a distinct broadening of the line profile.   
 Resonances can be used to enhance x-ray multiphoton processes.  At photon energies less 
than the binding energy of the 1s electron, resonant (sequential) two-photon absorption has a 
significantly larger cross section than non-resonant (non-sequential) two-photon absorption; 
though both generate the same final state of the system - an atom with a 1s hole plus an s- or d- 
wave photoelectron.   Capitalizing on this resonance phenomenon, we have studied two-photon 
absorption in neon at 848.6 eV, where, as we have demonstrated, the first photon ionizes the Ne 
2p electron and the second photon excites the Ne+ 1s-2p resonance.  Ne+ 1s-1 K-LL Auger 
electrons are the signature of this resonant two-photon creation of a 1s hole (see Fig. 2).  This 
generation of a 2p hole orbital is advantageous for observing/studying the Rabi-cycling 
phenomenon, because the Ne+ 1s-2p dipole matrix element is 5.6× larger than that for the 1s-3p 
transition in Ne.    
 We have followed the response of the neon atom on the two-photon 1s-2p resonance at 
848.6 eV as a function of x-ray FEL pulse width and pulse energy.  For narrow x-ray pulses, the 
signature of 1s hole creation is weak.  As the pulse width is increased, the Auger line appears 
and, at high intensity, is broadened as Rabi-oscillations become important in comparison to the 
normal diagram line (1D) measured far above the continuum threshold. 
 
Non-linearity in the x-ray regime at LCLS (G. Doumy, L. Young, E. P. Kanter, B. Krässig, R. 
Santra3, N. Rohringer4, L. F. DiMauro5, C. A. Roedig5, C. I. Blaga5, A. DiChiara5, N. Berrah6, L. 
Fang6, M. Hoener6,7, P. H. Bucksbaum8, J. P. Cryan8, S. Ghimire8, J. M. Glownia8, D. A. Reis8, J. 
D. Bozek9, C. Bostedt9, M. Messerschmidt9) 
 The very first experiment using the newly available intense femtosecond x-ray pulses at 
LCLS have made clear that the interaction with atoms is dominated by sequential single photon 
ionization in competition with Auger and radiative decays.  The very high brightness of the x-ray 
source could also be expressed as an electric field peak intensity reaching values above 1017 

W/cm2, which in the optical domain corresponds to a strong field interaction where the electric 
field is commensurate with the electronic binding energy. While the situation in the x-ray regime 
was expected to be very different (for example, there should be no ponderomotive effect in those 
conditions), LCLS provided nonetheless the first testing ground to try and observe non-linear 
transitions such as non-sequential two-photon ionization. 
 Similarly to the previous experiment, our target was neon atoms. The first attempt 
consisted in looking for ionization of a 1s electron using x-ray pulses with a photon energy far 
below the K-edge (870 eV) and pre-edge resonances. In practice, we used 100 fs pulses at 780 
eV, with an intensity estimated around 5 x 1016 W/cm2. Two-photon ionization of the K-shell 
electron was to be detected by the Auger electrons emitted during relaxation. Unfortunately, we 
only observed a small Auger signal explainable by the presence of a very small amount of 
second harmonic radiation (<0.05%), which is not eliminated by the transport and focusing 
optics at this wavelength. While it suggests that the intensity was not sufficiently high, arguably 
the most intense part of the pulse does not interact with neutral atoms, since sequential ionization 
of the valence electrons is active during the leading edge of the pulse. 
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 The fact that atoms could in a single pulse be completely stripped of all energetically 
accessible electrons provided us with an alternative target: Helium-Like Neon (Ne8+). Its 
ionization potential (1196 eV) allowed us to tune the photon energy above and below the 
threshold, while eliminating risks of second harmonic contamination. Studying the evolution of 
the ratio between Ne8+ and Ne9+ ions as a function of pulse energy can indicate whether the 
formation of Ne9+ results from a non-linear process or not. The results in Fig. 3 clearly indicate 
that indeed below the energy threshold, we observe a quadratic behavior.  However, calculations 
with a relatively simple model using rate equations actually show that even below Ne8+ 
ionization threshold, it is possible to produce Ne9+ through a sequence of one-photon ionizations 
involving excited states of Ne7+ and Ne8+ that has to beat the Auger relaxation, and that it also 
results in a quadratic behavior for the calculated ratio. In the absence of tested values for the two-
photon ionization cross section, it is difficult to establish from our work which mechanism (two-
photon or sequence of one-photon) dominates, but nonetheless we can safely conclude that at the 
intensities currently attained in LCLS experiments, non-linear phenomena are negligible in 
matters of damage for example. 
 During the first experimental runs at LCLS, the first attempt at a cross-correlation 
measurement of x-rays and NIR laser light was made by observing the production of sidebands 
around the Auger electron spectrum due to the dressing of neon atoms by a strong laser field.  In 
the coming experimental run, we are going to extend this by trying both to characterize the 
shortest LCLS pulses that LCLS can produce (by extending the sub-optical cycle streak camera 
method developed in the XUV for attosecond physics) and attempting ultrafast measurements 
with sub-femtosecond resolution by looking concurrently at the photoline from K-shell 
ionization and Auger electrons.  The hope is that photoionization, happening only during the 
ultrashort x-ray pulse, can act as a starting clock. Then, temporal information about subsequent 
processes, in our case Auger decay, would be ‘encoded’ in the energy shift of the electrons. We 
plan to use light coming from an OPA in the mid-infrared to obtain better time resolution as well 
as somewhat relaxed constraints on the x-ray pulse duration. 
 
Femtosecond x-ray two-photon photoelectron spectroscopy of organic molecules (S. H. 
Southworth, E. P. Kanter, B. Krässig, G. Doumy, A. M. March, D. Ray, L. Young, Y. Li1, S. T. 

Fig. 3. Ratio of the yields of Ne9+ and 
Ne8+ as a function of pulse energy using 
1110 eV and 1225 eV x-ray energies. 
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Pratt2, J. Bozek9, N. Berrah6, P. Bucksbaum8, L. DiMauro5, R. Santra3, N. V. Kryzhevoi10, L. S. 
Cederbaum10) 
 Calculational studies have shown that a novel photoelectron spectroscopic technique can 
be developed using intense, femtosecond x-ray pulses from a free-electron laser in which two 
photons eject two K-shell electrons from one or two atomic sites of a polyatomic molecule 
[2,14].  In the case of organic molecules such as aminophenol, the LCLS x-ray pulse duration 
can be short compared with the 5-7 fs lifetimes of K-vacancies in the constituent atoms C, N, and 
O.  The second photon can therefore be absorbed prior to Auger decay of the first vacancy and 
fragmentation of the molecular ion.  The second K-shell photoelectron provides unique 
information on the chemical environment and electron-correlation effects that are inaccessible in 
traditional x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.  After introducing in Ref. [14] the concept of x-ray 
two-photon photoelectron spectroscopy for probing the inner-shell two-particle Green's function 
of molecules, detailed ab initio calculations were performed on the inner-shell double ionization 
spectra of ortho-, meta-, and para-aminophenol [2].  An experiment will be conducted at the 
LCLS to record single-core-hole (one photon) and double-core-hole (two photon) photoelectron 
and Auger-electron spectra of the aminophenols.  Comparisons will be made with the ab initio 
calculations to test and further develop the calculational methods. 
 

Control of x-ray interactions with strong laser fields 
 

Optical control of excitation and decay of core-excited states (S. H. Southworth, G. Doumy, 
E. P. Kanter, B. Krässig, Y. Li1, A. M. March, S. T. Pratt2, D. Ray, L. Young, R. Santra3, C. 
Bostedt9, J. Bozek9, R. Coffee9) 
 Optical control of resonant x-ray absorption was demonstrated theoretically [20,34] and 
experimentally [11] in the case of Ne 1s-1nl (l = 0, 1, 2, ...) core-excited states with 2.4-fs 
lifetimes.  An 800-nm, 1013 W/cm2 laser couples the Ne 1s-13p and 1s-13s states and gives rise to 
x-ray transparency at the 1s → 3p resonance while the laser field is present.  Direct excitation of 
the 1s-13s state by x-ray absorption is dipole forbidden, but the laser field couples it to the 1s-13p 
state.  The 1s → 3p absorption line splits and a minimum appears in the cross section, thus 
producing optically controlled x-ray transparency.  More generally, the laser dressing field 
redistributes oscillator strength among the 1s-1nl (l = 0, 1, 2, ...) series of states.  X-ray 
transparency was demonstrated at the ALS femtosecond spectroscopy beamline using x-ray 
absorption through a gas cell of neon [11].  To investigate optical control of core-excited states 
in greater detail, we have proposed to use LCLS x rays and high-resolution, angle-resolved 
Auger-electron spectroscopy.  The proposed measurements will determine the final states 
produced by optical coupling of the Ne 1s-1nl (l = 0, 1, 2, ...) states.  With the x-ray energy tuned 
near the 867.1-eV nominal energy of the 1s → 3p resonance, an 800-nm coupling laser will 
produce a coherent superposition of the 1s-13p and 1s-13s states that are split by 1.88 eV.  The 
populations of the coupled states will be projected onto the final states recorded in the Auger-
electron spectra.  Auger spectra will be recorded as a function of laser intensity to correlate the 
laser-mixed and field-free states.  The x-ray intensity can be controlled in LCLS experiments by 
control of the pulse energy, duration, and focal spot size.  At x-ray intensities ∼1018 W/cm2, Rabi 
oscillations induced between the Ne ground state and 1s-13p resonance will modify resonant 
Auger lines [30].  Auger spectra can be recorded from the weak-field regime, where an atom 
absorbs a single photon, to the strong-field regime where core-state populations are modified by 
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the intense x-ray field.  The goal is to determine how intense optical and x-ray fields, separately 
and in combination, can control excitation and decay of core-excited states. 
 
Ion hole dynamics in strong-field ionization (L. Greenman11, P. J. Ho, S. Pabst3, E. 
Kamarchik11, D. Mazziotti11 and R. Santra3) 
 Atomic and molecular ions generated in a strong optical field generally are not in the 
electronic ground state.  The ion hole dynamics for such ions is characterized by the electronic 
quantum-state populations and by the coherences among the electronic quantum states.  Our 
previous work [16,35-38] focused on the ion hole dynamics associated with the most outer-
valence single-hole states with a total angular momentum of j =1/2 or j =3/2.  In Ref. [1], we 
implement the time-dependent configuration interaction singles (TDCIS) method to include the 
ionization channels beyond the most outer-valence shells.  This method also allows one to take 
into account of multielectron effects in strong-field ionization.  For instance, through the 
Coulomb interaction, the ionized electron driven strongly by the laser field can affect the ion 
hole dynamics.  In our TDCIS implementation, we add to the exact nonrelativistic many-electron 
Hamiltonian a radial complex absorbing potential (CAP) to absorb the photoelectron wave 
packet when it reaches the end of the spatial grid.  The orbitals for TDCIS calculation is 
determined by diagonalizing the sum of the Fock operator and the CAP using a flexible pseudo-
spectral grid for the radial degree of freedom and spherical harmonics for the angular degrees of 
freedom.  The CAP is chosen such that the occupied orbitals in the Hartree-Fock ground state 
remain unaffected.  Within TDCIS, the many-electron wave packet is expanded in terms of the 
Hartree-Fock ground state and its single excitations.  The virtual orbitals satisfy non-standard 
orthogonality relations, which must be taken into consideration in the calculation of the dipole 
and Coulomb matrix elements required for the TDCIS equations of motion.  We employ a stable 
propagation scheme derived by second-order finite differencing of the TDCIS equations of 
motion in the interaction picture and subsequent transformation to the Schrödinger picture.  
Using the TDCIS wave packet, we calculate the expectation value of the dipole acceleration and 
the reduced density matrix of the residual ion.  These calculated quantities thus allow one to 
study electronic channel-coupling effects in strong-field processes.   
 

Ultrafast x-ray probes of photoinduced dynamics 
 

X-ray scattering from 3-D aligned asymmetric molecules—theory (S. Pabst3, P. J. Ho, R. 
Santra3) 
 In previous theoretical [21,29,33] and experimental [32] studies of laser alignment, we 
used linearly polarized laser pulses to prepare small, spatially aligned molecules for x-ray 
studies.  With linearly polarized laser pulses, the molecules can be aligned along their most 
polarizable axis, but one has no control over the rotational motion along this axis.  The ability to 
overcome this limitation will open the door for three-dimensional structural studies of 
asymmetric molecules.  It has been shown that an elliptically polarized pulse or two linearly 
polarized pulses can be used to create an ensemble of three-dimensionally aligned molecules 
[39].  In Ref. [10], we theoretically and numerically analyze x-ray scattering from asymmetric-
top molecules three-dimensionally aligned using elliptically polarized laser light.  A rigid-rotor 
model is assumed.  The principal axes of the polarizability tensor are assumed to coincide with 
the principal axes of the moment of inertia tensor.  Several symmetries in the Hamiltonian are 
identified and exploited to enhance the efficiency of solving the time-dependent Schrödinger 
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equation for each rotational state initially populated in a thermal ensemble. Using a phase-
retrieval algorithm, the feasibility of structure reconstruction from a quasi-adiabatically aligned 
sample is illustrated for the organic molecule naphthalene. The spatial resolution achievable 
strongly depends on the laser parameters, the initial rotational temperature, and the x-ray pulse 
duration. We demonstrate that for a laser peak intensity of 5 TW/cm2, a laser pulse duration of 
100 ps, a rotational temperature of 10 mK, and an x-ray pulse duration of 1 ps, the molecular 
structure may be probed at a resolution of 1 Angstrom (see Fig. 4). 
 

 
Fig. 4.  Structure of naphthalene reconstructed from the diffraction 
signals obtained from 10-mK molecules exposed to 1-ps x-ray pulse 
and 100-ps laser pulse. 

 
 
X-ray scattering from laser-aligned molecules—experiment (G. Doumy, P. J. Ho, E. P. 
Kanter, B. Krässig, A. M. March, D. Ray, R. Santra3, S. H. Southworth, L. Young, T. J. Graber12, 
R. W. Henning12) 
 This work builds upon our previous demonstration of an x-ray microprobe of laser-
aligned bromotrifluoromethane (CF3Br) molecules [32].  As in the previous work, the duration of 
the x-ray probe pulse is ~100 ps, which is of similar magnitude as molecular rotational periods, 
and TW laser pulses with ~100 ps duration at 1 kHz are used to produce quasi-adiabatic 
molecular alignment in a gaseous sample cooled by supersonic expansion. Whereas in our 
previous work the x-ray probe was based on resonant x-ray absorption and fluorescence 
detection, the goal of this work is to collect diffraction patterns of coherently scattered x-rays 
from laser aligned ensembles of molecules, guided by theoretical predictions made in our group 
[10,13,21]. 
 The cross section for coherent x-ray scattering is orders of magnitude lower than that of 
resonant absorption and a demonstration of coherent scattering from a molecular beam requires 
significantly higher x-ray flux and sample density than in the work of Ref. [32]. We have 
therefore built a new target chamber for use at the high flux beamline APS Sector 14-ID-B (two 
in-line undulators and pink beam operation, ΔE/E ~2%, 1010 photons per pulse). The chamber 
design incorporates a skimmed molecular beam target with a pulsed nozzle and a 60° viewing 
angle for forward scattered x-rays. Scattered x-rays are collected by the Sector 14 Mar 165 high-
resolution CCD detector. The chamber is mounted on a specially designed table with 5 
motorized degrees of freedom that can be wheeled into the tight space of the 14-ID-B hutch to 
straddle the existing table with minimal disturbance to the equipment for macromolecular 
crystallography located at this beamline. The setup incorporates a set of two 100-mm length 
Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors to refocus the x-ray beam to about 20×40 μm2 at the intersection of the 
x-ray beam and the molecular beam. The existing Spitfire Ti:Sapphire laser system was modified 
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such that the uncompressed output could be directly transported to our new experimental setup, 
providing a beam of 800-nm, 4.5-mJ laser pulses of ~150 ps duration at 1 kHz. A first 
experimental run with this setup, using a cw gas nozzle and without the aligning laser, provided 
x-ray scattering images for CF3Br, but also revealed the need to reduce scattered x-rays from slits 
and windows in the beam path. Preparations for our next beam time include improvements in 
beam collimation, laser beam controls, setting up diagnostics for beam overlap, and 
characterizing the pulsed molecular beam source. 
 
High-repetition-rate laser and x-ray experiments (A. M. March, A. Stickrath2, S. H. 
Southworth, E. P. Kanter, B. Krässig, G. Doumy, D. Ray, L. X. Chen2,13, L. Young, T. C. 
Briles14, D. Yost14, T. Schibli14, J. Ye14) 
 Tunable, polarized, x-ray pulses from synchrotron-based sources provide a route to 
observing molecular motion on picosecond timescales and Angstrom length scales.  Due to the 
high stability, brightness (1013 photons/s/0.01% bandwidth) and MHz repetition rates, 
synchrotron sources enable the acquisition of data with good statistics.  However, due to the 
mismatch in the repetition rates of intense laser pulses (~1-5 kHz) and synchrotron x-ray pulses 
(6.5 MHz at APS), it has been difficult to achieve high statistics for laser-pump/x-ray probe 
experiments that track transient states of matter following a controlled excitation from 
equilibrium.  To remedy this, we have implemented a high repetition rate (variable between 50 
kHz and 6.5 MHz), 10-W laser system at the 7ID beamline of the Advanced Photon Source.  
Laser pulses at 1.06 µm wavelength and either 10 ps or 130 ps duration are synchronized to the 
storage ring RF signal with a precision of 250 fs.  Nonlinear optical techniques provide laser 
radiation of other colors.  Early applications are to study and control gas-phase atoms and 
molecules in strong optical fields and to study photoinduced structural dynamics of solvated 
molecules. 

 In our first experiment, a liquid jet of a 2-mM solution of nickeltetramesitylporphyrin 
(NiTMP) in toluene was photoexcited with 532-nm, 10-ps, 6-µJ pulses at 135 kHz and the 
transient x-ray absorption spectrum was recorded across the Ni K-edge (see Fig. 5).  The 
transient absorption spectrum was measured by recording Ni K-L x-ray fluorescence pulses gated 
on one of the 24 electron bunches in the storage ring.  X-ray pulses from the single bunch passed 
through the liquid jet at 271 kHz, and every other pulse was gated "laser-on" in synchronization 

Fig. 5. Transient x-ray 
absorption spectrum of photo-
excited nickel porphyrin 
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with the 135 kHz laser pulses.  A laser/x-ray time-delay scan of the laser-on/laser-off ratio at the 
1s → 4pz feature indicated in Fig. 5 is consistent with the 200-ps lifetime of the laser-induced T1 
triplet state [40].  X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) of photo-excited NiTMP was 
recorded in addition to the near-edge structure shown in Fig. 5. 
 A long-term goal of this research project is to utilize passive enhancement cavities as 
demonstrated by the JILA group [41-43] to increase intra-cavity pulse energies by a factor of 
∼100.  Increased pulse energies will enable laser-pump/x-ray probe experiments at the full 6.5-
MHz repetition rate of the APS.  High repetition-rate techniques will also make optimum use of 
the ∼1-ps pulses that will be produced at the Short Pulse X-ray (SPX) facility planned for the 
APS Upgrade and described below. 
 
X-ray imaging of trapped nanoparticles (M. Pelton15, N. Scherer11, J. Sweet15, P. Ho, T. 
Graber12, G. Doumy, D. Ray, L. Young, AMO Group) 
 Beyond x-ray diffraction imaging of ensembles of laser-aligned molecules in the gas 
phase we propose to use an x-ray microprobe to image a single trapped and aligned nanoparticle 
in solution.  Atomic level imaging of a nanoparticle in its native environment, in the presence of 
water background, with laser trapping to confine the particle such that dynamics on an 
nanometer scale could be monitored:  all of these would represent major steps forward from the 
present status of x-ray imaging of single nanoparticles fixed to a solid support. Pelton and 
Scherer have developed a new approach to manipulate single and few nanoparticles that has the 
potential to arrange particles into designed assemblies [44].  Anisotropic metal nanoparticles, 
such as those shown in Fig. 6, can be held stably in an optical trap for several minutes, and have 
their long axis aligned with the linear polarization of the trapping laser.  Using x-ray diffraction 
to determine the structure of a trapped metal nanoparticle will demonstrate the necessary 
principles required for x-ray structure determination of single trapped macromolecules.  Initially, 
single silver nanowires on a thin membrane will be studied as a proof of principle on Sector 14, 
where a high single pulse photon flux and a co-located picosecond laser system is available for 
studies of laser-induced nanoparticle melting. 

 

Fig. 6.  A transmission-electron microscope 
(TEM) image of a small array of Au bipyramid 
nanoparicles.  This arrangement formed 
spontaneously upon drying a solution of particles 
on the carbon-grid substrate. 
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Interatomic Coulombic Decay (ICD) in xenon difluoride  (R. W. Dunford, E. P. Kanter, B. 
Krässig, R. Santra3, S.H. Southworth, L. Young)  
 Absorption of an x-ray gives rise to excitation or ionization of an inner-shell electron. 
The resulting vacancy is quickly filled and generally results in a cascade of x-ray and Auger 
transitions. The different possible decay paths lead to a range of possible final charge states. If 
this occurs in an atom that is part of a molecule or cluster, it can cause loss of valence electrons 
not localized on the central atom and produce two or more charge centers. This is then followed 
by a Coulomb explosion of the system.  The process, termed Interatomic Coulombic Decay 
(ICD), was observed by Morishita, et al. [45] in experiments on argon dimers. Our work was 
motivated by a theoretical study of ICD in XeFn molecules by Buth, Santra and Cederbaum [46]. 
The main point is that ICD leads to the production of more positive charges per absorbed x-ray 
photon and boosts damage in materials when they are exposed to x rays. To explore this process, 
we compared the charge states produced following inner-shell photoionization of isolated Xe 
atoms and the Xe atoms in xenon difluoride XeF2. The goal of the experiment was to gain an 
understanding of ICD and explore potential practical implications relating to material damage. 
 In the experiment, a beam of either Xe or XeF2 was directed across a 35 keV x-ray beam 
from the Advanced Photon Source (APS). The x-rays had sufficient energy to photoionize the K-
shell of Xe.  Fluorescence from the resulting inner-shell vacancy decays was observed by a Ge x-
ray spectrometer. These photons also provided the start signal for determining the ion time-of- 
flight TOF. Using a trick, we were able to get time resolution much better than that normally 
expected from a Ge detector. The idea is based on the fact that the bunches from the APS have 
excellent timing characteristics. We simply identify the particular bunch associated with the 
event, and correct the start time to correspond to the arrival of that bunch. This allows us to 
obtain sharp TOF peaks. A multi-hit position sensitive detector was used to detect the ions. The 
mass and charge states of the ions are determined by measuring the ion TOF. Using the x-ray 
energy measured by the Ge detector to tag the initial state, we determine the changes in the ion 
charge state distributions as a function of the initial hole state.  
 The data analysis for this experiment is still in progress but initial work shows an 
interesting result for a subset of events which are triple coincidences involving a F2+ ion, a F3+ 
ion, and a Xeq+ ion of charge q.  The center of the distribution of the total charge of these three 
fragments is higher than the center of the charge state distribution of the atomic Xe target by 
more than two charge states. Theoretical modeling will be required to determine if this shift is 
due to ICD.  Other subsets of data show similar results.  In the future, we can extend this study to 
more complicated systems such as XeF4 which will provide further insight into the ICD process. 
 
Short pulse x rays at the Advanced Photon Source (L. Young, P. G. Evans16, L. X. Chen2,13, R. 
Clarke17, M. Beno1, E. M. Dufresne1, D. Keavney1, Y. Li1, D. R. Reis8, S. H. Southworth, D. 
Tiede2, D. Walko1, AMO Group, XSD staff) 
 The Short Pulse X-ray (SPX) facility will extend time-resolved x-ray scattering and 
spectroscopy to the picosecond timescale while retaining the powerful characteristics of 
synchrotron radiation, i.e. user-controlled continuous tunability of energy, polarization and 
bandwidth combined with exquisite x-ray energy and pulse length stability over a wide energy 
range.  Experiments at the SPX will produce one picosecond stroboscopic snapshots of 
molecular rotations, molecular excited state transition structures, stress/strain wave propagation, 
magnetic domain wall dynamics, phase transitions and the coupling between electronic, 
vibrational and magnetic degrees of freedom in condensed matter systems.  Transformational 
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developments are now taking place in high-average-power pulsed laser technology, with 
substantially increased repetition rates that promise to make highly efficient use of the MHz x-
ray repetition rates of the SPX.  The SPX is an important component of the APS Upgrade, which 
was granted Critical Decision 0 on April 22, 2010.   
 High-repetition-rate, synchrotron-based, short x-ray pulses are produced at the SPX using 
the innovative method of rf-deflection of the stored electron bunches to allow efficient temporal 
slicing of the relatively long (~100 ps) x-ray pulses at the full repetition rate of the storage ring.  
This method was originally proposed by Zholents et al. [47] and simulated for the Advanced 
Photon Source (APS) storage ring lattice by Borland [48]. Two rf-deflection cavities are used: 
first to induce a correlation between the longitudinal position of an electron within the bunch and 
its vertical momentum, i.e. a chirp, and second to undo the chirp, such that the electron trajectory 
around the remainder of the storage ring is unaffected.  Between the two cavities, variable 
duration x-ray pulses can be selected by slitting the x-ray beam and/or adjusting the rf-deflection 
voltage.  The SPX rf-cavities will be placed in the downstream end of Sector 6 and the upstream 
end of Sector 8, respectively.  Since both Sectors 6 and 8 are slated for 8-m long straight 
sections, they can accommodate standard undulators of 2.4-m length in addition to the rf-
deflection cavities.  The straight section and bending magnet of Sector 7 will have the chirped 
electron beam and produce short-duration x-ray pulses. 
 The planned SPX experimental facilities consist of 4 independently operating end 
stations providing time-resolved diffraction, microscopy, spectroscopy with hard and soft x-rays, 
and a novel time-dispersed diffraction capability.  The facilities will consist of 3 beamlines.  Two 
of the SPX beamlines will use radiation from canted undulators in a standard 4.8 m straight 
section.  A third will use a bending magnet source.  An energy range of 4 to 35 keV on the hard 
x-ray insertion device beamlines will be available to address a variety of chemical, molecular 
and materials science experiments.  An energy range of 200-2000 eV will be available at the soft 
x-ray beamline.  Figure 7 shows the beamline layout and experimental control rooms associated 
with the SPX experimental facilities. 
 

 
Fig 7. Proposed layout for the Short-Pulse X-ray Facility.  Four independent end stations for short-pulse x-ray 
studies are planned.  Canted undulators in the Sector 7 straight section provide independent sources for the 7-ID-
C/D and 7-ID-B insertion device beamlines.  The Sector 7 bending magnet will deliver soft x-rays.  Experiments 
with 100-ps pulses will continue on adjacent sectors.   
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J.R. MACDONALD LABORATORY - OVERVIEW 2010 
The J.R. Macdonald Laboratory focuses on the interaction of intense laser pulses with matter 

— specifically, observing and controlling single atoms and molecules on short time scales. The 
eventual goal is to make this time scale the natural one on which the electrons move in matter. 
Doing so will add to our existing capability to trace nuclear motion in molecules using 
femtosecond laser pulses. All of these activities build towards the ultimate goal of 
understanding the dynamical processes of reactions well enough to control them. To this end, 
we are advancing theoretical modeling and computational approaches as well as experimental 
techniques and taking advantage of our expertise in particle imaging techniques (such as 
COLTRIMS, VMI, MDI, etc.). Most of our research projects1 are associated with one of the two 
themes: “Attosecond Physics” and “Control”. The boundary between these themes, however, is 
sometimes not well defined.  A few examples are briefly mentioned below. 

1) Attosecond physics: The goal of the efforts under this theme is to follow, in real time, 
electronic motion in atoms and molecules. However, attosecond pulses can also serve as very 
precise triggers or probes of the femtosecond-scale nuclear motion in molecules. We have 
characterized the temporal shape of single, 140 attosecond pulses generated by the generalized 
double optical gating method and demonstrated attosecond pulse generation with arbitrary carrier-
envelope phase driving pulses. We have employed these pulses in time-resolved studies of 
autoionization of Ar atoms. Using an attosecond pulse train in an EUV/infrared pump-probe 
scheme, we have explored He and D2 ionization. The quantitative re-scattering theory simplifies 
the interpretation of spectra from experiments combining attosecond pulse trains with infrared 
pulses, such as in the He experiment mentioned above.  It has also been applied successfully to 
many other scenarios involving high harmonic generation and the related phenomenon of 
electron rescattering. Further, we have followed theoretically the dissociative ionization of H2 in 
an attosecond pulse train and delayed infrared laser pulse.    

2) Control: Methods for controlling the motion of heavy particles in small molecules 
continue to be developed. Theoretically, the ability to control the dissociation of molecules (e.g., 
H2

+) into different final channels has been investigated using pulse pairs or the carrier-envelope 
phase. Experimentally, we have used a ω+2ω field to localize the electron on a specific nucleus of 
a dissociating D2

+ in experiments on D2 and D2
+ beams. We have also controlled the final product 

in the dissociation of an HD+ beam and oriented CO molecules, using the phase between the two 
colors as a control knob. Theory support was essential for the interpretation of these phenomena. 
We have improved our ability to align asymmetric top molecules and measure their degree of 
alignment using optical methods as well as single-shot VMI. We have studied an atomic ladder 
system with a finite pulse train and explored it with a free-running oscillator. 

In addition to the laser related research, we have conducted some collision studies using our 
high- and low-energy accelerators. Some of this work is conducted in collaboration with visiting 
scientists (for example, S. Lundeen, J. Shinpaugh & L. Toburen, E. Wells).  

Like the visitors benefiting from the use of our facilities, we pursue several outside 
collaborations at other facilities and with other groups (e.g., ALS, Århus, Auburn University, 
University of Colorado, FLASH, LCLS, Max-Planck Institutes for Quantum Optics and 
Kernphysik, Sao Carlos, Tokyo, Weizmann Institute of Science, and others). 
                                                 
1Details of the projects are provided in the individual contributions of the PIs: I. Ben-Itzhak, Z. Chang, 
C.L. Cocke, B.D. DePaola, B.D. Esry, V. Kumarappan, C.D. Lin, and U. Thumm.  
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Finally, it is hard to summarize this year without mentioning the removal of the LINAC — 
after about 20 years of service — to make room for expanding our laser facility.  The laser 
facilities are being reorganized to make room for a new 10 kHz laser system and to optimize the 
space for the new experimental faculty in the lab, including the recent hire of Carlos Trallero as 
an assistant professor in our department. The Lab is in a transition period now, and we are 
confident that our recent hires and plans for our facility and group will maintain the strong 
tradition of the Macdonald Lab.  
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Structure and Dynamics of Atoms, Ions, Molecules, and Surfaces: 
Molecular Dynamics with Ion and Laser Beams 

Itzik Ben-Itzhak, J. R. Macdonald Laboratory, Kansas State University 
Manhattan, KS 66506; ibi@phys.ksu.edu 

The goal of this part of the JRML program is to study the different mechanisms for molecular 
fragmentation initiated by ultrashort intense laser pulses or following fast or slow collisions. To 
this end we typically use molecular ion beams as the subject of our studies and have a close 
collaboration between theory and experiment. Examples of our recent work are given below. 

Controlled dissociation of a molecular ion beam using intense two-color laser fields 
We have achieved control of the dissociation of the benchmark H2

+ molecule using a two-
color field. Of particular interest is the first observation of channel asymmetry upon dissociation 
of HD+ by such a field. On the technical side this experiment is the first of its kind demonstrating 
that “pump-probe” experiments may be feasible in spite of the very low density of ion beam 
targets. In another experiment we provide clear evidence for the elusive “zero-photon 
dissociation” of H2

+ – a process driven by “two colors” within the laser bandwidth. 
Two-color (ω-2ω) control, J. McKenna, D. Ursrey, D. Ray, B. Gaire, M. Zohrabi, J. Hernandez, 
F. Anis, K.D. Carnes, C.L. Cocke, B.D. Esry, and I. Ben-Itzhak – Electron localization on a 
specific nucleus during strong-field dissociation of a molecular ion is controlled by the relative 
phase between the 790 and 395 nm components of a linearly-polarized ultrashort laser pulse.  We 
have observed both spatial and channel asymmetries experimentally for an HD+ beam target.  
The spatial asymmetry, which has been observed before (e.g., [1-2]), has been understood as 
being due to the breaking of the spatial symmetry of the driving field. This symmetry can also be 
broken by the carrier-envelope phase (CEP) of a few-cycle pulse [3]. In contrast, the channel 
asymmetry, namely the controlled dissociation into either H++D(1s) or H(1s)+D+, is independent 
of the spatial asymmetry and is not as easily understood in the language of driving field 
asymmetry. The fact that previous measurements have shown no channel asymmetry [1] was 
explained theoretically [4] by the need for a longer wavelength than the typically used ~800 nm.  

We achieved control over the dissociation of molecular ions using the phase delay of an 
intense two-color (790 and 395 nm) laser field. Specifically, an up-down asymmetry was 
produced in the dissociation of D2

+ and HD+. More importantly, we observed a channel 
asymmetry between the HD+ reaction products, H++D and H+D+. The results, shown in Fig. 
1(right), are interpreted in terms of interference between vibrationally-resolved dissociation 
pathways and are qualitatively reproduced by our 3D time-dependent Schrödinger equation 
(TDSE) calculations, also shown in the figure. Explicitly, the asymmetry is observed where the 
contributions from the 1sσ → 2pσ-1ω (bond softening at 790 nm) and the 1sσ → 2pσ-2ω → 2pσ-
1ω (395 nm absorption followed by 790 nm emission) are comparable. Note that, this experiment 
is the first “pump-probe” experiment of its kind on a molecular ion beam – a very thin target 
(~10-13–10-12

 Torr). We believe that before too long it will be feasible to carry out time-resolved 
dynamic imaging and control experiments on ion beams, though further development of the 
experimental systems is still needed, which we plan to pursue. 

Zero-photon dissociation (ZPD), B. Gaire, J. McKenna, A.M. Sayler, F. Anis, M. Zohrabi, 
Nora G. Johnson, J.J. Hua, K.D. Carnes, B.D. Esry, and I. Ben-Itzhak– To explain a very low 
KER feature in their data, Posthumus et al. [5] suggested an intriguing mechanism, which they 
named “zero-photon dissociation”, as it involves no net photon absorption by the dissociating 
H2

+. Recently, the same group repeated their measurements of dissociative ionization of H2 by 
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263 nm pulses, about 150 fs long, but this time they presented an alternative interpretation 
involving resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) [6].  

In order to eliminate the competing REMPI process we have studied the dissociation of an 
H2

+ beam in 10 fs, 790 nm laser pulses. We have measured very low kinetic energy release 
(KER) near 0 eV from the dissociation of H2

+ using a crossed-beams coincidence three-
dimensional momentum imaging setup [7] – after an upgrade allowing KER measurements down 
to zero. The results, shown in Fig. 1(Left), exhibit a clear KER peak near zero for intensities 
above 1013

 W/cm2 – the proposed signature of ZPD. This assessment is strongly supported by our 
theoretical work, as shown in the figure. Finally, instead of involving vibrational trapping as the 
key ingredient of the ZPD mechanism, we suggest that ZPD is driven by the absorption of a 
somewhat more energetic photon followed by the stimulated emission of a less energetic photon, 
both within the laser bandwidth. This would explain why short pulses are needed (broad band) 
and suggest that it is the highly excited vibrational states who contribute to this process. We plan 
to study the effect of the pulse chirp on ZPD and explore isotopic effects in HD+. 

These projects were presented as invited talks at SILAP 2009, and Atomic Physics 2009.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Left: (a-f) KER-cosθ plots for the dissociation of H2

+ in 10 fs, 790 nm pulses at intensities indicated (in 
W/cm2): (a-c) experiment, and (d-f) 3D TDSE theory. (g-l) same as (a-f) but for KER distributions integrated over 
all angles. The additional lines in (k) are from our 1D Floquet-like theory method (×0.25). In (l) the total 
dissociation probability density is overlaid with the individual 1sσg and 2pσu contributions. The dynamic range of 
the false color in (a-f) is the same for all density plots. Right: Experiment: KER-cosθ distributions for dissociation 
of D2

+ for (a) 790 nm, 6×1014 W/cm2, (b) 395 nm, 4×1012 W/cm2, and (c) a mixed two-color field for the pulses used 
in (a) and (b). Theory: Probability density in (d) corresponds to the experiment in (c), but for 790nm at 1013 W/cm2 
and 395 nm at 1012 W/cm2. Pulse durations for both wavelengths are 40 fs in experiment and theory. Data points in 
(e) show the measured up-down asymmetry parameter for D2

+, and in (b) the channel-asymmetry parameter for HD+ 
as a function of two-color phase integrated over 0.14<KER<0.5 eV. The solid curve in (e) is a full TDSE calculation 
and the dashed curve in (f) is a sinusoidal fit with π periodicity. All error bars denote statistical uncertainty. 

Intense short pulse laser-induced ionization and dissociation of molecular-ion beams  
The goal for these projects was to extend our knowledge of H2

+ and apply it to more complex 
molecules in intense ultrafast laser pulses. 

Studies of the benchmark H2
+ and H2 molecules provide the foundation for our understanding 

of the behavior of diatomic and somewhat more complex molecules in intense ultrashort laser 
pulses. To extend this knowledge base, we explored vibrational suppression in H2

+ dissociation 
(Pub. #16) in addition to the projects described above. Taking advantage of our improved energy 
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resolution we have studied the KER shift as a function of the sign of the pulse chirp (Pub. #20) 
as well as higher order effects (in collaboration with the Weizmann Institute of Science). In 
addition, we continued our studies of the benchmark polyatomic molecule, H3

+, in which we 
focused on the dissociation channel and the study of a high KER feature in the single ionization 
channel. All these projects benefited from the strong collaboration with the theory group of Esry. 

Armed with better understanding of the benchmark systems above, we explored more 
complex molecules. For example, we studied the dissociation of electronic and vibrationally cold 
CO2+ – an effectively two-level system undergoing perpendicular transitions (Pub. #21). In 
another example, we identified dissociation pathways in O2

+ using vibrationally-resolved KER 
spectra. In collaboration with Eric Wells (Augustana College) we are making progress in 
controlling molecular processes by pulse shaping using a genetic algorithm (GA) (Pub. #18-19). 
Recently, Matthias Kling joined our efforts to incorporate a velocity map imaging (VMI) setup 
into the feedback loop of the GA. This should allow us to control more unique targets. 

In addition to our laser studies, we conducted a few collision experiments between keV 
molecular ion beams and atomic targets. For example, at present we are investigating collision 
induced dissociation accompanied by target ionization. 
Future plans: We will continue interrogating H2

+ beams with laser pulses, in particular 
exploring how to extend our recent two-color studies to the even more challenging pump-probe 
experiments. We will also continue our studies of more complex molecules such as H3

+ 
isotopologues, CO+, NO2+ etc. Finally, we will continue to improve our collision setup to enable 
high resolution Q-value measurements, which will then be implemented to probe molecular ion 
beams produced by intense ultrashort laser pulses. 
References: 
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In addition to the close collaboration with the theory group of Brett Esry, some of our studies are done in 
collaboration with Z. Chang’s group, Lew Cocke’s group, C.W. Fehrenbach, and others.  
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Probing autoionization using attosecond pulses  
generated with generalized double optical gating 

Zenghu Chang 
J. R. Macdonald Laboratory, Department of Physics,  

Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506, chang@phys.ksu.edu
 

The goals of this aspect of the JRML program are (1) to generate single isolated attosecond pulses 
using 25 fs lasers without the need of locking the carrier-envelope phase for scaling XUV photon flux. (2) 
to find methods that can temporally characterize ultrabroad bandwidth attosecond pulses, (2) to use the 
isolated attosecond pulses for studying correlated electron dynamics in the autoionization of atoms.  
 
1. Isolated attosecond pulse generation without the need of stabilizing the carrier-envelope 

phase of driving lasers. Steve Gilbertson, Sabih D. Khan, Yi Wu, Michael Chini, and Zenghu 
Chang. 

 
The main difficulties in the generation of single isolated attosecond pulses have been the 

requirements on the pulse duration and the stability of the carrier-envelope (CE) phase of the driving 
laser.  The attosecond pulse generation methods of amplitude gating and polarization gating both require 
CE phase locked few cycle laser pulses ideally <5 fs in duration.  These two requirements are beyond the 
capabilities of many labs.  Furthermore, to scale up the photon flux of the isolated attosecond pulses that 
have limited the applications to linear processes so far, one wishes to use pettawatt class lasers. However, 
due to large power fluctuations and low repetition rate, locking the CE phase of such ultra-high power 
lasers has not been demonstrated.  

 
 All of the current single isolated attosecond pulse generation schemes rely on gating a single 

XUV pulse from a pulse train by effectively reducing the generation laser to pulse durations on the order 
of the attosecond pulse train period.  Since CE phase fluctuations play a large role in the attosecond pulse 
number per shot, locking the CE phase is critical to the quality of pulses produced.  In previous 
experiments, the “gate width”, or region of the generating laser that produces the attosecond burst of 
photons, was set to be equal to the attosecond pulse train period.  For amplitude gating and polarization 
gating (PG), this is half of an optical cycle of the fundamental laser period and for the Double Optical 
Gating (DOG) and the Generalized DOG this is one optical cycle.  Once the gate width is set, the CE 
phase is locked so that the most efficient pulse with the smoothest spectrum is generated. For other phase 
values, two attosecond pulses per shot can be generated.  

 
By setting the gate width sufficiently narrow with the Generalized Double Optical Gating, we 

demonstrated that single isolated attosecond pulses can be generated with any arbitrary carrier-envelope 
phase value of the driving laser. The carrier-envelope phase only affects the photon flux, not the pulse 
duration or contrast. Our results show that isolated attosecond pulses can be generated using carrier-
envelope phase un-stabilized 23 fs pulses directly from chirped pulse amplifiers. The ability to generate 
isolated attosecond pulses without the need to lock the CE phase opens the door for the generation of high 
flux attosecond pulses with pettawatt class lasers that do not have the ability to stabilize the CE phase, 
which is crucial for investigating attosecond nonlinear processes. 

 
Interestingly, applying the same idea to gating schemes that use the fundamental laser field only 

will not work well. In that case, the attosecond pulse spacing is half of a laser cycle. Even when the gate 
width is half of a laser cycle, two attosecond pulses can still be generated if the CE phase is not set 
appropriately. One may think of reducing the gate width to a quarter of the laser cycle to accomplish the 
same as what the GDOG does, however, that is too short because it takes one half laser cycle for the 
electron to return to the parent ion. 
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2. PROOF, a new method for charactering broadband isolated attosecond pulses. Michael 
Chini, Steve Gilbertson, Sabih D. Khan, and Zenghu Chang. 

 
The measurement of isolated attosecond pulses has so far been performed with the attosecond 

streak camera or attosecond transient recorder technique, whereby the attosecond XUV pulse is converted 
into its electron replica through photoemission in atoms. The electrons are then momentum-shifted in a 
near infrared (NIR) laser field. The electron spectrum is measured as a function of the delay between the 
XUV and NIR pulses, and the time information of the attosecond pulse is encoded in the streaked 
photoelectron spectrum using the classical time-to-momentum conversion relationship. The streaked 
photoelectron spectrogram can then be used to retrieve the attosecond pulse, a technique known as 
FROG-CRAB (Frequency-Resolved Optical Gating for Complete Reconstruction of Attosecond Bursts). 
The attosecond pulse is retrieved by matching the measured spectrogram to a FROG-CRAB trace 
reconstructed from a guessed pulse amplitude and phase. The FROG-CRAB technique has a major 
limitation. It assumes that the bandwidth of the attosecond pulse is much smaller than the central energy 
of the photoelectrons. This central momentum approximation is needed to apply the FROG phase 
retrieval techniques developed for measurement of femtosecond lasers, and it poses a limitation on the 
shortest attosecond pulses that can be characterized at a given center photon energy. Even in the current 
state-of-the-art experiments, the central momentum approximation is only barely met, and measurement 
of even shorter pulses would almost certainly violate the approximation.  
 

We developed a new technique for characterizing attosecond pulses, whereby the spectral phase 
of the attosecond pulse is extracted from the oscillation component with the dressing laser frequency in 
the photoelectron spectrogram. This technique, termed PROOF (Phase Retrieval by Omega Oscillation 
Filtering), can be applied to characterizing attosecond pulses with ultrabroad bandwidths. The spectral 
phase encoding in PROOF can be described by quantum interference of the continuum states caused by 
the dressing laser. The interference of those states coupled by the dressing laser causes the electron signal 
at a constant energy to oscillate with the delay, as illustrated in Fig.(a).  

 
The sinusoidal oscillation of the energy is 

governed by the amplitude and phase of each of the 
interfering XUV spectral components. When the 
component of the oscillation with the dressing laser 
central frequency L  is extracted, as shown in Fig. 
(b) and (c), the interference is related to the spectral 
phases )( Lv   , )( v , and )( Lv    of the 
three XUV frequency components separated by the 
laser photon energy. The spectral phase can 
therefore be decoded from the L  oscillation of the 
signal at each energy, measured as a function of 
delay between the XUV pulse and the NIR field.  

 
In PROOF, the L  component shown in Fig. (c) is obtained by a filter illustrated in Fig. (b). To 

decode the spectral phase difference, one needs to find the spectral phase that reproduces the trace in (c). 
Retrieving the spectral phase from these oscillations reduces to a minimization problem. Unlike FROG-
CRAB, this method does not use FROG phase retrieval algorithms, and the central momentum 
approximation is not needed. PROOF has many advantages over other techniques, in that it is not limited 
to narrow bandwidth pulses and it can be performed with low dressing laser intensities. It can therefore be 
used to characterize the phase of recently generated gated high harmonic spectra supporting atomic unit 
pulse durations, or even zeptosecond pulses. 
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3. Time-resolved autoionization experiments with attosecond transient absorption.  He Wang, 
Michael Chini, Shouyuan Chen, Chang-Hua Zhang, Feng He, Yan Cheng, Yi Wu, Uwe Thumm, and 
Zenghu Chang.  

 
Electron correlation plays important roles in determining the properties of atoms, molecules and 

condensed matter such as high-Tc superconductors. However, directly observation of correlated electron 
motion in condensed phase is still a challenge. On the contrary, atoms are simpler, which can serve as the 
springboard between atomic physics and the complex systems. An attosecond transient absorption setup 
was established in our lab to study time-resolved autoionization in atoms, which is governed by electron-
electron correlation. The Fano profile, which is the signature of the autoionization process, has 
widespread significance in many scientific disciplines. For decades, spectral-domain measurements with 
synchrotron radiation have served as a window into the rich dynamics of autoionization. However, the 
synchrotron pulse duration is too long (100 fs to 100 ps) to probe Fano resonances in the time domain 
since the autoionization lifetimes of noble gases can be as short as a few femtoseconds. We demonstrated 
the first transient absorption experiment using isolated attosecond pulses to probe the 3s3p6np 1P 
autoionizing states in argon and show that the autoionization process is strongly modified by an intense 
few-cycle near infrared laser field.  

 
To control and measure the autoionizing states of argon atoms, a pump-probe scheme with a 

Mach-Zehnder configuration was used in the experiment. The carrier-envelope phase stabilized 1 mJ, 5 to 
8 fs NIR pulses centered at 750 nm were split into two parts. Half of the beam generated the isolated 
attosecond pulse using the generalized double optical gating (GDOG) from argon gas, and the 
corresponding XUV supercontinuum spectrum covered the energy range between 20 eV and 40 eV. 
Measurements with an attosecond streak camera and reconstruction by the FROG-CRAB method 
confirmed the pulse duration to be ~140 as. The attosecond XUV pulse passed through a 300 nm Al foil 
and was focused to a second glass gas cell filled with 25 torr of argon gas where more than 80% of the 
XUV was absorbed. Meanwhile, the other half of the NIR beam was recombined collinearly with the 
attosecond pulse at the second gas cell by a hole-drilled mirror which reflected a portion of the NIR and 
allowed the XUV to pass. A lens was used to focus the NIR to the second gas cell. The delay between the 
NIR and XUV pulses was introduced by a piezo-electric transducer. A CW green laser was co-propagated 
in both arms of the interferometer to stabilize and control the delay between the NIR and XUV pulses. 
The transmitted XUV pulse through the second cell was dispersed by a transmission grating on the 
MCP/phosphor and CCD image recorder. The spectrometer resolution was estimated to be 50 meV.  

 
The capability of synchronizing an intense 8 fs NIR pulse and a 140 as XUV pulse on an argon 

gas target allows us to control the autoionization process with a lifetime of less than 10 fs. In the 
experiment, the autoionization process was initiated by an isolated attosecond pulse and modified by a 
NIR laser. The 3s3p65p and 3s3p66p states primarily exhibit an energy shift as well as broadening and 
weakening of the resonances. Most interestingly, 3s3p64p exhibits a dramatic splitting which is 
asymmetric with respect to zero delay. Numerical simulations revealed that the splitting of the 3s3p64p 1P 
line is caused by the coupling between two short-lived highly excited states in the strong laser field. 
Coupling between such short-lived highly-excited states has never before been studied, as it requires laser 
pulses much shorter than the autoionization lifetime. By changing the delay between the two pulses, we 
have demonstrated control over the resonance energy, line width and the q parameter which characterize 
the autoionization process. Therefore, control of the autoionization process in argon clearly demonstrated 
that isolated attosecond pulses are crucial tools for studying electron correlation dynamics 

 
 We have participated in studying dynamics in molecules (lead by Dörner at the University of 
Frankfurt), and x-ray lasers (lead by Rocca at Colorado State University). We also worked on micro-
machining using the ultrafast lasers lead by Lei at KSU.  
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Structure and Dynamics of Atoms, Ions, Molecules and Surfaces: 
Atomic Physics with Intense Short Laser Pulses and Synchrotron Radiation 

 
C.L.Cocke, Physics Department, J.R. Macdonald Laboratory, Kansas State University, 

Manhattan, KS 66506, cocke@phys.ksu.edu 
 

During the past year we have used IR/EUV pump/probe experiments to study the influence of 
resonances on the interaction of He with attosecond pulses; we have used velocity-map-
imaging(VMI)  to study rescattered electrons generated by short one- (800 nm) and two-color 
(400/800nm) strong field pulses from rare gases; we have used pump/probe VMI measurements 
to study in real time vibrational wave packets in molecular oxygen; we have used two-color IR 
pump/IR probe to demonstrate orientation of CO molecules; we have used full cycle attosecond 
EUV/IR probe to manipulate the asymmetric dissociation of D2 molecules; and we have used 
two-color IR pump/probe pulses to manipulate asymmetric dissociation in D2.   
 
Progress: 
 
1) Attosecond pulse trains interacting with He in the presence of an IR field. P. Ranitovic , 
X. M. Tong, B. Gramkow , S. De , B. DePaola , K. P. Singh , W. Cao , M. Magrakvelidze , D. 
Ray, I. Bocharova , H. Mashiko , A. Sandhu , E. Gagnon , M. M. Murnane , H.C. Kapteyn , I. 
Litvinyuk and  C. L. Cocke.  We have concluded a series of measurements on the yield of 
photoelectrons and He+ ions from the interaction of an attosecond pulse train (APT) of EUV 
(11th-17th harmonics of 800 nm) on He in the presence of an IR field. The yield both in the 
overlap region and when the IR comes after the APT are very sensitive to the wavelengths of the 
harmonics, an effect we attribute to the role of resonant population of excited states of the He 
neutral. This work has now been published [*10].  
2) Momentum images of backscattered electrons released from rare-gas targets by intense 
laser pulses: D.Ray,  I.Bocharova,, P.Ranitovic, S.De, I.V.Litvinyuk, A.T.Le, C.D.Lin, 
G.G.Paulus and C.L.Cocke. It is now well established that rescattering electrons, or high energy 
ATI electrons (HATI) , generated by short intense laser pulses can be quantitatively described by  
factoring the amplitude for the process into a product of a “wave packet” and the differential 
cross section for free electrons scattering from the ionic target  (QRS,[1,2]). In order to provide 
quantitative benchmark data to test the limits of validity of this approach we have used velocity-
map-imaging (VMI) to measure momentum spectra for HATI electrons from Ar and Xe over a 
wide range of laser intensities. We have extracted differential cross sections for electron-ion 
scattering from the data and have compared these to theoretical cross sections calculated in the 
single active electron/effective potential model.  For a given scattering energy, cross sections 
extracted for different intensities are found to be in good agreement with each other, as is 
predicted by QRS. The theoretical cross sections are in good, but not perfect, agreement with the 
extracted cross sections.  
We have also used two-color (800/400 nm) fields to generate HATI electrons from Xe and have 
measured the dependence of the spectra on the relative phase of the two colors. The shape of 
the corresponding wave form is very similar to that of a short carrier-envelope-phase controlled 
IR pulse, and elicits a response from an atomic and molecular target very similar to the CEP 
stabilized pulse. We find that the HATI electron energy and yield are left-right asymmetric, due 
to the asymmetric wave form, and very dependent on the phase. The results are in good 
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agreement with both a solution to the time-dependent Schrödinger equation and a QRS 
calculation. By matching the measured results in phase with theoretical ones the experimental 
establishment of the absolute value of  is straightforward and precise.  
3)Tracking nuclear wave-packet dynamics in molecular oxygen ions with few-cycle 
infrared laser pulses, S. De, I. A. Bocharova, M. Magrakvelidze, D. Ray, W. Cao, B. Bergues, 
U. Thumm, M. F. Kling, I. V. Litvinyuk, and C. L. Cocke. We have used IR/IR (800 nm) 
pump/probe spectroscopy to study in real time the wave packet dynamics in the dication of 
molecular oxygen. The first IR pulse (8 fs in length) launches (coherent) wave packets onto 
several excited states of the dication (the intermediate molecule). These wave packets, after a 
delay of  up to 1700 fs, are then probed by a second pulse which ionizes the molecular ion 
further. VMI is used to measure the resulting momenta of the molecular fragments Oq+  and the 
kinetic energy release (KER) corresponding to each intermediate molecule is measured.  Two 
types of wave packet motion are observed, one corresponding to dissociative states and one to 
(quasi)-bound states of the intermediate molecule. By plotting the kinetic energy release (KER) 
of the bound states as a function of delay we observe two types of vibrational motion. First, the 
oscillation of the packets in the well (very similar for several identified states) gives rise to a 
modulation of the yield with a period near 33 fs. This motion washes out after several periods. 
Second, at times of 955 and 1490 fs this vibrational structure is found to “revive”. The revival 
times can be used to identify, with the use of theoretical calculations [3], the states responsible. 
The revival times are evaluated with greater precision than previous spectroscopic calculations 
allowed. A sample spectrum showing both the vibrational wave-packet motion and the revivals is 
shown in fig. 1. This work has been published in [*1].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4) Field-Free Orientation of CO Molecules by Femtosecond Two-Color Laser Fields ,S. De, I. 
Znakovskaya, D. Ray, F. Anis, Nora G. Johnson, I. A. Bocharova, M. Magrakvelidze, B. D. Esry, C. L. 
Cocke, I. V. Litvinyuk, and M. F. Kling,.  A well known approach for aligning molecules is to 
subject them to a short laser pulse of duration much less than the rotational times of the 
molecule, thereby launching the molecule into a rotational wave packet. This wave packet 
revives at integral fractions of the rotational period of the molecule, at which times the wave 
packet corresponds to substantial alignment of the molecule. If a single color IR pulse is used, no 
orientation (as opposed to alignment) of the wave packet is possible even for a heterogeneous 
molecule, due to the symmetry of the IR field. If a two-color (400/800 nm) field is used, 

 

Fig. 1. KER versus pump-probe delay for 
O2+ 

 ions observed with a VMI 
arrangement. The band near 22 eV results 
from the population of the dication of O2 
by the pump pulse followed by the 
ionization to the O2+/ O+ channel after 
some delay. Vibrational wave packets give 
rise to oscillatory behavior with a period 
of 33 fs, which is strong initially, then 
washes out, then “revives” for times near 
950 and 1490 fs.  
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however, the pump field can have a preferred direction and can orient, not just align, the 
molecule. We have used VMI measurements together with two-color pump/one color probe to 
demonstrate that the pump indeed orients the molecule. The data are compared to a theoretical 
calculation by B.Esry and F.Anis, and good agreement is found. This work is published [*7].  
5) Control of Electron Localization in Deuterium Molecular Ions using an Attosecond Pulse Train 
and a Many-Cycle Infrared Pulse , K. P. Singh, F. He, P. Ranitovic, W. Cao, S. De, D. Ray, S. Chen, U. 
Thumm, A. Becker, M. M. Murnane, H. C. Kapteyn, I. V. Litvinyuk, and C. L. Cocke. When D2 is 
illuminated by EUV with a photon energy above the first ionization potential, a vibrational wave 
packet can be created in the ground state 1s potential curve of D2

+. In a strict Franck-Condon 
transition, a small portion of this wave packet will find itself in the continuum (“ground state 
dissociation”) but most of the packet will remain bound. If an IR field is sufficient strength (few 
x 10 13 W/cm2) is present however, the bound state wave packet can be induced to dissociate 
through “bond softening” when the wave packet reaches near the outer turning point. The 
dissociation leads to a deuteron and a neutral ground state deuterium atom. In the present case 
the initial wave packet is launched by an APT. Such a wave packet commonly recurs every half 
cycle of the IR, in which case there can be no asymmetry of emission of the subsequent 
dissociation regardless of the relative phase  of the IR and APT. In this case, however, we use a 
two-color (400/800 nm) to generate the APT, which results on only a single recurrence of the 
APT per IT cycle. Under these conditions, we have the possibility to direct in which direction the 
deuteron will be emitted. A small, but significant, asymmetry, is observed, oscillating with  
The results are in agreement with a coupled-channels model calculation. This is a very simple 
case of using a weak non-ionizing IR field to control the direction of emission of the reaction 
products in a EUV-generated fragmentation process  This work has appeared in [*4].  
6) Ion-Energy Dependence of Asymmetric Dissociation of D2 by a Two-Color Laser Field , D. Ray, 
F. He, S. De, W. Cao, H. Mashiko, P. Ranitovic, K. P. Singh, I. Znakovskaya, U. Thumm, G. G. Paulus, 
M. F. Kling, I. V. Litvinyuk, and C. L. Cocke.  Similar to the situation described in item (5), a single 
two-color IR field can lead to the asymmetric dissociation of D2

+ . The process is now initiated 
by the strong-field removal of one electron to launch a  wave packet on the 1s  potential curve 
of D2

+. The subsequent action of the IR field mixes the 1s and 2p potentials and can lead to a 
linear combination of these orbitals which represents a preferred emission of the deuteron to the 
left or right. Such an asymmetry was previously observed in refs. {4,5]. We have measured this 
emission as a function of the kinetic energy release of the deuteron, using VMI, and have found 
that the observed asymmetry is very dependent on the KER. It approximately reverses in going 
from one-photon (~bond-softening) to two-photon (~above threshold dissociation) regions of 
KER , and reverses again when one enters the rescattering region of KER, where the dissociation 
step is caused by the return of the electron to recollide with the D2

+ion. The results are in good 
agreement with a theoretical coupled-channel calculation carried out in the 1s2p basis. This  
work has been published in [*6]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Fig. 2. Left-right asymmetry of the 
emission of d + ions from a two-
color 45 fs pulse on D2 as a function 
of the relative phase of the two 
colors (400 nm and 800 nm ) and the 
kinetic energy release of the 
fragments. Three major regions of 
asymmetry are seen for one-photon, 
two-photon and rescattering 
energies. From [*6]. 
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Future plans: 
We will continue EUV attosecond pump/IR probe experiments, further VMI IRpump/IRprobe 
experiments on light molecules over longer time periods and further impulsive orientation 
experiments on light molecules. We will participate in the ALS collaboration [*2,3,4,8,9]. 
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Litvinyuk, and C. L. Cocke, Phys. Rev. A 82, 013408 (2010).  
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Interaction of Atomic Ladder Systems with Trains of UltraFast Pulses 
 

B. D. DePaola, Physics Department, J.R. Macdonald Laboratory, Kansas State University,          
Manhattan, KS 66506, depaola@phys.ksu.edu 

 
During the past year we have used a pulse shaper to convert single pulses from the KLS into short trains 
of pulses.  We have also directly used the output of the free-running oscillator as “infinite” trains of 
ultrafast pulses.  We measured resonant excitation and ionization of a ladder system in atomic Rb by both 
kinds of ultrafast pulse trains. 
 
Introduction 
 
The interaction of atoms and molecules with trains of ultrafast pulses has been of great interest in the past 
decade.  One-color pump-probe spectroscopy [1], an example of the simplest (or at least, shortest) pulse 
train, has been used to measure both atomic and molecular structure, and to measure how the structure 
can evolve in time [2].  At the other extreme, direct frequency comb spectroscopy (DFCS), pioneered by 
J. Ye, S. Cundiff and others [3], is usually discussed in the frequency domain.  However, it can be thought 
of [4] as the interaction of an atomic or molecular system with a (nearly) infinite train of ultrafast optical 
pulses.  In the past year, we have explored a domain that lies between these two extremes: the interaction 
of an atomic system with a finite, but greater than 2, train of ultrafast pulses.  Progress in these 
experiments is discussed in section 1.  More recently, we have been investigating the interaction of an 
atomic ladder system with the pulse train coming from a free running oscillator.  It would seem that 
DFCS cannot be done with such a free running pulse train because its Fourier transform does not give rise 
to the regular, sharp, and well-defined “teeth” of a frequency comb.  However, by running the experiment 
in reverse, that is, by detecting an excitation event and only then measuring the temporal and phase 
properties of the train, we show that a free-running oscillator can be used for extremely high resolution 
spectroscopy.  Progress in these experiments is discussed in section 2. 
 
Our target of choice for all of our experiments is Rb.  The reasons for this are several.  First, the structure 
of Rb is very precisely known.  Thus, the transition frequencies we measure can be compared with known 
values.  Second, Rb is a ladder system that has convenient transition energies.  In particular, the 
transitions in the 5s-5p3/2-5d3/2,5/2 ladder system are all within the bandwidth of Ti:Sapphire lasers.  Third, 
Rb can readily be cooled to a couple of hundred microKelvin.  This is important because it allows us to 
completely neglect Doppler effects in our analysis.  This includes not only Doppler broadening and its 
deleterious effects on ultrahigh resolution spectroscopy, but also spurious phase effects [5] that could 
complicate the interpretation of finite pulse train interaction with ladder systems.  Fourth, atomic Rb can 
be photoassociated into molecular Rb2.  The structure of large internuclear separation Rb2 is not well 
known, and will provide an interesting subject for study with the tools described in both sections 1 and 2. 
 
Progress: 
 
1) Interaction of a finite pulse train with an atomic ladder system.  H. U. Jang, B. Lomsadze, C. W. 
Fehrenbach, and B. D. DePaola 
 
One of the purposes of this series of experiments is to bridge the physics between the single-color 
pump/probe spectroscopy techniques and direct frequency comb spectroscopy (DFCS).  In the former, 
typical pump-probe delay times are from tens of attoseconds to some picoseconds.  In the latter, typical 
pulse separations are some nanoseconds – which are of the same timescale as the radiative or other 
relaxation lifetimes of many systems of interest.  On the other hand, the frequency comb combines the 
broad bandwidth of the pump/probe system, with incredibly sharp frequency resolving capability.  
Conceptually, the physics of the interaction of a train of pulses with a 2-level system is simple: the first 
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pulse excites some fraction of the population to the 
upper state, at which point, the phase of the excited state 
wave function begins to evolve as exp(iωt).  At some 
time  later, the next pulse can excite more of the 
population.  If the total phase difference between the two 
excitation paths, including the phase shift of the second 
pulse with respect to the first, is an even multiple of π, 
we have constructive interference and an enhancement 
of the excitation process.  If the total phase difference is 
an odd multiple of π, we have destructive interference 
and a reduction in excitation.  By changing either the 
time between pulses, or the phase shift between pulses, 
one can smoothly move from constructive to destructive 
interference and back again.  The physics is akin to 2-slit 
interference: in both cases, the phase difference between 
different paths gives rise to the interference.  

Furthermore, adding more slits increases the number of interference terms and gives rise to greater 
contrast in the interference pattern.  In the case of optical pulses, a greater number of pulses should give 
rise to greater contrast, and added sharpness, in the excitation process.  The same general model can be 
applied to a 3-level ladder system, though clearly interferences should exist between the two “back to 
back” 2-level systems.  In our experiments the 3-level ladder consists of the 5s-5p3/2-5d states of atomic 
Rb.  We detect Rb(5d) production through its photoionization by the same pulse train that does the 
excitation. 
 
In these experiments we use a pulse shaper placed between the oscillator and amplifier in the KLS 
system.  In principle, we could program the pulse shaper to generate an arbitrary number of identical 
pulses, each having an identical phase jump from the pulse preceding it.  However, in order to do this, we 
would need to shape both the spectral phase and amplitude of the input pulse.  Unfortunately, the non-
linear gain of the amplifier would distort the spectral amplitude of the shaped pulse, making this approach 
problematic.  Fortunately, we achieve nearly the same goal of a train of uniformly separated pulses, each 
having an identical (and controllable) phase jump, by programming in a particular class of spectral phase, 
the sinusoidal spectral phase                 , where A, T, and φ0 are input parameters to our 
pulse shaper.  In the time domain, this creates an infinite train of pulses: 
 

                             

  

    
                                                                        

 
Here, Ein/out are the input and output electric fields, respectively, and Jn is the ordinary Bessel function.  
We can see from Eq. 1 that the pulse shaping parameter T is just the time between pulses, φ0 is the pulse 
to pulse phase jump, and A in some way controls the pulse amplitudes.  In fact, the Bessel function does 
not allow total control of the pulse amplitudes, but does allow us to control the number of pulses having 
amplitudes sufficiently large to cause significant excitation.  The measured Rb+ signal for a train of 11 
pulses interacting with the Rb ladder system is shown in Fig. 1.  Here we plot Rb+ production as a 
function of T, and φ0.  The broad diagonal structure is due to the above-mentioned interference in the 5s-
5p 2-level system, while the slashes across the broad structures are due to the interferences in the 5p-5d 2-
level system.   
 
In Fig. 2 we show the results for trains of 3, 7, and 11 pulses.  As expected, the structure is seen with 
greater sharpness and contrast as the number of pulses in the train is increased.  While they are in general 
agreement with the simple interference model, some aspects of these data are not yet understood.  For 
example, why is the 5s-5p structure so much stronger than that for the 5p-5d?  Why do the 2 sets of 
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Figure 1: Landscape plot of Rb
+
 counts versus T and φ0.    

In these data the train consisted of 11 pulses. 
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structures interfere with each other destructively, instead of constructively as 
one might naively expect?  These questions will be addressed in future 
experiments and rigorous calculations.   
 
Finally, we point out that the physics we learn from these measurements is very 
general.  The time scale of the entire train is a few picoseconds, making 
stochastic processes completely negligible.  Thus, what we learn about this 
process can also be applied to, for example, trains of attosecond pulses 
interacting with atomic or molecular systems [6].   

 
 
 
 
 

2) Interaction of a free-running oscillator with an atomic ladder system:  “Backwards” Direct 
Frequency Comb Spectroscopy. B. Lomsadze, H. U. Jang, C.W. Fehrenbach, and B. D. DePaola 
 
The development of frequency combs has revolutionized the field of metrology.  Using the comb as a 
source of reference lines enables one to do incredibly accurate spectroscopy that is absolutely referenced 
to accurate radio frequency signals.  A more recent advance in comb technology was the revelation [7] 
that, rather than only being used as a set of reference lines, the comb could be directly used for 
spectroscopy; this technique is referred to as direct frequency comb spectroscopy (DFCS).  In DFCS, one 
scans the frequency of the comb teeth until one of them is in resonance with a transition, at which point 
excitation occurs and one observes fluorescence, ionization, etc.  The frequencies of the teeth in the comb 
are scanned either through adjustment of the laser cavity length, which changes the repetition rate, frep, the 
frequency by which teeth in a comb are separated, or through adjustment of the laser pump power or an 
inter-cavity dispersive element either of which changes the offset frequency, f0.  The frequency of the nth 
tooth is given by            .  Unlike a frequency comb, for which f0 and frep are tightly controlled, 
in a free-running oscillator the repetition rate, and carrier envelope phase, φCE (related to f0 by     

  
  

    
) are generally free to drift.  In the experiments described in this section, we nevertheless are able 

to do spectroscopy on the sub-MHz level using a free-running oscillator.   
 
The motivation is that a great deal of effort goes into controlling f0 and frep; if we can achieve nearly the 
same results without exercising that control, the technique of DFCS will have been opened up to far more 
users.  In our preliminary experiments, we concentrated on a semi-free-running laser.  That is, we lock f0 
and allow frep to freely drift.  We lock f0 by first measuring it in a standard f-2f interferometer [3] and 
compare it with an arbitrary reference frequency.  The difference is fed to a loop that servos the 
oscillator’s pump laser power.  The oscillator interacts with the same Rb system described in Section 1.  
With f0 locked and frep freely running, we then wait for an ion signal to be produced through resonant 
multi-photon excitation/ionization.  Upon detection of an ion, we immediately measure frep.  We then plot 
the measured ion yield as a function of frep, just as one would do in conventional DFCS.  The major 
difference is that in DFCS one would only scan frep back and forth through one cycle of resonances, while 
in backwards DFCS (BDFCS) one can generally expect a much greater range of frep.  This is not a 
problem since the spectrum is (nearly) periodic, at least to the accuracy of the measurement.  Thus 
consecutive cycles of the spectrum can be added together to improve statistics.  A portion of a sample 
measurement is shown in Fig. 3.  Each of the sharp spikes in the data represents a resonance in the 3-level 
system.  Note that because we are measuring ionization, rather than fluorescence originating from a 5d 
state, we also observe resonances in the 5s-5p manifold of states.  The estimated resolution roughly MHz 
– considerably worse than has been achieved before using a true frequency comb.  We believe that this is 
not due to a weakness in the method, but rather from Zeeman and ac Stark shifts which have not yet been 

Figure 2: Same as Fig. 1, but 
with 3, 7, and 11 pulses in 
the train. 
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dealt with.  In this figure, adjacent cycles have not been added.  This portion 
of the spectrum represents about 10 minutes of data taking.  The extremely 
sharp structure in the data are quite reproducible in frep over the nearly 100 
cycles of data acquisition (only 2 of which are shown here), and correspond 
quite closely with the measurements of Ye et al. [7] in their pioneering 
experiments on the same system.  Note, however, that the resonances do not 
reproduce in amplitude.  More study is required, however we believe this is 
simply counting statistics.  We have already begun measurements in which a 
completely free-running oscillator interacts with the same atomic ladder 
system; the results are promising.   
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Program Scope
The primary goal of my program is to quantitatively understand the behavior of simple benchmark systems
in ultrashort, intense laser pulses. As we gain this understanding, we will work to transfer it to other
more complicated systems. In this effort, my group works closely with the experimental groups in the J.R.
Macdonald Laboratory, including, in particular, the group of I. Ben-Itzhak.

A second component of my program is to develop novel analytical and numerical tools to (i) more
efficiently and more generally treat these systems and (ii) provide rigorous, self-consistent pictures within
which their non-perturbative dynamics can be understood. The ultimate goal is to uncover the simplest
picture that can explain the most.

1. The single active electron approximation revisited

Recent progress For multielectron atoms, the single active electron approximation (SAE) provides essen-
tially the only means of calculating their response to intense laser pulses. Generally, the SAE assumes that
the core electrons are frozen and do not respond to the laser field. A simple model potential can then be
constructed for the one electron to be treated dynamically. While this potential can be calculated from the
many-electron wave function, it is more often obtained by fitting the spectrum of a parametrized potential
to the experimental spectrum of the atom in question.

One problem with such model potentials is that they support not only the allowed states of the valence
electron, but also the Pauli-forbidden states of the core. The valence electron should not be allowed to
occupy any of these core states at any point during the dynamics. Satisfying the exclusion principle thus
requires that extra steps be taken.

Several methods of excluding the occupied states have been used in the literature, including not excluding
them. The accuracy of these methods can be tested by comparing them with the essentially exact approach
of expanding the wave function on the field-free eigenstates — minus the occupied orbitals — of the model
potential. This close-coupling (CC) approach is not often used as it is much less efficient computationally.
Instead, grid-based methods with the model potential modified to eliminate occupied orbitals are favored.
Two of the more common modifications are: (i) adding a “soft wall” at short distances [1] and (ii) constructing
a pseudopotential whose ground state is the valence orbital with its nodes removed [2,3].

Figure 1 shows the photoelectron momentum spectrum, plotted as a function of energy E and cosine of
the angle from the laser polarization cos θ. In each case, the approximate calculation is plotted alongside
the exact CC calculation. Since the laser pulse used was only two cycles long, the spectra show considerable
asymmetry. The important point, however, is that in each case the spectra also show differences from the CC
spectrum. The differences are not qualitative, nor would one expect them to be — but they are quantitative
and systematic. The energy spectra displayed in the topmost panel show some of the differences more clearly.

Future plans Given the trend towards using theory to extract laser pulse parameters, it is important to be
able to provide error bars for the approximations made in the theory. Our study of the SAE approximation
is one step in this direction, and we will pursue others as well. We will also try to find computational
approaches that let us remove the occupied orbitals from the SAE model potential without the substantial
performance penalty of close-coupling.

2. Quantitative theory vs experiment comparison for H+
2 dissociation

Recent Progress We have been working closely with I. Ben-Itzhak’s group to test our ability to calculate
the momentum distribution of p+H fragments following dissociation of H+

2 by an intense 10 fs laser pulse.
Their dissociation measurements provide a stringent test for theory as they are complete, having the full
momentum distribution of the fragments as well as being cleanly separated from other possible channels by
coincidence requirements [4].

We purposefully kept the peak laser intensity rather low to minimize ionization as it cannot currently be
included in our calculation. All other physical degrees of freedom, however, are included in our solution of
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Figure 1: The photoelectron spectra for Ar in a 180 nm, 1.8 cycle, 8.75×1014 W/cm2 laser pulse calculated in different
approximations: CC, close-coupling (exact); V0, unmodified potential including occupied orbitals; Vsw, soft-wall potential [1];
Ṽ , pseudopotential [2,3]. Note that the momentum distributions E-cos θ are mirrored about cos 180◦=–1 in each case. The top
panel shows the CC energy spectrum (red solid line) and the comparison spectrum (blue dashed line).

the time-dependent Schrödinger equation [P3,P10]. More specifically, we account for nuclear vibration and
rotation as well as electronic excitation up to the p+H(3`) manifold.

Since our calculations are nearly exact in this intensity regime, at least to a given numerical precision, the
goal of the comparison is primarily to test what averaging steps are most important in achieving agreement
with experiment. Some averages are easy to identify: vibrational, thermal, focal volume, and experimental
resolution. For H+

2 , which has 20 vibrational states, these averages already imply propagating roughly 45,000
different cases in time. We have done these calculations and performed the four averages above.

Unfortunately, while our calculations agree reasonably well with the experiment, we have so far failed
to achieve total agreement. Since our averaging assumed a perfectly stable and characterized Gaussian
laser pulse throughout the duration of the experiment — which was almost certainly not true — the first
candidates to resolve the remaining experimental/theoretical discrepancy are the laser pulse parameters.
We have tested for errors in the magnitude of these parameters, but they are not sufficient to explain the
discrepancies. Calculations with the actual pulse shape retrieved during the experiment were also insufficient,
even though the pulse was not perfectly Gaussian.
Future Plans The most likely explanation for the remaining disagreement is that the laser pulse parameters
actually fluctuated during the experiment, implying further averaging of the calculations is necessary. The
laser parameters, however, were not well enough characterized to allow such an average to be carried out.

This experience suggests two improvements on the experimental side that will facilitate future compar-
isons of theory with experiment. The first improvement is to regularly measure the laser pulse parameters
during the experiment. The second improvement is to increase the stability of the laser pulse parameters,
minimizing the pulse-to-pulse fluctuations. Even better would be to stabilize the pulse around a simple stan-
dard form — like a Gaussian. The latter would have the added benefits of increasing the ability of theory
to quantitatively predict an experimental outcome and increasing the reproducibility of the experiment.

Since part of the difficulty in identifying the causes of the remaining disagreement is the fact that the
spectra for 10 fs pulses are relatively featureless, we also intend to repeat the experiment and calculations
with a longer pulse. Our goal is a 40–50 fs transform-limited pulse as it is then possible to measure vibrational
structure in the spectra. Such structured spectra pose a bigger challenge to theory, and the longer pulses
pose a bigger challenge computationally.

3. Carrier-envelope phase effects at long wavelengths

Recent Progress We extended our studies of carrier-envelope phase effects — begun in Ref. [5] and con-
tinued during the past three years in Pubs. [P1,P9,P16,P20] — to the dissociation of H+

2 in few-cycle long
wavelength laser pulses. Sources for such pulses are becoming increasingly available and are especially well
suited to the study of vibrational motion in molecules. The carrier-envelope phase (CEP), ϕ, is defined from
the laser’s electric field as E(t)=E0(t) cos(ωt+ ϕ) for some pulse envelope E0(t) and carrier frequency ω.
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Figure 2: The intensity dependence of the normalized asymmetry A for dissociation of the v=6 state of H+
2 in a three-cycle

Gaussian laser pulse for 800 nm (left panel) and 1200 nm (right panel).

Figure 2 shows the normalized dissociation asymmetry,

A =
Pup − Pdown

Pup + Pdown
,

calculated from the time-dependent Schrödinger equation including nuclear rotation. The probabilities Pup

(Pdown) were extracted from the full momentum distribution of the p+H fragments by integrating over the
entire upper (lower) hemisphere. The left panel shows the usual 800 nm case; and the right, 1200 nm.
Each shows the result for a single initial state, v=6, and neither has been averaged in any way. The
800 nm asymmetry is clearly smaller and, due to its tilted structure with intensity, will get even smaller
after averaging over the intensity distribution in the laser’s focal volume. The 1200 nm asymmetry is
considerably larger, and its KER structure is nearly intensity-independent. The asymmetry thus survives
intensity averaging nearly intact. While only v=6 is shown, these results are typical for the other vibrational
states as well.
Future Plans We will investigate the CEP dependence of dissociation more systematically for wavelengths
between 800 nm and roughly 1600 nm, looking for the conditions that optimize the asymmetry of the measur-
able signal — that is, including all of the averaging over vibrational, rotational, and intensity distributions.
We will also try to understand the wavelength dependence of the asymmetry in the framework of our gen-
eral theory presented in Pubs. [P1,P9]. Since our theory shows that CEP effects can be understood as
coherent control via the interference of at least two pathways whose relative phases are determined by ϕ,
then understanding CEP in H+

2 can pave the way for understanding and predicting CEP effects in larger
molecules.
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1 Program Scope

The goal of this part of the James R. Macdonald Laboratory’s research program is to develop
better methods of aligning and orienting polyatomic molecules for ultrafast AMO experiments,
including high-harmonic generation and photoelectron spectroscopy. So far, almost all experiments
that use aligned molecules have been carried out on linear molecules. The development of more
effective alignment/orientation methods for asymmetric top molecules will allow these experiments
to extended to a much larger class of molecules. We use non-adiabatic alignment with non-resonant
femtosecond laser pulses to align/orient molecules and velocity map imaging and non-linear optical
methods to quantify the degree of alignment. At this point, we are still at a developmental stage. We
have built a kHz single-shot velocity map imaging (VMI) spectrometer, developed a tomographic
method for measuring 3D momentum distributions using a VMI spectrometer, and developed a
new optical scheme for characterizing alignment.

2 Recent progress

2.1 Optical measurements:

(Xiaoming Ren, Varun Makhija, Vinod Kumarappan)
During the last year, my group has concentrated on measuring alignment optically. The goals

of developing such methods are: (a) to be able to measure alignment — including 3D alignment —
rapidly so that a feedback algorithm can be efficiently used to optimize the degree of alignment, (b)
to facilitate direct characterization of the alignment in a dense sample suitable for high harmonic
generation, and (c) to be able to measure alignment of any molecules that can be aligned/oriented.
Fragment ion detection techniques such as VMI fall short on all three requirements. Fragment
ion imaging is slow compared to optical measurements, requires low target density to avoid space
charge and detector saturation effects, and is suitable only for molecular fragments for which the
axial recoil approximation holds true.

Femtosecond degenerate four wave mixing (fs-DFWM) was chosen as the non-linear optical
probe of alignment. By measuring the time evolution of the lab-frame χ3 — which is a convolution
of the molecular frame χ3 and the angular distribution of the molecules in the target — the degree
of alignment can be determined. A folded BOXCARS scheme [1] was adopted so that a background-
free measurement can be made. The three probe beams are generated by sending a single enlarged
pulse through an aluminium plate with three holes drilled at three corners of a square. The pump
beam is recombined with the probe beam before the aluminum plate using a two-inch mirror with
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the fs-DFWM setup. Pump and probe beams are overlapped on the two
inch mirror, which has a 6 mm hole, and the single probe beam is split into three beams using an aluminium
plate with suitable holes, and DFWM signal is spatially filtered using a pinhole (not shown) in front of the
avalanche photodiode (APD).

a hole drilled in the center so that the pump occupies the center of the square defined by the
probe beams. The beams are focused using a single lens, ensuring automatic spatial and temporal
overlap with minimum jitter. Figure 1 shows the optical setup. The measurement scheme is thus a
two-beam experiment masquerading as a four-beam experiment, providing the benefits of the latter
while maintaining the stability of the former.

This scheme has an additional advantage over previous DWFM measurements of strong-field
alignment. Previous measurements have used two strong beams to set up a transient grating, and
then probed the time-evolution of this grating by diffracting a third beam off it. The use of two
strong pulses sets up a spatial profile of alignment that has anharmonic contributions from the
highly non-linear nature of the alignment process, and an electron density grating due to ionization
that also contributes to the signal [2, 3]. This complicates the interpretation of the measurements,
requiring a simplified treatment of measurement which is applicable only for weak alignment. Our
scheme, on the other hand, uses three weak beams as the probe in a pure χ3 process, allowing a
simple interpretation of the results even in the case of strong alignment of the sample.

A supersonic pulsed valve operating at 1 kHz produces a cold gas target. Rotational tempera-
tures of ∼1 K have been measured after the adiabatic expansion has become collision-free [4], but
the temperature near the nozzle has yet to be characterized. The valve can be operated with up to
100 bar backing pressure, generating a dense target suitable for high harmonic generation (HHG)
experiments. The short duration of the gas pulse, ∼10 µs, allows the chamber to be maintained at
less than 2×10−5 Torr, minimizing absorption by the background gas. By using molecules seeded
in helium gas, we also expect to be able to align and generate harmonics from larger molecular
targets such as substituted benzenes.

The laser operates at 2 kHz, and the pump beam is mechanically chopped at 500 Hz. This dual-
chopping scheme allows large gains in signal-to-noise ratio. Figure 2 shows the measured signal from
alignment of nitrogen gas at 60 bar backing pressure. No collisional dephasing is evident up to 100
ps, an excellent indication of the low collision rate in the target. Since the signal from a BOXCARS
measurement is essentially background free, we expect to be able to do this measurement down to
a target pressure of about 1 Torr. This ability to operate with lower target density is essential for
one of our primary goals, which is to align asymmetric tops well. By seeding such molecules in a
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Figure 2: DWFM measurement of alignment of nitrogen. The supersonic jet was operated with 60 bar
backing pressure. Pump and probe pulses were ∼50 fs.

high pressure He jet, we can obtain a rotationally cold target. A low temperature has been shown
to substantially improve the degree of alignment [7]. The valve body can be heated to 250◦C to
allow control over target density and to avoid clustering.

2.2 Calculations:

(Xiaoming Ren, Varun Makhija, Vinod Kumarappan)
In order to understand the rotational dynamics of asymmetric tops in one- and two-color fields

(which are required for orienting molecules), we have developed code to calculate the evolution of
alignment and orientation. Two separate codes have been written. The first calculates the align-
ment and orientation dynamics of linear molecules via the polarizability and the hyper-polarizability
interactions. The second code simulates 1D alignment of asymmetric top molecules such as sulphur
dioxide (SO2) and iodobenzene (C6H5I). We make use of the symmetries pointed out in [8] to reduce
the computational time required to run this calculation. The next step will be to include (a) the
hyper-polarizability interaction to calculate orientation in two color fields and (b) arbitrary polar-
izations to calculate 3D alignment. These calculations will help us in designing better alignment
techniques and in interpreting experimental data.

3 Work in progress and outlook

Until recently, these experiments suffered from a lack of adequate beam pointing stability, primarily
due to a poor beam line and large distance form the laser. Overlap between pump and probe
beams had to be re-optimized every few minutes, making it difficult to carry out any systematic
measurements. A new beam transport line has substantially improved stability and improved the
quality of data in both the VMI and the optical measurements. The DWFM measurement has
produced reliable data only with the new beam transport system. Manuscripts on both the kHz
VMI apparatus and the DFWM measurement are being prepared for publication.

The James R. Macdonald Laboratory is in the process of a major reorganization of lab space,
with the goal of completing the process in 2012. These experiments will move into the same room
as the laser, and the acquisition of the recently-funded PULSAR laser will substantially increase
available beam time.
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An experiment is in progress (in collaboration with Matthias Kling and Lew Cocke) to try to
orient an asymmetric top molecule (iodobenzene) using an ω-2ω scheme. The VMI spectrometer
is being used in this experiment to characterize the alignment and orientation of the molecules.
Non-resonant laser-induced alignment proceeds through the interaction of the polarizability tensor
of the molecule with the laser electric field. Since this tensor is always symmetric, it is impossible
to induce orientation using this interaction. But the first hyper-polarizability interaction is not
constrained in this manner, and has been shown to be capable of producing oriented ensembles
with two-color pumps both in the non-adiabatic [5] and the adiabatic limits [6]. Utilizing the
hyper-polarizability thus opens the way to studying orientation dependent molecular processes
such as strong-field ionization with a carrier-envelope-phase controlled few-cycle pulse. We have
already devoted some beam time to this experiment, and expect to conclude the measurements in
the next month or two.

A phase/amplitude/polarization pulse shaper is being built, and should be operational within
the next 2-3 months. With the ability to measure alignment rapidly (≤1 s per measurement) either
optically or with the kHz VMI system, and a genetic algorithm to control the pulse shaper, we
expect to be able optimize the degree of alignment of cold asymmetric top molecules. The DFWM
scheme we use for measurement places no restrictions on the polarization of the pump beam, and
we expect to be able to characterize 3D alignment by measuring different components of χ3 in the
lab frame. The full 3D distribution of molecules can then be measured using a tomographic VMI
technique that we developed recently. These experiments will be our main priority over the next
year.

An XUV spectrometer is also being designed and built. Once this spectrometer is online, we
expect to be able to measure high harmonics from aligned/oriented molecules. The goal is to be
able to follow electron dynamics in molecules via the HHG process. These experiments will be
carried out in collaboration with Carlos Trallero.
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Program Scope: 
  We investigate the interaction of  intense laser pulses with atoms and molecules by focusing on 
rescattering phenomena.  Based on the quantitative rescattering theory (QRS) we established 
recently, we have: (1) examined high-order harmonic generation (HHG) from molecules and 
compared to experiments; (2) investigated electron diffraction by the rescattering electrons and its 
implications for dynamic chemical imaging; (3) studied the momentum correlation of the two 
electrons in nonsequential double ionization. We have also studied the macroscopic propagation 
effect of HHG in the medium and formulated the two-path interference model for probing 
attosecond electron wave packets.  
 
 Introduction 
 When an atom or molecule is exposed to an intense infrared laser pulse, an electron which was 
released earlier may be driven back by the laser field to recollide with the parent ion. The 
collisions of electrons with the ion may result in high-order harmonic generation (HHG), the 
emission of high-energy above-threshold-ionization (HATI) electrons and non-sequential double 
ionization (NSDI). Based on the quantitative rescattering theory (QRS) established in 2009 we 
are now capable of studying HHG, HATI and NSDI processes at the quantitative level such that 
they can be compared directly with experimental data.   
     

1. QRS for HATI electrons and dynamic chemical imaging with infrared lasers  
Recent progress  
  Our earlier work established that it is possible to extract field-free elastic differential cross 
sections (DCS) of the target atomic or molecular ions from the HATI spectra. These DCS’s are 
the same electron diffraction images obtained by standard gas-phase electron diffraction (GED) 
except in GED the incident electrons have energies of the order of tens to hundreds of keV’s. In 
GED, the molecular structure can be easily retrieved since the diffraction images can be 
calculated using the Independent Atom Model (IAM). For HATI, the returning electrons have 
energies from 15-50 eV for Ti-Sa lasers at their typical intensity of 1014 W/cm2. Thus even if the 
DCS can be extracted from the HATI spectra, there is no simple procedure to extract molecular 
structure. 
  Recently we have shown that the DCS at large scattering angles in electron-molecule collisions 
can be described by the IAM model if the collision energies are higher than 50 or 100 eV. These 
energies can be easily reached by MIR lasers, making it possible to probe the structure of a 
molecule using the HATI spectra. Since MIR lasers of durations of a few femtoseconds are 
already available, this implies that it is possible to use MIR lasers for dynamic imaging of a 
transient molecule. A report of this investigation is given in B1 and in A3. 
 
Ongoing projects and future plan  
  We are working with experimental groups in order to be able to analyze HATI electron spectra 
from simple molecules generated by MIR lasers. We need to generalize the IAM model for  
singly charged molecular ions. In the near future, experimentally it is desirable to obtain HATI 
spectra from oriented/aligned molecules. This would allow us to use diffraction images from 
oriented/aligned molecules to extract the bond lengths and/or angles of a molecule. This 
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advantage is not available to conventional GED where diffraction images are only taken with 
isotropic distributed molecules. We retrieve molecular structure parameters using genetic 
algorithm.  
 

2. QRS Theory for HHG  
  Recent progress  
  In the last year  we have applied  QRS to obtain HHG spectra from aligned N2 and CO2 
molecules, to explain experiments carried out at JILA, Stanford, Ottawa, and Saclay. These 
studies include the magnitude and phase of the harmonics, the polarization and ellipticity, as well 
as the alignment and intensity dependence. The results  are reported in A9, A10, A11 and B2.  
The QRS theory relies on accurate photoionization transition dipole matrix elements of 
molecules. We obtained these in collaboration with Professor Robert Lucchese.   Combining with 
the QRS, we can obtain HHG spectra from single molecules without much computational effort, 
and the results have been shown to agree quite well with experiments.  
  
  Ongoing projects and future plan  
    The HHG spectra measured in experiments include the propagation of the dipole field in the 
medium. To compare theoretical calculations with experiments, macroscopic propagation should 
be included. We have recently developed our own propagation codes. Using single-atom dipoles 
obtained from QRS, we solved the Maxwell equations that govern the propagation of the 
fundamental and the harmonics in the medium. We are now able to obtain HHG spectra that can 
be compared directly with experimental measurements. For HHG from Ar by 1200 nm and 1300 
nm lasers, we have been able to reproduce the experimental spectra over the 30-90 eV region 
from Ottawa. We adjusted laser intensity and gas pressure till we achieved best fits. Our next goal 
is to include propagation effects on HHG generated from molecules. This will allow us to 
compare our understanding of molecular HHG at the quantitative level, and hopefully resolve the 
differences often seen in HHG from different laboratories. 
   We are now moving into HHG from nonlinear molecules. The MO-ADK tunneling ionization 
rates and HHG within the strong field approximation, the effect of macroscopic propagation 
within the SFA for nonlinear molecules have been checked. Once we obtain the transition dipole 
matrix elements from the code of Robert Lucchese, we will be ready to study HHG from the more 
interesting nonlinear molecules.  
 

3. QRS theory for NSDI 
  Recent progress 
  We have extended the QRS to study nonsequential double ionization (NSDI) of He by lasers in 
the last year at the level of obtaining the correlation spectra of the two ejected electrons. This is 
an interesting problem since in NSDI both the electron-electron interaction and electron-laser 
interaction cannot be treated perturbatively. According to the rescattering model, NSDI can be 
due to direct (e,2e)-type collision, but can also be due to electron impact excitation followed by 
tunneling ionization in the laser field. Using the standard electron collision theories in the 
framework of QRS, we have been able to show that the correlated two-electron spectra reported 
by Staudte et al (PRL99, 263002, 2007) can be explained. For the (e,2e) part we have shown in 
A2 that the finger-like structure in the observed spectra clearly is due to electron-electron 
repulsion.    
 
On-going projectsand future plan 
  In the process of trying to understand the spectra due to  excitation-tunneling mechanism, we 
concluded that experimental data show contributions from a new mechanism of NSDI—the 
sequential tunneling ionization of  two electrons from doubly excited states that are formed 
through resonant capture via recollisions. This mechanism has never been addressed but is 
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expected to be the dominant mechanism for  complex atoms (molecules). In the coming year we 
will continue to study NSDI for rare gas atoms where many experimental data exist, thus 
allowing the study of target dependence in NSDI.   
  

4.  Attosecond Physics and others 
  Recent progress and on-going projects 
  We studied electron spectra of He in the combined fields of APT (attosecond pulse train) and infrared 
(IR). The APT is used to excited the 3p state and the continuum states. After a time delay, an IR is 
applied. The continuum electron generated by APT and the one by IR from the 3p can interfere. We 
developed an analytical theory (see A1) to describe the two-path interference. Such a theory makes it 
simple to analyze the interference spectra in APT+ IR experiments. 
 
  We have been examining the time evolution of a Fano resonance. Fano resonance has been observed 
and formulated in the energy domain. In a real time-dependent setting, an initial pulse generates a 
bound state and a continuum. As the time evolves, the interaction of the bound state with the 
continuum results in the decay of the bound state, and eventually reveals itself as a Fano resonance. 
Before this asymptotic limit is reached, can one observe its wave packet, either in the energy domain 
or in the time domain? We have formulated such a problem and are in the process of identifying 
methods where such time evolution can be probed experimentally. The next step is to generalize the 
method to include all the states that can be reached in a single attosecond pulse, a situation that has 
been made possible with the emergence of single attosecond pulses.  
  
There are other works published in the last year (see the A-list below) that are not mentioned here. A 
Topical Review of the QRS from the works of 2008-10 has been published in June 2010, see A3.    
   
---------------------------------- 
Publications   (Papers published before 2009 are not listed here) 
Published papers 
A1. N. N. Choi, T. F. Jiang, T. Morishita, M-H. Lee and C. D. Lin , “Theory of probing 
attosecond electron wave packets via two-path interference of angle-resolved photoelectrons”,                 
Phys. Rev. A82, 013409 (2010) 
A2. Zhangjin Chen, Yaqiu Liang and C. D. Lin, “Quantum Theory of Recollisional (e, 2e) 
Process in Strong Field Nonsequential Double Ionization of Helium”,  Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 
253201 (2010) 
 A3. C. D. Lin, A. T. Le, Z. J. Chen, T. Morishita and R. Lucchese, “ Strong field rescattering 
physics—self-imaging of a molecule by its own electrons”, Topical Review, J. Phys. B43, 
122001 (2010). 
 A4. Cheng Jin, Anh-Thu Le, Song-Feng Zhao, Robert Lucchese and C. D. Lin, “ Determination 
of structure parameters in strong-field tunneling ionization theory of molecules”  Phys. Rev. A81, 
033421 (2010).               
A5. Song-Feng Zhao, Cheng Jin, Anh-Thu Le, T. F. Jiang and C. D. Lin, “ Determination of 
structure parameters in strong-field tunneling ionization theory of  molecules”,   Phys. Rev. A81, 
033423 (2010).                                
A6.  Toru Morishita, Toshihito Umegaki, Shinichi Watanabe and C D Lin  “ High-resolution 
spatial and temporal microscopy with intense-laser-induced rescattering electrons”  J. Phys.: 
Conf. Ser. 194   012011  (2010) 
A7. Zhangjin Chen, T. Wittmann, B. Horvath and C. D. Lin,” Complete real-time temporal 
waveform characterization of single-shot few-cycle laser pulses” Phys. Rev.  A80, 061402 (R) 
(2009).    
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A8. Song-Feng Zhao, Cheng Jin, Anh-Thu Le, T. F. Jiang, and C. D. Lin, “Analysis of angular 
dependence of strong field tunneling ionization for CO2”,   Phys. Rev. A80, 051402(R) (2009). 
A9. Anh-Thu Le, R. R. Lucchese and C. D. Lin, “Uncovering multiple orbitals influence in high-
harmonic generation from aligned N2”,  J. Phys. B.42, 211001 (2009) 

A10.   Anh-Thu Le, R.R. Lucchese, S. Tonzani, T. Morishita, C.D. Lin, “  Quantitative 
rescattering theory for high-order harmonic generation from molecules”, Phys. Rev. A80, 013401 
(2009).   

A11.  A. T. Le, R. R. Lucchese, M. T. lee and C. D. Lin, “Probing molecular frame 
photoionization via laser generated high-order harmonics from aligned molecules”, Phys. Rev. 
Lett. 102, 203001 (2009).   

A12.   Zhangjin Chen, A. T. Le, T. Morishita and C. D. Lin,” Quantitative rescattering theory for 
laser-induced high-energy plateau photoelectron spectra”,    Phys. Rev. A.  79, 033409 (2009).    

A13.   Z. J. Chen, A. T. Le, Toru Morishita, and C. D. Lin, “Origin of species dependence of  
high-energy plateau photoelectron spectra”,  J. Phys B (fast track),   J. Phys. B42, 061001 (2009).   

A14.  T. Morishita, M. Okunishi, K. Shimada,  G. Prumper, Z. J. Chen, S. Watanabe,  K. Ueda, 
and C. D. Lin, “ Retrieval of experimental differential electron-ion elastic scattering cross 
sections from high-energy ATI spectra of rare gas atoms by infrared lasers”,   J. Phys. B. 42, 
105205 (2009).  

A15.  S. Micheau, Z. J. Chen, A. T. Le, J. Rauschenberger, M. F. Kling and C. D. Lin, “Accurate 
retrieval of t arget structure and laser parameters of few-cy cle   pulses from   photoelectron 
momentum spectra”,   Phys. Rev. Lett.  102, 073001 (2009).   

A16. Sam uel Micheau, Zhangjin Chen , Toru Mo rishita, Anh-Th u Le and C. D. Lin, “Robust 
carrier-envelope phase retrieval of few-cycle laser pulses from high-energy photoelectron spectra 
in the above-threshold ionization of atoms”,   J. Phys. B42, 065402 (2009).      

A17.   Samuel Micheau, Zhangjin Chen, Toru Morishita, Anh-Thu Le and C. D. Lin, 
“Quantitative rescattering theory for non-sequential double ionization of atoms by intense laser 
pulses”,  Phys. Rev. A79, 013417 (2009)   

A18. Cheng Jin, A. T. Le and C. D. Lin, “Retrieval of target photo-recombination cross sections 
from high-order harmonics generated in a macroscopic medium”, Phys. Rev. A79, 053413 (2009).   
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implementation of atomic potential reconstruction from differential electron scattering cross 
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 Papers submitted for publication 

 
B1. Junliang Xu, Z. J. chen, A. T. Le and C. D. Lin, “Self-imaging of molecules from diffraction spectra by 
laser-induced rescattering electrons”, submitted to Phys. Rev. A. (June 8, 2010) 
B2. Anh-Thu Le, R. R. Lucchese and C. D. Lin, “Polarization and ellipticity of high-order harmonics from 
aligned molecules generated by linearly polarized intense laser pulses” ,  accepted  (PRA). 

B3. C. D. Lin, Anh-Thu Le and Zhangjin Chen, “Theory of  Dynamic Imaging of Molecules with 
intense infrared laser pulses”, Springer book- submitted July 6, 2010. 
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1.  Laser-molecule interactions 
 
Project sco pe: We develop n umerical an d an alytical tools to  i) efficiently p redict th e e ffects o f strong l aser 
fields on the bound and free electronic and nuclear dynamics in small molecules and ii) to fully image the laser-
controlled nuclear and electronic dynamics. 
 
Recent progress: We investigated the dissociation and ionization of H2

(+), D2
(+), N2

(q+), and O 2
(q+)  [1] in short 

intense laser pulses. We explored the possibility of controlling the electronic motion in dissociating H2
+ [2] and 

D2
+ [3,4] and studied the controlled manipulation of  bound vibrational wave packets with carrier-envelope phase 

(CEP) stabilized laser pulses [2], two-color laser fields [4], and attosecond pulse trains [5]. We applied quantum-
beat imaging techniques in order to discuss and quantify ro-vibrationial couplings in D2

+ under the influence of 
pulsed and continuum wave laser light [6,7,8]. 
  
Example 1: Dissociative ionization of H2 in an attosecond pulse train and delayed laser pulse (with Feng He). 
The ionization of H2 in a single attosecond XUV pulse (SAP) generates a nuclear wave packet in H2

+ which is 
entangled with the emitted photoelectron wave packet. The nuclear wave packet dynamics can be observed by 
dissociating H2

+ in a  delayed IR laser pulse. If H 2
+ is ionized by  a  s equence of XUV pulses of an attosecond 

pulse t rain (APT)  (Fig. 1) ,  whether o r no t t he corresponding se quence o f n uclear w ave p ackets in H 2
+ is 

detected as a coherent or incoherent superposition depends on whether and how the photoelectrons are observed. 
We simulated the nuclear dynamics in this XUV pump - IR probe scenario and analyzed our numerical results  
for bo th, s ingle a ttosecond pum p pul ses a nd pump-pulse t rains of  di fferent l engths a nd t emporal s pacings 
between individual XUV pulses. By superimposing nuclear wave packets in H2

+  generated by individual pulses 
in t he pum p-pulse t rain incoherently, w e ca lculated proton k inetic en ergy r elease (KER) spectra [5] in good 
qualitative agreement with the experiment of [R1]. 
 

 

Fig. 1.  (a) S chematic o f the A PT and I R l aser 
field. The time delay Δt  is the offset between the 
centers of t he APT an d IR p ulses. The p ulse 
duration of the IR pulse is τIR, and the separation 
between s ubsequent a ttosecond pu lses is Δt. ( b) 
The relevant Born-Oppenheimer potential curves 
of H2 and H2

+. A sequence of nuclear vibrational 
wave packets i s generated on the 1sσg electronic 
ground s tate potential c urve o f H2

+ by r epeated 
ionization of H2 in subsequent XUV pulses of the 
APT. 

Since photoelectrons carry phase information, the degree of coherence in the observed KER in an APT - delayed 
IR pulse experiment will change if photoelectrons are detected in coincidence with molecular fragments. Without 
the observation of coincident photoelectrons, we anticipate the KER to be devoid of coherence effects between 
subsequently launched nuclear wave packets, whereas coherence effects are expected to be most prominent i f 
photoelectrons are detected in extremely narrow momentum bins and coincident with molecular fragments [5]. 
 
Future pl ans: We anticipate refined e xperiments i n which pr otons and XUV -pulse em itted electrons ar e 
detected in coincidence. Assuming that such experiments can be carried out with sufficiently large count rates, 
we predict an interesting transition from an incoherent to a coherent superposition of nuclear wave packets as 
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photoelectrons are recorded in increasingly narrower momentum bins. For the coherent proton KER spectra, we 
find an extremely sensitive dependence on the IR wavelength, that might be exploited to characterize the IR laser 
pulse in terms of interference effects (in both delay and proton energy) in fragment KER spectra (Fig. 2). With 
regard to f uture numerical s imulations, e ven f or t he simplest molecule, H2, more w ork i s ne eded i n or der t o 
establish a firm lower limit for the effect of nuclear wave packet interferences on KER spectra [5]. 
 

 

Fig. 2.  Time-dependent proton energy 
distributions (left c olumn) a nd 
corresponding pow er s pectra ( right 
column) for H2 exposed to an APT and 
a delayed 30-cycle IR laser pulse with 
a pe ak i ntensity of  1013 W/cm2.  T he 
APT consists o f 14 alternating 
attosecond X UV p ulses.  Maximal 
coherence is a ssumed f or t he 
superposition i ndividual H2

+ nuclear 
wave packets.  
(a) a nd (b): Results f or a n I R car rier 
wavelength of λIR=800nm.   
(c) and (d): Results for λIR =727nm. 
 

Example 2 : Electron localization i n molecular fragmentation of  H 2 with C EP s tabilized laser pulses (in 
collaboration with the J. Ullrich group /Heidelberg). Fully differential data for H2 dissociation in ultrashort (6fs, 
760nm), lin early polarized, i ntense ( 0.44 P W/cm2) l aser p ulses w ith a s tabilized CEP were r ecorded w ith a  
reaction microscope. D epending on the C EP, the molecular or ientation, a nd t he KER, a symmetric proton 
emission at low KERs (0–3 eV) was measured to be much stronger than reported by previously [R2]. Our wave 
packet propagation calculations [2] reproduce the salient features and discard, together with the observed KER-
independent electron asymmetry, the first ionization step as the reason for the asymmetric proton emission (Fig. 
3). 

 

Fig. 3 . Dissociation asymmetry in 
dependence o f the K ER a nd t he C EP f or 
proton emission angles between  (a) 0–10, 
(b) 10 –20, a nd ( d) 20 –30 degrees with 
respect to t he l aser polarization axis. (c ) 
Results of our time-dependent Schrödinger 
equation (TDSE) calculations. A s o nly 
relative CEPs were measured, t he ax es o f 
the experimental data were shifted to fit the 
calculation. 

 
Future plans: Even though the asymmetry in our experiment shows a similar CEP and KER-dependence as in 
[R3], the physical situation considered there, an incoherent sum of vibrational states, is different. Instead, a wave 
packet is produced in the first step [6], pointing to the possible control of chemical reactions through attosecond 
steering of electrons in a new type of ‘‘pump-control’’ experiments. Switching on the control laser at the time 
when the w ave pa cket approaches the c oupling r egion s hould s trongly e nhance po pulation t ransfer a nd 
asymmetry contrast. Control then can be achieved by changing the pump-probe-delay. One might envision that 
nuclear wave packets are efficiently guided through coupling regions via CEP stabilized pump-control schemes, 
steering the electronic motion on a sub-femtosecond time scale. 
 
Example 3 : Quantum-beat (QB) analysis of  the r otational-vibrational dy namics i n D 2

+ (with Maia 
Magrakvelidze, Mar tin Winter, and Rüdiger Schmidt). The r apid ionization of  D2 in a  short and intense laser 
pulse generates a r otational-vibrational ( RV) nuclear wave packet i n D2

+ [7,9]. By s olving t he TDSE  in full 
dimensionality, w e s imulated the coherent e volution of s uch w ave packets an d d iscussed their r o-vibrational 
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dynamics [8]. Within a  ha rmonic time-series a nalysis of  the e volving nuc lear pr obability de nsity, we 
characterized the RV dynamics in D2

+ in an external intense linearly polarized infrared laser field in terms of QB 
spectra in which both, the internuclear distance R and molecular orientation are resolved (Fig. 4) [6,8].  
 

 

Fig. 4 . (a,c) Angle-integrated 
A(R,f). (e ) Internuclear-
distance integrated p ower 
spectra, W( θ, f ). (b,d,f) 
Corresponding s pectral l ine 
intensities  for  t he  e volution 
of aligned (a,b) a nd r otating 
(c-f) D2

+ molecular i ons i n a 
1013 W/cm2 cw laser field. 

 
Based on num erical e xamples f or t he nuc lear dy namics without a nd unde r t he i nfluence o f pul sed a nd 
continuum-wave (cw) laser light, we discussed and quantified the signature of RV couplings in QB spectra and 
to what extent the quantum-beat analysis of measured time-dependent fragment kinetic energy release spectra is 
expected to image the laser-dressed RV structure of D2

+ [8]. 
 
Future pl ans: Extending this t echnique t o more c omplicated pol yatomic m olecular systems an d r eaction 
complexes m ay enable t he i nvestigation o f  m olecular d ynamics acr oss t he ( field-modified) p otential b arrier 
along a  pa rticular r eaction c oordinate, a nd, t hus, pr ovide a  ba sis f or nov el m ultidimensional opt ical-control 
schemes for chemical reactions. We also envision t o a pply this m ethod t o qua ntify t he pr ogression of  
decoherence in the nuclear motion based on a time series of KER spectra. 
 
2. Laser-assisted photoemission from adsorbate-covered metal surfaces: Time-resolved core-hole 
relaxation dynamics from sideband profiles (with Chang-hua Zhang) 
 
Project scope: We attempt to model the time-resolved photo-electron emission and Auger decay in pump-probe 
and streaking experiments with complex targets, such as clusters, carbon nanotubes, and surfaces. 
 
Recent progress:  Illumination of an adsorbate-covered metal surface with an XUV and a delayed IR laser pulse 
can result in sidebands in the photoelectron (PE) spectra [R4]. We developed a theoretical model for the delay-
dependent PE spectra and showed how the relaxation dynamics of XUV-induced core-level holes in adsorbate 
atoms can  b e d educed f rom t he t emporal shift be tween s ideband pe aks i n the spectra o f s econdary a dsorbate 
(Auger) electrons and conduction band (CB) PEs from the substrate (Fig. 5) [10,11,12].  
 
In comparison with gaseous targets, we found a  characteristic s ideband-intensity enhancement in t he l aser-
assisted photoemission f rom t he su bstrate co re-levels [11,12]. T his effect can  be t ested i n ex periments w ith 
tunable X UV wavelength. O ur cal culated P E sp ectra su pport f irst t ime-resolved experiments for X e-covered 
Pt(111) surfaces, promoting the direct analysis in the time domain of surface dynamical processes. This intensity 
redistribution between the main and sideband peaks  i n core level PE spectra from metals surfaces is related to 
the transport of photoreleased electrons in the substrate [10,12]. 
 
Future plans: (1) Since the t ransport ( in our model the electron mean-free path λ) depends on the PE kinetic 
energy, and thus the XUV frequency ωX, we anticipate future tests of this predicted sideband enhancement effect 
in experiments with tunable ωX. (2) While we believe fully localized states are a good approximation for the 4f 
state in tungsten [10,11], the fully de localized pl ane w ave ( jellium) a pproximation [13] does no t t ake into 
account that 5d6s CB states in tungsten have some localized character. For a f ixed value of λ=5, allowing for 
partial localization of th e CB states decreases t he t emporal shift between c ore an d C B l evels. This d ecrease 
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would be  compensated by increasing λ  to a v alue closer to accepted values [11,12]. We plan to improve our 
modeling of  (i) the metal CB and (ii) the propagation of photoelectrons inside the solid. 
 

 

Fig. 5 . Theoretical an d ex perimental [R4] PE s pectra 
for laser-assisted photoemission f rom a  X e/Pt(111) 
surface. Left: Sideband i ntensities f or no  d elay ( τ=0) 
between XUV a nd IR pulses for XUV-emitted Pt CB 
electrons from t he F ermi l evel ( top) and  X e A Es 
(bottom). Right: Experimental ( top) a nd calculated 
(bottom) f irst sideband intensities for Pt CB electrons 
and Xe A Es, r evealing a t emporal sh ift Δτ. Sideband 
intensities in the AE spectra are multiplied by a f actor 
of 2.16. 
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1 Scope

My main goal is to develop new spectroscopic methods using strong, ultrashort pulses. This new spectroscopy
means learning about the quantum nature of molecules and atoms by studying their interaction with in-
tense pulsed fields. Topics in which I am interested include: attosecond spectroscopy and coherent control
of molecules and atoms with shaped femtosecond pulses. Combining pulse shaping, field-free alignment,
and high harmonic generation (HHG), it will be possible in the future to create a movie of the electron’s
probability density in a specific excited quantum state. The research outline to follow below contains the
initial steps I propose to follow in order to achieve this milestone goal.

2 Introduction

As a new faculty member, my first priority is to setup an ultrafast laboratory to accomplish the research
plans outlined below. My plans for the lab include an XUV spectrometer for attosecond experiments, an
optical parametric amplifier (OPA) for generating femtosecond pulses at different wavelengths, and an ultra
broadband pulse shaper using an acousto optical modulator (AOM) in the Fourier plane as the spatial light
modulator (SLM). In addition to this equipment I plan to make use of the current expertise developed in
the group in momentum imaging. In particular, velocity mapping imaging (VMI) chambers for ions and
electrons. Future additions will be a high energy OPA and a pulse shaper for mid-ifrarred wavelengths.

3 Attosecond science with HHG

I propose to use long wavelength few-cycle pulses to drive the harmonic generation process, to obtain a
continuum and featureless harmonic spectrum that can resolve sub eV features in the molecular quantum
structure. So far, most research groups use long wavelength for driving HHG mainly to extend the harmonic
cutoff (increase the XUV photon energy). However, in recent experiments we have discovered that, for most
molecules, the most interesting region lies in the low energy part of the spectrum below 40eV. At these low
energies, the emitted photon is close to the ionization potential, thus carrying with it valuable information
about the molecular states. Some of the features we expect to see are auto-ionizing states, shape resonances,
and intermediate states en route to ionization. With HHG we can now resolve the quantum structure of
molecules and atoms as a function of energy, time, and molecular angle, which represents a big step forward
compared to traditional spectroscopic methods.

Another advantage of using long wavelengths is that the returning electron wavepacket is featureless
for most of the energy spectrum. This fact is important since it allows for easier comparison between the
observed HHG spectra and the tabulated photoionization cross sections [1]. During my postdoc, we developed
a new source of 1.8µm, two cycle pulses [2]. By using these pulses we extend the range of molecules that
can be studied using HHG since the ionization rate is much smaller which means that for molecules with low
ionization potential the emission oh harmonics can happen at a larger range of intensities. Using harmonic
generation as a sub eV resolution spectroscopic tool is a novel idea that I propose to carry on at JRML. There
will be a strong collaboration with C.D. Lin’s group in the theoretical aspects and with V. Kumarappan for
the alignment and orientation of molecules.

1
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There is also some evidence that by using these pulses to generate harmonics it is possible to produce
isolated attosecond pulses. The signature of single attosecond pulses appears in the HHG spectrum as a
totally continuum spectrum at certain intensities, indicating that the mechanism is that of ionization gating.
By using COLTRIMS or an electron VMI it will possible to experimentally confirm the presence of isolated
XUV bursts. The main advantage to this approach of producing attosecond pulses is that producing few
cycle pulses at long wavelengths is almost trivial and does not require the high complexity of producing a
single cycle pulse at 800nm or complicated gate mechanisms.

Since HHG is a coherent macroscopic process, having a detailed description of what happens in the
generating medium is of great importance. This is a field where both theory and experiment are lacking in
depth. What I propose, is to make correlated measurements of harmonic spectra and ions. This can yield
more information about the relation between HHG, ionization, and density of emitters. By measuring the
ions and XUV spectra as a function of the molecular jet and laser focus positions, laser intensity, pressure,
and alignment angle, a very exhaustive compilation of all macroscopic parameters involved in the HHG can be
done. An ultimate goal of mine is to obtain a universal quantity that can describe the efficiency of harmonic
generation and apply this knowledge towards the design of more efficient XUV sources and attosecond lasers.
As a starting point I will use the recently developed formalism by C.D. Lin of fully characterized propagation
simulations [3] to fit some recently acquired HHG spectra as a function of intensity.

All the experiments I have proposed so far use linearly polarized light to produce harmonics. However,
when elliptically polarized light is used, sub-cycle temporal information can be extracted from evolving
molecules. While a molecular bond is breaking, in the single-active-electron picture, the valence electron’s
wavefunction is stretched between the two fragments of the molecule. At the breaking, the wavefunction
becomes localized and the electron belongs to only one of the remaining fragments of the molecule. When
the latter happens, HHG won’t accur as there will be no interference between the continuum and bound
parts of the electron’s wave function. I propose to study how this process happens using elliptically polarized
light. In this case, when the electron leaves it can probe the other fragment until the breaking point. Since
the returning time of the electron is very fast, it will be possible to probe extremely fast chemical reactions
such as those involving hydrogen bonds.

One proposed chemical reaction is the ring opening of cyclohexadiene. This particular molecule, when
excited, goes through two conical intersections before opening. While this reaction has been studied before
using other methods, no one has been able to resolve the fast oscillations that the molecule undergoes before
breaking. I believe that a scheme like the one proposed here should be able to resolve such fast structural
changes. For this topic I will join forces with Itzik and Esry as they are also studying conical intersections.

4 Strong field coherent control in molecular systems

The following part my research will be focused on the quantum control of molecules and atoms in the strong
field limit where the field distorts the quantum states of the atom or molecule and perturbation theory breaks
down.

For these control experiment, I propose to use a white light, or super continuum pulse shaper. By having
access to such a large bandwidth, a greater degree of control can be achieved. One main issue that most
coherent control experiments encounter is that the probe pulse often distorts the molecule itself, making
clean measurements of how much population has been transferred between quantum states impossible. To
avoid this, I propose to use an XUV pulse as a probe that can extract the electron from the molecule without
going through all the intermediate states. By performing measurements with and without the control pulse,
it will be possible to determine how much population was transferred between states. The goal is to show a
full population transfer in evolving molecules in the presence of dynamic Stark shifts

Once proven that multiphoton population inversion is possible in molecular systems, I will carry out a
systematic study of different molecules as a function of parameterized pulse shapes. Previous results, in-
cluding work in my Ph.D. thesis [4], showed that unique features appear when using pulse shapes such as
spectral steps and chirps to drive multiphoton transitions in strong fields. For strong fields, not only the
resonant frequency is important, but also the dynamic Stark shift and, in the case of molecules, nuclear
dynamics. All these factors create a unique signature for each molecule, thus becoming a strong field spec-

troscopy with shaped femtosecond pulses. For all the topics mentioned in this section a strong collaboration
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with U. Thumm is underway.
By means of a pulse shaper, it is also possible to perform pump-probe experiments where nearly all

parameters are changed systematically and faster than using mechanical equivalents. It is possible to change
the delay, intensity, pulse duration, center wavelength of each pulse and the relative carrier envelope phase
(CEP) between pump and probe. The CEP phase in a typical pump-probe experiment changes as a function
of delay and can not be controlled. Using a pulse shaper this CEP phase between pump and probe can be
locked or changed arbitrarily within attosecond resolution. My goal in these sets of experiments is to first
demonstrate what is the maximum resolution in the relative phase (between the pump and probe pulses)
and then to study how sensitive different experiments, such as multiphoton transitions in atoms, are to this
new parameter. This technique can become a new method of performing attosecond coherent control with

femtosecond pulse shaping

5 High harmonic generation of systematically excited molecules

Finally, I want to merge the two fields of coherent control and attosecond physics. I propose to use a scheme
such as a diffraction grating of excited molecules to probe the angle dependent orbitals of excited molecules.
For this experiment, I plan to use the same ultra-broadband pulse shaper in a non-colinear geometry together
with a few cycle pulse in the far infrared that generates harmonics. The shaped pulses will target an specific
excited state that will then be probed using HHG. This can provide a systematic way of probing excited
states in aligned molecules. By changing the pulse shape we can excite different states without the need of
using different wavelengths.

This method can develop not only as an enhancement for studying quantum systems with harmonic
generation, but also as a tool for coherent control experiments as it allows for nearly background-free mea-
surements.
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1. Program Scope 
 
Using semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) one can produce extremely strong spatial confinement of electronic 
excitations not accessible with other types of nanostructures. Because of spatial constraints imposed on electron 
and hole wavefunctions, electronic energies in NCs are directly dependent upon their dimensions, which is known 
as the quantum-size effect. This effect has been a powerful tool for controlling spectral responses of NCs and 
enabling potential applications such as multicolor labeling, optical amplification, and low-cost lighting. In 
addition to spectral tunability, strong spatial confinement results in a significant enhancement of carrier-carrier 
interactions that lead to a number of novel physical phenomena including large splitting of electronic states 
induced by electron-hole (e-h) exchange coupling, ultrafast mutiexciton decay via Auger recombination, high-
efficiency intraband relaxation via e-h energy transfer, and direct generation of multiple excitons by single 
absorbed photons via carrier multiplication. Understanding the fundamental physics of electronic and magnetic 
interactions under conditions of extreme quantum confinement and the development of methods for controlling 
these interactions represent the major thrusts of this project. Research topics studied here include single-exciton 
optical gain using engineered exciton-exciton interactions, tunable magnetic exchange with paramagnetic ions in 
core/shell heterostructures, and Auger recombination in NCs of direct- and indirect-gap materials. In addition to 
their fundamental significance, these studies are relevant to a number of emerging applications of NCs in areas 
such as low-threshold lasing, solid-state lighting, spintronics and magneto-optical imaging.  
 
2. Recent Progress  
 
During the past year, our work in this project has focused on studies of the electronic structure of band-edge states 
in PbSe NCs using time-resolved photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy in high magnetic fields, single-NC 
spectroscopy of novel thick-shell CdSe/CdS core/shell nanostructures (“giant” NCs or g-NCs), effects of 
photoionization in PbSe NCs, and magnetic interactions in Mn-doped NCs.  During 2008 - 2010, our work 
resulted in 20 peer-reviewed publications including: a report in Nature Materials; a feature article in Acc. Chem. 
Res.; 5 Phys. Rev. Letters; 3 J. Am. Chem. Soc. papers; and 4 Nano Letters. The studies conducted in this project 
were presented in 41 invited conference talks and numerous university seminars. The results of this project were 
also highlighted in the plenary address at the recent Quantum Dot 2010 Conference in Nottingham, UK.  Below, 
we provide a description of two pieces of our work in which we study a fine structure splitting of exciton states in 
PbS NCs [1] and spectral signatures of multiexcitons in CdSe/CdS g-NCs [2].  

2.1 Peculiarities of exciton fine-structure in PbSe NCs. Electron-hole exchange interactions, crystal 
structure, band symmetry, spin-orbit coupling, and shape anisotropy all influence the underlying level ordering 
and oscillator strengths of band-edge excitons in colloidal NCs. Understanding this “exciton fine structure” is 
especially important in NCs because it governs both absorptive and emissive optical properties. For example, in 
the common case of CdSe NCs these properties combine to split the band-edge exciton into the now well-
established fine structure of five distinct levels, wherein the lowest excited state is an optically-forbidden “dark" 
exciton that lies as much as 2-15 meV below the nearest optically-allowed “bright” exciton.  

In contrast with wide-gap semiconductors like CdSe (which have wurtzite/zincblende structure and direct 
bandgaps at the Brillouin-zone center) lead-salt semiconductors such as PbSe are narrow-gap materials having 
rock-salt crystal structure and direct gaps at the four-fold degenerate L-point at the Brillouin zone edge. In further 
distinction, electrons and holes in PbSe exhibit very similar masses and giant g-factors (g ~ 30) due to strong spin-
orbit coupling.  As such, the exciton fine structure in lead-salt NCs is expected to be rather different, and several 
theoretical studies have been reported for PbSe NCs.  Four-band envelope wavefunction methods first suggested 1 
- 5 meV exchange energies and predicted an optically-allowed exciton ground state, whereas tight-binding 
calculations anticipated that the nominally degenerate L-points are split in NCs by tens of meV due to intervalley 
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coupling. More recently, empirical pseudopotential approaches suggested that PbSe NCs possess a single 
optically-forbidden exciton ground state that lies 2 - 17 meV below a 3-fold degenerate manifold of optically-
allowed exciton levels. 
 To experimentally study the fine structure of exciton states in PbSe NCs, we have measured the PL 
spectrum and PL decay time (τ) of PbSe NCs at temperatures down to 270 mK and in high magnetic fields up to 
15 T. We find that τ increases sharply below 10 K, but saturates near 500 mK. In marked contrast to the 
“conventional” exciton fine structure found in CdSe and other wide-gap NCs (i.e., clear dark and bright exciton 
levels with orders-of-magnitude different oscillator strengths, well-separated in energy by 2 -15 meV), the 
dynamics in PbSe NCs fit remarkably well to a different exciton structure containing two weakly-emitting states 
with comparable oscillator strength, that are split by a surprisingly small energy of only 290-870 µeV for NC radii 
from 2.3 to 1.3 nm. Importantly, magnetic fields reduce τ only below 10 K, consistent with field-induced mixing 
between these two states. Further, magnetic circular dichroism studies establish the magnetic Zeeman energy of 
the 1S absorbing exciton states in PbSe NCs for the first time (gex ranges from 2-5), and magneto-PL from the 
emitting excitons reveals >10% circular polarization, also implicating contributions from Zeeman-split excitons. 
Thus, these studies provide compelling experimental evidence for a new type of exciton fine structure in rocksalt 
PbSe NCs that is qualitatively different from that found in NCs of more common wide-bandgap semiconductors 
such as CdSe. 

2.2 Highly emissive multiexcitons in the steady-state PL of “giant” CdSe/CdS NCs. Previous studies 
of carrier recombination dynamics in semiconductor NCs under intense pulsed excitation have shown that Auger 
decay is a general phenomenon that dominates multiexciton dynamics in these nanostructures, irrespective of 
composition, core/shell geometry, or shape. This process is especially detrimental in lasing applications of NCs, 

as it leads to very short (picoseconds) optical 
gain lifetimes. It also limits the performance 
of NC-based light emitting diodes and 
photovoltaic cells because it introduces an 
additional recombination channel in charged 
nanoparticles. Thus, the development of 
Auger-recombination-free NCs would greatly 
benefit a large number of emerging NC-based 
technologies.  

Recently, we reported a new class of 
NCs (termed g-NCs) that comprise a small 
CdSe core (3 - 4 nm diameter) encapsulated 
in a thick  shell (10 – 19 monolayers) of 
wider band gap CdS. Our initial 
spectroscopic studies of these structures 
indicated a significant improvement in 
photostability of g-NCs compared to standard 
particles, as well as a much higher tolerance 
to harsh chemical and heat treatments, and a 
significant suppression of PL intermittency 
(“blinking”) observed in single-dot 
measurements. Additionally, we observed a 
significant suppression of Auger decay in 
ensemble studies of g-NCs where we directly 
monitored dynamics of single and biexciton 
emission [9].  Based on these measurements, 
we inferred that the lower bound of the 
biexciton Auger decay time was 15 ns, which 
was ca. 75 times longer than in standard 
CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals possessing a similar 
emission wavelength.  

Our recent work in the present 

 
Figure 1. (a) cw-PL spectra of the individual g-NC measured for 
different per-pulse fluences (indicated in normalized units in the 
figure). In addition to the single-exciton (X1), the spectra reveal the 
biexciton (X2) bands as well as four more higher-energy peaks 
(labeled X3 –X6) that are due to emission of triexcitons and other 
multiexcitons of higher order. (b) Pump-intensity dependence of the 
X1 (black open circles) and the X2 (blue open squares) features along 
with the spectrally integrated PL intensity (gray solid circles); dashed 
and solid lines correspond to linear and quadratic dependences, as 
expected for excitons and biexcitons, respectively. (c) PL dynamics 
measured at the positions of the X2, X3, and X4 features for j = 1. The 
X2 trace indicates that the biexciton decay is characterized by ~10 ns 
time constant, which is significantly longer than in standard NCs 
emitting at the same wavelength.    
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project has produced new evidence of significantly suppressed Auger decay in g-NCs,  based on a large body of 
spectroscopic data obtained from single-dot measurements under both continuous-wave (cw) and pulsed 
excitation and for two different pump photon energies (532 and 405 nm). Specifically, in contrast to single-dot PL 
spectra of standard NCs, which show emission solely due to single excitons under cw excitation independent of 
pump level, high-pump-intensity g-NC emission spectra are dominated by features due to biexcitons. Based on 
the spectral position of emission peaks, we conclude that the 532 nm pump (direct excitation of the CdSe core) 
results solely in neutral species, while the 405 nm pump (excitation of the CdS shell) can produce either neutral or 
charged excitations. We observe that both charged and neutral biexcitons, as well as charged excitons (trions), are 
highly emissive, and the corresponding emission peaks do not saturate at high pump levels. This is in contrast to 
the PL signal of standard NCs, which saturates as a result of the fast Auger decay  that leads to suppression of 
emission from biexciton and charged states. Using intense pulsed excitation, we are even able to observe efficient 
emission from multiexcitons of higher order – 3 and above (Figure 1). Together, these results confirm a 
significant enhancement in multiexciton emission yields in g-NCs compared to standard NCs, which directly 
points toward greatly suppressed Auger recombination and an opportunity to utilize these newly opened photon-
conversion pathways for a range of applications from efficient light emission to energy harvesting.  

 
3. Future Plans 
 
3.1 Fundamental reasons underlying suppression of Auger recombination in g-NCs. In our future work, we 
will study a series of CdSe/CdS samples with progressively increasing shell thickness (H). For these samples, we 
will record single exciton and biexciton decay as a function of H, which will allow us to determine the critical 
shell thickness for which the Auger-recombination-free behavior develops. In parallel, we will monitor the 
changes in the internal structure of the NCs using analytical techniques such as Raman scattering. These studies 
will help us to understand, for example, whether the growth of the CdS shell is accompanied by the formation of 
the interfacial graded layer with alloyed composition. As indicated by recent theoretical studies (Cragg & Efros, 
Nano Lett. 10, 2010), formation of such a layer may represent one of the reasons for suppressed Auger 
recombination in these nanostructures.  

3.2 Tunable magnetic interactions in Mn-doped core-shell NCs. We will continue our studies of 
magneto-optical properties of colloidal ZnSe/CdSe core/shell nanocrystals doped with different concentrations of 
Mn. We first introduced these structures in ref. [7], where we demonstrated that by changing the thickness of the 
outer shell we could tune both the magnitude and the sign of the exciton-Mn exchange interaction. These previous 
studies were conducted exclusively using magnetic-circular dichroism spectroscopy. In our future work, we will 
extend these measurements to studies of magneto-PL spectra and dynamics. Further, we will perform a side-by-
side comparison with similar measurements of non-magnetic NCs as well as bulk ZnMnSe films.  The effect of 
Mn concentration and CdSe shell thickness on the Zeeman splitting and the strength of Mn-Mn coupling will be 
studied. One specific focus of this work will be the effect of magnetic field on emission due to internal Mn 
transitions at ~2.15 eV. In bulk semiconductors, Mn emission is not polarized. However, our preliminary studies 
indicate the development of a significant degree of polarization of Mn PL in doped NCs under applied magnetic 
field. In this project, we will attempt to elucidate the reasons for this unusual behavior.  
 3.3. Effects of quantum confinement on emission spectra and dynamics of Ge NCs. Recently, we 
developed a new synthetic route for the fabrication of high quality colloidal Ge NCs [11]. In addition to relatively 
small size dispersity (<10%) and good environmental stability, these NCs show high emission yields approaching 
10% at room temperature. Previously, we used these NC to elucidate the effect of quantum confinement on Auger 
recombination [6]. These studies produced very interesting results that indicated an orders of magnitude 
enhancement in Auger decay in these NCs compared to bulk Ge. We explained this observation as the effect of 
mixing of the direct and indirect-gap band minima induced by spatial confinement. We expect that this mixing 
will have a profound effect on exciton emission, and especially radiative decay dynamics. Ge is an indirect gap 
material, in which emission is phonon-assisted process. Since it is the second-order effect, the probability of 
radiative recombination in bulk Ge is very low. As indicated by high emission efficiencies measured for Ge 
nanoparticles, the rate of radiative decay is greatly enhanced by effects of spatial confinement. In this project, we 
will investigate the competition between radiative and nonradiative recombination in Ge NCs as a function of 
particle size. We will further study the temperature and magnetic-field dependent decay dynamics which will help 
us to elucidate the structure of the low-energy emitting states in these novel NCs.    
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Objective and Scope 
 
The AMOS program at LBNL is aimed at understanding the structure and dynamics of 
atoms and molecules using photons and electrons as probes. The experimental and 
theoretical efforts are strongly linked and are designed to work together to break new 
ground and provide basic knowledge that is central to the programmatic goals of the 
Department of Energy. The current emphasis of the program is in three major areas with 
important connections and overlap: inner-shell photo-ionization and multiple-ionization of 
atoms and small molecules; low-energy electron impact and dissociative electron 
attachment of molecules; and time-resolved studies of atomic processes using a 
combination of femtosecond X-rays and femtosecond laser pulses. This latter part of the 
program is folded in the overall research program in the Ultrafast X-ray Science 
Laboratory (UXSL). 

The experimental component at the Advanced Light Source makes use of the Cold 
Target Recoil Ion Momentum Spectrometer (COLTRIMS) to advance the description of 
the final states and mechanisms of the production of these final states in collisions 
among photons, electrons and molecules.  Parallel to this experimental effort, the theory 
component of the program focuses on the development of new methods for solving 
multiple photo-ionization of atoms and molecules.  This dual approach is key to break 
new ground and solve the problem of photo double-ionization of small molecules and 
unravel unambiguously electron correlation effects. 
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Inner-Shell Photoionization and Dissociative Electron 
Attachment of Small Molecules 
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Objective and Scope 
 
This program is focused on studying photon and electron impact ionization, excitation 
and dissociation of small molecules and atoms. The first part of this project deals with 
the interaction of X-rays with atoms and simple molecules by seeking new insight into 
atomic and molecular dynamics and electron correlation effects. These studies are 
designed to test advanced theoretical treatments by achieving a new level of 
completeness in the distribution of the momenta and/or internal states of the products 
and their correlations. The second part of this project deals with the interaction of low-
energy electrons with small molecules with particular emphasis on Dissociative Electron 
Attachment (DEA). Both studies are strongly linked to our AMO theoretical studies led by 
C. W. McCurdy and T. Rescigno and are designed to break new ground and provide 
basic knowledge that is central to the programmatic goals of BES in electron-driven 
chemistry. Both experimental studies (photon and electron impact) make use of the 
powerful COLd Target Ion Momentum Spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) method to achieve a 
high level of completeness in the measurements. 

 
Carbon K-shell photoionization of fixed-in-space C2H4. 
 
Using the COLTRIMS technique we performed kinematically complete experiments 
measuring the photoionization of the carbon K-edge of fixed in space ethylene 
molecules for different photon energies (293, 302, 306, 318eV - linear polarized), while 
focusing on the symmetric break-up channel (CH2

+ + CH2
+). In this case the core 

electron was ionized and the core hole underwent a fast decay by emission of a 
secondary Auger electron and the resulting dication promptly broke up through a 
Coulomb explosion. The coincident measurement of the reaction products along with the 
data collection and analysis on the event-by-event basis allowed us to obtain the multi 
differential angular distribution of photoelectrons in the body-fixed frame of ethylene 
molecules. With the knowledge of the total cross section and the photo electron angular 
distributions in the molecular frame the s and p contributions as a function of photon 
energy could be derived. We also found a molecular geometry effect at higher photon 
energies which manifests itself in a preferred emission of the photo electrons along the 
polarization vector for the s and p transition. Moreover we completed a very 
comprehensive theoretical study of the reaction. A set of dipole transition matrix 
elements was calculated and extracted (7 amplitudes and 5 relative phases) from the 
experimental results. These matrix elements along with the complete angular 
distributions showed a very good qualitative agreement between the experiment and the 
theoretical model used. From the l = 3, m = 0 partial wave contribution to the electron 
angular distribution we concluded the presence of an f-wave shape resonance found 
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around 10eV above the carbon K-edge in the ethylene molecule. This was predicted for 
many years and could now be directly visualized for the first time in the Molecular Frame 
Angular Photoelectron Distributions (MFPADs). 
 
Kinematically complete experimental study of the dissociation pathways of the 
singly ionized CO molecule. 
 
We studied the dissociation of the singly ionized carbon monoxide molecule, followed by 
subsequent autoionization of O*, by detecting for the first time all four final fragments (C+ 
+ O+ + 2e) in coincidence. In this experiment the supersonic jet of carbon monoxide was 
illuminated by the 43 eV x-ray beam at the Advanced Light Source. Although some 
direct double ionization of CO molecule was observed, the energetics dictated that most 
of the registered events must be attributed to single ionization followed by an 
autoionization in the atomic state of the oxygen. The energy of the slow electron is 
constant and independent of the first electron energy or of the nuclear kinetic energy 
release (KER) which is a clear signature of autoionization. The molecular dissociation of 
CO+ ion followed by autoionization of the oxygen has been observed before. In this 
study we performed the most kinematically complete experiment where by 
simultaneously measuring the vector momenta of all particles we were able to extract 
the KER of the reaction together with the energies and complete angular distributions of 
photo-electron and autoionization electron in the body-fixed molecular frame. The study 
of these detailed angular distributions as a function of polarization and KER reveal a 
surprising dissociation dynamics. Comparison with theoretical calculations by colleagues 
Rescigno and Orel shine light on the molecular states involved in the initial process of 
photo-ionization. We observe a strong correlation between the angle of emission of the 
photo-electron and the angle of emission of the autoionization electron despite the fact 
that autoionization takes place in the atomic oxygen when the molecule has already fully 
dissociated. Further studies both experimental and theoretical ae on-going to understand 
the origin of this unique photo and autoionization electron correlation. 
 
 
Dissociative electron attachment to water molecules: imaging of the dissociation 
dynamics of the water anion.  
 
A Coltrims spectrometer has been modified for measuring the angular dependence and 
kinetic energy release of negative ion fragments arising from dissociative electron 
attachment to water and heavy water molecules. The resonant attachment of a low 
energy electron to a water molecule occurs via three metastable electronic states of the 
H2O anion, whose vertical transition energies determine the incident electron energy at 
which attachment occurs. Following the electron attachment a competition between 
autodetachment of the electron and very fast molecular dynamics that keeps the 
electron attached to the nuclei takes place. This fast dynamics is key in converting 
electronic energy to nuclear motion. The dissociation of the three resonance states of 
the anion (2B1, 2A1 and 2B2) involves complicated polyatomic dynamics involving conical 
intersection and, perhaps Renner-Teller effects, and occurs in several interesting ways. 
The angular dependence of dissociative attachment depends both on the entrance 
amplitude and the more complicated nuclear dynamics of the anion transient state. We 
find that the attachment of the electron to the molecule is exquisitely sensitive to the 
orientation of the molecule with respect to the incoming electron. The measured angular 
distributions of the anion fragments (O- or H-) confirm quite well the concept of entrance 
amplitude and the unique angular selectivity of electron attachment for each resonance. 
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We extended the dissociative electron attachment measurements to methanol and 
ethanol where we replaced the OH with a deuterated OD to study the similarities and 
differences associated with the hydroxyl functional group in each case. Similar to the 
water case, the resonance are located in the 6-12 eV electron energy range. In both 
cases we find the attachment to occur preferably when the electron impinges along the 
OD bond and the location of the bond that is broken by dissociative attachment (OD 
bond, CO bond or CH bond) is exquisitely sensitive to the electron electron energy. 
 
Future Plans 
 
We plan to continue application of the COLTRIMS approach to achieve complete 
descriptions of the single photon double ionization of CO and its analogs. Of particular 
interest is an in-depth study of the “photo-autoionization” electron correlation and 
entanglement. We will focus on the double Auger decay of small CO molecules 
after photo excitation and photo ionization of inner shell electrons. The main 
scientific goals are to investigate the dissociation pathways and ionization 
mechanism during the double Auger decay. We plan to continue using our new 
“electron impact Coltrims” to study dissociation electron attachment to some biologically 
relevant molecules. 
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Electron-Atom and Electron-Molecule Collision Processes 
 

T. N. Rescigno and C. W. McCurdy  
Chemical Sciences, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720 

tnrescigno@lbl.gov, cwmccurdy@lbl.gov 
 
Program Scope: This project seeks to develop theoretical and computational methods for 
treating electron and photon processes that are important in electron-driven chemistry and physics 
and that are currently beyond the grasp of first principles methods, either because of the 
complexity of the targets or the intrinsic complexity of the processes themselves. A major focus is 
the development of new methods for solving multiple photoionization and electron-impact 
ionization of atoms and molecules. New methods are also being developed and applied for 
treating low- energy electron collisions with polyatomic molecules and clusters.  A state-of-the-
art approach is used to treat multidimensional nuclear dynamics in polyatomic systems during 
resonant electron collisions and predict channeling of electronic energy into vibrational excitation 
and dissociation. 
 
Recent Progress and Future Plans:  
 
We have continued our studies of strongly correlated processes that involve several electrons in 
the continuum. The computational framework for this work is provided by the exterior complex 
scaling (ECS) formalism, implemented with finite elements and the discrete variable 
representation (FEM/DVR). To extend this approach to be able to treat multi-electron targets with 
two active electrons, we have developed a hybrid approach for atomic systems in which the inner-
shell electrons are described by atomic orbitals while the outer active electrons are described in 
the full primitive basis of FEM/DVR functions. We exploit the finite element aspect of the 
representation by using only DVR functions in the first few elements to expand the inner atomic 
orbitals, while the outer elements are spanned by the remaining DVR functions. Because the 
DVR functions have compact support, the entire hybrid basis of orbitals plus primitive DVR 
functions is orthonormal. Furthermore, we are able to retain much of the simplicity of the original 
FEM/DVR approach in the computation of two-electron matrix elements with this method. We 
used this method to study photo-double ionization of ground-state Be (ref. 25) as well as fully 
differential double ionization cross sections excited and aligned Li and Be and their dependence 
on photon polarization (ref. 27). 

 
 
 

Triple differential cross sections for double photoionization of excited and aligned 1P0 Be, 1P0 He and 
2P0 Li at 20 eV  total photoelectron energy and equal energy sharing, showing dependence of cross 
sections on direction of photon polarization. Blue arrows indicate direction of fixed electron. 
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The treatment of molecular ionization dynamics beyond the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, 
which will be a key issue in the study of ultrafast processes with X-ray pulses, requires fast and 
accurate theoretical methods. To this end, we initiated an ECS-based,  FEM/DVR method in  
prolate spheroidal coordinates, which are the natural choice of coordinates for diatomic targets. In 
our first two studies (refs. 13 and 17) we formulated the method and demonstrated its viability 
with calculations on the bound and continuum states of H2

+. We have since followed up with an 
extension to two-electron targets. By suitably modifying the approach we had developed for the 
spherical case, we were able to retain key simplifications in the computation of two-electron 
matrix elements of 1/r12 by formulating their evaluation as the solution of two-center Poisson 
equation. Comparison of single and triple differential photo-double ionization cross sections 
computed using single-center expansions and the prolate spheroidal FEM/DVR showed, not 
surprisingly, much more rapid convergence with the new method. We also discovered that , while 
the shapes of the fully differential double ionization cross sections were completely consistent 
with our earlier calculations, the magnitude of the DPI cross sections shows a surprising  
sensitivity to small changes in the target wave functions. This is a simple reflection of the fact 
that double ionization is a pure correlation effect and is thus sensitive to minor components of the 
initial-state wave function, which are difficult to obtain accurately with single-center expansion. 
Our results have been submitted to Physical Review A (ref. 29). Extension of this approach to 
study ionization dynamics of more complicated diatomic targets is planned and will follow a 
parallel path to the hybrid orbital, FEM/DVR approach that we successfully employed in our 
extension to atomic targets with more than two electrons. We should also mention that this 
methodology is playing a key role in our studies of ultrafast molecular dynamics beyond the 
Born-Oppenheimer approximation. 
 
Our benchmark studies of dissociative electron attachment (DEA) to water have been extended 
with a collaborative experimental/theoretical effort aimed at imaging and interpreting the 
dynamics of the dissociation process. Our earlier prediction that O- production via the 8.5 eV 2A1 
resonance proceeds mainly through 3-body breakup was confirmed by momentum imaging 
experiments in our AMO program. Those experiments also provided striking images of the 
angular patterns of H- and O- production from the 8.5 eV  resonance that could not by explained 
using the axial recoil approximation.  We were able to successfully explain the observed angular 
distributions by combining body-frame entrance amplitudes from ab initio calculations with 
classical trajectories on the anion potential surface that detail precisely how the water anion 
dissociates. This joint experimental/theoretical study was highlighted in a Physical Review Letter. 
We are currently working on a similar study of H- and O- production from the higher 2B2 
resonance which will focus on how the conical intersection between the 2B2 and 2A1 resonances 
controls the dissociation dynamics. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
H- production  from DEA to water via the 2A1 resonance. Angular distributions show breakdown of axial 
recoil approximation and  change with kinetic energy release. Center panel: 2 eV KER. Right panel: 4 eV 
KER. 
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Program Scope: This program seeks to bridge the gap between the development of 
ultrafast X-ray sources and their application to understand processes in chemistry and 
atomic and molecular physics that occur on both the femtosecond and attosecond time 
scales.  There five subtasks in the UXSL effort, outlined below. 

Recent Progress and Future Plans:  
1.  Soft X-ray high harmonic generation and applications in chemical physics 

 This part of the laboratory is focused on the study of ultrafast chemical dynamics 
enabled by novel femtosecond VUV and soft x-ray light sources. Laboratory based setups 
centered around several high-order harmonic generation light sources operate at up to 
3 kHz repetition rate. The light sources are complemented by state-of-the-art 
photoelectron and ion imaging techniques and a newly installed VUV spectrometer for 
transient absorption measurements. 
 The first real-time observation of dynamics in electronically excited helium 
nanodroplets has revealed a neutral interband relaxation mechanism that is significantly 
more efficient than the previously observed indirect ionization mechanism (Fig. 1). 
Photoelectron and ion imaging experiments have tracked the emergence of atomic 
Rydberg atoms from VUV excited droplets with femtosecond time resolution. Transient 
photoelectron angular distributions strongly indicate that Rydberg atoms with different 
principle quantum numbers are emitted in different orbital angular momentum states. A 
newly implemented 3D momentum-resolved ion imaging capability has revealed rich 

 
 
Figure 1: VUV-pump/IR-probe study of helium nanodroplets. Transient photoelectron images (left) 
reveal an efficient interband relaxation mechanism in VUV excited droplets (right). 
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dynamics for all ionic fragments. The dominant monomer and dimer ions exhibit time-
dependent kinetic energy distributions. In particular the kinetic energies of the dimer ions 
are surprisingly high, indicating the existence of an extremely efficient energy conversion 
mechanism inside the excited droplets. 
 The construction of a high-resolution VUV transient absorption setup is almost 
completed. An existing Hettrick spectrometer has been interfaced with a capillary-based 
high-order harmonics light source in an effort to push the realm of femtosecond transient 
absorption measurements into the water window. The first recordings of static absorption 
spectra of Xe atoms around 70 eV photon energy have just demonstrated the functionality 
of the setup. 
 Some of the first experiments at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) have been 
performed within the framework of collaborative projects lead by Nora Berrah (Western 
Michigan University) and Ryan Coffee (SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory). UXSL 
lead in particular the analysis and modeling of frustrated absorption in N2 molecules 
exposed to ultrashort intense x-ray pulses (Berrah). Other significant efforts by UXSL 
researchers contributed to the first LCLS pump-probe experiments on transiently aligned 
N2 molecules (Coffee) and the determination of molecular double core hole generation 
efficiencies (Berrah). 

 
2.  Applications of the femtosecond undulator beamline at the Advanced Light 
Source to solution-phase molecular dynamics 
 The objective of this research program is to advance our understanding of solution-
phase molecular dynamics using ultrafast x-rays as time-resolved probes of the evolving 
electronic and atomic structure of solvated molecules. Two beamlines have been 
developed at the Advanced Light Source, with the capability for generating ~200 fs x-ray 
pulses from 200 eV to 10 keV. We have also developed a new capability for transmission 
XAS studies of thin liquid samples in the soft x-ray range, based on a novel Si3N4 cell 
design with controllable thickness <1 µm. 
 Present research is focused on charge-transfer processes in solvated transition-metal 
complexes, which are of fundamental interest due to the strong interaction between 
electronic and molecular structure. In particular, FeII complexes exhibit strong coupling 
between structural dynamics, charge-transfer, and spin-state interconversions. This year 
we have focused on understanding the evolution of the valence electronic structure, and 
the influence of the ligand field dynamics on the Fe 3d electrons, using time-resolved 
XANES measurements at the Fe L-edge. Picosecond and femtosecond studies show a 
clear 1.7 eV dynamic shift in the Fe-L3 absorption edge with the ultrafast formation of the 
high-spin state on a 200 fs time scale. This reflects the evolution of the ligand-field 
splitting, and is the first time-resolved solution-phase transmission spectra ever recorded 
in the soft x-ray region. Comparison with charge-transfer multiplet calculations reveals a 
reduction in ligand field splitting of ~1 eV in the high-spin state. A significant reduction 
in orbital overlap between the central Fe-3d and the ligand N-2p orbitals is directly 
observed, consistent with the expected 0.2 Å increase in Fe-N bond length upon 
formation of the high-spin state. The overall occupancy of the Fe-3d orbitals remains 
constant upon spin crossover, suggesting that the reduction in σ-donation is compensated 
by significant attenuation of π-back-bonding in the metal-ligand interactions. 
 A second area of focus is on the structural dynamics of liquid water following 
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coherent vibrational excitation of the O-H stretch (in collaboration with A. Lindenberg et 
al. at Stanford). Time-resolved results at the O K-edge show distinct changes in the near-
edge spectral region that are indicative of a transient temperature rise of 10K following 
laser excitation and rapid thermalization of vibrational energy. The rapid heating at 
constant volume creates an increase in internal pressure, ~8MPa, which is manifest by 
spectral changes that are distinct from those induced by temperature alone. Femtosecond 
studies of hydrogen bond dynamics reveal the dynamic conversion of strongly hydrogen-
bonded water structures to more disordered structures with weaker hydrogen-bonding on 
a 700 fs time scale. 
 An important goal is to apply time-resolved X-ray techniques to understand the 
structural dynamics of more complicated reactions in a solvent environment. Future 
research will focus on charge-transfer, and ligand dynamics in bi-transition-metal 
complexes and porphyrins, as well as reaction dynamics of solvated halide molecules. 
Solvated metal carbonyls represent a model system where photo-induced ligand 
dissociation is strongly solvent dependent.  In these complexes, the molecular 
intermediates and solvent exchange mechanisms are poorly understood.  Time-resolved 
XAS will provide important new insight to the molecular dynamics. 
 
3.  Time-resolved studies and non-linear interaction of femtosecond x-rays with 
atoms and molecules:  

 An extension of non-linear 
processes and two-color 
pump-probe to the extreme 
ultraviolet (XUV) spectral 
region was until recently 
considered unfeasible due to a 
lack of sufficiently intense 
short-wavelength radiation 
sources. In recent years, 
higher-order harmonic 
generation has reached 
intensities high enough as to 
induce two or three photon 
ionization processes. The 
design and construction of our intense XUV source is based on scaling-up in energy of 
the loose focusing high harmonic generation scheme. Pump/probe delay is achieved with 
a newly constructed split mirror interferometer (SMI). VUV and XUV wavelength 
selection in each arm of the SMI is achieved through a combination of transmission 
filters and coatings on the two D-shaped mirrors. We applied our two-color VUV/XUV 
pump-probe system to the study non-Born-Oppenheimer dynamics in excited-state 
ethylene. To follow the dynamics onto the ground state potential energy surface, we 
conducted experiments using 7.7 eV photons as a pump and in one case the 19th 
harmonic (29.45 eV) of the fundamental as a probe and in another case a band of EUV 
harmonics (17-23 eV) as a probe. These XUV probe photons allow us to break the C-C 
bond and observe transient structures such as ethylidene. In both experiments, the pump 
and the probe act on the molecule perturbatively through single photon excitation. We 

 

Figure 2: Photograph of 
the MISTERS apparatus 
currently under 
construction. The 
supersonic gas jet comes 
from the top and is 
skimmed in a two stage 
jet dump in the bottom 
(not visible here). The 
two stage differential 
pumping stage is 
mounted to the left. The 
tip-tilt xyz split mirror 
back focusing unit (not 
shown) will be attached 
to the right.  
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observe a transient increase in the CH3
+ fragment production using ion time-of flight 

spectroscopy providing evidence for hydrogen migration in ethylene following ππ* 
excitation. For this coming fiscal year we are planning an upgrade of our HHG system 
from 10 Hz to higher repetition rate to enable the application of our successful 
COLTRIMS technique to time-resolved studies. The construction of the new Momentum 
Imaging Spectroscopy for TimE Resolved Studies (MISTERS) apparatus shown in Fig. 2 
began in the second half of 2008. The main chamber and the two stage super sonic gas jet 
are assembled and combined to one setup. A two-stage differential pumping stage and 
most parts of the tip-tilt xyz split mirror back focusing unit are mounted.  
 A dedicated reaction microscope  is in the design phase. The intricate simulations of 
the electromagnetic fields must consider the high rate from the background single 
ionization events and an electro-optical lens system, which is needed to increase the 
resolution on the recoil-ion side. In an initial phase the setup will be optimized for a two-
color two-photon single ionization of rare gas atoms like He, Ne and Ar. 
 
4.  Theory and computation 

 We have developed computational methods 
that allow the accurate treatment of multiple 
ionization of atoms and molecules by short 
pulses in the VUV and soft X-ray regimes. We 
have extended our numerical methods based on 
the finite-element discrete variable representation 
to the essentially exact time-dependent treatment 
of two electron atoms in a radiation field, 
including the rigorous extraction of the 
amplitudes for ionization from these wave 
packets and separation of single and double 
ionization probabilities.  These developments 
have been applied to short pulse single and 
double ionization of helium and have showed 
new effects that appear only for subfemtosecond 
pulses. Most recently we have found an intrinsically two-electron interference 
phenomenon, shown in Fig. 3, in which subfemtosecond UV pulses can be used to probe 
spin entanglement directly. Applications to pump/probe investigations of correlation in 
the doubly excited states of helium are in progress using a new time propagation scheme 
that involves simultaneous explicit and implicit steps.  Calculations on many-electron 
atoms and molecules are underway with a  new Multiconfiguration Time-dependent 
Hartree Fock method using prolate spheroidal coordinates for the treatment of general 
diatomics including nuclear motion without the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. 
  We are also developing tractable theories for molecular excited states, including 
bright and dark states and their intersections.  A new quasidegenerate perturbation theory 
building upon single excitation CI (CIS) has been formulated, implemented and tested . It 
is self-interaction-free, and efficient enough to apply to systems in the 50-100 atom 
regime. The analytical gradient of this model has been formulated and implemented 
which opens the way for exploring potential energy surfaces . We have formulated new 
spin-flip models that can properly treat low-lying dark excited states that have large 

 
Figure 3:  Two electron interference 
pattern for double ionization of He by 
two 500 as pulses separated by 1 fs.  
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double excitation contributions . The most general version of this work successfully 
resolved delicate energy differences on the order of cal/mol between singlet, triplet and 
quintet states of tetraradicaloid non-Kekule hydrocarbons. 
 We have just finished an initial study of the excited states of small helium clusters to 
complement experimental efforts. This work characterizes the nature of the excitations in 
clusters including He7 and He25, using CIS. Very encouraging agreement was obtained 
with experimental measurements of the excitation spectrum in larger clusters (~300 
atoms) (figure on next page). Finally, we have also explored improvements to real-time 
time-dependent DFT by imposing exact conditions. 
 
5.  Attosecond atomic and molecular science 
 
 During the last year, we have adopted a 
new method of generating isolated attosecond 
pulses based on the "Double-Optical Gating" 
(DOG) method developed by Chang and co-
workers for harmonic generation in a rare gas 
medium.   This method involved a 
considerable re-design of our apparatus, but 
the result has been (a) considerably more 
reliable isolated attosecond pulse generation, 
(b) shorter attosecond pulses, and (c) perhaps 
most importantly, attosecond pulses at much 
lower photon energies than the 80-100 eV 
energy range characteristic of our earlier 
efforts.   
 The principle and implementation of double-optical gating is illustrated in Fig. 4.  A 
5-7 fs,  carrier-envelope-phase stabilized 800 nm pulse passes through two quartz plates 
and a BBO crystal in order to generate three optical fields:  a driving field (red)  at 800 
nm, a gating field (green) also at 800 nm, and a 400 nm field polarized in the same plane 
as the driving field.  The gating field is perpendicular to the driving field and is phase-
shifted by 90°, so that when the two fields are of similar amplitude, no high harmonic 
generation (HHG) results from the net circularly polarized field;  HHG occurs only when 

 

 

Fig. 4.  
Principle of 
double-
optical 
gating and 
optical 
arrangement 
used to 
generate the 
required 
fields 
 

             
Fig. 5.  Photoelectron energy  spectrum (left) produced in Ne gas from soft x-ray pulse formed by DOG.  Pulse 
duration and phase evolution of this pulse, determined by photoelectron streaking, are shown in the right panel. 
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the gating field is off.  As shown by Chang, the presence of the 400 nm relaxes the 
conditions under which isolated attosecond pulses can be generated with this overall 
configuration.    
 Fig. 5 shows the energy spectrum and pulse width obtained in our laboratory by 
carrying out DOG in Ar gas, and then measuring the resulting photoelectron spectrum of 
Ne.  The photoelectron spectrum is unstructured, as expected for an isolated attosecond 
pulse, and is most intense from 20-30 eV, corresponding to photon energies of 40-50 eV 
(the ionization potential of Ne is 21.6 eV).  To obtain the phase and temporal profile of 
the pulse, we have carried out photoelectron streaking measurements using the soft x-ray 
pulse and co-propagating 800 nm pulse incident on a Ne target.  The results, also shown 
in Fig. 5, indicate a pulse with a flat phase and pulse duration of 114 ± 3 as.  Experiments 
are currently underway in which the time-resolved ionization and fragmentation 
dynamics of SF6 and other small molecules excited by the attosecond pulse will be 
investigated with a combination of photoelectron streaking and time-resolved mass 
spectrometry.   
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 The OBES atomic physics program at ORNL has as its overarching goal the understanding  
of states and i nteractions of a tomic-scale matter.  These a tomic-scale systems are composed  
of singly a nd m ultiply c harged atomic ions, cha rged and ne utral m olecules, atoms, electrons, 
solids, and surfaces.  Particular species and interactions are chosen for study based on their 
relevance to gaseous or p lasma env ironments of basic ene rgy sci ence interest such as t hose in 
fusion e nergy, gas pha se chemistry, a nd pl asma pr ocessing. T oward t his e nd, t he pr ogram has 
developed and  ope rates the Mu lticharged Ion Research Facility ( MIRF) that has recently 
undergone a broad, multi-year upgrade. Work is also performed as needed at other facilities such 
as O RNL’s H olifield Radioactive I on Beam F acility ( HRIBF) and the h eavy-ion storage r ing 
facilities a t Stockholm University ( CRYRING and s oon DESIREE).  C losely c oordinated 
theoretical activities support this work as well as provide leadership in complementary or 
synergistic research. 
 
Erosion of a-C:H and a-C:D Thin Films by Low-Energy Atomic and Molecular H and D 
Ion Beam Irradiation – F.W. Meyer, P.R. Harris, W. Jacob, T. Schwarz-Selinger, and U. von 
Toussaint 
 
Ion-surface interactions play an essential role in many applications ranging from semiconductor 
device t echnology to magnetic f usion. T he plasma-material interface i s a  cr itical bot tleneck  
in f usion pow er c onversion. A  r ecent pa nel r eport t o t he F usion E nergy Sciences A dvisory 
Committee (FESAC) found that four of the top five critical know ledge gaps for f usion involve  
the P lasma-Materials I nterface ( PMI). Just com pleted fusion community R Esearch NEeds 
Workshops (RENEW) have recommended new PMI research programs and facilities to advance 
the science and technology of plasma-surface interactions. 
 In l ine w ith t hese r ecommendations, w e h ave c ontinued this pa st y ear ou r studies of  t he 
interactions of slow H or  D  ions with c arbon ba sed s urfaces. Our m easurements focus on t he 
energy region below the physical sputtering threshold (<50 eV) where chemical sputtering is the 
main mechanism for material erosion. This energy region is also the anticipated particle energy 
regime of the ITER divertor.  
 Most r ecently, w e have been focusing on a  com parison of  ch emical sputtering y ields for 
atomic and molecular species of the same velocity, as a test of the commonly made assumption of 
identical sputtering yields when normalized to the number of D atoms in the incident projectiles. 
In our  earlier measurements of CD4 production by  atomic v s. molecular p rojectiles using a 
quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) [1], we found projectile dependent methane yields below 
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 ~60 eV/D, where the D+ projectiles had t he smallest y ields and D3
+ projectiles had t he largest 

yields. The effect increased with decreasing energy and amounted to about a factor of two at 10 
eV/D. At h igher en ergies, w here immediate d issociation of incident m olecular pr ojectiles is 
highly probable, the observed yields for equivelocity incident atomic and molecular ions are the 
same, as has been noted in previous work. The molecular size effect is also evident in recently 
completed t otal e rosion measurements of  plasma-deposited, a morphous hy drogenated a nd 
deuterated carbon thin films (a-C:H and a-C:D) with a  hydrogen or  deuterium content of 30  % 
that were prepared and analyzed at IPP-Garching. For these measurements, the thin films were 
exposed to equal velocity atomic and molecular hydrogen or deuterium beams to fluences of 1-
2x1018 H or D/cm2. 

Figure 1 .  (left) 2-D el lipsometry pos t- and pr e-exposure scan differences for (a) 80 eV/D D + 
exposure a nd ( b) 80 e V/D D 2

+ showing t ypical c rater de pth di stributions; (right) e llipsometry-
based s puttering y ield r esults for D +, D 2

+, a nd D 3
+ ions i ncident on a -C:D, a nd c omparison t o 

mass loss results [2]. 
 
 
 Beam energies were in the range 30 – 200 eV/H or D. From 2-D ellipsometry scans such as 
shown i n F igure 1 (left), and t he k nown t hin f ilm de nsity, t he total C  removal c ould b e 
determined. Normalization to the integrated number of incident H or D projectiles, obtained from 
simple beam current integration multiplied by the number of H or D atoms per incident projectile 
(e.g., 1, 2, or 3 for D+, D2

+, or D3
+, respectively) gives the total C yield per H or D. While there is  

no significant difference between the different projectiles at the highest energy of 200 eV/H or D, 
dramatic di fferences be tween H+(D+ ) and H(D3

+ ) projectiles, r anging f rom a  f actor of 2 to 
almost 5, a re observed at all lower investigated energies, with the observed differences between 
H+(D+) and H2

+(D2
+ ) being in the range 1.3 t o 1.7. Our yield results for triatomic H and D ions 

incident on the respective hydrogenated and deuterated thin films obtained by ellipsometry are in 
excellent ag reement w ith earlier m ass l oss results of B alden and Roth [2]. Considering t he 
smaller y ields pe r H  or D  w e f ind for t he at omic i ncident i ons, it i s evident that f or i ncident 
molecular ions, particularly the triatomic species, synergistic effects in energy deposition density 
due to the close proximity of t he constituents at critical times of t he surface interactions lead to 
significant enh ancement o f che mical s puttering y ields. For this r eason, low ene rgy yields 
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measured using molecular projectiles but claimed to represent those relevant for incident atomic 
projectiles should be treated with caution. 
    
[1] L.I. Vergara, F.W. Meyer, H.F. Krause, P. Träskelin, K. Nordlund, E . Salonen, J. N ucl. 

Mater. 357, 9 (2006). 
[2] M. Balden and J. Roth, J. Nucl. Mater. 280, 39 (2000).  

Low-Energy Atomic and Molecular Ion Collisions Using Merged Beams – C.C. Havener 
 
Charge t ransfer ( CT) i n molecular ion-neutral i nteractions c an pr oceed t hrough d ynamically 
coupled e lectronic, v ibrational, a nd r otational de grees of  f reedom.  U sing t he upgraded ORNL 
ion-atom m erged-beams a pparatus ab solute di rect charge transfer i s exp lored from k eV/u 
collision energies where the collision is considered “ro-vibrationally frozen” to sub-eV/u collision 
energies where collision times are long enough to sample vibrational and rotational modes.  Our 
first molecular i on measurement [1] was pe rformed for D2+ + H and benchmarks high-energy 
theory and for the first time vibrationally specific adiabatic theory for the (H2-H)+ complex, the 
most f undamental i on-molecule t wo-electron system.  C T m olecular i on st udies ha ve be en 
expanded to measurements for D3+ + H from 2 eV/u to 2 keV/u.  A threshold is observed around 
4 e V w ith a  c hange of  s lope i n t he m easured c ross s ection a t 100 e V/u pos sibly due  t o t he 
opening up of an additional dissociation channel after CT. 
 An 808-nm 2-kW diode laser has been purchased and will be installed on the merged-beams 
negative beamline in a neutralization configuration similar to that developed for the self-merged 
beams col laboration [2] at  Columbia. With the new laser, neutral C beams will be  available to 
explore both multi-electron capture and the synthesis of hydrocarbons via atom pickup reactions. 
Care must be taken to minimize any  exc ited C  s tates p roduced during pho todetachment o f t he 
loosely bound (2D) C- excited states [3]. 
 With the intense beams available from the 14.5 GHz all-permanent magnet ECR ion source on 
the HV platform, we are able to expand our previous CT studies of bare- and H-like ions with the 
merged-beams t echnique.  Wi th the ex pected delivery of an X-ray quantum calorimeter [ 4] t o 
ORNL i n 20 11, w e p lan to r ecord the C T pr oduced X -ray s pectra in the r ange 0.3  k eV/u - 2 
keV/u with high spectral resolution (up to 6-eV FWHM) for bare and H-like ions on H.  Relative 
line intensities will be used to estimate the state selective CT cross sections, which will provide a 
detailed comparison with theory.  In preparation for these relative measurements, absolute total 
cross sections f or s ingle electron capture by H -like i ons of  C , N , O , a nd fully-stripped O  i ons 
from at omic hy drogen have be en measured this l ast y ear i n an expanded range of r elative 
collision energies (0.01 keV/u - 20 keV/u).  In general, the new merged-beams results are in good 
agreement w ith previous ORNL H -oven measurements.  H owever, at lower e nergies t he ne w 
measurements consistently show a decreasing CT cross section for the H-like ions.  This 
unexpected r esult i s be ing e xplored w ith a tomic-orbital a nd m olecular-orbital close c oupling 
calculations.  O ur measurements f or O 8+ +  H  s hown i n F igure 1 be low i ndicate t he ne ed f or 
state-selective studies.  
 Good a greement is ob served a t 200  e V/u a nd a bove w ith ou r p revious h ydrogen-oven 
measurements that are significantly below the more recent CT theory.  The larger theoretical total 
cross section is attributed to the predicted increase in capture to the n=6 shell of O7+.  Below 200 
eV/u our new measurements do suggest a somewhat increasing trend which may be attributed to 
the importance of the n=6 shell, but at a much lower energy than predicted.  The disagreement 
with theory for such a fundamental system will easily be exploredin greater detail with the X-ray 
emission measurements planned for next year.  
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Figure 1.  The O RNL merged-beams charge-exchange cross sec tion measurements f or fully 
stripped oxy gen i on O 8+ on atomic hy drogen, H, ar e pr esented w ith previous t heoretical an d 
experimental data. 
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Electron-Molecular Ion Interactions – M.E. Bannister, C.R. Vane, and S. Deng 
 
Electron-driven fragmentation of m olecular ions p rovides a t estable p latform f or i nvestigating 
and fully de veloping our  understanding o f the m echanisms involved i n e lectronic charge a nd 
energy redistribution i n m any-body quantum mechanical systems, and is important from a 
fundamental point of  view, i.e., to control material processes at  the level of el ectrons, a Grand 
Challenge in Basic Energy Sciences.  These dissociative processes are also practically important 
in that e lectron-ion collisions ar e g enerally ubiquitous i n p lasmas, and m olecular ions c an 
constitute significant populations in low- to moderate-temperature plasmas.  Neutral and charged 
radicals formed in dissociation of molecules in these plasmas represent some of t he most highly 
reactive components in initiating and driving further chemical reaction pathways in a wide variety 
of e nvironments, s uch as the d ivertor a nd e dge r egions i n fusion r eactors, pl asma e nhanced 
chemical vapor deposition reactors, and environments where chemistries are driven by secondary 
electron cascades, f or example i n t he upper atmosphere of the earth, and cooler regions of the 
solar or  o ther s tellar a tmospheres. It is  a bsolutely c ritical to have av ailable accurate rates, 
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branching f ractions, and other kinematical parameters of the various possible relevant collision 
processes in order to correctly model these environments. 
 
Dissociative Excitation and Ionization:  Measurements of cross sections for electron-impact 
dissociative exc itation (DE) and  d issociative i onization (DI) of m olecular ions ha ve con tinued 
using the MIRF crossed-beams apparatus [1]. In coordination with our dissociative recombination 
(DR) i nvestigations of  ozone ions [2], we ha ve investigated the DE and  DI cha nnels f or t hese 
ions.  Our m easurements demonstrate that, unlike t he D R proc ess w hich i s do minated by t he 
production of three oxygen atoms, the DE process leading to the formation of O+ ions favors the 
O+ + O2 two-body channel over the O+ + O +  O t hree-body channel.  H owever, over the entire 
energy range of the measurements (3 - 100 eV), the DE/DI channels producing O2

+ are dominant.  
This is not surprising when one considers the energy thresholds for DE of ground-state O3

+ ions: 
0.64 eV for the O2

+ + O channel and 2.19 eV for the O+ + O2 channel. 
 Measurements of absolute cross sec tions have a lso been made for the dissociation of  C 2D5

+ 
producing the CD3

+ fragment ion.  The experimental results indicate a D E threshold consistent 
with t he v alue of  6.0 e V f or t he C D3

+ + CD 2 channel.  A clear ons et of  DI contributions i s 
observed a bove the predicted threshold of 16.4 eV.  Future i nvestigations will measure DE/DI 
cross sec tions f or t he pr oduction of o ther f ragment i ons, especially CD2

+ and C 2D2
+. A nother 

interesting experiment that will be carried out concerns whether the C2
+ dicarbon cation can be 

formed directly by electron-impact dissociation of C2Hx
+ ions. 

 Other measurements were performed for the el ectron-impact di ssociation o f OD + producing 
O+ ions and HeH+ yielding He+ fragments.  The latter system is a sens itive probe of t he internal 
states of the target ions – our measurements with “hot” HeH+ ions produced in an ECR source 
showed a DE threshold several eV lower than that for “cold” ions measured at the CRYRING ion 
storage ring [3].  
 The dissociation experiments d iscussed a bove us ed molecular ions pr oduced b y t he O RNL 
MIRF C aprice E CR i on source [4], but ot her cooler sou rces w ill also be u sed in order to 
understand the role of electronic and ro-vibrational excited states.  A second ion source, a hot-
filament C olutron i on s ource, i s pr esently onl ine a nd is expected to produce f ewer ex cited 
molecular ions.   
 An even colder pulsed supersonic gas expansion ion source, very similar to the one used for 
measurements [5] on the dissociative recombination of rotationally cold H3

+ ions at CRYRING, is 
under d evelopment f or u se a t t he O RNL M IRF. A dditionally, w ork c ontinues on a  s imilar 
supersonic source that uses a piezoelectric mechanism for more reliable pulsed valve operation.  
With t his range of  ion sources, one  can s tudy di ssociation w ith bo th w ell-characterized cold 
sources and with intrinsically hotter sources producing ions that be tter approximate the excited 
state populations in plasma environments found in applications such as fusion, plasma processing, 
and a eronomy. A nother source be ing i mplemented at t he MI RF for t he s tudy of  e lectron-
molecular ion interactions is an electrospray ionization source that will produce ions from large, 
fragile bi omolecules s uch as nuc leotides a nd pe ptides, a llowing us  t o pr obe t he f undamental 
mechanisms of fragmentation in very com plex m olecular sy stems, and es pecially ef fects i n 
processes important in mass spectrographic techniques used for analyzing heavy molecular ions. 
 
Dissociative Recombination:  Recent measurements [6] performed at the CRYRING heavy ion 
storage r ing on the d issociative r ecombination of  t he w ater cluster ion D5O2

+ yielded s ome 
interesting results.  DR of this ion produces D + 2 D 2O almost exclusively with a kinetic energy 
release of up to 5.1 eV.  Through imaging of the DR fragments at an interaction of zero eV, it was 
determined that as much as 4 eV of this excess energy can be stored internally in the D2O 
molecular fragments, with a propensity for populating highly excited states. 
 Further studies of molecular ion neutralization processes in our ongoing collaboration with the 
group of Mats Larsson and Richard Thomas at Stockholm University are in the midst of transition 
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because of  the impending move of  CRYRING from the Manne Siegbahn Laboratory to GSI in 
Germany and the opening of the Double ElectroStatic Ion Ring ExpEriment (DESIREE) in the 
Department of P hysics at  S tockholm U niversity.  The D ESIREE i on storage r ing f acility 
(currently un dergoing a ssembly a nd t esting a t the S tockholm U niversity A lbaNova C enter f or 
Physics, A stronomy, a nd B iotechnology) i s c entered a round t wo intersecting, a ll electrostatic 
rings, ope rating i n a  s ingle < 10 K , ultra-high v acuum e nvironment.  DESIREE w ill p rovide a  
unique o pportunity t o s tudy f undamental m utual ne utralization p rocesses f or n ear-zero e nergy 
collisions of positive and negative atomic ions, as well as afford an expansion of capabilities for 
studies of more complex (heavier) molecular ion systems involved in a variety of charge transfer 
dissociation processes involving merged positive and negative ions stored and state-prepared in a 
cryogenic environment.  The first experiments at DESIREE will involve measurements of mutual 
neutralization between H+ and H- (and isotopes) at low relative collision energies, with first 
injection of positive ions expected by the end of 2010. 
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Molecular Ion Interactions (The MIRF ICCE Trap) – C.R. Vane, M.E. Bannister, S. Deng, 
and C.C. Havener 
 
A rather unique experimental capability is under development at the ORNL MIRF for detailed, 
state-specific measurements of dissociation processes occurring for interactions of molecular ions 
with free electrons and atomic targets.  An Ion Cooling and Characterization Endstation ( ICCE 
Trap) has recently been developed and commissioned at the ORNL MIRF.  It has been designed 
to provide a v ariety of enhanced experimental cap abilities for studies o f t he i nteractions of  
complex atomic and molecular ions with electrons, as well as with atomic and molecular targets, 
that lead to fragmentation.  D evelopment of the ICCE trap apparatus is in direct support of our 
mission goal of est ablishing experimental capa bilities necessary f or s electively produc ing and  
manipulating a tomic a nd molecular i ons for studies of  a  b road range of  plasma r elevant i on-
interactions in as a near state-controlled a manner as possible.  Interpretation of measurements of 
multi-fragment dissociation of complex molecular a nd c luster ion s ystems requires i ncreased 
levels o f c ontrol ov er t he internal s tate p opulations of t he r eacting pa rtners, as w ell as highly 
detailed and complete i nformation from a nalysis a nd de tection s ystems.  To pr ovide t hese 
capabilities, we have designed, constructed, and instrumented an electrostatic reflecting ion beam 
linear trap of the Zajfman design [1,2] as an experimental endstation on t he MIRF high-energy 
beamline that will enable stored cooling and state characterization of molecular ions of essentially 
any mass.  Basic components of the ICCE TRAP are indicated schematically in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1.   Schematic of  the MIRF Ion Cooling and Characterization Endstation, showing side 
injection o f i ons into t he l inear, doub le e lectrostatic m irror t rap, instrumented with crossed 
electron and atomic target beams (with recoil ion detection) and a dissociation neutral fragment 
imaging detector. 
 
 Pulses of ions are injected from the side through a pulsed parallel plate 13o deflector into a 1.5-
meter-long electrostatic-mirror trap. The side-injection design, a first for linear electrostatic traps, 
was chosen to avoid the necessity of fast (<1 µs) switching of the high-voltage mirror electrodes, 
and to enable storage of high-energy ion beams.  This permits taking advantage of the kinematic 
emission of  high-energy dissociation fragments to make their d etection as highly efficient a s 
possible.  This ultrahigh v acuum, a ll-electrostatic d evice permits e ffective long-term ( seconds) 
storage of  hi gh-energy i on be ams where exc ited internal s tates decay by  r adiative cool ing and 
dissociation processes can be explored as a function of storage time. 
 Stored ion beams are produced in several ion sources, including a permanent-magnet ECR ion 
source mounted on t he MIRF high-voltage platform for ‘hot’ atomic and molecular ions, and a 
pulsed, supersonic exp ansion discharge sou rce f or internally ‘ cold’ m olecular i ons ( CMIS), 
mounted on a  stand-alone 10-kV isolated cabinet.  As noted previously, the CMIS is similar in 
design t o on e us ed pr eviously a t C RYRING [ 3] for c old H 3

+ dissociative r ecombination 
measurements, a nd i s c apable o f pr oviding a  ne arly c ompletely vibrational g round-state 
population of light molecular ions.  For more fragile, very heavy molecular ions, an electrospray 
ion s ource ( ESI) de veloped a t t he O RNL C hemical S ciences D ivision f or p roduction of  b io-
molecular ions has also been mounted on the 10-kV platform.  Intense species directly obtained 
from the ESI as heavy as Tetramethyl ammonium bromide cations have been injected into the 
trap.  Techniques being developed by our colleagues at Stockholm University (for the DESIREE 
program) for pr ior accumulation of  more sparsely ESI generated bio-molecular ion species are 
also planned for future implementation at the MIRF ICCE for pulsed injection into the trap.   
 The complete i on cooling a nd c haracterization endstation c onsists of a n ul tra-high v acuum 
transport beamline and chambers with computer controlled, fast-reaction electrostatic deflection 
and focusing elements, a fully electrostatic 38-mm diameter aperture mirror trapping system, and 
either a c rossed beam, low-energy ( 5–100 e V), h igh-current e lectron t arget [ 4], o r a n atomic 
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beam t arget w ith recoil ion de tection located between t he trap mirrors. The apparatus i s 
instrumented w ith a  num ber of  b eam di agnostic and pr oduct c haracterization c omponents, 
including tw o imaging d etectors f or v elocity a nalysis of  ne utral f ragments a rising f rom 
fragmentation o f the trapped m olecular i ons, e ither by c ollisions w ith gas a toms ( collisional 
dissociation ( CD) a nd d issociative e lectron c apture ( DEC)), or  w ith t he e lectrons ( dissociative 
excitation or ionization (DE, DI), and less likely, dissociative recombination (DR)).  The ion trap 
presently ope rates at  room t emperature w ith vacuum at  ~ 1x10-10 Torr a nd ion internal s tate 
cooling pr oceeding t hrough radiative de cay i s t hermodynamically l imited t o 300 o K.  
Improvements in the next year will include installation of an overall copper liner over one mirror 
section cooled to <70o K using commercial stirling cryocoolers, with later planned connection of 
one of the mirrors (B) and its shroud to a ~4o K helium cryocooler.  
 Initial w ork is concentrated on t rapping a nd cooling of  a  number of  relatively s imple i ons 
including O+, O2

+, and O3
+ ions, and on measurements of DEC from H2, Ne, and Ar and electron 

impact dissociation (DE, DI, and DR) as functions of electron energy for various trapping/cooling 
times. T he ozone i on results are be ing compared w ith ou r pr ior D R m easurements for 
vibrationally cold O3

+ at CRYRING at zero electron energy [5], which indicated almost complete 
three-body di ssociation, f orming pr edominantly e lectronically e xcited O (3P a nd 1D) atoms.  
Fragment i maging measurements of  t he three-body c hannel resulting f rom D EC of  O 3

+ on t he 
residual H2 gas have been completed as a function of storage/cooling time in the ICCE trap.  The 
distributions of  total d isplacement ( TD) b etween t he t hree O  a toms m easured on t he imaging 
detector are directly related to the total kinetic energy of release (KER) due to the dissociation 
process.  The TD distribution measured during the first 2 ms of trapping, when the ozone ions are 
still “hot” indicates that DEC is  more likely during tha t time period than for a storage time of  
more than 100 ms when the O3

+ ions have radiated away much of their internal energy. 
 Preliminary studies of t he dissociative excitation of O3

+ and OH+ by 5-25 eV electrons from 
the c rossed e lectron be am t arget ha ve be en pe rformed a s a  f unction of  ion storage time.  
Background counts on the detector resulting from stray, low-energy electrons from the electron 
target be ing acc elerated b y t he po sitive h igh voltages o f the el ectrostatic m irrors ha ve b een 
suppressed.  However, for the 1.5-m long trap region at 10-10 Torr, dissociation was dominated by 
DEC and CD with the background gas, making the study of DE very difficult.  Reduction of these 
background processes by the improved vacuum conditions associated with future cryo-cooling of 
the ICCE trap as noted above are needed in order to complete quantitative measurements of DE. 
 Long t erm i on s torage ov er t he ~3-m l ength of  t he t rapping or bit p laces s evere limits on  
tolerable s trengths o f stray f ields. R eduction o f m agnetic f ields a long t he t rap axis w ith a 
modified Helmholtz coil arrangement has yielded an increased lifetime of ions stored in the trap.  
For example, measured 1/e l ifetimes f or 10 -keV K + ions ha ve e xceeded two seconds w ith t his 
improvement a s i ndicated i n Figure 2.  I n addition, by modifying the el ectric potential 
configuration in the electrostatic mirrors, we have extended the energy range of s ingly charged 
ions s tored i n t he t rap t o 15 k eV, w ith a chievable m irror pot entials hi gh e nough t o t rap i ons 
greater t han 1 6 k eV.  T he hi gher i on be am e nergies ena ble f ull co llection of f ragments f rom 
dissociation channels with higher KERs for a given imaging detector size and position.  Different 
electric potential configurations on the mirrors have been investigated, resulting in confirmation 
of various operational modes of trapping as originally noted by Zajfman et al. [6].  For example, 
with the trap operating in a “bunching” mode, the initial pulse of ions side-injected into the trap 
(usually on the order of  t en microseconds long) remains automatically bunched temporally and 
spatially f or storage t imes g reater than 100  m s, corresponding t o t ypically m any t housands of 
reflections between the m irrors d epending on the t rapped ion v elocity, w ithout i mposing a ny 
additional RF bunching fields. 
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Figure 2.   Storage l ifetime pl ot for 10 -keV K + ions i n t he I CCE T rap w ith e xternal B -fields 
nulled along trapped ion orbit. 
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Manipulation and Decoherence of Rydberg Wavepackets – C.O. Reinhold 
 
Current exp erimental t echniques allow pr oduction o f R ydberg a toms i n w ell-defined qu antum 
states with very large principal quantum numbers for which the Kepler period Tn = 2pn3 (atomic 
units) becomes quite long (~ 4 ns  at n ~ 300).  It is thus straightforward using commercial pulse 
generators to apply carefully tailored electric field pulses whose characteristic t imes (durations, 
and/or r ise/fall t imes) ar e much less than Tn.  T hese can be used to engineer ( and probe) 
electronic w avepackets a nd t o examine de phasing a nd de coherence [ 1]. E ven t hough hi gh-n 
Rydberg atoms are extremely fragile, large angular momentum wavepackets are quite robust and 
their coherence can be maintained for microseconds or hundreds of Kepler periods (see Figure 1) 
[2]. The main challenge to theory is the development of control protocols for steering mesoscopic 
Rydberg w avepackets, w hich m ay s how qua ntum be havior bu t a re no t m anageable by  f ully 
quantum simulations due to the vast number of  quantum states involved.  W e employ a  hybrid 
quantized classical t rajectory m ethod (QCTMC) that is c apable of capturing t he es sential 
wavepacket dy namics. Our pro tocol f or produ cing ci rcular w avepackets l eads t o temporal 
interferences of spatially separated Schrödinger cat-like wave packets. We are currently working 
on protocols for measuring [3] and controlling the phase of the cat states. We are also studying 
the decoherence of  t he w avepackets by a dding a  c ontrolled a mount o f no ise i n t he 
electromagnetic pulses. Noise might also be introduced experimentally by adding a dilute gas of 
particles.  I n t he l ong t erm w e w ould l ike t o e xtend t he pr esent techniques t o e ngineer two-
electron wavepackets  involving distant electrons in two interacting Rydberg atoms.  This work is  
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performed i n c ollaboration w ith F .B. D unning ( Rice U niv.) a nd S . Yoshida a nd J. 
Burgdörfer(Vienna Univ. of Technology).  
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Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Chemical Sputtering – C.O. Reinhold and P.S. Krstic  
 
Advances in fusion energy research are dependent on understanding the interaction of the plasma 
with the bounding surfaces. Physical and chemical processes resulting from this interaction lead 
to surface erosion and particle deposition, which degrades fusion performance. Little is known for 
low i mpact energies (below ~50 eV H , D, and T i mpact) where chemical processes dominate, 
since experiments are very difficult to perform. In an attempt to bridge the gap of data, we have 
undertaken a se ries of m olecular dy namics si mulations us ing t he av ailable e xperimental da ta 
above 15 eV f or v alidation.  This w ork i s done  i n parallel t o e xperiments a t ORNL by  F .W. 
Meyer and co-workers.  We have performed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations using many-
body Reactive Empirical Bond Order (REBO) potentials for atoms and molecules impacting on a 
large simulation cell consisting of a  mixture of a few thousand carbon and hydrogen atoms 
representing t he surface. We s tudy surface e rosion due t o cumulative bombardment. The latter 
sequentially break s and passivates bo nds a nd leads t o the f ormation of s table hy drocarbon 
terminal m oieties t hat a re ul timately de tached in a c ollision. We ha ve f ound that ch emical 
sputtering yields increase with projectile mass but not as dramatically as expected. Only a weak 
dependence on the m ass was f ound i n t he num ber of hy drocarbon m oieties o f s upersaturated 
surfaces c reated by  cum ulative b ombardment and, t hus, t he r oot of t he mass de pendence was 
found t o be  di rectly r elated t o t he pr obability f or breaking t he C –C bond s t hat a ttach such 
moieties [1]. We have analyzed the threshold energies of che mical sputtering reaction channels 
and showed that they are nearly mass independent, as expected from elementary bond-breaking 
chemical reactions involving hydrocarbons. Calculated sputtering yields agree with experimental 
data for t he t otal y ield of hydrocarbons containing a  s ingle carbon atom. However s imulations 
overestimate the yield of molecules containing three or more carbon atoms. Since the quality of 

Figure 1. (a) Survival pr obabilities 
measured for parent ni = 305 K atoms 
subject to a pump field Fy

pump = -5 mV 
cm-1 of 86 ns  duration as a function of 
time af ter t urn-off o f the pum p f ield 
using a 6 ns  100 mV cm-1 probe pulse. 
(b) R esults o f Q CTMC simulations. 
Quantum r evivals a re ev ident around 
440 ns  a nd 880 ns .  T he middle i nset 
shows t he f requency s pectrum 
calculated from t he Fourier transform 
of t he e xperimental a nd t heoretical 
results as  a function of n=ω-1/3-0.5.  
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the simulations critically depends on the quality of the potentials, we are currently working on the 
development of better many-body potentials. In the longer term we plan to extend our simulations 
to study materials different from pure carbon such as mixed materials including C, W, Li, H.  

 
Figure 1.  (a)-(c) Evolution of the simulation cell during cumulative bombardment by 20 e V D 
atoms. The yellow (black) spheres denote deuterium (carbon) atoms.  (d) and (e) Development of 
the densities of carbon and deuterium atoms in the simulation cell as a function of the number of 
cumulative D impacts.  The l ight blue l ines denote the position of the interface. The depth z=0 
represents the midpoint of the initial cell. The color-coding shows the ratio of the density to the 
bulk carbon density (see scale in the inset). 
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Development o f Theoretical Methods for Atomic and Molecular Collisions – D.R. Sc hultz, 
S.Y. Ovchinnikov, J.B. Sternberg, and J.H. Macek 
 
The goal of understanding, and ultimately controlling, atomic-scale dynamics and ultrafast 
phenomena pr ovides a  s trong m otivation to s tudy a tomic a nd m olecular i nteractions a s 
fundamental t est b eds to probe, for example, t he t ransfer o f e nergy a nd c harge.  In a ddition, 
plasma science applications, such as fusion energy, material processing, and the chemistry of the 
upper atmosphere, c ontinue t o d rive s uch s tudy be cause of  the n eed for g reater predictive 
understanding of  the underlying a tomic a nd m olecular pr ocesses.  These ba sic and a pplied 
research needs therefore require t he development of theoretical m ethods to either reach new 
levels of accuracy for fundamental systems or novel completeness for complex systems.  Over the 
past year, projects have therefore been undertaken along these lines using both the lattice, time-
dependent Schrödinger equation (LTDSE) approach (e.g., [1]) and i ts recent extension to reach 
asymptotic final continuum states, the regularized LTDSE (RLTDSE) [2] method. 
 In pa rticular, following our  pr evious de scription of une xpected v ortices in t he e lectronic 
probability density in ion-atom collisions [3], which both influence angular momentum transfer 
and persist to asymptotic distances where they should be observable, we have found similar and 
contrasting formation of  vortices t hat a re a lso unanticipated during i nteraction of short electric 
field pulses with atoms [4].  I n the ion-atom collision, we found that a number of “smoke ring” 
vortices formed at critical points in the transfer of angular momentum associated with transitions 
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between qua simolecular s tates, but  that t he dominant vortex was o f t he “ tornado” morphology 
associated with the dynamic form of the potential (i.e., double-Coulomb well) experienced by the 
electron.  T his spurred us  to c onsider t he interaction of an e lectric f ield pul se with an atom 
because t he dy namic po tential, in c ontrast, i s the sum of  bot h a n a ttractive ( from t he nuc lear 
Coulomb charge) and a repulsive (from the electric pulse) force on the electron, and because of 
previous intriguing e xperimental a nd theoretical w ork i n a  s imilar regime by t he B ucksbaum 
(e.g., [5]) and Dunning (e.g., [6]) groups (ultrashort, half-cycle pulses on Rydberg atoms). 
 

 
Figure 1.  An atomic hydrogen atom subject to two successive short electric field pulses 
(a) of opposite sign, each of 16 a.u. duration.  Ring vortices are formed on the righthand 
side o f t he a tom, e xpand a round the atom, a nd m ove of f dow nstream s hown ( b) a t 
t=t1=12 a.u.  A s the f ield direction i s r eversed, the next v ortices t o f orm do s o on the 
lefthand side of the atom, expand around the atom, and move off to the right. Note that 
the field turns the previously formed vortices around and drives them to the right as well.  
The vortex positions and direction of motion at the end of the second pulse, t=t2=32 a.u. 
are shown in (c). The da shed arrow i dentifies the position and di rection of  the s econd 
vortex f ormed dur ing t he first pulse a t t he e nd of  the s econd pu lse. The s pectrum of 
ejected electrons r esulting f rom the two electric field pulses a t a symptotic di stances is  
shown in (d) showing the positions of vortices, primarily those formed latest in time and 
being associated with the lowest electronic momentum. 
 
 

 For short electric f ield pulses, we have found that smoke r ing vortices form associated with 
transitions b etween states ( including t he c ontinuum), move as qua siparticles, and pe rsist t o 
asymptotic distances (as illustrated in Figure 1), while tornado vortices are absent. We have found 
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that the vortices form at times and in regions dictated by a hydrodynamic picture of the electronic 
evolution as a specific i nstance of t he Navier-Stokes e quations.  Moreover, the creation and 
dynamics of these vortices can be manipulated by tailoring series of electric field steps and 
should be observable in the resulting spectrum of ej ected electrons.  In the coming year we will 
further e xplore t he c onsequences of  v arying t he i nteraction po tential on t he f ormation a nd 
evolution of vortices, and in particular the effects the variations have on the transfer of ang ular 
momentum, by comparing proton- and antiproton-impact of atoms.  S uch comparisons, pursued 
by us  and by other research groups particularly when antiprotons first became readily available 
for a tomic collision experiments ( see, e .g., the review of  Ref. [7] and our  more recent LTDSE 
studies [8,9]), allow a single characteristic of the collision, in this case the projectile charge, to be 
varied, in contrast to comparison of proton- and electron-impact collisions where both the charge 
and mass are simultaneously varied.   
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The PULSE Institute for Ultrafast Energy Science at SLAC 
 M. Bogan, P.H. Bucksbaum (Director), H. Dürr, K. Gaffney, M. Gühr, A. Lindenberg, T. Martinez, D. 

Reis (Deputy Director), J. Stohr, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, phb@slac.stanford.edu 

PULSE Vision S tatement, 2010 :  The u ltrafast laser sc ience initiative underway now a t the S LAC 
National A ccelerator L aboratory, h as as its ce nterpiece t he L inac C oherent L ight S ource. LCLS, h as been 
conducting user operations now for nearly a year.  It routinely exceeds its original design goals, and reaches 
new milestones regularly in both tuning capability and instrumentation.   Its x-rays are a billion times more 
brilliant than any other laboratory source.  T his new class of x-ray sources is revolutionizing many areas of 
science by making it possible for the first time to see atomic scale structures and simultaneously track atomic 
motions of the underlying nanoscale processes of energy conversion and transport. 
The P ULSE m ission is to ad vance the f rontiers of u ltrafast sc ience a t S LAC with particular emphasis on 
discovery and Grand Challenge energy-related research enabled by LCLS. The PULSE Institute initiates and 
leads multidisciplinary collaborative research programs in studies of atoms, molecules, and nanometer-scale 
systems, where motion and energy transfer occurs on picosecond, femtosecond, and attosecond time scales.  
Ultrafast energy research at PULSE combines the disciplines of atomic and molecular physics, ultrafast 
chemistry a nd bi ochemistry, ul trafast condensed m atter an d m aterials sc ience, u ltrafast x -ray sci ence, 
nanoscale x -ray i maging sci ence, an d the e nabling s cience f or n ext-generation u ltrafast light a nd el ectron 
sources. Our metrics of success are the level of the ultrafast science challenges we address, and our progress 
toward and impact on their solution. 

SLAC P hoton S cience D irectorate R eorganization:  PULSE h as c ompleted a transition mandated b y 
SLAC’s reorganization of  the Photon Science Directorate.  T he Institute is no longer a r esearch division at 
SLAC, but it still has the status as a Stanford University Independent Laboratory, organized under the office 
of the Stanford Associate Provost and Dean of Research.  The DOE component of PULSE research is now 
organized by SLAC through two if its newly chartered research divisions.  Approximately 40% of the PULSE 
DOE research portfolio is now managed by the newly-created SLAC Materials Science Division, while the 
remaining 60% is managed by a n ew SLAC Chemical Science Division. This annual summary concerns the 
Chemical S cience c omponent.  We a nticipate that th is organizational change w ill al low PULSE to pursue 
broader collaborative activities in ultrafast science.   
The PULSE Institute Laboratory Building at SLAC:  PULSE now occupies a newly renovated 18,000 sf 
laboratory and office building, f ormerly known a s the SLAC Central Lab.  This i s SLAC’s first venue for 
laboratory-scale research, and is a model for future program expansion at  S LAC.  The r enovated space 
provides 18000sf of  laboratory a nd office areas, t o enable us  to de velop close c ollaborations i n important 
ultrafast ar eas su ch as t ime-resolved phot oemission, t ime-resolved x -ray s cattering, s upport for u ltrafast 
biological imaging, and multidimensional spectroscopy.   
PULSE also takes advantage of our proximity to SSRL and to LCLS to build strong SLAC core facilities in 
laser science and accelerator science.  PULSE research utilizes the capabilities of LCLS, but also goes beyond 
this. For example, PULSE has a vigorous program on high harmonics generation and associated measurement 
techniques for a toms a nd m olecules on the s ub-femtosecond t imescale. PULSE research extends t o t he 
research floor of the SPEAR3 synchrotron at SLAC, where ultrafast lasers can create transient conditions that 
are probed by s ynchrotron r adiation. F inally, P ULSE de velops f rontier r esearch t hat m akes us e o f 
technologies su ch as u ltrafast imaging o f b iological and n anoscale materials, and u ltrafast x -ray studies of  
matter in extreme environments. Our aim is to establish the leadership of SLAC research in these areas to 
solve fundamental challenges in basic energy science.  

Education and O utreach:  The m ajor ed ucational, p hysical research, e ngineering r esearch, and m edical 
research activities at Stanford provide strong support for all of our activities in PULSE.  In addition, PULSE 
has run a successful international ultrafast X-ray Summer School. The Ultrafast X-ray Summer School is a 
five day residential program hos ted annually by  PULSE.  The goal is to d isseminate information a nd t rain 
students a nd po st-docs on  ne w op portunities i n ul trafast science, p articularly using X-ray F ree E lectron 
Lasers. Lectures are presented by expert scientists in this exciting new f ield. The at tendees are expected to 
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participate in the discussions and to prepare a mock beamtime proposal poster with input from the instrument 
scientists for the Linac Coherent Light Source.   This year’s Ultrafast X-ray Summer School was co-directed 
by Aaron L indenberg a nd Ken S chafer.  Next year we will begin an  a rrangement w ith CFEL a t DESY t o 
alternate responsibility for the summer school.  The school will be directed by CFEL scientist Robin Santra, 
with PULSE scientist Hermann Duerr as co-chair. 

PULSE maintains a  visitors program to e nable r esearchers from a round the world to work i n ou r c enter.  
These visitors are extremely valuable to the PULSE primary research program.  Visitors are given an office, 
access to PULSE laboratories and institute services, and some expense reimbursement, according to SLAC 
rules.  PULSE extends to them the Stanford designation of Visiting Scientist or Visiting Professor (in line 
with their rank at their home institution), which entitles them to access to the Stanford Housing Office and the 
use of the Stanford Library.  The budget for this program is relatively modest, particularly when one considers 
that a senior investigator with major talents and established abilities can be associated as a sabbatical visitor 
for a y ear, f or l ess t han the co st o f a P ostdoc.  In 2009 -2010 t he s abbatical v isitors w ere S teve D urbin 
(Purdue), Ken Schaffer and Mette Gaarde (LSU) and Jon Marangos (Imperial).   
.   

 
Organization Chart for the PULSE Institute 

 
Tasks supported by the Chemical Sciences F WP:  These t asks a re a imed a t t he c ontrol and imaging of 
chemical d ynamics, from el ectrons in sm all m olecules to a toms i n c lusters.  T he em phasis i s o n g rand 
challenges for energy sci ence.  The p roposed r esearch utilizes o ur co re strengths i n m olecular theory 
(Martinez), ultrafast s pectroscopy ( Gaffney), quantum c ontrol ( Bucksbaum) a nd s trong f ield AMO physics 
(Gühr and Bucksbaum).  The imaging expertise i n PULSE includes biological imaging (Bogan) with laser 
manipulation o f t argets f or i maging ( Bucksbaum) a nd our  s pecial abilities t o cap ture an d image u ltrafast 
processes as they happen.  Tasks in this area utilize the PULSE Institute building as well as SPEAR3 and the 
LCLS AMO, CXI, and XPP end stations.  Subtasks: 
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• Attosecond Coherent Electron Dynamics (ATO) Task Leader Markus Gühr.  (co-leader P. Bucksbaum)  
This task s tudies the f astest timescales i n ch emical p hysics i nvolved w ith electron co rrelation, and 
nonradiative chemical processes, connecting LCLS research to the new field of attophysics. 

• Strong Fields in Molecules (SFA) Task Leader Phil B ucksbaum. This task incorporates and extends 
strong-field quantum control to LCLS experiments in molecular dynamics and molecular imaging.  Strong 
field effects in atoms and molecules can be studied using ultrafast x rays, or employed to create targets for 
x-ray imaging. In addition, LCLS is itself the world’s first source of coherent volt/Ångstrom fields of x-ray 
radiation.  A  separate c omponent of  this pr ogram i n ul trafast x -ray s cattering i s in t he N onequilibrium 
Dynamics in Solids task. 

• Solution-Phase C hemical D ynamics ( SPC) Task L eader K elly Gaffney. T his t ask explores ultrafast 
chemical processes in solutions, utilizing LCLS, synchrotrons, and the PULSE labs.  Emphasis i s on the 
ultrafast dynamics of energy conversion in chemistry. 

• Nonperiodic I maging (NPI) Task L eader M ichael B ogan.  T his t ask st udies n onperiodic n anoscale 
imaging, one of the greatest new opportunities for LCLS.  The frontier science questions under study range 
from nanobiology to aerosol chemistry to combustion. 

Find out more:  http://pulse.slac.stanford.edu 
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High harmonic generation and electronic structure 
Markus Gühr, Todd Martinez and Philip H. Bucksbaum 

Stanford PULSE Institute, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Menlo Park, CA 94025 
and 

Physics Department, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305 
 
Scope: The goal of this task is to investigate non-adiabatic molecular processes and electronic dynamics 
using high harmonic spectroscopy (HHS) as a probe. Over the past year, we have been implementing a 
transient Bragg grating scheme for high harmonic generation (HHG) that allows increased sensitivity of 
HHS on optically excited states and disperses the harmonics in space, thereby making a spectrometer 
obsolete. In addition, we have been investigating the influence of phase matching on HHS. To prepare for 
future attosecond spectroscopy at free electron laser sources, we have been participating in experiments at 
the linac coherent light source (LCLS) that uncover double-core-hole decays in molecules. 
  
Recent Progress 
 J. P. Farrell, L. Spector, B. K.  McFarland, M. Chalfin, P. H. Bucksbaum and M. Gühr 
a) B ragg G ratings for H igh Harmonic G eneration. We ha ve w orked on us ing H HG t o v isualize 
electronic dynamics and we were exploring molecular degrees of f reedom to shape the HHG spectrum.  
HHG i s de composed i nto t hree st eps i ncluding 1)  i onization f rom several molecular orbitals [ 10], 2)  
acceleration of the ionized electron in the laser field and 3) recombination of that electron with the ionized 
orbitals transferring t he e lectron k inetic e nergy i nto phot ons. In t he f inal s tep of  HHG, a n i nterference 
pattern between the recombining electron wave and the ionized orbital develops. The combination of short 
electron de Broglie wavelengths (~1 Å) with the sub-laser-cycle recombination time allows us to deduce 
orbital structures from the harmonic amplitude and phase. We are currently working on implementing this 
high ha rmonic spectroscopy (HHS) technique to study transient pr ocesses on photoexcited electronic 
states that pl ay a  c rucial role i n phot ochemistry. H owever, s uch pr ocesses ar e w eak-field phe nomena, 
which limits the overall excited state population and the HHS sensitivity to the excitation. 

 
 Transient gratings are generally applied in the IR to UV range to overcome the reduced sensitivity 
problem. Two excitation pulses, intersecting under a small angle α, create an excitation grating in the 
sample while a third (probe) pulse is diffracted from the grating. The diffracted signal has high sensitivity 
to excited state dynamics. We implemented the grating scheme for HHG where the harmonics are 
dispersed in angle within a diffraction order to enable HHS analysis [5] (see Fig. 1). This is achieved by 
enlarging the angle α to 180 deg., resulting in a shorter grating period d, which disperses the harmonics to 
distinguishable angles without an additional grating element. Thereby we construct a Bragg grating that is 
highly selective in its wavelength acceptance resulting in  dispersed and distinguishable harmonics.  
 A maximum diffraction efficiency above 10% is measured by comparing the intensities of the zero 
order and the Bragg diffracted signal. Figure 2A shows the scattered Bragg peaks as a function of angle 
with respect to the grating normal. Seven harmonics, corresponding to a 45% bandwidth are 
distinguishable. Towards higher harmonics the modulation contrast vanishes. Superimposed on the peaks 
are the calculated Bragg angles. This indicates that the peaks can be interpreted as dispersed harmonics.  

Fig. 1: Bragg grating scheme: Two counterpropagating grating 
beams  k1 and k2, where k1,2 = 2π/λ that create a standing wave with 
a period d = λ/2 and reciprocal lattice vector kG= 2π/d. A probe pulse 
with wavelength λp and wave vector kp is focused in the grating and 
harmonics of order n with wavelength λHH=λp/n are produced. Since 
we a re o perating i n t he t hick grating o r B ragg regime, a s trong 
diffraction of the harmonics is only observed at their Bragg angle. 
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To prove that the distinct peaks correspond to dispersed harmonics of different wavelength, we performed 
a coherent diffraction experiment by translating a 50µm slit through the angular peaks in Fig. 2B and 
collecting the diffraction image on the same CCD camera. The widths of the central diffraction peaks, 
given as the circles in Fig. 4B,  decreases as we move the slit to smaller angles, which demonstrates how 
the wavelength of the peaks becomes shorter for the harmonics diffracted at smaller angles. A comparison 
of the measured diffraction width with the predicted Fraunhofer width of the harmonics (solid squares in 
Fig. 2B) shows a good agreement, which confirms our interpretation that the peaks are different dispersed 
harmonics. Our results indicate that we have a temporal and spectral resolution from the Bragg grating. 
Apart from the use in HHS, the high efficiency will also allow the scheme to be useful for switching the 
angle of a HHG output within a short time interval. 
 
b) Phase matching effects in HHS. Using t he example of atomic Ar, we show t hat high harmonic 
generation (HHG) a mplitude a nd p hase a re s ubject t o C ooper m inima s een in pho toionization. T he 
vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) photoionization of Ar causes population transfer from the 3P electronic ground 
state of Ar to the d or s continuum states which is described by the photoionization dipole matrix element. 
In the recombination s tep of HHG an e lectronic dipole t ransition between the continuum s tates and the 
electronic ground state r esults i n t he emission of V UV radiation. Recombination is described by t he 
complex c onjugate o f t he pho toionization di pole e lement. Thus a ny information obtained from 
photoionization or absorption spectroscopy can in principle be applied to the HHG spectrum. We 
investigate the Copper minimum of argon as a test case for this hypothesis. The Cooper minimum results 
from t he noda l structure o f a n e lectronic g round state and i s reflected i n a  sign c hange of the energy 
dependent dipole matrix element. Due to this sign change the excitation or recombination probability must 
go to zero at a particular energy. We have observed a minimum in the HHG spectrum of Ar and confirmed 
its interpretation as a Cooper minimum by measuing π phase shift of the Ar harmonics around the HHG 
minimum [7]. 
 Figure 3 shows a HHG s pectrum of Ar taken with a special grating that focuses only in the spectral 
dimension bu t pr eserves the ha rmonic be am di vergence or thogonal t o t he spectral a xis. H armonic 
radiation emerging from so called short trajectories is preferentially phase matched on axis whereas the 
long tr ajectories e mit r adiation o ff-axis. On a xis, a  Cooper m inimum c an be  c learly i dentified a round 
harmonic 33. O ff axis, the minimum vanishes and we attribute this to a  changed phase matching of  the 
harmonics. 
 We have started a collaboration with Mette Gaarde and Ken Schafer (both LSU) to explain the details 
in the shifts of the Cooper minimum. Current experimental results combined with theory predict that the 

Fig. 2: A) Bragg diffracted harmonics with 
the expected Bragg angle for the respective 
harmonics o verlapped as  dashed l ines. B) 
Width o f the e xperimental d iffraction 
pattern a s a  function o f d iffraction a ngle 
(solid black ci rcles) overlapped w ith t he 
theoretical e xpectation b ased o n t he 
wavelength of the diffracted harmonics. 
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phase jump of the 3P-d matrix element does not shift as a function of electric field or intensity. However, 
the subtleties o f p hase matching co mbined with the r elative p hase between the different r ecombination 
channels clearly indicate that phase matching conditions have to be explored before interpreting harmonic 
amplitude as a sign of electronic structure. 
 

 
 
c) Molecular double core hole decay. We have been part of experimental teams at LCLS devoted to the 
investigation of double core holes and their decay. The high x-ray flux of new free electron lasers allows 
to create atoms or molecules with doubly ionized core shells. We have been concentrating in particular on 
molecules, where the double core hole can be located on one  nucleus or distributed over two nuclei. We 
have observed the Auger decay [2] and photoelectrons [1] emerging from these highly excited molecules 
and found reduced absorption for x-ray excitation pulses that are shorter than the Auger decay lifetime [4]. 
 
d) Simulation o f H HG and P hotoionization processes. We h ave i mplemented an  o ptimal sp awning 
algorithm [13-15] which c an a ccommodate b asis set expansion due  t o t unnelling phe nomena i n t he ab 
initio multiple spawning method. This has been tested on low-dimensional model systems and shown to 
accelerate the convergence of the method. As described below, we will also incorporate new equations of 
motion for the basis function centers as we build up the AIMS methodology to treat both electronic and 
nuclear wavepackets. We have also incorporated a more accurate treatment of the photoionization process 
for t ime-resolved phot oelectron s pectroscopy ( photoionization i s the i nverse o f t he f inal r ecombination 
step i n HHG). We h ave ex tended o ur F ranck-Condon a pproach t o include t he dipole matrix el ements 
involving the bound and free electron wavefunctions. First results on uracil and thymine suggest that this 
extension do es no t a ffect t he pr edicted TRPES s pectrum dr amatically, a nd t reatment of  the v ibrational 
factors may be important.   We have collaborated with Belkacem and Allison at LBNL in order to model 
the ion yield in time-resolved VUV/VUV and VUV/XUV photoionization experiments on ethylene.  
 
Future Plans 
M. Gühr and P. H. Bucksbaum 
a) Non-adiabatic dynamics. We have first experimental results on HHG on the triatomic SO2. We plan to 
perform HHS on photoexcited SO2, which undergoes non-adiabatic dynamics occurring in so-called 
conical intersections (CI). The conical intersections are crucial for biological processes such as light 
harvesting, primary visual processes and UV stabilization of DNA. In this context, we have submitted an 
LCLS proposal to measure non-adiabatic dynamics of photoexcited thymine. We are a part of LCLS  
experimental teams, which is documented in the attached publication list. 
 
b) E lectron c orrelation. The e lectron-electron co rrelation ef fects, w hich ar e neglected i n t he H artree-
Fock ( HF) a pproximation, a re expected t o be  h ighlighted a t the a ttosecond time s cale. A round each 
individual electron, the density of other electrons is reduced by both exchange and Coulomb interactions 
(correlation hole). The “instant” removal of an electron will lead to charge migration dynamics aimed at 
filling this hole. In other words, the charge hole created on the neutral molecular ground state is not an 
eigenstate of the ionic system, leading to a coherent superposition of cationic states. The attosecond time 

Fig. 3:  Harmonic spectrum o f ar gon, 
showing t he divergence of t he ha rmonic 
beam as a fucntion of harmonic number. The 
Center of the divergence axis corresponds to 
the pr opagation a xis of  the h armonic 
generation l aser. T he „hole“ i n t he ce nter 
around h armonic 33 c orresponds t o t he 
Cooper minimum o f Ar. F or l arger 
divergences, t his minimum vanishes d ue t o 
phase matching efects. 
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scale of the electron dynamics is determined by the energy differences among the excited cationic states. 
We p lan t o d irectly m onitor the c harge m igration in  th e t ime d omain, g iving u s i nsight in to e lectron 
correlation. This involves spectroscopy with VUV laser sources and LCLS laser pulses. 
 
c) Simulation of HHG and TRPES. In the next funding period, we will be investigating the replacement 
of the classical equations of motion for the basis function centers in AIMS with ring-polymer molecular 
dynamics equations. This has the advantage of ensuring that there is no zero-point energy leakage and is 
expected to be critical as the wavepackets described by AIMS are extended to include both electronic and 
nuclear parts. We will also include vibrational effects in photoelectron spectra by propagating 
wavepackets on the cation state and Fourier transforming the resulting correlation function to obtain the 
spectrum. This may resolve the outstanding disagreement between theory and experiment for the excited 
state lifetime of ethylene (ion yield photoionization experiments give a range of 20-30fs, while the best 
theory predicts 90-100fs). 
 
Publications over the past 3 years 
1) L. Fang, M. Hoener, O. Gessner, F. Tarantelli, S.T. Pratt,  O. Kornilov, C. Buth, M. Gühr, E.P. Kanter, C. Bostedt, 
J.D. Bozek, P.H. Bucksbaum, M. Chen, R. Coffee, J. Cryan, M. Glownia, E. Kukk, S.R. Leone, and N. Berrah, 
Double core hole production in N2: Beating the Auger clock, Phys. Rev. Lett., accepted (2010) 
2) J. P. Cryan, J. M. Glownia, J. Andreasson, A. Belkacem, N. Berrah, C. I. Blaga, C. Bostedt, J. Bozek, C. Buth, L. 
F. DiMauro, L. Fang, O. Gessner, M. Guehr, J. Hajdu, M. P. Hertlein, M. Hoener, O. Kornilov, J. P. Marangos, A. 
M. March, B. K. McFarland, H. Merdji, V. Petrovic, C. Raman, D. Ray, D. Reis, F. Tarantelli, M. Trigo, J. White, 
W. White, L. Young, P. H. Bucksbaum,, R. N. Coffee, Auger electron angular distribution of double core hole states 
in the molecular reference frame, Phys. Rev. Lett., accepted (2010) 
3) J. M. Glownia, J. Cryan, J. Andreasson, A. Belkacem, N. Berrah, C. I. Blaga, C. Bostedt, J. Bozek, L. F. DiMauro, 
L. Fang, J. Frisch, O. Gessner, M. Gühr, J. Hajdu, M. P. Hertlein, M. Hoener, G. Huang, O. Kornilov, J. P. 
Marangos, A. M. March, B. K. McFarland, H. Merdji, V. S. Petrovic, C. Raman, D. Ray, D. A. Reis, M. Trigo, J. L. 
White, W. White, R. Wilcox, L. Young, R. N.  Coffee, P. H. Bucksbaum, Time resolved pump-probe experiments at 
the LCLS, Optics Express, 18, 17620 (2010) 
4) M. Hoener, L. Fang, O. Kornilov, O. Gessner, S. T. Pratt, M. Gühr, E. P. Kanter, C. Blaga, C. Bostedt, J. D. 
Bozek, P. H. Bucksbaum, C. Buth, M. Chen, R. Coffee, J. Cryan, L. DiMauro, M. Glownia, E. Hosler, E. Kukk, S. 
R. Leone, B. McFarland, M. Messerschmidt, B. Murphy, V. Petrovic, D. Rolles, and N. Berrah, Ultraintense X-Ray 
Induced Ionization, Dissociation, and Frustrated Absorption in Molecular Nitrogen, Phys. Rev. Lett., 104, 253002 
(2010) 
5) J. P. Farrell, L. S. Spector, M. B. Gaarde, B. K. McFarland, P. H. Bucksbaum and M. Gühr, 
Strongly Dispersive Transient Bragg Grating for High Harmonics, Optics Letters, 35, 2028 (2010) 
6) J. P. Farrell, B. K. McFarland, P. H. Bucksbaum, and M. Gühr, Calibration of a high harmonic spectrometer by 
laser induced plasma emission, Optics Express 17, 15134-15144 (2009) 
7) B. K. McFarland, J.P. Farrell, P. H. Bucksbaum and M. Gühr, High harmonic phase of nitrogen, Phys. Rev. A, 80, 
033412 (2009) 
8) J .P. Farrell, B. K. McFarland, M. Gühr, and P . H. Bucksbaum, Relation of high harmonic spectra to electronic 
structure in N2, Chem. Phys., 366, 15-21 (2009) 
9) M. Gühr, B. K. McFarland, J.P. Farrell and P. H. Bucksbaum, High harmonic generation from multiple molecular 
orbitals of N2, Ultrafast Phenomena XVI, Springer (2008) 
10) B . K. McFarland, J .P. Farrell, P . H. Bucksbaum and Markus G ühr, H igh Harmonic Generation f rom multiple 
orbitals N2, Science 322, 1232 (2008) 
11) M. Gühr, B. K. McFarland, J. P. Farrell and P. H. Bucksbaum, High harmonic generation on N2 and CO2 beyond 
the two point model, J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys., 40, 3745-3755 (2007) 
12) P. Bucksbaum, The future of attosecond spectroscopy, Science 317, 766 (2007) 
13) S. Yang, J . D. Coe, B. Kaduk, and T . J. Martínez, An “Optimal” Spawning Algorithm for Adaptive Basis Set 
Expansion in Nonadiabatic Dynamics, J. Chem. Phys. 130 134113 (2009). 
14) S. Yang and T. J. Martínez, Nonclassical Phase Space Jumps and Opimal Spawning, in Advances in the Theory 
of Atomic a nd M olecular S ystems, E ds. P . P iecuch, J . M aruani, G . D elgado-Barrio a nd S . W ilson ( New York, 
Springer, 2009). 
15) S . Y ang a nd T . J . M artínez, A b I nitio M ultiple S pawning: F irst P rinciples D ynamics Around C onical 
Intersections, in  Conical I ntersections: T heory, Computation, and E xperiment, E ds. W . D omcke a nd H . K oppel 
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Strong Field Control of Coherence in Molecules and Solids 
Philip H. Bucksbaum and David Reis, Stanford PULSE Institute for Ultrafast Energy Science, SLAC 

National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA  94025, phb@slac.stanford.edu 
 

This is subtask concerns strong field control of molecules (SFA).  Our efforts are directed towards 
investigations of strong-field induced coherent processes in atoms and molecules that are of value as either 
LCLS experiments or ultrafast x-ray diagnostics.  This includes ultrafast and high-field studies of laser-
matter interactions in solids, directed by David Reis.  Progress this year involved several LCLS experiments. 
progress in several other areas:  formation of coherent transient alignment in molecules; studies of short 
wavelength electronic coherences; and a proposal approved for our first studies of strong field processes 
using LCLS.  A substantial portion of the condensed matter portion of this program, as related to 
nonequilibrium phonon dynamics has been moved to the DMSE FWP in FY10-12. 
 
Recent Progress: 
 
Much of the recent progress this year concerned our LCLS experiments.  Here’s a very brief synopsis, based 
on six publications from this work, which have come out within the past few months: 
 
This first paper describes the commissioning of the LCLS and the AMO instrument, in which PULSE 
participated. 
 
First lasing and operation of an ångstrom-wavelength free-electron laser P. Emma, et al., SLAC 
collaboration, with coauthors from PULSE P.H. Bucksbaum and R. Coffee.  Nat Photon advance online 
publication. http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nphoton.2010.176  Summary: The recently commissioned Linac 
Coherent Light Source is an X-ray free-electron laser at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. It 
produces coherent soft and hard X-rays with peak brightness nearly ten orders of magnitude beyond 
conventional synchrotron sources and a range of pulse durations from 500 to <10 fs (10−15 s). With these 
beam characteristics this light source is capable of imaging the structure and dynamics of matter at atomic 
size and timescales. The facility is now operating at X-ray wavelengths from 22 to 1.2 Å and is presently 
delivering this high-brilliance beam to a growing array of scientific researchers. We describe the operation 
and performance of this new ‘fourth-generation light source’. 
 
The next paper was the first experiment performed at LCLS.  The Young group at ANL took the lead here, 
with participation from PULSE:  The summary describes how the intense focused x-ray laser was capable of 
fully stripping Ne atoms through rapid sequential inner shell ionization and Auger relaxation; and how very 
short pulses were unable to fully strip the atoms because the pulse duration was shorter than the spontaneous 
relaxation process: 
 
Young, L., E. P. Kanter, et al. with PULSE participants P.H. Bucksbaum, J. Cryan, J.M. Glownia, D.A. Reis,  
"Femtosecond electronic response of atoms to ultra-intense X-rays." Nature 466(7302): 56-61. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nature09177 Here we reveal the nature of the electronic response in a free atom to 
unprecedented high-intensity, short-wavelength, high-fluence radiation (respectively 1018 W cm−2, 1.5–
0.6 nm, ~105 X-ray photons per Å2). At this fluence, the neon target inevitably changes during the course of a 
single femtosecond-duration X-ray pulse—by sequentially ejecting electrons—to produce fully-stripped 
neon through absorption of six photons. Rapid photoejection of inner-shell electrons produces ‘hollow’ 
atoms and an intensity-induced X-ray transparency. Such transparency, due to the presence of inner-shell 
vacancies, can be induced in all atomic, molecular and condensed matter systems at high intensity. 
Quantitative comparison with theory allows us to extract LCLS fluence and pulse duration. Our successful 
modelling of X-ray/atom interactions using a straightforward rate equation approach augurs favourably for 
extension to complex systems. 
 
The third paper studies the  process of frustrated absorption due to ultrashort and ultraintense x-ray pulses, 
using N2 as a target gas.  This data for this work actually was done over two successive LCLS runs in Fall 
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2009:  The first run was led by the group of Nora Berrah from Western Michigan University, and the second 
run, using shorter LCLS pulses, was led by the Bucksbaum group at PULSE, with Ryan Coffee as 
spokesperson. The lead for the paper was the Berrah group. 
 
Hoener, M., L. Fang, et al, Western Michigan; PULSE participants R. Coffee, J. Cryan, J.M. Glownia, M. 
Guehr, R. McFarland. "Ultraintense X-Ray Induced Ionization, Dissociation, and Frustrated Absorption in 
Molecular Nitrogen." Phys. Rev. Lett. 104(25): 253002. http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.104.253002.  
Summary: Sequential multiple photoionization of the prototypical molecule N2 is studied with femtosecond 
time resolution using the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS). A detailed picture of intense x-ray induced 
ionization and dissociation dynamics is revealed, including a molecular mechanism of frustrated absorption 
that suppresses the formation of high charge states at short pulse durations. The inverse scaling of the 
average target charge state with x-ray peak brightness has possible implications for single-pulse imaging 
applications. 
 
The next paper is the first attempt to study the ions using Auger electron spectroscopy.  Emphasis was on 
spectroscopy of multiple core holes created in a single molecule. 
 
L. Fang, M. Hoener, et al., Western Michigan Collaboration; PULSE participation by J. Cryan, J.M. 
Glownia, P.H. Bucksbaum, “Double core hole production in N2: Beating the Auger clock,” Phys. Rev. 
Letters, in press 2010, We investigate the creation of double K-shell holes in N2 molecules via sequential 
absorption of two photons on a timescale shorter than the core hole lifetime by using intense x-ray pulses 
from the Linac Coherent Light Source free electron laser. The production and decay of these states is 
characterized by photoelectron spectroscopy and Auger electron spectroscopy. In molecules, two types of 
double core holes are expected, the  first with two core holes on the same N atom, and the second with one 
core hole on each N atom. We report the first direct observations of the former type of core hole in a 
molecule, in good agreement with theory, and provide an experimental upper bound for the relative 
contribution of the latter type. 
 
Following the initial work on double core holes, we continued looking at the details Auger electrons from 
double-core holes that provide information about correlated molecular electrons.  We added the ability to 
align the molecules using the impulsive alignment methods we have developed at PULSE. This work was 
led by the PULSE Bucksbaum group with Ryan Coffee as spokesperson.  Two papers have now been 
accepted for publication about this work.  The first concerns the development of pump-probe capabilities at 
LCLS.  We were the first user group to carry out such experiments, and had to commission the first timing 
experiments: 
 
James M. Glownia, J. Cryan, M. Gühr, B. K. McFarland, H. Merdji, V. S. Petrovic, D. A. Reis, M. Trigo, J. 
L. White, R. N. Coffee, and P. H. Bucksbaum from PULSE, plus collaborators from ANL, Imperial College, 
Western Michigan University, Georgia Tech, SLAC, Ohio State, LBNL,  "Time-resolved pump-probe 
experiments at the LCLS," Opt. Express 18, 17620-17630 (2010) 
http://www.opticsinfobase.org/oe/abstract.cfm?URI=oe-18-17-17620.  The first time-resolved x-ray/optical 
pump-probe experiments at the SLAC Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) used a combination of feedback 
methods and post-analysis binning techniques to synchronize an ultrafast optical laser to the linac-based x-
ray laser. Transient molecular nitrogen alignment revival features were resolved in time-dependent x-ray-
induced fragmentation spectra. These alignment features were used to find the temporal overlap of the pump 
and probe pulses. The strong-field dissociation of x-ray generated quasi-bound molecular dications was used 
to establish the residual timing jitter. This analysis shows that the relative arrival time of the Ti:Sapphire 
laser and the x-ray pulses had a distribution with a standard deviation of approximately 120 fs. The largest 
contribution to the jitter noise spectrum was the locking of the laser oscillator to the reference RF of the 
accelerator, which suggests that simple technical improvements could reduce the jitter to better than 50 fs. 
 
With the pump-probe timing protocol established for LCLS, we then proceeded to repeat the nitrogen 
double-core hole Auger spectroscopy, but with angular resolution.  This gave us the first look at correlation 
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effects in this exotic system, which may be an important mode for transient chemical analysis at intense 
fourth generation x-ray sources.  The paper reporting this work was just accepted by Physical Review 
Letters, and is our sixth paper this year from LCLS. 
 
James P. Cryan,J. M. Glownia, M. Guehr,B. McFarland, V. Petrovic, D. Reis, J.L. White, P. H. Bucksbaum, 
R. N. Coffee, PULSE Insitute; plus collaborators from SLAC, Uppsala, LBNL, Western Michigan, Ohio 
State, LSU, Imperial College, ANL, Saclay, Georgia Tech, Kansas State, Prugia, “Auger electron angular 
distribution of double core hole states in the molecular reference frame,” accepted by Physical Review 
Letters, 2010.  Summary: Using 1.1 keV photons for sequential x-ray ionization of impulsively aligned 
molecular nitrogen, we observed a rich single-site double core vacancy Auger electron spectrum near 413 
eV, in good agreement with ab initio calculations, and we measured the corresponding Auger electron angle 
dependence in the molecular frame.  The sequential creation of core-level double vacancies was not possible 
until the unprecedented x-ray peak intensities of an x-ray free electron laser (xFEL). 
 
Core-level double vacancies have been observed in atomic systems via a single photon double ionization 
process. However, the sequential formation of double core vacancies relies on the extremely high peak 
intensity of the the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) xFEL to induce photoionization rates that exceed 
Auger relaxation rates. Sequentially produced double core vacancies represent a novel process that has been 
proposed as a new tool for femtosecond-scale chemical analysis of molecular dynamics, because of an 
enhanced sensitivity to the valence environment. 
 
We have also observed what we believe to be the first nonperturbative high harmonics generated in bulk 
periodic solids.  This work, done in collaboration with the DiMauro group at OSU observed harmonics  up to 
19th order and extending well above the band-gap of the ZnO sample.  Depending on crystal orientation, we 
can generate odd or odd and even harmonics, and these harmonics are relatively insensitive to ellipticity of 
the driving field.  We submitted the results to Nature Physics (Ghimire et al., 2010) and are currently 
responding to the referee reports.   
 
Finally, we have made substantial progress in using time-resolved x-ray diffuse scattering to study non-
equilbrium phonon dynamics throughout the Brillouin zone in photoexcited semiconductors.  We have 
shown surprisingly long-lived non-equilibrium effects including emission of high wavevector phonons 
extending over several nanonsecond after excitation (Trigo et al. submitted 2010).  These results performed 
at the APS demonstrate that we will be able to use the LCLS to study ultrafast electron-phonon and phonon-
phonon interactions with atomic scale resolution in time and space. 
 
Future work:   
Our latest approved experiment for LCLS is a study of the ring-opening reaction in cyclohexadiene, which is 
important for understanding light induce biochemistry such as vitamin D production in living systems.  This 
experiment will be carried out in the summer of 2010.  In order to do this we will have to commission two 
major additions to the AMO capabilities at LCLS:  Hard uv (266nm) excitation pulses; and velocity map 
imaging (VMI) of ion fragments produced by the x-rays.  We are also collaborators on several other LCLS 
projects this year, involving attosecond streak experiments (Lou DiMauro, Ohio State lead) and organic 
molecule spectroscopy (Steve Southworth,  ANL lead) as well as optical x-ray nonlinear mixing (Ernie 
Glover, LBNL lead), phonon dynamics in photoexcited bismuth (David Fritz, SLAC lead) as well as several 
other condensed matter experiments. 
 
We have submitted several new proposals  to LCLS to look at various aspects of high field x-ray physics.  
These include studies of bond formation in organic molecules, nonlinear x-ray optics, and x-ray probes of 
light-induced coherent structure.  We are also working with LCLS instrument scientists to commission new 
capabilities, including single-shot timing of the xray timing and pulse shape. 
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I. Program Scope: The initial stages of efficient photochemical reactions invariably occur on the 
femtosecond (fs) to picosecond (ps) time scale. Identifying the mechanisms for directed and 
efficient channeling of solar energy to chemical energy will be a principle objective of this 
research sub-task. The effective conversion of light to chemical energy necessitates directing the 
energy flow, which requires the suppression of the thermodynamic driving force to convert the 
light energy to heat and re-establish equilibrium. The effectiveness of molecular photo-catalysts 
depends critically on the excited state electronic structure and dynamics. Preserving the harvested 
energy within the electronic degrees of freedom represents a critical step to efficient light 
harvesting and depends intimately on the complex interplay between electronic and nuclear 
motion. While the investigation of non-adiabatic dynamics has been widely pursued with time 
resolved optical spectroscopy, the complexity of the phenomena and dual influence of nuclear 
and electronic arrangement on these optical signals has made unambiguous interpretation of 
experimental data unusual. We propose to disentangle this coupled evolution of the electrons and 
nuclei by probing the molecular structure with ultrafast x-ray scattering and the electronic 
structure with ultrafast x-ray spectroscopy.  

We will also investigate equilibrium chemical dynamics. The assembly and conformation of soft-
matter depends critically on non-covalent interactions. These interactions, such as ion pairing, 
hydrogen bonding, and van der Waals attractions contribute to the assembly of nanostructures in 
a broad range of chemical and materials science applications as well. While the formation and 
folding of nanometer complexes generally involves the formation of numerous non-covalent 
interactions, the intrinsic interactions are generally well defined local interactions: hydrogen bond 
formation, ion pairing, and higher-order electrostatic interactions. We propose to study the 
thermal dynamics of H-bonding and ion pairing dynamics with the objective of generating a 
molecular-scale, mechanistic understanding conformational dynamics in solution. We will 
investigate these conformational dynamics with time resolved vibrational spectroscopy, x-ray 
photon correlation spectroscopy, and molecular dynamics simulations.  

II. Scientific Progress:  

Mechanistic studies of hydrogen bond exchange in aqueous ionic solution: Hydrogen bonds 
(H-bonds) provide the intermolecular adhesion that dictates the unique properties of liquid water 
and aqueous solutions. Though H-bonds constrain the local ordering and orientation of molecules 
in solution, these local H-bond networks disband and reform on the picosecond time scale. This 
structural lability critically influences chemical and biological transformations. Our 
understanding of the dynamics of hydrogen bond dissociation and reformation has been 
transformed by the union of ultrafast vibrational spectroscopy and molecular dynamics 
simulations, but the detailed mechanism for H-bond switching in aqueous solution remains 
uncertain. Recent simulation studies of water and aqueous ionic solutions have proposed that H-
bond exchange involves large angular jumps of 60 to 70°. However, the substantial complexities 
inherent in simulating the structural and dynamical properties of water highlight the importance 
of validating this proposal experimentally. 

We have used multidimensional vibrational correlation spectroscopy (2DIR) to confirm the large 
angle jump hypothesis in a solution of 6M sodium perchlorate dissolved in water. The dissolution 
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of NaClO4 in isotopically mixed water generates two deuterated hydroxyl stretch (OD) 
frequencies: OD groups donating a H-bond to another water molecule (ODW) absorb at 2534 cm-

1, whereas OD groups donating a H-bond to a perchlorate anion (ODP) absorb at 2633 cm-1. This 
spectroscopic distinction between the ODW and ODP provides the opportunity to track H-bond 
exchange by monitoring the growth in the cross-peak intensity in the time-dependent 2D spectra. 
By using polarization resolved 2DIR we have been able to determine the magnitude of the 
orientational change associated with H-bond switching between the ODW and ODP 
configurations. Our results show that a water molecule shifts its donated H-bonds between water 
and perchlorate acceptors by means of large, prompt angular rotation. Using a jump-exchange 
kinetic model, we extract an average jump angle of 49±4°, in qualitative agreement with the jump 
angle observed in molecular dynamics simulations of the same aqueous NaClO4 solution. 

Ligand exchange dynamics in aqueous ionic solution: Ligand exchange in solution represents a 
fundamental solvent controlled reaction. While the separation between ligand and metal ion 
provides the intuitive reaction coordinate, fluctuations in the solvent structure surrounding the 
ligand - metal ion pair explicitly influence the solution phase reaction mechanism. Molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulations provide the most direct route to mechanistic understanding of 
thermal reaction dynamics in ionic solutions, but the 20 to 30 ps durations of ab initio molecular 
dynamics simulations11-16 limit the accessible conformational dynamics and classical simulations 
depend upon the empirical force fields utilized to perform the MD simulations. Given these 
limitations, benchmark dynamical measurements provide a critical complement to the MD 
simulation studies. 

We have used 2DIR spectroscopy to investigate Mg2+ and SCN¯ association and dissociation 
dynamics in a solution of 3.4 M Mg(ClO4)2 and 1.2 M NaSCN dissolved in D2O. We have 
successfully resolved the inter-conversion between the MgNCS+ contact ion pair and free SCN¯ 
anion configurations. We observe the contact ion pair dissociation time constant to be 52 ± 10 ps. 
In solutions where we replace the Mg(ClO4)2 with MgCl2, we do not see evidence for MgNCS+ 
contact ion pair dissociation. Given the stronger ionic interaction between Mg2+ and Cl- than Mg2+ 
and ClO4

-, we attribute the observed dynamics to anion ligand exchange between thiocyanate and 
perchlorate. 

Characterization of charge transfer excitations in coordination compounds with hard x-ray 
resonant inelastic x-ray scattering: The photo-catalytic activity of coordination compounds 
derives in large part from their ability to donate photo-excited electrons to a substrate or accept 
substrate electrons into the photo-generated hole. Understanding the character of the molecular 
orbitals involved in these charge transfer processes represents an important step to interpreting 
their role in photo-catalyzing chemical reactivity. Optical electronic spectroscopy extending from 
the mid-infrared to the ultraviolet has been used extensively to study electronic transitions in 
many coordination systems. While a powerful probe of the electronic structure, these optical 
techniques struggle to decompose the electronic states into their ligand and metal components.  
X-ray absorption and emission spectroscopies (XAS and XES, respectively) make this 
decomposition possible, particularly with the assistance of quantum chemical calculations.  Core 
level absorption and emission spectroscopies project unoccupied and occupied electronic states 
onto localized parent atoms, making them an excellent tool for characterizing the metal and 
ligand contributions to the valence electronic structure of coordination compounds.  
By specifically focusing on emission energies resonant with the occupied valence orbitals of 
coordination compounds, we observe the molecular orbitals involved in electronic charge-transfer 
states with a technique applicable to all transition metal complexes. Unlike optical spectroscopy, 
RIXS can easily distinguish between ligand-to-metal and metal-to-ligand charge transfer (LMCT 
and MLCT) excitations and provide information about the covalency of the molecular orbitals 
involved in the excitations. We have demonstrated the capacity of the measurement by studying a 
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series of different transition metal hexacyanide complexes. While we have yet to determine the 
viability of the method, the goal is to correlate the electronic structure properties characterized 
with RIXS with the electronic relaxation dynamics observed with ultrafast optical methods. 

Characterizing the electronic relaxation pathway in a model coordination compound:  
Coordination compounds possess many of the requisite attributes to function as successful 
photocatalysts, including strong substrate binding, strong visible absorption, and facile charge 
transfer between the photo-excited catalyst and the substrate. Despite these appealing properties, 
ultrafast electronic excited state relaxation undermines the efficiency of many potential photo-
catalysts. For organic photo-physics and photo-chemistry, conical intersections play a central role 
in determining the rate of energy flow between different electronics states, but the relative 
importance of non-adiabatic dynamics in coordination complexes has yet to be determined. 

We have chosen to focus on the excited state dynamics of ferric hexacyanide because of the 
molecule’s high symmetry and compatibility with x-ray spectroscopic measurements. We have 
used polarization resolved vibrational spectroscopy to study the ultrafast electronic relaxation 
dynamics in ferric hexacyanide following ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) excitation in 
the UV. We are able to confirm the importance and nature of the ligand excited states that govern 
the relaxation pathway. The relaxation from the LMCT to a ligand field excited state leads to the 
splitting of the CN stretch mode from the triply degenerate T1u, to two stretching frequencies. 
This splitting reflects the reduction in molecular symmetry for octahedral to square planar, a 
reduction in symmetry that is expected for the only energetically accessible ligand field excited 
states.  
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PROGRAM SCOPE From complex biological systems to ubiquitous airborne particulate matter 
regulating our climate and interacting with our lungs, nanoscale non-periodic structures dominate our 
natural world. Over the past six years, we have helped pioneer a revolutionary single particle coherent x-
ray diffractive imaging (CXDI) approach to view this nanoscale world using ultrafast x-ray free-electron-
lasers (FELs). CXDI utilizes the ultrafast and ultrabright x-ray pulses to overcome resolution limitations 
in x-ray microscopy imposed by x-ray induced damage to the sample by “diffracting before destroying” 
the sample on sub-picosecond timescales. Early experiments were performed on the FLASH soft x-ray 
free electron laser (FEL) where we experimentally verified “diffract and destroy” science(Chapman2009) 
and pioneered the experimental methods in FLASH diffractive imaging(Barty2008; Bogan2008; 
Boutet2008; Marchesini2008). The main goal of this program is to extend these experiments to the hard 
x-rays of LCLS to fulfill the promises of revolutionizing structural biology, aerosol science, and 
characterization of essentially all nanomaterials by allowing a diffraction pattern to be recorded from non-
periodically structured materials, potentially as small as a single molecule.  
CXDI is elegant in its experimental simplicity: a coherent x-ray beam illuminates the sample and the far-
field diffraction pattern of the object is recorded on an area detector. These measured diffraction 
intensities are proportional to the modulus squared of the Fourier transform of the wave exiting the object. 
An inversion of the diffraction pattern to an image in real space requires the retrieval of the phases of the 
diffraction pattern. Our shrinkwrap algorithm is now particularly robust and practical. The algorithm 
reconstructs images ab initio which overcomes the difficulty of requiring knowledge of the high-
resolution shape of the diffracting object. CXDI overcomes the restrictions of limited-resolution x-ray 
lenses, offering a means to produce images of general non-crystalline objects at a resolution only limited 
in principle by the x-ray wavelength and by radiation-induced changes of the sample during exposure. 
While we are primarily motivated to image biological macromolecules, the general imaging techniques, 
diagnostics and optics, sample manipulation, and understanding of materials in intense x-ray fields, are of 
fundamental importance to ultrafast x-ray science and cut across all areas of research of PULSE.  

Our program at the PULSE Institute for Ultrafast Energy Science is part of an international collaboration 
whose goal is to perform coherent x-ray imaging of non-periodic structures using x-ray FELs, such as the 
Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS). Within this context our research is focused on single particle 
CXDI. For many lensless imaging algorithms used for CXDI it is convenient when the data satisfies an 
oversampling constraint that requires the sample to be an isolated object, i.e. an individual “free standing” 
portion of disordered matter delivered to the center of the x-ray focus. By definition, this type of matter is 
an aerosol. PULSE houses unique lab space and expertise for the generation and manipulation of aerosols 
for single particle CXDI. This expertise has been leveraged for the development of the Coherent x-ray 
Imaging (CXI) endstation at LCLS and has resulted in a broad array of collaborators for PULSE 
interested in collecting single particle diffraction from specific systems at LCLS. Besides contributions to 
biologically oriented experiments within the international CXI collaboration, PULSE leads efforts to 
pioneer CXDI of airborne particulate matter such as fractal aggregates and interrogation 
electrohydrodynamically atomization processes. The experimental opportunities of non-periodic imaging 
(NPI) with LCLS are enormous and we are just at the beginning of a new era of the study of disordered 
matter with ultrafast x-rays.  

RECENT PROGRESS In FY2010, significant effort was directed toward moving into and equipping our 
new lab space at SLAC. This lab space was occupied in June 2009 and, besides our day-to-day research, 
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was used as the primary research space for our collaborators during our four LCLS beamtimes, starting in 
December 2009. We have recruited outstanding talent necessary to support the rapidly growing CXDI 
program at PULSE. Our team now consists of a Research Associate (Dmitri Starodub), a postdoc 
(Christina Hampton) and a grad student (Raymond Sierra).  

Single-shot diffraction of particles in unknown random orientations: We have performed FLASH single 
particle CXDI on a wide array of aerosols including nanoparticle clusters formed from nebulized droplets, 
concentrically atomized ellipsoidal nanoparticles, dry powder-dispersed carbon nanofibers, flame-
generated nanoparticles and intact marine microorganisms (Chapman2009). We captured the highest 
resolution images of airborne aerosols ever recorded. Single particle morphology was resolved to 35 nm. 
The critical importance of this work to aerosol science and nanotechnology was highlighted by its 
acceptance as the first ever Aerosol Research Letters manuscript published by the Aerosol Science and 
Technology journal of the American Association of Aerosol Research (Bogan2010).  

A key milestone on the path toward single molecule imaging with x-ray FELs 
was reached when we collected the first data set of identical particles in 
random orientations was recorded at FLASH (Fig 1). 2D reconstructions of 
these particles revealed the nanostructure of individual particles(Bogan2010). 
This data was distributed to many research groups to expedite classification 
and 3D reconstruction algorithm developments and spawning recent results 
with our collaborator’s new cryptotomography approach for single-shot 
CXDI (Loh2010).  

 
Single particle CXDI of fractal aggregates: With single particle CXDI at FLASH now firmly established, 
we are focusing on applying its unique capabilities to the challenges of energy science. PULSE has 
developed a full experimental model to simulate 
imaging combustion-generated particles, lead by 
Research Associate Dmitri Starodub. First we built a 
physical model of our target sample, soot. The 
process of soot particle formation is described by 
slow diffusion of primary monomers and clusters, 
which stick together with high probability upon 
contact. This mechanism, a diffusion-limited cluster 
aggregation (DLCA), results in the growth of mass 
fractals. Their morphology is characterized by the 
scaling law, N = k0(Rg/a)D,  where N is the number of 
primary particles in a fractal, D is the Hausdorff 
dimension, a is the monomer radius, Rg is the radius 
of gyration, and k0 is the coefficient, which can be 
interpreted as a density of monomers. Examples of 
simulated agglomerates are presented Fig. 2, 
corresponding to the sizes of (a) 100, (b) 300, and (c) 
900 primary particles of radius 15 nm. Next we 
derived a quantitative expression to estimate the 
scattered signal from a fractal aggregate described in 
further detail in(Bogan2010). As an example, 
diffraction patterns were calculated for a single x-ray 

Fig 1:  Diffraction patterns of single ellipsoidal nanoparticles in unknown 
random orientations collected at FLASH, 7 nm wavelength, 10 fs, 1012 
ph/pulse. Scanning electron micrograph of particles (bottom).  
 

1 µm 

Fig 2. Simulated soot particles of different sizes 
(1st row), corresponding diffraction patterns (2nd 
row) and reconstructed images (3rd row). The 
aggregates are composed of (A) 100, (B) 300, and 
(C) 900 spherical monomers. X-ray parameters: 
1012 photons per pulse at the energy of 177 eV 
(7 nm wavelength) focused to a 10 µm spot. 
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pulse exposure to the fractal particles, with a carbon monomer with radius 15 nm. We anticipate that 
single particle CXDI, such as the soot experiment simulated here, will be used in conjunction with 
conventional in situ particle sizing methods like differential mobility analysis or engine exhaust particle 
sizing to open new perspectives on aerosol particle morphology related to combustion processes and in 
situ aerosol synthesis. A key advantage of CXDI measurements relative to electron microscopy is that the 
high velocity particle beam rapidly replenishes samples, making the method high throughput. For 
example, the hundreds of images of single particles captured on substrates typically used in studies of 
soot aggregates can be captured in less than a few minutes using an x-ray FEL.  

Sacrificial Tampers for CXDI: Intense and ultrashort x-ray pulses from free-electron lasers open up the 
possibility for near-atomic resolution imaging without the need for crystallization. Such experiments 
require high photon f uences and pulses shorter than the time to destroy the sample. We recently 
described results with a new femtosecond pump- probe diffraction technique employing coherent 0.1 keV 
x rays from the FLASH soft x-ray free-electron laser. We showed that the lifetime of a nanostructured 
sample can be extended to several picoseconds by a tamper layer to dampen and quench the sample 
explosion, making <1 nm resolution imaging feasible (Hau-Riege2010). 

X-ray investigations of electrohydrodynamic atomization: Understanding the impact of sample delivery 
on sample structure, development of new highly efficient sample delivery methodologies, and improving 
particle inlet efficiencies is critical for single particle and single molecule imaging at LCLS. We recently 
performed the first experiments of x-ray scattering from electrosprayed nanomaterials. The small-angle x-
ray scattering of biological materials and nanoparticles in electrosprays helps us characterize the 
morphological changes of several classes of particles (ranging from single proteins to larger 
macromolecular aggregates) upon electrospray injection into air and vacuum. We observed unexpected 
instabilities of the liquid jet upon x-ray exposure that limited the collection of scattering derived from 
particles contained in the solution. This ‘capillary-free’ small-angle x-ray scattering approach potentially 
provides advantages over conventional BioSAXS solution scattering approaches. These insights have 
provided new perspectives on x-ray liquid jet interactions that are being integrated into our new liquid jet 
systems being developed for femtosecond crystallography and nanomaterial imaging at the Coherent X-
ray Imaging endstation for LCLS. 

Innovations in image reconstruction algorithms Diffraction from the individual molecules of a molecular 
beam, aligned parallel to a single axis by a strong electric field or other means, has been proposed as a 
means of structure determination of individual molecules. As in fiber diffraction, all the information 
extractable is contained in a diffraction pattern from incidence of the diffracting beam normal to the 
molecular alignment axis. We demonstrated new methods of structure solution for this case (Saldin2010; 
Starodub2010). One is based on the iterative projection algorithms for phase retrieval applied to the 
coefficients of the cylindrical harmonic expansion of the molecular electron density. We also 
demonstrated the ability to recover the angular correlation functions of a single particle from measured 
diffraction patterns. Another is the holographic approach utilizing presence of the strongly scattering 
reference atom for a specific molecule.  
First LCLS CXDI Results: We recently performed the first CXDI experiments at LCLS during four 
beamtimes in December 2009 and June 2010. Data from these experiments is currently under internal 
embargo until the first publications are accepted(Chapman2010; Kirian2010; Seibert2010). This 
systematic series of diffraction experiments grew in complexity and included studies of well-
characterized single particles delivered as aerosols through an aerodynamic lens stack as well as 
biological/nanomaterials delivered in a liquid jet. As we develop the fundamental science behind NPI 
with hard x-rays, we will establish LCLS as one the most powerful tools in aerosol science and 
nanotechnology, provide critical early insights into single particle diffraction, and help unravel the 
mystery of the structure of water.  
FUTURE PLANS Expected Progress in FY2011: We will continue our experimental campaign at LCLS, 
performing the first CXDI experiments with hard x-rays at the XPP endstation. We will work in 
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conjunction with LCLS staff to field the LCLS CXI instrument. We will continue to develop the particle 
beam generation and diagnostics instrumentation necessary to perform any experiments utilizing laser 
interactions with single particles. Significant effort will be directed toward moving into and equipping our 
new lab space at SLAC, beneficially occupied in July 2010, that will continue to be used as the primary 
research space for our collaborators during our LCLS beamtimes. We will also house specialized 
equipment such as the CAMP chamber and the CXI particle injector in our laboratories. The theory and 
data analysis effort at PULSE will expand in FY11 with the addition of a new postdoc, Duane Loh. 

Expected Progress in FY2012: The focus of our work in FY12 will be single molecule diffraction at the 
CXI endstation and continued development of high efficiency single particle CXDI methodologies. 

COLLABORATIONS: This work is done with colleagues from SLAC, Stanford, LLNL, Uppsala, 
LBNL, Arizona State University, TU Berlin, Max Planck Biomedical Heidelberg, and CFEL@DESY.  
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Introduction 

Advances in laser technology and computing power, that have been made recently, 
enable us to enter a fundamentally new regime, where the complex, correlated 
interaction of electrons can be observed and controlled in real time. For the first time, 
we will be able to tackle some fundamental questions such as on which time scale 
electrons influence each other or how light can be used to observe ultrafast changes of 
molecular structure or as a catalyst to control chemical reactions at the level of 
electrons. In this project we theoretically analyze how electron dynamics in a molecule 
can be controlled using these new laser technologies. This includes the application and 
extension of control schemes, well-known in the field of femtochemistry, to the sub-
femtosecond time scale of the correlated electron-nuclear dynamics in a molecule.  
 
Recent Progress and Future Goals 

Our activities in the first year of funding of the project can be summarized in the 
following three sub-projects. 

A. Time-dependent analysis of few-photon coherent control schemes 
Significant progress has been made recently in the understanding of few-photon 
coherent control schemes in the perturbative intensity regime. Such control schemes 
are often analyzed in the frequency domain, which provides the opportunity to 
understand the control over the transition probability in terms of interference effects 
between different pathways. For example, two-photon absorption probabilities can 
be tuned to zero or maximum by modifying the spectral phase of the pulse [1]. The 
corresponding pulses are called dark and bright pulses, respectively.  
Since we are interested to apply these control schemes to the coupled electron-
nuclear dynamics driven by an ultrashort laser pulse it is illustrative to examine the 
time evolution of these schemes as well. Such an analysis can provide 
complementary information about the control mechanisms from a direct comparison 
of the time evolution of the laser field with the instantaneous response of the 
quantum system. To this end, we have considered as a first conceptual study the 
hydrogen atom interacting with an ultraviolet laser pulse. The corresponding 
numerical solution of the Schrödinger equation can be performed within dipole 
approximation without further restrictions. 
Results are obtained for two-photon excitation from the ground state of the hydrogen 
atom to the 2s state and the (2+1) photon ionization, in which the intermediate 2s 
state is reached by a resonant two-photon excitation process [2]. We have 
considered symmetric and antisymmetric phase distributions leading to dark and 
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bright pulses. For these pulses the temporal field distributions consist of many sub-
pulses.  For different phase distributions the results for the excitation probabilities 
are found to agree well with previously published experimental data (taken in Cs [1]). 
It is found that the maxima (minima) in the final excitation probabilities are due to 
constructive (destructive) interferences between the amplitudes induced by different 
sub-pulses. However, at intermediate time the population in the excited state may 
exceed the final transition probability and is, in particular, non-zero for dark pulses. 
Our results for the ionization probabilities are found to depend on the degree of 
excitation in the 2s state and the field strengths. This indicates that at the present 
field parameters the ionization proceeds via the resonant 2s state rather than as a 
non-resonant process. 
Next, we have applied the same control schemes to the hydrogen molecular ion for 
a transition between the ground and the first excited (dissociative) state. It is found 
that the same pulse forms, used for dark pulses in the atomic case, do not lead to a 
cancelation of the transition probability in the molecular case. This can be well 
understood from the time-dependent perspective developed by us. Any dark pulse, 
suggested so far, consists of a sequence of sub-pulses. Since each of the wave 
packets pumped to the excited dissociative state starts to immediately evolve to 
larger internuclear distances, wave packets pumped at different times cannot 
destructively interfere with each other. 
Future goals: We will apply these few-photon schemes to transitions between two 
bound states in the hydrogen molecular ion (or in a model for another diatomic 
molecule). Based on our conclusions from the time-dependent perspective so far, 
we expect that the well-known dark pulse forms again will not lead to a cancellation 
of the transition probability due to a likely population of a coherent superposition of 
vibrational states. However, if the time delay between the different sub-pulses 
coincides with the revival time of the vibrational wave packet induced by the 
coherent superposition, we may be able to generate a dark pulse for a two-photon 
transition between two bound states in a molecule. 
 

B. Coherent control of electron localization 
Recently, the control of the localization of the electron on one of the protons in a 
dissociating hydrogen molecular ion using intense ultrashort laser pulses has 
become a topic of active research [3-5]. We have started to analyze the control 
mechanisms behind this process more systematically. To this end, we consider the 
preparation of the molecular ion in a coherent superposition of vibrational states and 
the dependence of the degree of control on the wavelength of the pulse. An 
interesting preliminary result is that the control of the dissociation dynamics appears 
to be rather independent of the initial vibrational state distribution. 
Another goal of the present project is to investigate coherent control of the electron 
dynamics in molecules larger than hydrogen molecular ion. Current state-of-the-art 
theoretical models of the interaction of the hydrogen molecular ion with intense laser 
pulses consider two dimensions for the electron dynamics and one dimension for the 
nuclear dynamics. While such models may be still useful for the analysis of electron 
dynamics in a chain of atoms, application of coherent control schemes to other 
molecules require higher-dimensional models. In a first step, we develop a computer 
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code for planar model molecules (2D electron and 2D nuclear dynamics) interacting 
with intense laser light of linear and circular polarization. We considered different 
propagation schemes and coordinate systems. In particular, the electron dynamics 
has been described by 2D Cartesian as well as by polar coordinates. First results 
show that the latter may be advantageous as long as one is solely interested in the 
electron dynamics in the bound states of the molecule, while it appears to be less 
attractive for the ionization process. 
Future goals: We plan to extend our studies for the hydrogen molecular ion by 
varying the parameters of the driving pulse, in particular to mid-infrared laser 
wavelengths which do now become available in the laser labs. We will also analyze 
if for a given initial vibrational state distribution a pulse form can be generated such 
that the molecule does not dissociate. We plan to apply our models for planar 
molecules to H3

2+ and study if a current can be driven through the molecule and the 
localization of the electron at one of the three protons can be controlled. In the 
course of these studies we will also replace one of the protons by a heavier nucleus. 
 

C. Multiphoton coherent control of vibrational excitation in non-polar molecules 

Achieving full control over vibrational (and rotational) degrees of freedom of a 
molecule is a long-standing goal of coherent control. Many control schemes rely on 
optical dipole transitions, which are however forbidden for transitions between 
vibrational states in non-polar molecular ions such as the hydrogen molecular ion. 
We study alternative control schemes, in which the control is achieved via the first 
electronically excited state. Preliminary results of numerical simulations for the 
hydrogen molecular ion driven at mid-infrared laser wavelengths show that a 
transition between two vibrational states in the molecular ion can selectively be 
driven with high efficiency by a net two-photon transition, which corresponds to a 
multiphoton pump-dump transition via the first excited electronic state. Full control of 
the transition can be achieved using a chirped pulse or via the coherent 
accumulation of population in a series of pulses. 
Future goals: We plan to extend our studies to other non-polar molecular ions and 
to study selective excitation into a superposition of vibrational states and the cooling 
of a given vibrational state distribution (e.g. a distribution induced by a Franck-
Condon transition) to the ground vibrational state. 
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Program Scope 
 
The objective of our research program is to explore complexity through fundamental interactions 
between photons and gas- phase systems to advance our understanding of corr elated and many 
body phenomena. Our research investigations pr obe multi-electron interactions, the dynam ics of 
interacting few body  quantum  systems and ener gy transfer processe s from ele ctromagnetic 
radiation. Most of our work is carried out in a strong partnership with theorists. 
 
Our current interests include: 1) T he study of non linear and strong field phenomena in the x-ray 
regime using the linac coherent light source (LCLS) , the first x-ray  ultra-fast free electron laser  
(FEL) facilit y at the SLA C National L aboratory. Our investigations focus on the interacti on of  
intense and s hort LCLS pulses with atoms, molecules and clust ers. 2) The st udy of correlated 
processes in select molecules, clusters and their anions using advanced techniques with vuv-soft 
x-rays from  t he Advanced Light Sourc e (ALS) at Lawrenc e Ber keley Laboratory . We present 
here results completed and in progress this past year and plans for the immediate future. 
 
Recent Progress 
 
1) X-Ray Non-Linear Physics Studies of Molecules w ith Intense 
 Ultrafast LCLS Pulses 
 

The response of matter to ultrashort, intense x-
ray pulses is virtuall y unknown, however, the 
fall of 2 009 started an exciting new  era of 
ultrafast ha rd x-ray -based i maging and 
spectroscopy experim ents using the t he Linac 
Coherent Light Source  (LCLS)[ 1-4]. In  
particular, we studied sequential multiple 
photoionization of m olecule with fem tosecond 
time resolution. Absorpti on of five o r more 
photons resulted in the production o f full y 
stripped N 7+ ions. Furth ermore, a d etailed 
picture of int ense x-ray induced ionization and 
dissociation dy namics wa s revealed, i ncluding 
a molecular mechanism of frustrated absorption 
that suppresses the forma tion of high charge 
states at short pulse durations.  [1] 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. LCLS undulator beamline along with a  
3D plot of ion time of flight data as a function  
of pulse duration and intensity [1] 
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One intriguing possibilit y enabled by  intense x-ray sources is the abilit y to produce atom s and 
molecules with multiple electron vacancies in core  orbitals through the sequential absorption of 
multiple photons on a tim escale faster than Auger decay. This process is i mportant to investigate 
because it has been suggested that  double core holes (DCH) could provide the basis for ri cher, 
more sensitive, spectroscopies than c onventional i nner-shell ph otoelectron s pectroscopy. The 
different atomic sit es in molecules int roduce multiple possibiliti es for the DCH configurations, 
e.g., DCHs with both vacancies on a single site (DCHSS) and DCHs with single vacancies on two 
different sites (DCHTS). We reported the first experi mental atte mpt to chara cterize the D CH 
states of a molecule, N 2, b y sequential  two-phot on absorption fr om the LCLS. The pr oduction 
and decay  of these stat es was characterized by photoelectron spectroscopy, Auger electron 
spectroscopy, and mass spectrometry. [3]  
 
Our findings  break new ground in ul trafast x-ra y scienc e wit h direct rele vance for future  
femtosecond x-ray ind uced chem ical d ynamics studies [ 2,3]. This include s im plications for 
single-pulse imaging experim ents since our work  [ 1,4] demonstrates unambiguously t hat when 
intense energy is deposite d in very short pulses (few fs), high cha rge states ar e suppressed. This 
effect could be used to reduce Coulomb-induced distortion of molecules during illum ination by 
an imaging pulse. 
 
2) Site-Selective Ionization and Relaxation Dynamics in Heterogeneous 

Nanosystems 
 
We investigated energy  a nd charge tra nsfer mechanisms a s well as frag mentation dynam ics in  
site-selectively ionized heteroge neous core-shell clusters using a high-resolution photoelectron-
ion coincidence technique. We showed that after inner-shell photoionization, energy or charge is 
transferred to neighboring atoms and that the sub sequent charge localization depends on th e site 
of ionization. Cluster bulk  ionization le ads to m ore distinct fragmentation channels than surface  
ionization.  We attribute this to different elect ronic decay, charge localization, and frag mentation 
times and conclude that c harge transfer and fra gmentation dynamics are strongl y influenced by 
the environment of the initially ionized atom [5]. 
 
3) Promoting a Core Electron to F ill a d-Shell: Threshold La w and 

Shape and Feshbach Resonances 
 
Negative ions are i mportant in m any phy sical processes, e.g., stellar at mospheres, molecular 
clouds, atomic mass spectrometry , and  plasma phy sics. They  have also a ttracted much interest 
due to the qualitatively different features deriving from the short-ranged potential that binds them. 
 
We have conducted the first measurements of the absolute cross sections for the formation of Pt+, 
Pt2+, and Pt3+ following 4f and 5p inner-shell photoexcitation and detachment of Pt- 4f145d96s2 2D. 
The Pt3+ production channel is dominated by 4f detachment and allows for the first observation of 
a d-wave Wigner threshold law following single-photon absorption. Our measurements show that 
promoting a 5 p electron into the 5d orbital produces a shape res onance, while prom oting a 4 f 
electron produces Feshb ach re sonances, de monstrating the i mportance of core-vale nce 
interactions. Our work shows that the inner-she ll photodetachment spectru m of transition-m etal 
anions displays a rich structure due to the presence of the 5p and 4f electrons and the mostly filled 
d orbital. Fi nally, hig h-precision measurements of two Feshbach resonances fro m 4 f→5d 
excitations are observed in Pt + and Pt 2+ channels but are nearly  completely absent in Pt 3+. These 
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observations coupled with previous st udies show that orbital stabilization is generally, but not  
always, observed when a single vacancy orbital is filled [6]. 
 
Future Plans. 
 
The principal areas of investigation planned for the coming year are: 
 1) We plan to carry out collaborative LCLS-based experiments and analyze the resulting data. 2) 
We plan to carry  out baseline experiments for th e LCLS program and continue  the data analy sis 
of the Coulom b explosion investigation s of large molecules and clusters using the ALS. 3) We 
plan to cont inue the photodetachment experiments in the carbon anions cluster chain at the ALS 
and continu e the analysis of the experi ments conducted  on the va lence and K-shell 
photodetachment of C60

- conducted in collaboration with the UNR, DU, ALS and Giessen groups. 
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Strongly Anisotropic Bose and Fermi Gases  
 

Principal Investigator 
 John Bohn 
 JILA, UCB 440 
 University of Colorado  
 Boulder, CO 80309 
 Phone (303) 492-5426 
 Email bohn@murphy.colorado.edu 
 
Program Scope 
 
 Thus far, this program has focused on the fundamental properties of dilute 
quantum degenerate gases whose constituent particles possess dipole moments.  It 
is concerned with the implications of the dipole-dipole interactions on the 
structure, dynamics, and control of these gases, as well as their ability to provide 
prototypes for novel condensed matter systems and potentially useful materials.  
The properties of the gas are tunable to a high degree, by varying such quantities 
as the density of the gas, the orientation of the dipoles, the scattering length of the 
constituents, and the anisotropy of the trap in which they are held.   
 
Recent Progress 
 We continue our investigations into the structure and stability of dipolar 
Bose-Einstein condensates.  These matters get to the heart of the novelty of 
dipolar particles, namely, their anisotropic interparticle interactions, which are 
either repulsive or attractive depending on the relative orientation of the particles.  
An unusual consequence of this anisotropy, known for some time now, is the 
existence of excitations analogous to the roton mode in superfluid helium.  In 
helium, this excitation determines many properties of the gas, including the 
velocity below which the fluid flows without resistance, as well as the features of 
correlated motion of the atoms in the fluid.  We are developing the theory of how 
these excitations play out in realistic experimental circumstances for dipoles.   
 In dipolar BEC, the roton-like excitations offer far more variety than in 
liquid helium, inasmuch as their properties can be tuned via both the strength of 
the dipole moment and the anisotropy of the trap.  Moreover, an idea going back 
to Landau suggests that the details of the roton spectrum are essential for 
determining the superfluid critical velocity in helium.  We have recently explored 
this connection in detail in the dipolar BEC analog.  We numerically simulate an 
experiment that was first attempted at MIT in sodium BEC, where a laser stirs the 
condensate with a speed either below or above the critical velocity for 
superfluidity.  Such an experiment would be a direct probe of superfluidity.  
These simulations can clearly distinguish the breakdown of superfluidity as the 
speed of the probe is increased (see figure), as energy lost to excitations of 
collective modes introduce a drag force.  In this work, we acknowledge useful 
discussions with Chandra Raman at the DOE Airlie meetings. 
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Figure.  Density profiles for dipolar BEC’s that have been “stirred” 
by a Gaussian probe whose width is given by the red circle, as 
viewed looking down on the BEC from the polarization axis.  In 
the left-hand panel the probe is dragged below the superfluid 
critical velocity and remains undisturbed.  In the right-hand panel, 
the probe’s speed exceeds the critical velocity, and collective 
excitations occur. 

 
 Superfluidity is in turn expected to be intimately tied to the spectrum of 
elementary excitations of the fluid, via the traditional Landau criterion.  We have 
verified that this is so for the dipolar BEC, where the experimental range of all 
parameters is substantially greater than in liquid helium.   In particular, we have 
studied the critical velocity as a function of the density of the dipolar BEC.  We 
find that the critical velocity rises at first as the density grows (due to dominance 
of repulsive interactions), while eventually it falls with increasing density, as the 
attractive part of the dipolar interaction, along with roton excitations, take over. 
 
Future Plans 
 Further goals of this project include investigating dipolar BEC’s in arrays 
of traps, where different BEC’s can act on one another; incorporating the 
polarizability of the molecular dipoles, which explicitly relates the internal 
molecular degrees of freedom to the collective behavior of the condensate; and 
the intriguing possibility of roton-roton interactions, which could have profound 
further implications for superfluidity, and bring us closer to understanding the 
strongly-interacting Bose gas.  These projects are currently underway, and will 
produce results published under the DOE auspices. 
 However, in the renewal grant, our focus will shift significantly, more in 
the direction of ultracold collisions of molecules, for which much theoretical work 
will be warranted in the near future to support experiments.  Molecule collisions 
are better oriented toward novel chemistry than toward many-body physics, and 
will hopefully be more in accord with DOE needs and interests. 
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Ultrafast Electron Diffraction from Aligned Molecules 
 

Martin Centurion 
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68588-0299 

mcenturion2@unl.edu 
 
Program Scope or Definition  
The aim of this project is to record time-resolved electron diffraction patterns of aligned 
molecules and to reconstruct the 3D molecular structure. The molecules will be aligned non-
adiabatically using a femtosecond laser pulse. A femtosecond electron pulse will then be used to 
record a diffraction pattern while the molecules are aligned. The experiment consists of a laser 
system, a pulsed electron gun, a gas jet that contains the target molecules and a detector to 
capture the diffraction patterns. The diffraction patterns will then be processed to obtain the 
molecular structure.  
 
Introduction 
The experiment will consist of three main components: the electron gun, the laser system and the 
experimental chamber. First, a seeded supersonic gas jet is used to introduce the target molecules 
into the experiment and to cool the rotational temperate. A sample of molecules with a low 
rotational temperature will lead to a higher degree and duration of the alignment. Then, a 
femtosecond laser pulse intersects the molecules and aligns them along the direction of the laser 
polarization. The alignment survives only for a short time after the laser traverses the gas jet. A 
short electron pulse is then used to probe the molecules. The electron pulse is generated using an 
electron gun that is synchronized with the laser pulses. A small fraction of the laser energy is 
used to trigger electron emission from a photocathode, and the electrons are accelerated in a 
static field and collimated before reaching the target. The diffraction pattern from the aligned 
molecules is captured in a custom-made detector, and the image is stored on the computer for 
analysis.  
A key to the success of the experiment is to capture the diffraction pattern during the short time 
in which the molecules are aligned. Previous experiments have shown that it is possible to 
observe conformational changes in isolated molecules with picosecond resolution using gas 
electron diffraction [1,2]. Recent experiments have shown that a temporal resolution of 3 ps is 
sufficient to detect the alignment following a dissociation reaction [3]. However, in order to 
extract 3D structural information from the diffraction patterns it is necessary to reach a higher 
degree of alignment. This can be achieved by using non-adiabatic alignment and improving the 
temporal resolution. A resolution of < 1ps will allow us to capture the diffraction pattern while 
the distribution of molecules still shows a high degree of alignment. The current setup will also 
feature a detector with single-electron sensitivity. The detector consists of a phosphor screen, 
image intensifier and CCD which are all fiber coupled to maximize the transmission through 
each element. The phosphor screen converts each incident electron into photons which are 
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transmitted to the image intensifier and multiplied before reaching the CCD. Each incident 
electron will generate sufficient counts on the CCD to be detected. In addition, the current 
experiment will be performed at a repetition rate of 10 kHz, compared to 1 kHz of previous 
experiments, which will result in a significant improvement in the signal to noise ratio of the 
diffraction patterns.  
 
Recent Progress (April/2010 to August/2010) 
The design of all the major components of the experiment has been completed. These consist of 
two main vacuum chambers that will be differentially pumped: the electron gun and the main 
experimental chamber. Figure 1 shows the design of the two chambers. The electron gun will be 
pumped by a small turbo pump, while a diffusion pump will be used for the experimental 
chamber in order to more efficiently remove the gas load (the diffusion pump is not shown in the 
figure). Both pumps are already in place in the laboratory.  
 
 

 
Figure 1. Experimental apparatus. The electron gun (right side) and experimental chamber are 
differentially pumped by a turbopump and a diffusion pump (not shown). A laser window on the right end 
allows the laser to enter the electron gun to trigger the photocathode. 

 
A new laser system that will be used for this project has been installed and is now operational. 
The laser is a system from Coherent that produces 50 fs pulses with 1 mJ energy at a repetition 
rate of 10 kHz. The high repetition rate will be crucial for increasing the signal to noise ratio of 
the diffraction patterns and for reducing the integration time. The laser system provides more 
than sufficient pulse energy to trigger the photocathode and align the molecules.  
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The experimental chamber has been completed and delivered, while all the other components are 
currently been fabricated. We expect to receive and test the magnetic lens, beam block and 
electron gun in the next few weeks. The detector is expected to arrive at the end of the summer. 
The design of the nozzles has been finished and we expect to start with the fabrication soon. For 
the experiments, each laser pulse is split into two components. A small fraction of the energy is 
used in the electron gun, while most of the energy is used to align the molecules. The electron 
gun holds a gold-coated fused silica plate, which acts as the photocathode. The laser is incident 
from the back, with the gold surface in front held at a voltage of -30 kV.  The laser pulse is 
converted to its third harmonic, such that the photon energy is slightly above the work function 
of the gold film. The main experimental chamber holds a magnetic lens to collimate the electron 
beam, a Laval nozzle for introducing a gas jet (the target molecules), a beam block and a custom 
detector that will capture and digitize the diffraction patterns with sufficient sensitivity to detect 
single electron hits.  
 
Future Plans  
Once all of the components of the experiment are in place, we will perform some preliminary 
experiments before moving on to time-resolved diffraction. First we will record static diffraction 
pattern to characterize the system and to measure the signal to noise level as a function of 
electron current. This will give us a good measurement of the integration time required to 
achieve a given resolution as the current is reduced to improve the temporal resolution, and will 
serve to develop the computational tools to analyze the diffraction patterns. The second 
experiment will be to determine the temporal overlap of the laser and electron pulses. This can 
most easily be done by using to the laser to induce photoemission from a metal in the path of the 
electron or by ionizing the gas molecules. In both cases, the laser initiated changes result in a 
distortion of the electron beam due to local fields. While these effects evolve on time scales of 
tens of picoseconds, it has been shown that by identifying the instant where the changes are first 
observed it is possible to determine the temporal overlap to better than 1 ps. [4] 
After these preliminary experiments we expect to take our first time-resolved diffraction 
patterns. We will use the laser to create a sample of non-adiabatically aligned molecules, and 
take diffraction patterns as a function of the delay between laser and electrons. There are several 
candidate molecules for first experiments, linear molecules such as carbon dioxide or carbon 
disulfide would be interesting because they would clearly show the effect of the laser, and the 
diffraction patterns will be relatively simple to analyze. A more complex molecule such as CF3I 
would also be a good candidate because it will provide an example of a non-planar molecule. 
If the electron pulse arrives shortly after the laser pulse the molecules will be aligned but in a 
field-free environment. When the molecules are at the highest degree of aliment we expect to see 
a large anisotropy in the diffraction pattern. In parallel to these experiments, we will work to 
develop the tools to analyze and recover structural information from the diffraction patterns. The 
reconstruction of structure from anisotropic diffraction patterns is currently an active area of 
research [5], and we expect to build on the existing work. Future experiments will also include 
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extending the alignment method to 3D alignment by using a pair of alignment pulses (or 
elliptically polarized pulses), diffracting from larger molecules and studying ultrafast 
conformational changes in molecules. 
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Atomic and Molecular Physics in Strong Fields 
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Program Scope 
 

In this research program, we address the fundamental physics of the interaction of atoms and 
molecules with intense ultrashort laser fields. The main objectives are to develop new theoretical 
formalisms and accurate computational methods for ab initio nonperturbative investigations of 
multiphoton quantum dynamics and very high-order nonlinear optical processes of one-, two-, and many-
electron quantum systems in intense laser fields, taking into account detailed electronic structure 
information and many-body electron-correlated effects. Particular attention will be paid to the exploration 
of the effects of electron correlation on high-harmonic generation (HHG) and multiphoton ionization 
(MPI) processes, multi-electron response and underlying mechanisms responsible for the strong-field 
ionization of diatomic and small polyatomic molecules, time-frequency spectrum, coherent control of 
HHG processes for the development of tabletop x-ray laser light sources, and for the exploration of 
attosecond AMO processes, etc.     
 
Recent Progress  
 
1.  Ab initio time-dependent density-functional-theory study of the frequency comb structure, coherence,   
    and dephasing of many-electron atoms in the VUV-XUV regimes via high-order harmonic generation 
 

       In the past few years, femtosecond laser-based optical frequency combs have led to remarkable 
advancements in ultrafast science [1], high-precision optical frequency measurement and synthesis [2], 
and enabled optical atomic clocks [3]. As a universal optical frequency comb synthesizer, this method 
provides a direct link between optical and microwave frequencies. More recently, there is substantial 
experimental interest in the exploration of the feasibility of generating frequency comb in the extreme 
ultraviolet (xuv) and vacuum ultraviolet (vuv) regimes at a repetition frequency of more than 100 MHz 
via high-order harmonic generation (HHG) [4,5].  However, there are currently experimental difficulties 
in the realization of the frequency comb structure within each high harmonic, with the exception of the 
third-order harmonic case [5].  
 

      To advance this field, we have recently presented the first fully ab initio quantum investigation of the 
frequency comb structure and coherence within each order of the high-order harmonic generation 
spectrum of H atoms in the high-frequency vuv-xuv regime [6].  More recently, we have further extended 
the study to the rare gas systems [7] by means of the time-dependent density-functional theory (TDDFT) 
with optimized effective potential (OEP) and self-interaction correction (SIC) [8]. The TDDFT/OEP-SIC 
equations are solved accurately and efficiently by means of the time-dependent generalized 
pseudospectral [TDGPS] [9] technique. We found that a nested comb structure appears within each order 
of the harmonics, ranging from the first harmonic all the way to the cutoff region. We explore in detail the 
temporal coherence and robustness of the comb structure by varying the laser-pulse separation τ, the 
number of pulses N, the phase difference between pulses ∆Ф, and the laser intensity. The frequency comb 
structure and coherence are preserved in each harmonic regardless of the values of τ and N used for the 
case of weak and medium strong incident laser-pulse trains. The time-frequency characteristics of the 
HHG coherence structure are analyzed in details by means of the wavelet transform of the time-dependent 
induced dipoles. The interference modulation can be attributed to the constant phase relationship of 
harmonics among successive pulses. However, under superstrong fields, non-uniform and substantial 
ionization takes place during each pulse, jeopardizing the temporal coherence of the emitted frequency 
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comb modes. Finally, we found that the dynamical electron correlation, which is included in the present 
TDDFT/OEP-SIC treatment but not in the single-active electron model, is significant for the quantitative 
exploration of the frequency comb structure and coherence of higher harmonics [7].  
 
2.  Coherent Control of Multiphoton Resonance Dynamics in Intense Frequency-Comb Laser Fields:    
     Generalized Floquet Theoretical Approach 
 

     We generalize the many-mode Floquet theorem (MMFT) [10,11] for the nonperturbative investigation 
of multiphoton resonance dynamics driven by intense frequency-comb laser fields [12]. The frequency 
comb structure generated by a train of short laser pulses can be exactly represented by a combination of 
the main frequency and the repetition frequency. MMFT allows non-perturbative and exact treatment of 
the interaction of a quantum system with the frequency-comb laser fields. We explore multiphoton 
resonance processes between a two-level system and frequency-comb laser. It is shown that there are 
simultaneous multiphoton resonance processes between the system and comb laser, and that they can be 
optimally controlled by tuning the pulse-to-pulse carrier-envelope phase (CEP) shift. HHG driven by 
intense frequency-comb laser has the comb structure with the same repetition frequency and different 
offset for each harmonic. Moreover, HHG can be (many-orders-of magnitude) dramatically enhanced by 
tuning the CEP shift due to simultaneous multiphoton resonance among all the comb frequencies [12].   
 
3.  Extension of High-order Harmonic Generation Cutoff via Coherent Control of Intense Few-Cycle    
     Chirped Laser Pulses            

 

       We present an ab initio quantum investigation of the high-order harmonic generation (HHG) cutoff 
extension using intense few-cycle chirped laser pulses [13]. For a few-cycle chirped driving laser pulse, it 
is shown that significant cutoff extension can be achieved through the optimization of the chirping rate 
parameters. The HHG power spectrum is calculated by solving accurately and efficiently the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) by means of the TDGPS method. In addition, we perform 
classical trajectory simulation of the strong-field electron dynamics and electron return map. It is found 
that the quantum and classical results provide complementary and consistent information regarding the 
underlying mechanisms responsible for the substantial extension of the cutoff region. 
 
4.    High Precision Study of the Orientation Effects in MPI/HHG of H2

+ in Intense Laser Fields  
 

      Recently we have developed a TDGPS method for accurate and efficient treatment of the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) of two-center diatomic molecules systems in prolate spheroidal 
coordinates [14,15]. This method naturally accounts for the symmetry of diatomic molecules and provides 
accurate description of Coulomb singularities due to non-uniform distribution of the grid points. The GPS 
method delivers high accuracy while using only moderate computer resources; it is easy to implement 
since no calculation of potential matrix elements is required, and kinetic energy matrices have simple 
analytical expressions. The method is applied to a fully ab initio 3D study of the orientation effects in 
MPI and HHG of H2

+ subject to intense laser pulses. We discuss the multiphoton resonance and two-
center interference effects in the HHG spectra which can lead both to enhancement and suppression of the 
harmonic generation [14]. 
 
5.   Accurate Treatment of Above-Threshold-Ionization Spectra from Core Region of Time-Dependent 

Wave Packet: A New ab initio Time-Dependent Approach 
 

       The phenomenon of multiphoton above-threshold ionization (ATI) and the investigation of the 
resulting electron angular distributions has attracted much recent interest. This is related to advances in 
laser technology which made possible generation of ultrashort and intense laser pulses. For such pulses, 
the absolute or carrier-envelope phase (CEP) plays an important role and properties of the ejected 
electrons momentum (or energy–angular) distributions differ significantly from those for long pulses. 
Recent experiments were able to measure high-resolution fully differential data on ATI of noble gases. 
Thus accurate theoretical description of the electron distributions becomes an important and timely task.       
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               In a recent work, we develop a new method for the accurate treatment of TDSE and electron energy 
and angular distributions after above-threshold multiphoton ionization [16]. The procedure does not 
require propagation of the wave packet at large distances, making use of the wave function in the core 
region. It is based on the extension of the Kramers–Henneberger picture of the ionization process while 
the final expressions involve the wave function in the laboratory frame only. The approach is illustrated 
by a case study of above-threshold ionization of the hydrogen atom subject to intense laser pulses. The 
ejected electron energy and angle distributions have been calculated and analyzed. We explore the 
electron spectrum dependence on the duration of the laser pulse and carrier-envelope phase [16]. 
 
6.  Exploration of the Role of the Electronic Structure and Multi-electron Response in the MPI and HHG  
     Processes of Diatomic Molecules in Intense Laser Fields 

 

        There have been much recent experimental and theoretical interests in the study of strong-field  
molecular ionization and HHG. Most theoretical studies in the recent past are based on approximate 
models such as the ADK model, strong-field approximation, etc. The effects of detailed electronic 
structure and multi-electron responses are often ignored. Although these models have some partial 
success in weaker field processes, they cannot provide an overall consistent picture of the ionization and 
HHG behavior of different molecules. 
 

        We have recently extended the self-interaction-free TDDFT [8] for nonperturbative investigation of 
the ionization mechanisms and the HHG power spectra of homonuclear (N2, O2, and F2) and 
heteronuclear (CO) diatomic molecules in intense ultrashort lasers [17] for the case that the laser 
polarization axis parallels the molecular axis. Our studies reveal several intriguing behaviors of the 
nonlinear responses of molecules to intense laser fields: (a) It is found that detailed electron structure and 
correlated multielectron responses are important factors for the determination of the strong-field 
ionization behavior. Further, it is not adequate to use only the highest occupied MO (HOMO) for the 
description of the ionization behavior since the inner valence electrons can also make significant or even 
dominant contributions. (b) We predict substantially different nonlinear optical response behaviors for 
homonuclear (N2) and heteronuclear (CO) diatomic molecules. In particular, we found that the MPI rate 
for CO is higher than that of N2. Furthermore, while laser excitation of the N2 molecule can generate only 
odd harmonics, both even and odd harmonics can be produced from the CO molecule [17]. 
  

        More recently, we have further extended the all-electron TDDFT approach [15] to the study of the 
effect of correlated multielectron responses on MPI [18] HHG [19] of diatomic molecules N2, O2, and F2 
in intense short laser pulses with arbitrary molecular orientation. We show that the contributions of inner 
molecular orbitals to the total MPI and HHG rates can be significant or even dominant over the HOMO, 
depending upon detailed electronic structure and symmetry, laser field intensity, and orientation angle. 
 
7.  Theoretical study of Orientation-dependent MPI of Small Polyatomic Molecules in Intense Ultrashort  
     Laser Fields: A New Time-Dependent Voronoi-Cell Finite Difference Method 
 

        We develop a new grid-based time-dependent method for accurate investigation of multiphoton 
ionization (MPI) of small polyatomic molecules in intense ultrashort laser fields [20,21]. The electronic 
structure of polyatomic molecules is treated by the density-functional theory (DFT) with proper long-
range potential and the Kohn–Sham equation is accurately solved by means of the Voronoi-cell finite 
difference (VFD) method on non-uniform and highly adaptive molecular grids utilizing geometrical 
flexibility of the Voronoi diagram. This method is generalized to the time-dependent problems with the 
split-operator time-propagation technique in the energy representation, allowing accurate and efficient 
non-perturbative treatment of attosecond electronic dynamics in strong fields [20]. The new procedure is 
applied to the study of MPI of N2 and H2O molecules in intense linearly-polarized and ultrashort laser 
fields with arbitrary field–molecule orientation [20]. Our results demonstrate that the orientation 
dependence of MPI is determined not just by the HOMO but also by the symmetries and dynamics of 
other contributing MOs. In particular, the inner MOs can show dominant contributions to the ionization 
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processes when the molecule is aligned in some specific directions w.r.t. the field polarization. This 
feature suggests a new way to selectively probe individual orbitals in strong-field electronic dynamics.  
 

        More recently, we have extended the TDVFD method to the study of multi-electron effects on the 
orientation dependence and photoelectron angular distribution (PAD) of multiphoton ionization of CO2 in 
strong laser fields [21]. We performed TDDFT calculations for CO2 by means of the TDVFD method 
with highly adaptive molecular grids. Calculated orientation-dependent plot of CO2 MPI shows the 
center-fat propeller shape with 40° maximum, which is mainly contributed by two perturbed HOMOs.  
Our prediction agrees well with the recent experiments [22,23]. The PAD with various orientations 
illustrates characteristics of the HOMO symmetry including the nodal shapes and the peak spot at the 
field direction, explaining suppression and enhancement of MPI at corresponding orientation. It supports 
the relation between the orientation dependence of MPI and the orbital symmetry. 
 
Future Research Plans  
 

        In addition to continuing the ongoing researches discussed above, we plan to initiate the following 
several new project directions: (a) Exploration of 3D orientation dependent MPI/HHG and ATI processes 
of diatomic molecules in intense laser pulses. (b) Further development of TDVFD method to the study of 
HHG in triatomic molecular systems. (c) Development of time-dependent localized Hartree-Fock (LHF)-
DFT method for the study of singly, doubly, and triply excited states of Rydberg atoms and ions, inner 
shell excitations [24], as well as photoionization of atomic excited states [25]. (d) Coherent control of 
rescattering and attosecond phenomena in strong ultrashort fields. 
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Program Scope

Current experimental efforts to obtain ultracold molecules (e.g., photoassociation (PA), buffer
gas cooling, or Stark deceleration) raise a number of important issues that require theoretical
investigations and explicit calculations.

This Research Program covers interconnected topics related to the formation of ultracold
molecules. We propose to investigate schemes to form ultracold molecules, such as homonuclear
dimers (alkali or alkaline earth) using stimulated and spontaneous processes. We will also study
heteronuclear molecules, in particular those with large dipole moments like alkali hydrides or some
bi-alkali dimers (e.g. LiCs or LiRb). In addition, we will investigate the enhancement of the
formation rate via Feshbach resonances, paying special attention to quantum degenerate atomic
gases. Finally, we will explore the possible formation of a new and exotic type of molecules, namely
ultralong-range Rydberg molecules.

Recent Progress

Since the start of this Program (August 1st 2005), we have worked on several projects. We limit
ourselves to work published over the last three years (since 2007).

• Formation of polar molecules

In two previous papers sponsored by DOE [E. Juarros, P. Pellegrini, K. Kirby, and R. Côté, One-
photon-assisted formation of ultracold polar molecules. Phys. Rev. A 73, 041403(R) (2006), and
E. Juarros, K. Kirby, and R. Côté, Laser-assisted Ultracold Lithium-hydride Molecule Formation:
Stimulated vs. Spontaneous Emission. J. Phys. B 39, S965 (2006)], we explored the formation of
LiH and NaH in their X1Σ+ ground electronic state from one- and two-photon photoassociative
processes. Recently, we extended this work to the formation of LiH molecules in the a2Σ+ electronic
state [1]. It is predicted to support one ro-vibrational level, leading to a sample in a pure single
ro-vibrational state. We found that very large rate coefficients ca be obtained by using the b3Π
excited state, which supports only five or six bound levels. Because of the extreme spatial extension
of their last “lobe”, the wave functions of the two uppermost bound levels have large overlap with
the (v = 0, J = 0) bound level of a3σ+, leading to branching ratios ranging from 1% to 90%. This
property implies that large amounts of LiH molecules could be produced in a single quantum state,
a prerequisite to study degenerate molecular gases [1]. In this work, we also discuss the implication
of the statistics of the components of LiH (fermions or bosons) on the chemical reaction rates when
colliding with H, Li, or LiH.

• Homonuclear molecules

We analyzed results from two-photon photoassociative spectroscopy of the least-bound vibra-
tional level (v = 62) of the X1Σ+

g state of the 88Sr2 dimer [2]. By combining measurements of the
binding energy with an accurate short range potential and calculated van der Waals coefficients,
we were able to determine the s-wave scattering length a88 = −1.46a0. We also modeled the ob-
served Autler-Townes resonance splittings. Through mass scaling, we determined the scattering
lengths for all other isotopic combinations. These measurements provide confirmation of atomic
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structure calculations for alkaline-earth atoms and provide valuable input for future experiments
with ultracold strontium.

We suggested and analyzed a technique for efficient and robust creation of dense ultracold
molecular ensembles in their ground rovibrational state [3]. In this approach, a molecule is brought
to the ground state through a series of intermediate vibrational states via a multistate chainwise
stimulated Raman adiabatic passage technique. We studied the influence of the intermediate states
decay on the transfer process and suggested an approach that minimizes the population of these
states, resulting in a maximal transfer efficiency. As an example, we analyzed the formation of 87Rb2

starting from an initial Feshbach molecular state and taking into account major decay mechanisms
due to inelastic atom-molecule and molecule-molecule collisions. Numerical analysis suggests a
transfer efficiency > 90%, even in the presence of strong collisional relaxation as are present in a
high density atomic gas.

• Rydberg-Rydberg interactions

We began working on the Rydberg-Rydberg interactions to explain some spectral features ob-
served in 85Rb experiments. We calculated the long-range molecular potentials between two atoms
in 70p in Hund’s case (c), by diagonalization of an interaction matrix. We included the effect of fine
structure, and showed how the strong `-mixing due to long-range Rydberg-Rydberg interactions
can lead to resonances in excitation spectra. Such resonances were first reported in S.M. Farooqi
et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 91 183002, where single UV photon excitations from the 5s ground state
occurred at energies corresponding to normally forbidden transitions or very far detuned from the
atomic energies. We modeled resonances observed near the 69d+70s asymptote [4], and found that
our theoretical results are in good agreement with the observations of our colleagues at UConn.

In a more recent work [5] , we investigate the interaction between two rubidium atoms in highly
excited Rydberg states, and show the existence of potential wells for 0+

g symmetry of doubly-excited
atoms due to `-mixing. These wells are shown to be robust against small electric fields, and to
support many bound states. We calculated their predissociation and show that their lifetimes are
limited by the lifetime of the Rydberg atoms themselves. We also study how these vibrational
levels could be populated via photoassociation, and how the signature of the ad-mixing of various
`-character producing the potential wells becomes apparent in photoassociation spectra.

• Influence of Feshbach resonances on formation rates

We have started to investigate the formation of molecules using photoassociation of atoms in the
vicinity of Feshbach resonances. In our initial work [6], we calculated the rate coefficients to form
singlet molecules of LiNa using this Feshbach Optimized Photoassociation (FOPA) mechanism, and
found that they increase by 103−4 when compared to the off-resonance rate coefficients. We also
gave a simple analytical expression relating the rate coefficient to the off-resonance rate coefficient
and parameters of the resonance (such as its position and width).

We expanded this work to take into account the effect of saturation on the rate coefficient [7].
We computed rate coefficients and showed that new double-minima features would appear at large
laser intensity near the resonance. We compared our theoretical results with recent experimental
measurements, and found an extremely good agreement without any adjustable parameters.

We combined this idea of FOPA with our previous work using STIRAP [8]. We showed that it
is possible to enhance the Rabi frequency between the continuum and an intermediate state so that
the efficient transfer of a pair of atoms directly from the continuum into the ro-vibrational ground
state becomes achievable with moderate laser intensities and pulse durations. This approach opens
interesting perspectives, since it does not require degenerate gases to work efficiently.
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Finally, we also explored the role of Feshbach resonance and spin-orbit coupling in the formation
of ultracold LiCs molecules [9]. We analyzed the experimental data of our co-workers, and found
that even in the case of unpolarized atomic spin states (i.e. a mixture of all mf states), hyperfine
coupling can modify the formation rate measurably.

• Energy surfaces and reactions

A recent effort in my group towards reactive scattering involving cold molecules and molecular
ions has started with the calculation of energy energy surfaces for trimers, such as for Li3 [10],
where we study an energy surface necessary in the photoassociation of Li2 with Li to form the Li3
trimer.

Together with my collaborators, we have studied the collisions of trapped molecules with slow
beams, particularly of OH(J = 3/2,MJ = 3/2, f) molecules with 4He atoms [11]. We found that
the calculated cross sections are consistent with recent experimental observations at low beam
energies, and demonstrated the importance of including the effects of non-uniform trapping fields
in theoretical simulations of cold collision experiments with trapped molecules and slow atomic
beams.

We also calculated the structure and thermochemistry relevant to KRb+KRb collisions and
reactions [12]. We found that the K2Rb and KRb2 trimers have global minima at higher energies
than KRb+KRb, preventing the formation of those trimers by collisions. We also calcualted the
energy minima for the tetramer K2Rb2 and found it to have two stable planar structures. We have
calculated the minimum energy reaction path for the reaction KRb+KRb to K2+Rb2 and found it
to be barrierless.

Finally, we have started a new effort on molecular ions. In ordre to study their formation, we
carefully calculate their energy surface and transition dipole moments. We started with alkaline-
earth elements, since they can be cool to very low temperatures. In [13], we report ab initio
calculations of the X2Σ+

u and B2Σ+
g states of the Be+

2 dimer. We found two local minima, sepa-
rated by a large barrier, for the B2Σ+

g : we computed the spectroscopic constants and found good
agreement with the recent measurements. We also calculated bound vibrational levels, transition
moments and lifetimes in this state.

Future Plans

In the coming year, we plan to continue the alkali hydride work. We also will extend this work
to other polar molecules relevant to the experimental community, such as LiCs, LiRb, LiK, etc.
We also plan to continue our work on FOPA, by expanding our treatment to the time domain.

We expect to carry more calculations on Rydberg-Rydberg interactions and explore the possibil-
ity of forming metastable long-range doubly-excited Rydberg molecules as well as the experimental
signature to be expected.

Finally, we will extend our work on surfaces of atom-diatom and diatom-diatom systems, as
well as for molecular ions. Such systems are studied intensively in experiments, and theoretical
guidance will become ever more important.
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Program Scope: The goal of this program is to implement optical 2-dimensional Fourier transform spectroscopy
and apply it to electronic excitations, including excitons, in semiconductors. Specificall of interest are quantum wells
that exhibit disorder due to well width fluctuation and quantum dots. In both cases, 2-D spectroscopy will provide
information regarding coupling among excitonic localization sites.

Progress: Over the last year we have made substantial progress in obtaining 2 dimensional Fourier transform
(2DFT) spectra of “natural” quantum dots (QDs) that form in narrow quantum wells [1, 2, 3, 4]. We analyzed these
spectra to measure the homogeneous linewidth within the inhomogeneously broadened ensemble, which corresponds
to measuring the homogeneous linewidth as a function of dot size. By measuring the homogeneous linewidth as a
function of temperature and excitation density, we are able to determine how the optically created excitons interact
with phonons and other excitons. Motivated by these data, we also undertook a careful analysis of 2DFT lineshapes
in the regime of moderate inhomogeneous broadening. This analysis was critical for obtaining quality fit to the
experimental data.

We study an epitaxially grown single GaAs quantum well (QW) 15 monolayers thick, corresponding to ≈ 4.2 nm,
with 35 nm Al0.3Ga0.7As barriers. Epitaxial-growth interruption wait times on the order of tens of seconds at the top
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As interface result in monolayer width fluctuation in the QW thickness. These width fluctuation
form island-like features known as interfacial or “natural” QDs, shown as a schematic in Fig. 1(a). The QD ensemble
is inhomogeneously broadened because the sample has a distribution of QD sizes in the single GaAs layer. Excitons
delocalized in the QW are also inhomogeneously broadened due to averaging of the wavefunction over high-frequency
fluctuation at the Al0.3Ga0.7As/GaAs interface, which are inherent to the epitaxial-growth process. These samples
are provided by Drs. D. Gammon and A. Bracker of the Naval Research Laboratory.

While one-dimensional transient four-wave-mixing techniques can measure the homogeneous linewidth in the
presence of inhomogeneous broadening in the photon echo geometry, prior knowledge of the nature of the broadening
is required in order to correctly extract the homogeneous linewidth [5]. In contrast, 2DFTS has the advantage of
being able to unfold a complicated TFWM spectrum onto two dimensions and allows for the measurement of the
homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths simultaneously.

The signal radiated from a single layer of GaAs QDs is extremely weak and is often masked by pump scatter, which
appears along the diagonal of the spectra because the pump is only self-coherent. To increase the signal-to-noise ratio,
we use a 4-position phase cycling scheme, where we toggle the phases of the excitation pulses by π at each delay
step τi and add or subtract the subsequent spectra [J]. Using this technique, pump light scattered in the phase-matched
direction will cancel and only the desired TFWM signal and reference remain.

The inhomogeneous and homogeneous linewidths, are obtained by fittin a cross-sectional slice along the diagonal
and cross diagonal (perpendicular to the diagonal), respectively. Calculations based on the two-level optical Bloch
equations with strong inhomogeneous broadening show that |S I (ωτ , T, ωt) |, where τ is the delay between the firs
two pulses and T is the waiting time between the second and third pulses, is a Gaussian along the diagonal and a√

Lorentzian along the cross diagonal [L].
The homogeneous linewidth increases linearly with increasing energy (decreasing QD size) across the inhomo-

geneous distribution for all temperatures when using an average excitation power of 1.0 mW. At each temperature a
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linear fi is performed and the values used are taken from these fits Thermal broadening of the homogeneous linewidth
for excitons in QDs has been modeled by considering the probability of phonon absorption and subsequent excitation
of the exciton to higher-lying states [6]. Although this model fit the data well and the extracted activation energy
is consistent with the one-phonon population activation mechanism, we rule out this possibility because we do not
observe an activation peak in the 2D spectra for long T . For short T , population activation would increase the ho-
mogeneous linewidth but would not appear as an additional peak in the 2D spectra because the phase evolves during
τ . By recording 2D spectra for long T , we can observe incoherent population dynamics because the phase does not
evolve during T . If activation was the cause of the thermal broadening, it would appear as a blueshifted peak from line
center along the emission axis.
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Figure 1: (Color) (a) Schematic diagram of the GaAs QD
sample structure. Amplitude 2DFT spectrum (normalized
to the QW peak and truncated to emphasize the QD signal)
of QW and QD ensemble for TL = 6 K (a) and 50 K (b).
The QW and QD homogeneous linewidths increase and the
spectral features redshift with temperature.

The absence of an activation peak signifie that the
thermal broadening is due to exciton population decay
and pure dephasing processes. Theoretical and exper-
imental studies have shown that, at elevated tempera-
tures, exciton population decay contributes only weakly
to the increase in the dephasing rate and that elastic
exciton-phonon coupling dominates the excitonic de-
phasing [7, 8]. Calculations based on the Huang-Rhys
theory predict a temperature dependence of the exci-
tonic dephasing rate that is dependent on the phonon
energy and QD size. The dephasing rate increases lin-
early with temperature when the energy of the acoustic
phonons is much less than the energy separation between
the ground and firs excited states in the QD. At higher
temperatures, when the thermal energy approaches the
QD energy level separation, virtual ground state → ex-
cited state → ground state transitions may dephase the
exciton polarization without affecting the population [8].

We measured the homogeneous linewidth tempera-
ture dependence as a function of energy offset from line
center (QD size) and fi the thermal broadening. Both
the activation energy and the phonon-exciton coupling
strength increase with increasing exciton energy (de-
creasing QD size) across the inhomogeneous distribu-
tion. An increase in the activation energy is a direct result of the ground-to-excited state energy separation increasing
with decreasing QD size. A larger activation energy for smaller QDs would indicate weaker thermal broadening;
however we observe an increase of the slope of the linear fit to the homogeneous linewidth with temperature. Conse-
quently, greater thermal broadening for smaller QDs is a result of a larger exciton-phonon coupling. The effect of the
exciton-phonon coupling dominates the effect of the activation energy and is consistent with theory [8] which predicts
greater exciton-phonon coupling for smaller QDs, and therefore a stronger temperature dependence.

The homogeneous linewidth depends on the excitation power due to excitation induced dephasing. As the average
excitation power decreases, the linewidth decreases linearly to an extrapolated value of 30.6 μeV at zero excitation
intensity. This zero excitation-density value is consistent with previous studies on single QDs [3, 6, 7] and confirm
that the measured homogeneous linewidth of a QD ensemble using 2DFTS is similar to single QD values. At low tem-
perature and extrapolating to zero excitation density, dephasing from phonon scattering and many-body interactions
is negligible. Furthermore the low-strain growth process minimizes non-radiative recombination defect sites. Under
these assumptions, the extrapolated homogeneous linewidth is radiative lifetime broadened with a lifetime 68 ps.

This analysis has been based on the ability of 2DFT spectroscopy to separate homogeneous and inhomogeneous
broadening. A glance at a 2DFT spectrum gives a qualitative sense of the inhomogeneity: for a given resonance, the
linewidth in the cross-diagonal direction is associated with homogeneous broadening, while the diagonal linewidth is
related to inhomogeneous broadening. However, acquiring quantitative information about the homogeneous and in-
homogeneous broadenings is more difficul because they are coupled along the diagonal and cross-diagonal directions
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of the spectrum. Consider the 2DFT spectrum of a purely homogeneously broadened resonance, which has the classic
star shape familiar from NMR. In this case, the diagonal and cross-diagonal slices of an absolute value spectrum are
Lorentzians with identical widths, and although there is no inhomogeneous broadening here, the diagonal width is
not zero. If inhomogeneous broadening is added, the diagonal will broaden as expected, but the cross-diagonal will
also widen slightly and change shape. Clearly there is coupling between the diagonal and cross-diagonal widths, and
additional insight is needed in order to obtain quantitative information about the broadening in a 2DFT spectrum.

Past work on 2D lineshapes focused on managing the coupling between inhomogeneous and homogeneous broad-
ening rather than understanding and isolating the individual contributions. The coupling degraded frequency resolution
in NMR experiments; windowing functions improved the resolution of resonance peaks, but provided no insight into
the connection between the lineshapes and dephasing. A different approach for molecular systems considered both
rephasing and nonrephasing signals together, which reduced the coupling [9]. In theoretical work, Tokmakoff derived
envelope lineshapes in the homogeneous and inhomogeneous limits from the Fourier transform of an absolute-value
2D time-domain solution of the optical Bloch equations [10].

We derived an analytical form for complex resonance lineshapes in 2DFTS signals for arbitrary homogeneous and
inhomogeneous linewidths [L]. We began in the 2D time domain with the solution of the optical Bloch equations for
a two-level system. Instead of Fourier transforming this 2D time signal to get the full 2DFT spectrum, we applied
the projection-slice theorem of 2DFTs. This approach allowed us to determine an analytical form of diagonal and
cross-diagonal slices in the 2D frequency data. This result provides a method of extracting the absolute homogeneous
and inhomogeneous linewidths from a 2D Fourier-transform spectrum with arbitrary amounts of homogeneous and
inhomogeneous broadening.

Future Plans: We plan concentrate on the natural quantum dots in the near future. We have taken preliminary
data showing that the capture of carriers into the QD from the two-dimensional quantum well states can be observed
in 2DFT spectroscopy as a cross-peak that grows as function of the waiting time, T . By studying the temperature
dependence of the growth rate, insight into the physical mechanism will be gained. Most likely capture involves
emission/scattering of multiple acoustic phonons.

We have also seen evidence that spectral diffusion due to excitons migrating among QDs of different sizes is also
apparent in 2DFT spectra taken for different T . This process shows up as an off-diagonal feature below the diagonal.
The specifi details will give insight into the underlying physics. For example, the diffusion rate may be enhanced if
there is a resonance due to an excited state in the larger dot.

We also plan to move to looking at self-organized InGaAs quantum dots. These samples present a challenge due
to the longer wavelength, which can fall outside of the tuning range of the ti:sapphire laser used for these experiments.

Currently, we are working on a technical improvement to the way we do phase cycling. The current approach
relies on moving the translation stages, which is slow and can only be done in fi ed increments that may not be exactly
the needed phase shift. We are exploring the use of liquid crystal phase modulators that will allow it to be done more
rapidly and precisely. Recently, we successfully acquired three dimensional spectra, where both time delays between
the incident pulses are scanned. We are exploring ways that a 3D spectrum provides new information.

Publication during the last 3 years from this project:

A. T. Zhang, I. Kuznetsova, T. Meier, X. Li, R.P. Mirin, P. Thomas and S.T. Cundiff, “Polarization-dependent
optical 2D Fourier transform spectroscopy of semiconductors,” Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 104, 14227 (2007).

B. I. Kuznetsova, T. Meier, S.T. Cundiff, and P. Thomas, “Determination of homogeneous and inhomogeneous
broadening in semiconductor nanostructures by two-dimensional Fourier-transform optical spectroscopy,” Phys.
Rev. B 76, 153301 (2007).

C. A. G. V. Spivey, C. N. Borca and S. T. Cundiff, “Correlation coefficien for dephasing of light-hole excitons and
heavy-hole excitons in GaAs quantum wells,” Solid State Commun. 145, 303 (2008).

D. L. Yang, T. Zhang, A.D. Bristow, S.T. Cundiff and S. Mukamel, “Isolating excitonic Raman coherence in semi-
conductors using two-dimensional correlation spectroscopy,” J. Chem. Phys. 129, 234711 (2008).

E. A.D. Bristow, D. Karaiskaj, X. Dai and S.T. Cundiff, ”All-optical retrieval of the global phase for two-dimensional
Fourier-transform spectroscopy,” Opt. Express 16, 18017 (2008).
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F. X. Li, T. Zhang, S. Mukamel, R.P. Mirin and S.T. Cundiff, “Investigation of Electronic Coupling in Semicon-
ductor Double Quantum Wells using Optical Two-dimensional Fourier Transform Spectroscopy,” Sol. State
Commun. 149, 361-366 (2008).

G. I. Kuznetsova, P. Thomas, T. Meier, T. Zhang, and S. T. Cundiff,“Determination of homogeneous and inho-
mogeneous broadenings of quantum-well excitons by 2DFTS: An experiment-theory comparison,” to appear in
Physica Status Solidi (c) 6, 445 (2009).

H. A.D. Bristow, D. Karaiskaj, X. Dai, R.P. Mirin and S.T. Cundiff, ”Polarization dependence of semiconductor
exciton and biexciton contributions to phase-resolved optical two-dimensional Fourier-transform spectra,” Phys.
Rev. B 79, 161305(R) (2009).

I. S.T. Cundiff, T. Zhang, A.D. Bristow, Denis Karaiskaj and X.Dai, ”Optical Two-Dimensional Fourier Transform
Spectroscopy of Semiconductor Quantum Wells, Acct. Chem. Res. 42, 1423 (2009).

J. A.D. Bristow, D. Karaiskaj, X. Dai, T. Zhang, C Carlsson, K.R. Hagen, R. Jimenez and S.T. Cundiff, “A Versatile
Ultra-Stable Platform for Optical Multidimensional Fourier-Transform Spectroscopy,” Rev. Sci. Instr. 80,
073108 (2009).

K. D. Karaiskaj, A.D. Bristow, L. Yang, X. Dai, R.P. Mirin, S. Mukamel and S.T. Cundiff, “Two-Quantum Many-
Body Coherences in Two-Dimensional Fourier-Transform Spectra of Exciton Resonances in Semiconductor
Quantum Wells,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 117401 (2010).

L. M.E. Siemens, G. Moody, H. Li, A.D. Bristow and S.T. Cundiff, “Resonance lineshapes in two-dimensional
Fourier transform spectroscopy,” Opt. Express 18, 17699 (2010).
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We have been exploring a range of atom ic and molecular processes with an em phasis on 
collisions in ultracold gases. We have continued studies of the thermalization of an initially energetic 
parcel of gas traversing a uniform bath gas. We begin the analysis with an accurate calculation  of the 
interaction potential between the projectile a nd bath ato ms or m olecules. W e ensure tha t the 
calculated interaction potential behaves correctly at large internuclear distances R as –C/R 6 where  C 
is the van der W aals coefficient. It is a crucial p arameter because we have shown that energy lo ss is 
determined by a sequ ence of collis ions at sm all scattering angles, which is contro lled by th e long-
range interaction. After completing calculations of the thermalization of nitrogen atoms in helium gas 
and argon gas, we exa mine the case of the heating of  an initially cold p arcel of hydrogen atom s in 
neon gas, which is of experimental interest. We were attempting to simulate an experiment proposed 
by Claudio Cesar and Paola Cirivell i. There are unexpected fea tures of the experim ent that we 
continue to investigate. W e are inve stigating the thermalization of sulfur atom s and helium  gas for 
which we have available a reliable interaction potential and for which measurements have been made. 

Ultracold collisions of positive ions and neutral atoms are of increasing interest. The case of 
Yb+ in Yb has been  the subject of  experiments by Grier et al. who measured the cross sectio ns for 
charge exchange for pairs of different isotopes 

 
    AYb+ + BYb  AYb + BYb+ + 


where A and B label the isotopes. Grier et al. f ound that in the range of kinetic energy E from  3.4  
10-6 to 4  10-3 eV, ratio of 1000 the rate coefficients fo r the isotope pairs with m ass numbers 171, 
172 and 174 are the sam e to a factor of a few and th e rate coefficients of the forward and backward 
factors are equal to each other. We conclude  may be  put equal to zero for E much above 3  
eV in which case the process simplifies to resonance charge exchange. 

Resonance charge ex change is con trolled by th e lowest 2g
+ and 2u

+ states of Yb2
+. We  

have carried out refined calculations of the interaction potentials, again taking care to ensure that they 
behave correctly as -R-4at large R where  is the electric dipole polarizability of Yb. They were 
calculated with the multi-referenc e average quadratic coupled-clust er m ethod com bined with the  
relativistic pseudo-potential. The derived polarizability is 144 a.u., in agreem ent with our earlier 
determination by a direct evaluation.  

In resonance scattering of identical isotopes, E = O an d elastic s cattering cannot be 
distinguished from  particles undergoing charge ex change. However, we have shown that with 
increasing energy, two distinct peaks develop in th e angular distribution, one at forward scattering 
angles and the other at backward angles. Empirical ly f orward scatter ing is attrib uted to ela stic 
collisions and backward to charge ex change. At n ear zero en ergy the cross sections are sen sitive to 
the isotope masses. The table presents the scattering lengths. 
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Table  1 

 
Isotope Mass Number 

 168 170 171 172 173 174 176 
ag 474 21477 2077 -2761 -43253 4453 -9715 
au -719 923 1866 3048 4608 7105 30815 

 
At energies above 10 -4 eV, the ex treme sensitivity  no lon ger occu rs and the Langevin  

formula in which the rate coefficients varies as  the redu ced mass is rem arkably successful, as 
also demonstrated by the experiments. 

 We have also determ ined the elastic and ch arge exchange cross s ections for lithium for 
which we do know the isotope shift between 6Li and 7Li. It is  ve ry sm all at 7.5 10-5 eV. T he 
scattering lengths corresponding to the 2g

+ and 2u
+ interaction potentials for elastic scattering of 6Li+ 

by 6Li and 7Li+ by 7Li are given in table 2. As expected, they are very sensitive to the masses. Indeed, 
they have different signs. 

Table  2 
 

     
6Li+7Li+ 6Li + +7Li  286  145 
 ag  au  
6Li + + 6 Li+ -918  -1425  
7Li + + 7Li+ 14 337  1262  

 
We have also calculated the charge exchange an d elastic cross sections for the near resonant 

collisions of ions with atoms of a different isotopic mass 
    

      6Li+ +  7Li    6Li + 7Li+  + 


The Born-Oppenheimer approximation must be corrected and the theory we have constructed 
leads to a pair of coupled equations. The coupli ng operators connect nuclear and electronic m otion 
and are  pro portional to  the d ifference in  m ass of  the iso topes. The potential en ergy cu rves are  
modified in such a way that they separate at large distance to the correct energetic limits, ±

For the two channel problem , the zero  energy elastic and inelastic collis ions can be 
characterized by a complex scattering length i. For the 6Li and 7Li system, the scattering length 
is 286-145i. The imaginary part corresponds to a zero temperature rate coefficient of 2.1cm s-1. 

The Langevin rate coefficien t, assuming reaction occurs with a prob ability of one half once 
the centrifugal barrier is overcom e, is 1.6 10-9 in good agreem ent, perhaps by chance. The velocity 
dependence of the Langevin rate coefficient is th e same as that holding in the W igner regime though 
the physical principles appear to be different and exceptions do occur. In the Wigner regime the cross 
sections for the endothermic channel vary inversely as the velocity.  

Splitting of the 2g and  2u potentials is critical in controll ing the scattering of an ion and its 
parent atom . For ultra cold co llisions, the  in teraction at la rge in ternuclear distances is  needed.  For 
Li2

+, conventional variational calculations of the kind we have ca rried out can achi eve the required 
accuracy, but for m ore complex systems they b ecome very challenging . u - g splitting decreases 
exponentially and it is difficult to obtain comparable accuracy for the two states. 

We have explored a method based on the Holstein- Herring form ula which expresses the  u - 
g difference directly in term s of polarized wave functions. The fo rmula yields the energy difference 
as an integral over the m edian pl ane, corrected  for norm alization. We tested the procedure for the 
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case of Li 2
+ for which we have elaborate va riational calculations, and for H 2

+ for which exact 
numerical data are available. Table 3 lists results for Li2+. H – H is Holstein-Herring 

 
Table  3 

 
R 8 9 10 12 15 20 

Variational 0.0647 0.0489 0.03454 0.01538 0.00391 0.00032 
H-H 0.0648 0.0473 0.3365 0.01566 0.00414 0.00034 

 
There have been many studies of the use of magnetic fields to shift the energy levels of atomic 

and molecular systems into resonance with a transient collision complex, driving large changes in the 
parameters that control the collision. Extending an analysis by A.J. Moerdijk, B.J. Verhaa r and T.M. 
Nagtegaal, we com bine a coupled channel expansion with a field-dressed for malism to describe the 
collision co mplex in an externa l f ield. The sc attering len gth is a f unction of  the am plitude and 
frequency of the applied radio frequency field. W e show that rf  fields can induce Feshbach 
resonances whose positions and widths can be tuned by changing the parameters of the rf field. 

Collisions o f m olecules are com plicated ev ents. An interes ting exam ple is prov ided by the 
hydroxyl radical OH which has 2symmetry and is important in  aeronomy and astronomy. Several 
studies h ave been rep orted on co llisions of  OH with the iner t gase s. Of  partic ular in terest are  
collisions of magnetically trapped OH molecules with He an d with D 2 for which cross sections  have 
been measured as a function of collision energy.  We have e xtended collision theory to collisions of 
OH and CH m olecules in th e presence of electric fields and computed cro ss sections o ver a 
temperature range from 1K to 200 K. The electri c field introduces structures which dom inate the 
inelastic scattering by coupling stat es of opposite parity. O ur total cr oss-sections are quite different  
from the measured cross sections. 

The measurements refer to trap loss in the presence of a magnetic field which may modify the 
dynamics of the m olecular collisions. W e have an alyzed the m easured trap loss using a rigorous 
quantum mechanical theory of the scattering of 2 molecules in exte rnal fields, taking into acco unt 
the effects of non-uniform m agnetic and optical trappi ng fields in which it is assum ed that trap loss 
occurs when the kinetic energy of the gas molecule exceeds the trap depth. The cross section for trap 
loss is always sm aller than the to tal cross-section. The calculations  yield a trap loss cross section 
consistent with the experimental data. 

Responding to a query from  Y. Ta kahashi and J ohn Doyle, we initiated calculations on the 
properties o f the m olecule LiYb. We used a sophi sticated multi-reference configuration interaction  
and coupled cluster m ethod to determ ine the pote ntial energy curves of the ground and low-lying 
excited states of LiYb. 

We then included scalar relativistic effect s by m eans of the Douglas-Kroll Ham iltonian and 
effective core potential and the spin-orbit com plex was calculated by the full m icroscopic Breit-Pauli 
operator.  The static dipole polarizability and Frank-Condon f actors were obtained.  The non-
adiabatic interaction between the 22 and 32 states was calculated.   

The ground state of LiYb has 2symmetry and it separa tes to Li 2S+Yb1S.  The second and 
third asymptotes are L i2P+Yb1S and Li 2S+Yb3P, which gives rise to m olecular states 1 2 and 2 2 
and 3 2 and  2 2Li2S+Yb3P also intera ct in th e 4 and  4 molecular states.  Higher-lying states 
correlate to excited atoms, resulting from the configuration 4f5d. They lie 0 .5 eV h igher and we do 
not consider them further. The spin unrestricted coupled cluster m ethod taking account of the 1s 2s 
electrons of Li and 5s5p4f6s of Yb was used to obtain the po tential energy curves of the 12 ground 
state and the excited 4 and 4states. For the excited doublet stat es a state-averag ed multichannel 
self- consistent field including all spin-free doublets is applied. 
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The inte raction potentials all beh ave asym ptotically a s -C/R 6. We have carried out 
independent calculations of the values of C6 which also provide a test of the accuracy of the potential 
energy cu rves. The values of C 6 for t he 1 2and 1 2 states are 1606, 5994 and 2062a.u. 
respectively. Electric d ipole m oments were ob tained by expanding the energy change caused by 
weak electric fields, a pr ocedure that also y ields the dipole polarizability. Atomic data on spin -orbit 
splitting were used as tests of our  procedure for evaluating the spin interactions and constructing the 
resulting potential energy curves. W e find th at the quartet states are weakly bound. The 1 4 has a 
dissociation energy of 4466 cm  -1  and the 1 4has a dissociation energy of 781cm  -1 . There are 
crossings of the doublet and quartet states. 

The electric dipole moment of the ground 2 state is small, of the order of -0.06 Debye. That 
of the excited 4 state may be larger. Elaborate calculations are in progress. 
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1. Program Scope  

When in tense laser field s interact with  polyatomic molecules different typ es of processes lead to  
fragmentation, i onization and el ectromagnetic emission t hat can  sp an essen tially th e entire ene rgy spectrum. The  
objective of this project is to determine to what extent these processes can be controlled by modifying the phase and 
amplitude cha racteristics of the laser fi eld according to the tim escales for el ectronic, vibrational, a nd rotational 
energy transfer. Controlling the processes will lead to ord er-of-magnitude changes in  the different outcomes from 
laser-matter interactions. 
 The proposed work involves experiments in which intense shaped laser pulses as short as 5fs in duration 
interact with  a series of polyatomic molecules. Products of these interactions such as el ectrons, ions and photons, 
will be detected in order to provide valuable detailed information relevant to the electronic (<50 fs), and vibrational 
(10-1000 fs)  and rotational (1-100 p s) co herence tim e sc ales, as well as th e ti me fo r intramolecular v ibrational 
randomization process (1-100 ps). T he proposed work is unique because it seeks to combine knowledge from the 
field of at omic-molecular-optical physics with knowledge from the field of anal ytical chemistry, in particular ion 
chemistry. This multidisciplinary approach is required to understand to what extent the outcome from laser-molecule 
interactions depends on the field, and to what ex tent it is the result of ion stability. The information resulting from 
the syste matic stu dies will be u sed to  con struct a th eoretical model that track s th e en ergy flow in p olyatomic 
molecules following interaction with an ultrafast pulse. 

2. Recent Progress 
Our first pr oject focused on  the fr agmentation of 
acetophoenone and ot her a cetophenone derivatives. 
This m olecule has bee n t he sub ject o f a  num ber o f 
studies aim ed at co ntrolling its frag mentation with 
shaped ultrafast pulses. Previous work f rom our group 
focused on  the id entity o f th e frag ments an d 
inconsistencies with  p ublished d ata. Here we fo cused 
on u ltrafast dynamics th at d etermine th e formation of 

ajor fragments.  

 terms of resona nce structures of the long-
radical ion species. 

hree 
methyl substituted acetopheonone compounds. 

the m
 
First we c ompared the electron im pact (70e V) a nd 
femtosecond i nduced fra gmentation of methylated 
acetophenone molecules. W e find t hat elec tron impact 
causes fe w d ifferences in fragmentation., ho wever, 
femtosecond pulse ionization causes a l arge di fference 
for 3-methly acetophenone which has the methyl group 
in th e meta (i ntermediate) p osition wit h resp ect to  th e 
carbonyl g roup. 3-methly-acetophenone i s fo und to 
fragment si gnificantly l ess t han t he ot her t wo 
methylated isomers. In pa rticular, the amplitude of the 
peak at 134  m/z fo r ortho and para substituted isomers 
is o ne th ird the am plitude o f th e m eta sub stituted 
isomer. The decreased likel ihood to fra gment can be 
explained in
lived 
 

Fig. 1 . El ectron impact (obt ained f rom NIST) and femtosecond l aser i nduced di ssociation mass spect ra fo r t
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Fig. 2. Yields of be nzoyl ion from acetophenone, d3-acetophenone, and three methyl acetophenone isomers plotted 
with respect to the delay bet ween TL pump pulse a nd Chirped probe pulse. Molecules are m 1: acetophenone; m2: 
d3-acetophenone; m 3: 2- methyl-acetophenone; m 4: 3- methyl-acetophenone; m 5: 4-methyl-acetophenone. A 
schematic of the torsional vibration of the phenyl ring is shown on the right.  

From t he c hange i n i on a bundances wi th respect t o the time d elay b etween two  pulses, we are ab le to 
elucidate a number of l adder cl imbing an d l adder swi tching pathways an d t heir t ime co nstants.1 The yield of 
benzoyl ions, with 105 m /z, was foun d to oscillate in ti me. By exa mining de uterated acetophe none and m ethyl-
substituted acetophenone isomers, we confirmed the oscillations were caused by the torsional motion of the carbonyl 
group. Su bstitutions th at chan ge t he m oment o f in ertia o f t he ph enyl g roup (o rtho su bstitution) len gthen t he 
oscillation period. This observation indicates that appropriately timed pulses would be allow conformational control 
of chemical reactions.  Our findings have been submitted for publication in the Journal of Physical Chemistry. 
 

3. Future Plans  
 
One of the remaining questions in our research on acetophenone is what causes the torsional motion of the carbonyl 
group. We assumed that there is a ge ometry change of the molecule as it is ex cited from the ground state to the 
excited state. Results from our ab initio calculations showed that the ion state is planar. We are presently performing 
four-wave mixing experiments to determine if stimulated Raman scattering by the femtosecond laser is the process 
that initiates the torsional motion. If this is the case we wil l have elucidated a means to introduce molecular motion 
prior to dissociation. We can then employ this approach for controlling other molecular systems. 
 
 One of the important goals of our proposed work was to upgrade our molecular beam in order to be able to 
carry out experiments in which photoelectron and photoions are detected in coincidence (PEPICO). Unfortunately, 
the vacuum requirements for such measurements (oil free 10-10 Torr)  exceed the capabilities of our present system 
(diffusion pump, 10-7 Torr). We have requested supplemental funds to upgrade the pumping system so that we can 
carry out the PEPICO imaging experiments. The advantage of PEPICO will b e that we will b e able to  determine 
how much energy was deposited in the molecule by the laser field to produce each of the different fragment ions. 
We will also be able to determine where the electron came out of in the molecule. 

 
4. Publications Resulting from this Grant 2009-2010: 

                                                 

1
Xin Zhu, Vadim V. Lozovoy and Marcos Dantus, Photodissociation dynamics of polyatomic molecules from 10-14 to 10-10 sec studied by 

mass spectrometry," J. Phys. Chem. A. (submitted 2010). 
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Program scope:  The goal of our project is to produce and trap polar m olecules in the ultracold 
regime.  Once achieved, a variety of novel physical effects associated with the low temperatures  
and/or the p olar nature of the m olecules should be observable.  W e will build on recent resu lts 
from our group, in which we form and trap ultracold RbCs.  We plan to transfer the vibrationally 
excited molecules currently trappe d into their absolute internal  ground state and then study the 
resulting sa mple of  polar m olecules. W e will i nvestigate a  var iety of  techniques  f or c reating, 
manipulating and probing this sample, includ ing m ethods for “distilling” a pure ground-state 
sample, i maging detection, continu ous accum ulation of ground state-molecules, etc.  Once in  
place, we will study chemical reactions at ultracold temperatures. 
 
 
     Our group has pioneered tech niques to produce and state-se lectively de tect ultra cold 
heteronuclear molecules.  These methods yielded RbCs molecules at translational temperatures T 
< 100 K, in any of several desired rovibronic states—including the absolute ground state, where 
RbCs has a substantial electric dipole moment.  Our method for producing ultracold, ground state 
RbCs consists of several steps.  In the first step, laser-cooled and trapped Rb and Cs atom s are 
bound together into an electronica lly excited state, via the pr ocess known as photoassociation 
(PA).1  These states decay rapidly into a few, weakly bound vibrational levels in the ground 
electronic state manifold.2  By proper choice of the PA resonance, we form metastable molecules 
exclusively in the a 3+ level.  We also demonstrated the ability to transfer population from these 
high vibrational levels, into the lowest vibronic states X 1+(v=0,1) of RbCs 3 using a laser 
“pump-dump” schem e.  Two sequential laser puls es drove population first “upward” into an 
electronically excited level, then  “downward” into the vibronic gr ound state.  In these initial 
experiments, the vibronic ground- state molecules were spread over a small num ber (2-4) of the 
lowest ro tational lev els, determined by the f inite spectral resolution of the pum p/dump lasers.  
We state-selectively detect ground-state m olecules with a two-step, resonantly-enhanced 
multiphoton ionization process (1+1 REMPI) followed by time-of-flight mass spectroscopy.4   
    In m ore recen t work, we have incorporated  a CO 2-laser based 1D optical lattice into our 
experiments. This makes it possible to trap and accumulate vibrationally-excited RbCs molecules 
as they  are for med. (Previously,  the molecules were no t subject to th e magneto-optic trapping 
forces tha t held th e a toms.)  In this optical tr ap, we have dem onstrated the ability  to ho ld the 
precursor Rb and Cs atom s with long lifetim es (5 s).  We also have the ability to selectively 

remove either atom ic species by resonant pus h-beams.  We m easure m olecule num ber in  
individual states, using the sam e methods as earlier.  W e used these capabilities to m easure 
inelastic (tr ap loss) c ross-sections f or indiv idual RbCs vibrational levels on both Rb and Cs  
atoms in th e ultraco ld regim e.5  We also developed a simple theoretical m odel for these 
collisions which m atches our da ta reasonably well.  W e hope to observe m olecule-molecule 
collisions in the near future, once molecular densities are fully optimized. 
     We are n ow preparing to transfer this  sample of trapped molecules to their ab solute internal 
ground state.  In this X(v=0, J= 0) state the molecules should be immune to all (two-body) 
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inelastic collisional loss proces ses, and should also possess a sizeable dipole m oment (~1.3 D).   
To accomplish this, we plan to use an im proved version of the m ethod we de monstrated earlier 
for producing (untrapped) ground-state molecules.  A pair of lasers, tuned to the sam e transitions 
as used bef ore, will ag ain be u sed for the tran sfer.  However, here w e plan to use a coherent 
(STIRAP, STim ulated Ra man Adiabatic Passage) pr ocess rather than the incoherent, stepwise 
method as before.  Use of STIRAP is m ade po ssible by the sm all size of our sam ple and the 
resulting high Rabi frequencies attainable by tight  focusing of single-mode diode lasers.  W e 
estimate transfer efficiencies of ~80% should be possible.   
     We have carefully considered limitations on STIRAP due to details of  the m olecular levels 
due to e.g. hyperfine and rotationa l structure.  W e find that high efficiency of ground-state 
molecule production almost certainly requires f ull control of all degrees of freedom, including 
nuclear spins.  This analysis was deepened a nd informed by our recent experim ents studying the 
level structure of deeply-bound Cs 2 ground-state m olecules.6  To address th is issu e, we no w 
optically pump our trapped atom s to spin-stretch ed states,  and plan to use appro priate las er 
polarizations and transitions to rem ain in a stretched state throughou t the PA and STIRA P 
processes.  Identification of th e correct transitions requires know ledge of the hyperfine structure 
in each ele ctronic level of the process, and we will use the  first STIRAP laser to m easure this 
structure in sufficient detail.  A sim ilar tech nique has now been demonstrated for producing 
ultracold trapped KRb molecules by the JILA group,7 validating our basic approach. 
     Once we have demonstrated the STIRAP transfer to the ground state,  we plan to develop a 
variety of techniques for m anipulating and studying this sample.  Am ong the first questions will 
be the collisional stability of th e ground-state molecules.  O f particular concern in our approach 
is loss due to collisions with residual, vibrationally excited molecules.  We plan to selectively re-
introduce Cs atoms to the trap to address this problem: based on our measurements of “maximal” 
(i.e., unitarity-limited) inelastic cross-sections for the vibrationally excited molecules, it appears  
viable to use a high-density Cs cloud as a “scrubber” to elim inate the troublesome species.  W e 
note that R bCs + Cs c ollisions (with both specie s in their absolute lo west hyperfine sublevel) 
have no two-body inelastic chan nel energetically available, 8 so that Cs should not be able to 
cause loss of the desired ground-state molecules.  We also plan to study inelastic loss of RbCs in 
excited hyperfine sublevels due to collisions w ith Rb, to see if the surprisingly large loss rates 
observed by the JILA group in KRb + Rb collisions of this type9 are also present here.  
     A novel feature of our current system  is the REMPI detection system, which should m ake it 
possible to state-selectively dete ct the products of ultracold chem ical reactions in our sam ple.  
Based on the recent results from JILA,9 we anticipate that RbCs + Rb sam ples will rapidly react 
to form Cs + Rb 2; we plan to m ap out the re sulting inte rnal state distribution of the outgoing 
products.  In pure sam ples of ground state RbCs, ch emical reactions are energetically forbidden; 
however, the reaction barrier can be overcome by vibrationally exciting the molecules.   
     We also are developing m ethods for im aging detection of  the ground-state RbCs molecules.  
This is f ar more dif ficult than f or atom s, becaus e of the lack of cycling optical transitions.  
However, the experience of the community st udying quantum-degenerate atomic gases makes it 
plain tha t im aging detection  is  a  tool so p owerful it must be m aintained.  W e are no w 
constructing an auxiliary system  incorporating an im aging ion detectio n setup (m icrochannel 
plate + phosphor screen + fiber optic i mage conduit + CCD cam era),10 which will be te sted first 
on atom s in a MOT. Pulsed electric fields will  be used to rapidly ex pand the ions and then 
accelerate them towards the detecto r, hence minimizing the effect of Coulom b self-expansion of 
the ion cloud.  Simulations of the system have been performed and indicate that excellent spatial 
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resolution and detection efficiency should be possi ble.  Once this m ethod is established, we can 
effectively study the variety of interesting two-body and many-body physics associated with 
polar m olecules.  Thes e includ e phenom ena such as extraordinarily large (~10 8 Å2) elas tic 
collision rates with nontrivial dependence on the st rength of a polarizing electric field and the 
attendant p ossibility of  evapora tive cooling, 11,12 m any-body states such as liquid-crystal-like 
chains13 or dipolar crystals;14 etc.  
     Finally, we have recently investigated in more detail the behavior of  polar molecules held in 
optical traps, in the presence of DC electric field s E to polarize the  molecules.  We find that the 
DC field modifies the optic al tensor polarizability a nd at certain values of E different pairs of 
rotational states exp erience the same trap  poten tial.  Sim ilarly, for a p articular “m agic angle” 
between the light polarization and E, the tensor shifts vanish and all rotational sublevels 
experience the same trap potential. 
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Attosecond light pulses from gases offer a transition to a new time-scale and open new 

avenues of science while complementing and directly contributing to the efforts at the LCLS. The 
main objectives of this grant is the development of competency in generation and metrology of 
attosecond pulses using Mid-Infrared drivers and a strategy of employing these pulses for 
studying multi-electron dynamics in atomic systems. It focuses on applications in which 
attosecond pulses are produced and transported to a different region of space and applied to a 
different target, thus providing the greatness degree of spectroscopic flexibility. The proposal 
has also a thrust at the LCLS for studying the scaling of strong-field interactions into a new 
regime of x-ray science. 

The recent progress includes the measurement of the wavelength scaling of High Harmonic 
Generation, a study of Below Threshold Harmonics in a Keldysh-Scaled System, the completion 
of the new OSU Attosecond beamline/end-station and the start of an experimental program at 
the LCLS XFEL at SLAC.  

Wavelength Scaling in High Harmonic Generation with Long Wavelength Fundamental 
Fields. The wavelength scaling of high harmonic radiation provides an interesting and viable 
route for producing shorter attosecond bursts in the x-ray regime. Thus, our program has 
focused on experimental verification using a high-energy optical parametric amplifier (OPA). The 

OPA system generates 40 fs pulses with 0.7-1.1 mJ energy over the 1-2 m range while 0.8 m 
pulses are derived directly from a Ti:sapphire pump. The high harmonic measurements establish 
the real world quantities for evaluating the source viability. Our studies show that the high 

harmonic distributions extend to higher photon energy as the wavelength changes from 0.8 m 

to 2 m at constant intensity and scale approximately as 2,  is the fundamental wavelength, as 
predicted by the rescattering model. Currently, we can generate 200 eV pulses from argon that 
are viable for attosecond applications. The harmonic yield in argon using 2 μm pulses is lower 

than that produced by 0.8 m over a spectral bandwidth (35-50 eV) common to both. However, 

the brightness of the 2 μm-pumped harmonic source is superior to the 0.8 m source at 

energies (50 ≤ h ≤ 200 eV) unreachable by the latter. In addition, as described below the 2 m 

source results in inherently shorter attosecond pulses than it’s 0.8 m counterpart. 

The attochirp is defined as the derivative of the emission times as a function of harmonic 
energy. It is easy to see that for a given class of quantum paths the attochirp is almost constant 
(i.e. nearly perfect quadratic spectral phase). It also follows that the attochirp is proportional to 
the ratio of the fundamental laser cycle period to the harmonic cutoff energy. An effective way 
to reduce the attochirp is to exploit the wavelength scaling. Since the laser period is 

proportional to  and the cutoff energy to -2, their ratio, and thus the attochirp should scale as 


-1. Various methods based on two-color photoionization have been developed for spectral 

phase measurements. We adopted an all-optical method in which high harmonics are generated 

using a two-color field composed of an intense fundamental field () phase-locked to a weak 2 

field. The 2 field is sufficiently weak as not to produce high harmonics. The harmonic spectrum 
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is then composed of even- and odd-order harmonics and the amplitude of the even-order 

harmonics depends on the relative phase of the two fields and oscillates with a  periodicity. 
The phase information is obtained by analyzing the relative phase shift in the oscillating 
amplitude between even harmonics of successive orders. The measurement of the spectral 
phase of the high harmonic comb was performed at three different fundamental wavelengths 

(0.8 m, 1.3 m and 2 m) and on two different inert gas atoms (argon and xenon). This is the 
first experimental measurement of the wavelength dependence of the attochirp. The 
experiment clearly demonstrates the reduction with fundamental wavelength of the attochirp, 

reduced from a value of 41.5 as/eV at 0.8 m to 21.5 as/eV at 2 m. Independently of any 

subsequent compensation, the optimum pulse duration goes down from 250 as at 0.8 m to 

120 as at 2 m. In summary, our measurements confirm that longer wavelength fundamental 
fields produce shorter attosecond bursts, as well as higher photon energy. 

Bellow-Threshold Harmonics in a Keldysh-Scaled System. Keldysh formulation implies that 

the same value of  (Keldysh parameter) will result in equivalent ionization dynamics. This 
principle in strong-field physics will allow experimental investigations of HHG and attosecond 
generation that would otherwise be impractical. 

For example, a low binding energy ( 4 eV) alkali atom interacting with a 4 m field 

generates high harmonics similar to an inert gas atom (Ip   15 eV) exposed to 0.8 m laser. 
Using a Keldysh-scaled system we have performed a temporal characterization of below 
threshold harmonics (BTH) using Sum Frequency Generation Cross-Correlation Frequency 
Resolved Optical Gating (SFG XFROG), a technique sensitive to the relative delay between orders. 

Harmonics were generated in a Cesium vapor interacting with 100 fs, 4 m pulses. Harmonic 
orders 5-15 (1.7-5 eV photon energy) were investigated using the XFROG method and thus the 
experiment probes across the 3.9 eV binding energy threshold of Cesium. The observations 
reveal a negative group delay dispersion, in stark contrast to the zero-dispersion expected for 
perturbative harmonics. This result will be briefly discussed and suggests that under the 

Keldysh-scaling picture BTH VUV harmonics from the 0:8 m/Ar system could be used for 

synthesizing trains of high energy  1 fs pulses or VUV frequency combs.  

Initial experiments at the LCLS XFEL: X-ray nonlinear processes. In October 2009 the first 
LCLS experimental program began using the AMO end-station. Our group was involved in the 
first seven weeks of runtime, two of which were awarded to OSU as the lead institution. 

Our initial study focused on the interaction with simple atomic targets (helium and neon). 
Total ion yield and photoelectron energy spectrum were recorded as a function of intensity for 
wavelengths between 0.8-2 keV. The helium measurement provided valuable information on 
the XFEL performance. For example, the ratio of He2+/He+ ionization on x-ray pulse energy 
revealed a maximum intensity of 5×1016 W/cm2, approximately an order of magnitude less than 
expected. Different analysis also provided insight into 2nd harmonic content in the x-ray beam. 
The lower intensity was a major impediment for observing ATI in helium and indeed, the 
measurements produced no evidence of an ATI electron peak (2-photon, one-electron ionization) 
near 1.6 keV. 

For neon, ion and electron measurements were performed to study the ionization of a K-
shell electron by simultaneous absorption. It was found that the LCLS easily ionizes at least 8-
electrons from neon, the first case of sequential atomic ionization from the inside out. 
Preliminary simulations indicate that at the intensities actually achieved during the experiment a 
2-photon, 2-electron valence stripping of excited states of Ne7+ (energetically permitted) could 
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produce a non-linear behavior. When confirmed by the ongoing analysis the measurement 
provides the first signature of a two-photon process in the x-ray regime. 

The OSU Attosecond Beamline/End-station and LCLS Instrumentation. The OSU attosecond 
beamline/end-station is capable of performing RABBITT measurements, among others. The 
apparatus is operational and preliminary measurements will be presented. It consists of three 
vacuum chambers: harmonic generation source, x-ray optics and electron energy spectrometer. 
The optical system is contained within the vacuum chambers and has automated opto-
mechanical positioning with a measured interferometric stability of 60 as during normal 
operation. In the harmonic source chamber, high harmonics are generated in a high density gas 
channel interacting with an intense long wavelength laser pulse. A probe beam, e.g. for RABBITT, 
is derived by splitting a small fraction (~5 %) of the fundamental beam. A crucial design feature 
of the harmonic source chamber is a sufficient large platform to support a variety of optical 
geometries, different configurations of the gas target, beam manipulation and different 

wavelength (0.8-2 m) operation. The high harmonic and probe beams propagate 
independently before being recombined in the differential pumped x-ray optics chamber. The 
chamber contains a toroidal mirror (500 eV bandpass) for focusing the harmonic beam and a 
spherical mirror for focusing the probe beam. Both the focused harmonic and probe beams 
spatially overlap approximately at 1.5 m pass the toroidal mirror. The beamline is designed to 
allow user-specific end-station configurations.  

Our attosecond program and the AMO end-station at LCLS had a similar need for an electron 
spectrometer with high collection efficiency and good energy resolution (1/100). We designed 
and constructed a magnetic bottle spectrometer for OSU and LCLS. The spectrometer has high 
collection efficiency while maintaining a high energy resolution (0.7%). The magnetic bottle 
provides an important single-shot spectral analysis of the LCLS and has also served as the 
primary instrument in a number of experiments, e.g. side-band dressing. 

Future plans are focused on applying attosecond light for studying electron dynamics. The 
long wavelength driver strategy has established itself as the enabling technology for the 
proposed research. We envision both applications of the existing source for fundamental tests 
of attosecond control and metrology, and developments towards atomic length and time scales, 
pushing high harmonic generation into kilovolt photon energies (x-rays) while defining new 
limits on attosecond pulse durations. Assuming that the project will be renewed the following 
experiments will be pursued: 

 Time-resolved strong-field coherent (e, 2e) physics.  We will investigate strong-field double 
ionization using attosecond pulses to inject electrons into the single ionization continuum at 
a specific phase of an intense laser field. 

 Attosecond shake-up. We will use attosecond pulse trains to investigate electron shake-up 
(impulsive excitation) following inner-electron atomic ionization. 

 Controlling final state electron-electron correlation using the CIEL detector developed by 
Huetz et al. 

 Attosecond Probing of BTH: RABBITT or streaking measurements are limited by the 
ionization potential of the target atoms thus rendering studies of BTH impossible. A solution 
to this problem is to use a target atom with a lower ionization potential than the generating 
atom.  

 A more precise measurement and broader survey of the wavelength-dependence of the 
attochirp will be performed employing the RABBITT method.  

 A search for nonlinearities at x-ray frequencies and the understanding of the strong-field 
limit at high=frequencies. 
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 Auger decay and x-ray pulse measurements will be performed with the LCLS using a novel 
self-referencing Streaking technique. 
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This work is part of an ambitious experimental program designed to meet the challenge of 

“watching” and “clocking” the electron motion during chemical bond breaking. It builds upon a 

novel approach combining the technical advances in both coherent attosecond (10-18
 s) bursts of 

XUV light and tomographic methods for the imaging of the molecular wave function. Exploiting 

the fundamental wavelength scaling principles of strong-field physics that occur in these 

processes allows for improved spatial and temporal accuracy in the methods [1, 2]. 

Over the past years we have developed the tools, skills and metrology necessary to conduct 

the proposed imaging experiments. Progress on this project to date includes: 

Long Wavelength Driven Tomography. 

A benchmark of the proposal was to first reproduce and understand the elements for 

constructing an image of the N2 ground state using 0.8 m excitation, as reported by the NRC 

group [3].  In the experiment 30-50 fs light pulses from a 1-3 kilohertz repetition rate laser 

system interact with a cw-gas jet expansion of N2. The supersonic expansion produces some 

rotational pre-cooling and allows for improved impulsive alignment of the N2 molecules.  The 

experiment is performed using two temporally delayed linearly polarized pulses: (1) a weak ( 

1013 W/cm2), 0.8 m pump pulse impulsively aligns the molecule and (2) a delayed intense laser 

(>1014 W/cm2) probe pulse at either 0.8 m or 1.3 m drives ionization and harmonic generation. 

The relative delay, intensity and polarization of both pulses can be independently varied.  The 

first half-revival of the N2 rotational wave packet near 4-5 ps after the pump pulse shows the 

usual characteristics, an increase around 4.1 ps corresponding to harmonic generation from N2 

that are strongly aligned along the probe’s polarization axis while the minimum at 4.5 ps 

corresponds to the N2 molecules being anti-aligned.  The 0.8 m probe experiments have 

conditions and results similar to those reported by Itatani et al.  Following spectral and spatial 

filtering the high harmonic radiation is spectrally dispersed by a Hettrick monochromator and 

recorded on an x-ray CCD. 

The Tomographic Reconstruction.  

The procedure for the tomographic reconstruction using the 0.8 m and 1.3 m harmonic 

data is functional and the initial results for the nitrogen HOMO have been obtained. The steps of 

the reconstruction procedure include a 2D inverse Fourier transform obtained from the 2D 

Fourier transform of the dipole moment obtained by successive 1D transforms and application 

of the Fourier slice theorem. It is based on a number of assumptions that impose limitations to 

the accuracy of the reconstructed wave function. We have, at this point, not tried to improve on 

the method itself but essentially endeavored to learn how to apply it, in order to assess the 
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importance of these assumptions for the long wavelength case. Besides the Fourier 

manipulation, the method involves the measurement of a reference harmonic spectrum from a 

spherically symmetric system with a similar ionization potential, e.g. Ar and N2, and the 

knowledge of a spectral phase shift of the harmonics. Some serious issues concerning the 

uniqueness of the orbital reconstruction have revealed themselves. One of our goals is to 

evaluate the improved spatial resolution resulting from the sampling of the wave function in k-

space, e.g. shorter deBroglie wavelength, over the extended harmonic comb produced by longer 

wavelength drivers.  The increased resolution we have found substantiate the efficacy of long 

wavelength drivers. However, discrepancies between our reconstructed wavefunction and the 

theoretical modeling exist. Clarification of these issues is an essential part of the proposed work 

and is presently in progress. Some other issues of the reconstruction procedure must still be 

clarified, particularly the role of a phase rotation and, probably more importantly that of the 

harmonic polarization which has been ignored so far due to the lack of data. 

Harmonics from Liquid Phase Systems 

Because of the great potential in condensed phase studies, we have initiated exploratory 

experiments to ascertain the feasibility of high harmonic generation in such media with the use 

of long wavelength drivers since high harmonic light falls into the liquid’s transmission window. 

In our approach a 100 m flowing sample together with a 100 fs, 3.7 m fundamental pulse 

emit radiation along the forward direction. Liquid water, H2O, and heavy water, D2O, were 

chosen for the first experiments. This first measurement of condensed phase harmonics beyond 

the fifth clearly shows that even though H2O and D2O have identical electronic structure, their 

propensity to generate harmonics is different in amplitude and maximum photon energy. While 

the intensity dependence of the harmonic yield is consistent with perturbation theory (possibly 

because the effective intensity in the liquid was significantly lower than estimated in vacuum) 

the feasibility of a study of molecular structure with sub-cycle resolution is sufficiently intriguing 

to warrant continued investigations. 

Harmonic Beamline/End-Station for Tomography 

Our ability to perform the tomography will be greatly enhanced with this apparatus which 

provides a more flexible platform for implementing our long wavelength drivers and increase 

our sensitivity and bandwidth for spectral phase measurements. The beamline consists of a high 

harmonic generation (HHG) source chamber followed by an x-ray optics chamber, each of which 

contains optical breadboards that are mechanically referenced to commercial optical tables. The 

vacuum chambers are supported by an independent structure and mechanically decoupled from 

the optical breadboards through soft-bellow seals. The HHG source chamber allows for different 

configurations of the gas target, focusing geometry, beam separation and manipulation. The 

differentially pumped, x-ray optics chamber contains x-ray filtering, dispersion compensation, 

automated delay line, recombining and focusing optics.  A 0.75 m focal length, 4 grazing 

incidence, toroid mirror operating in a 2f-2f geometry located in the x-ray optics chamber 

defines the interaction region in the end-station. The end-station is a 2 magnetic bottle 

electron energy spectrometer.  This system allows us to already further characterize 0.8 m and 
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1.3 m harmonics by measuring the relative phases of the harmonics generated from reference 

atoms Ar, Kr, and Xe as well as unaligned N2 and CO2.  Utilizing the space and flexibility designed 

into each chamber section, implementation of an improved, impulsive alignment scheme based 

on multiple pump pulses is underway in the HHG chamber while an x-ray ‘polarizer’ is in 

development for the x-ray optics chamber. 

Future plans are aiming at the imaging using long wavelength drivers and towards time-

resolved imaging.  

Based on our recently acquired competency we plan: 

 Experiments on N2 and CO2.   We will continue to push our studies on N2 towards 2 m.  

The problem of insufficient pre-cooled density which we have met will be solved with 

the Even-Lavie pulsed valve. The 2 m reconstruction will provide an excellent 

benchmark against the shorter wavelength results for accessing the accuracy of the N2 

orbital image. Completion of these keystone investigations is a necessary step towards 

progressing to other molecular systems. 

 Experiments on Ground State NO. The NO molecule is an open-shell species with a 

ground state  X 2Π rather than the X 1Σg
+ state of N2 and lower ionization potential (9.26 

eV). Moreover NO has a permanent dipole moment. Chemical reactions mostly occur via 

mechanisms involving open-shell species and it is with precisely such species that the 

time-dependence of the evolution of the electronic orbitals is of particular interest and 

most difficult to calculate. 

 Excited State of NO. To ever succeed in imaging the formation/destruction of chemical 

bonds, the time evolution of this process must be “clocked” subsequent to initiation by 

laser excitation of a molecular excited state. To make progress towards this goal we 

consider the imaging of excited states of the NO molecule. While. in N2 all accessible 

excited states lie in the vacuum-UV, in NO there are allowed transitions from the ground 

state to the A 2Σ+ state at 228 nm and to the B 2Π state at 218 nm. These wavelengths 

are short, but can be generated with a UV-OPA. 

 Imaging of a Dissociating State of ICN. In NO, the electronic orbitals (and nuclear 

displacements) are “static” on the time-scale of the experiment. Even imaging a static 

electronic orbital (containing, of course, dynamic motion of the electrons) is a major 

achievement, particularly for an open-shell, possibly reactive electronic state. However 

potentially most exciting is the possibility of making a similar image as a chemical bond 

is made or broken.  

 Electron Diffraction from Unaligned Molecules in the Tunneling Regime In the 

tomography method based on HHG, the information on the molecular wave function is 

carried by the recombination of the field-driven tunnel ionized electron wave packet 

with its parent core. Alternately, not the entire returning wave packet recombines but 

instead some are scattered and diffracted by the molecular structure giving rise to an 

electron momentum distribution that is a fingerprint of the HOMO wave function. We 

propose experiments based on this principle to complement the tomography 
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measurements based upon harmonic generation. A collaboration has been established 

with the theory group of Professor Chii-Dong Lin. 
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Program Scope: 
 
The nature of the interactions between high intensity, ultrafast, near infrared laser pulses and atomic clusters 
of a few hundred to a few thousand atoms has been well studied by many groups world wide.  Such studies 
have found some unexpected results, including the striking finding that these interactions appear to be more 
energetic than interactions with either single atoms or solid density plasmas and that clusters explode with 
substantial energy when irradiated by an intense laser. Under this phase of BES funding we have extended 
investigation in this interesting avenue of high field  interactions by undertaking a study of the interactions 
of intense extreme ultraviolet (XUV) pulses with atomic clusters, and most recently, interactions with 
intense x-ray pulses from the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS).  The goal of our program is to extend 
experiments on the explosion of clusters irradiated at 800 nm to the short wavelength regime (1 to 50 nm). 
The clusters studied range from a few hundred to a few hundred thousand atoms per cluster (ie diameters of 
1-30 nm).  Our studies with XUV light are designed to illuminate the mechanisms for intense pulse 
interactions in the regime of high intensity but low ponderomotive energy by measurement of electron and 
ion spectra.  This regime of interaction is very different from interactions of intense IR pulses with clusters 
where the laser ponderomotive potential is significantly greater than the binding potential of electrons in the 
cluster.  With our XUV studies we are studying cluster explosions the low ponderomotive potential, high 
intensity short wavelength conditions found in the focus of the LCLS beam.   
 
Most of our studies have been conducted with an XUV source created by converting a high-energy (1 J) 
femtosecond laser to the short wavelength region through high order harmonic generation.  However, our 
most recent experiments have been conducted on the LCLS AMO beam line.  In the harmonics experiments 
at UT, the harmonics are focused into a cluster jet and the ion and electrons ejected are analyzed by time-of-
flight methods.  We have been studying van der Waals noble gas clusters in both Xe and Ar.  Experiments 
at higher photon energy at the LCLS examined not only Xe and Ar but CH4 as well.  
 
 
Progress During the Past Year 

 
During the third year of this project, we concluded a campaign of experiments using our femtosecond laser-
driven high harmonic (HHG) source beamline constructed in the first year of funding.  This past year has 
represented a bridge year on a no cost extension.  Work this year on the HHG beamline largely concentrated 
on data analysis and publication of the last campaign of results in anticipation of the upgrade of the HHG 
beamline planned for later this year (described below).  Instead our major experimental activity this past 
year focused on the LCLS experiments we performed on clusters in November. 
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 2 

 
For our studies of femtosecond XUV interactions with clusters we constructed at the beginning of this 
project, a beamline based on high harmonic conversion of our femtosecond multi-TW Ti:sapphire laser (the 
THOR laser).  Production of harmonic radiation was accomplished by loose focusing with a MgF f/60 lens 
the compressed output of the 20 TW, 40 fs THOR Ti:sapphire laser into a jet of argon at 200 psi.  We 
separated the harmonics from the IR by imaging an annular beam mask in the infrared beam before the 
focusing lens onto an aperture after the focus, taking advantage of the fact that the XUV harmonics have 
substantially less divergence than the infrared beam.  This allowed the removal of most of the infrared 
radiation.  To reject scattered infrared light and to pass high harmonics with the energies between 15 eV and 
73 eV an additional a 200 nm thin Al filter was used. To select a single XUV harmonic we then employed a 
specially designed Sc/Si short focal length multilayer mirror optimized for the 21st harmonic at 32.5 eV 
(38.1 nm) at close to normal incidence.  The harmonics were refocused to a peak intensity of ~ 1011 W/cm2 
assuming an XUV pulse duration of 20 fs.   These harmonics were focused into the plume of a second, low 
density cluster jet.  This cluster interaction region was located in a separated vacuum chamber.  A Wiley 
McLaren time-of -flight (TOF) spectrometer was used to extract positive ions after photo-ionization of the 
clusters.   
 
Our experiments centered on van der Waals 
bonded Xe and Ar clusters, though we have 
made significant progress on a solid material 
cluster generator which we anticipate 
employing on the upgraded HHG beamline 
described below.  Our initial experiments in 
Xe clusters (reported in our 2008 report) 
showed evidence for production of Xe charge 
states up to Xe8+ and ion energy spectra 
characteristic of the explosion of a moderate 
temperature plasma with electron temperature 
of ~8 eV.  From these data we concluded that 
a Xe nanoplasma was formed in large 
(~10,000 atom) Xe clusters when irradiated by 
our 38 nm pulses, and that plasma continuum 
lowering created conditions in the nanoplasma 
that allowed single photon photo-ionization of 
Xe to at least 5+.  We observed no evidence 
for a Coulomb explosion (which one might 
expect in a cluster which has been stripped of 
many of its electrons.)  We then conducted a set of experiments during 2009 on large Ar clusters.  Those Ar 
cluster data exhibited evidence for a combination of Coulomb explosion and hydrodynamic expansion.   
Toward the end of 2009 we collected data on the electron spectra of electrons emitted from the XUV 
irradiated clusters.  Analysis of these data, with an example illustrated in figure 1, show that electrons 
emitted from the cluster exhibit a broad spectrum, with a shape characteristic of a cool, Maxwellian plasma, 
completely consistent with our previous conclusions about the formation of a photo-electron heated nano-
plasma in these clusters.  Both Ar and Xe clusters exhibit very similar electron spectra. 
 
The focus of our experimental activity during the past year was largely on our experiments on the LCLS.  In 
these collaborative experiments we studied explosions of a wide range of clusters in the LCLS while it 
operated at both 800 eV and 1.7 keV photon energies.  Our experiments were conducted in the AMO end 
station which was outfitted with our cryogenically cooled gas jet for large cluster production.  Data were 
acquired using the ion and electro TOF spectrometers.  Ions were characterized both with the ion TOF 
working in the a Wiley-McLaren configuration to yield charge states as well as in a field free configuration 

 
 
Figure 1: Electron energy spectra from Xe clusters irradiated by 
intense 38 nm femtosecond pulses.  The sharp photo-electron 
feature from ionization of single atoms has been removed to show 
the smooth Maxwellian electron spectrum from the clusters. 
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 3 

to derive ion energy spectra.  We are currently preparing a number of the results from this run for 
publication.  One interesting result from these experiment is illustrated in figure 2.  
 

Figure 2: Ion TOF from the Xe atoms and Xe clusters irradiated by the LCLS.  The 850 eV photon energy pulses of ~50 fs duration 
were focused to an intensity of >1016 W/cm2. 
 
Here is shown ion TOF from both Xe atoms and Xe clusters irradiated by the LCLS operating with 850 eV 
photons focused to intensity of >1016 W/cm2.  The single atoms show the production of charge states up to 
26+, characteristic of saturated sequential single photon ionization up to the ionization potential accessible 
with 850 eV photons.  There are virtually no 1+ and 2+ ions in this spectrum as expected because Auger 
decay further ionizes any single photon ionization.  However, when large Xe clusters are irradiated under 
the same conditions, we observe copious 1+ 
and 2+ ion production.  We attribute this to 
the formation of a nano-plasma in the Xe 
cluster and subsequent recombination in the 
cluster before it can explode. 
 
The effects of recombination in the x-ray 
irradiation of methane clusters is even more 
striking.  Figure 3 illustrates ion TOF data 
from CH4 clusters irradiated by the LCLS at 
three different intensities.  At the highest 
intensity, all methane derived fragments 
have disappeared, and the TOF spectrum is 
completely dominated by H+ ions, with 
virtually no corresponding C ions.  We 
attribute this unexpected behavior to the 
dynamics of the cluster explosion when 
disparate ion masses are present.  The 
hydrogen ions explode by Coulomb forces, 
leaving behind a slowly expanding carbon 
nano-plasma, which we believe then 
recombines by three-body recombination.    
Our data set from the LCLS is very rich, and 
we are writing up a number of papers 
describing our various findings from the 
experiments. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3: Time-of-flight spectrum of methane clusters irradiated 
by the LCLS with 1.7 keV photons at three different peak 
intensities. 
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Future Research Plans 
 
Our future plans on the study of XUV irradiation of clusters involve moving to higher XUV intensities, 
with the particular aim of studying the effects of continuum lowering on the ionization dynamics of ions in 
the cluster nano-plasma.  We are in the midst of upgrading the THOR laser to 1 PW (30 J/30 fs).  In parallel 
to this laser upgrade we are completely redesigning the HHG beam line to permit a much longer focal 
length using a reflective focusing optic.  This will allow us to use the entire 30 J to generate harmonics, 
essentially increasing the focused XUV intensity by over two orders of magnitude to nearly 1014 W/cm2.  
With this improved source we would like to study the ionization of mixed clusters, such as tin oxide to 
explore the effects that a high Z ion has on the ionization potential of the low Z cluster ions (like oxygen).  
At the higher intensities we also may access a regime in which collisional heating of the cluster nano-
plasma may become important.   
 
Our future plans on the LCLS remain contingent on the availability of LCLS beam time.  We have entered 
collaborations with a number of groups, and will be competing for LCLS beam time to explore the effects 
of photo-ionization heating in the clusters by tuning the LCLS photon energy above and below ionization 
edges in the cluster ions. 
  
 
 
Refereed papers published on work supported by this grant during the past three years 
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2) B. Erk, K. Hoffmann, N. Kandadai, A. Helal, J. Keto, and T. Ditmire “Transition from Coulomb Explosion to 

Hydrodynamic Expansion in Rare Gas Clusters” Phys. Rev. A submitted. 
3) K. Hoffmann, B. Murphy, B. Erk, A. Helal, N. Kandadai, J. Keto, and T. Ditmire “High intensity femtosecond 
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Intense Femtosecond Laser Irradiation” Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 123401 (2007).  
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Rev. Lett. 98, 045001 (2007). 
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Ultracold Molecules: Physics in the Quantum Regime
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17 Oxford Street
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1. Program Scope

Our research encompasses a unified approach to the trapping of diverse chemical species of
both atoms and molecules. Our current goal is to study both CaH to NH and approach the ultracold
regime. Our plan is to trap and cool NH and CaH molecules loaded directly from a molecular
beam, and measure elastic and inelastic collisional cross sections. Cooling to the ultracold regime
will be attempted. We note that as part of this work, we are continuing to develop an important
trapping technique, buffer-gas loading.

2. Recent Progress

Milestones for this project include (x indicates complete):

x–spectroscopic detection of ground-state NH molecules via LIF
x–production of NH in a pulsed beam
x–spectroscopic detection of ground-state NH molecules via absorption
x–injection of NH beam into cryogenic buffer gas (including LIF and absorption detection)
x–realization of 4 T deep trap run in vacuum
x–injection of NH molecules into cryogenic trapping region
x–loading of NH molecules into cryogenic buffer gas with 4 T deep trap
x–trapping of NH
x–measurement of spin-relaxation rate of NH with He
x–removal of buffer gas after trapping of NH
x–creation of a cold buffer gas cooled beam of CaH
x–laser cooling of buffer gas beam of atoms
x–measurement of elastic and inelastic atom-molecule (N-NH) cross sections
o–evaporative cooling
o–measurement of ultracold cross sections
o–study cold chemical reactions
o–prepare metastable NH for field studies
o–introduce new molecules into system for further studies

NH and CaH, like many of the diatomic hydrides, have several advantages for molecular
trapping including large rotational constant and relatively simple energy level structure. Some
of the several key questions before us when this project began were: Could we produce enough
NH using a pulsed beam? Is it possible to introduce a large number of NH molecules into a
buffer gas? Would the light collection efficiency be enough for us to adequately detect fluorescence
from NH? Could we get absorption spectroscopy to work so that absolute number measurements
could be performed? Could we achieve initial loading of NH into the magnetic trap? Will the
spin relaxation rates with helium be low enough for us to remove the buffer gas? We have now
answered these questions, all to the positive. In addition, we have added several new features to
the project including co-trapping of N with NH, laser cooling of buffer gas cooled beams (initially
with atoms), and the addition of CaH to our program.
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Recently, we have made preliminary measurements of both NH-N and N-N collision rates.
These measurements are important not only for a fundamental understanding of cold molecular
collisions, but also are critical in defining a path to ultracold molecule production using evapora-
tive/sympathetic cooling. These results will be presented. There are still key questions as we move
forward. What will be the nature of an ultracold dense sample of heteronuclear molecules? Specif-
ically, what about the hydrides, with their large rotational constants? Can metastable molecular
states be used to switch between atom-like objects and molecular-like objects? These questions
are still partially open and answering them are some of the stated long-term goals of this work.
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Helium
Bath

Pulsed buffer 
gas reservoir

77 K
radiation
shield

4 K
radiation
shield

Helium
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Molecular
beam

300 K
vacuum box
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Liquid
nitrogen bath

Charcoal
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Figure 1: Schematic of current molecule trapping apparatus. The NH molecules and N atoms
travel into the trapping region from the molecular beam source, where they are thermalized with
the buffer gas and trapped. Simultaneous detection of NH and N is done spectroscopically.

Summary of Status of Project
The heart of the apparatus is a beam machine that we use to produce pulsed NH – alone or

in combination with atomic N – in a beam (see figure 1). (Figure 3 shows a photo of the internals
of the apparatus.) We have used two types of sources successfully, an “RF Plasma Source (CW)”
and a “Glow Discharge Source (Pulsed)”. The plasma source is a commercial source used typically
in MBE machines. The design of the pulsed source is based on the production of OH via DC
discharge as executed by Nesbitt.

This beam is directed toward our trapping magnet, inside of which is a cryogenic buffer-gas
cell. This cell can be cooled to as low as 500 mK by a He3 refrigerator. An entrance orifice of a few
mm in diameter to allow the beam of NH to enter the cell. In a new addition to our apparatus,
at the opposite end is a much larger orifice that allows for a new cold pulsed beam of helium to
enter. The idea is that the helium pulse arrives simultaneously with the NH/N pulse, thermalizes
the N/NH (leading to trapping), and then quickly exits. Thus, buffer-gas cooling and trapping of
the NH and/or N takes place.
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Figure 2: NH lifetime as a function of co-trapped Nitrogen atom density in our magnetic trap.
This represents a first measurement of N-NH inelastic cold collision properties.

The basic experimental procedure is as follows. The source beam is directed toward the
trap for times from about 10-100 ms. This long pulse beam travels about 10 cm to the face of the
cell where some portion enter through the orifice and into the cell. The NH and/or N are then
cooled by the buffer gas to their ground state by the helium resident in the cell. In our latest
experiments we have been using fluorescence and absorption spectroscopy to detect trapped NH
pulsed TALIF to simultaneously detect trapped atomic N. We have been able to observe trapped
NH molecules and N for many seconds. Figure 2 shows condensed data of NH trapped lifetimes
versus co-trapped N density. As will be described in my talk, this indicates a measurement of
N-NH inelastic processes. We have submitted one combined theory/experiment paper on trapped
N-N collisions and another, on N-NH collisions, is in preparation. Publications from earlier in
this grant period include studies of NH-He collisions, Magnetic Trapping and Zeeman Relaxation
of NH, W.C. Campbell, E. Tsikata, H. Lu, L.D. van Buuren, and J.M. Doyle, Physical Review
Letters, 98, 213001 (2007) and Mechanism of Collisional Spin Relaxation in 3Σ Molecules, W.C.
Campbell, T.V. Tscherbul, Hsin-I Lu, E. Tsikata, R.V. Krems, and J.M. Doyle, Physical Review
Letters 102 013003 (2009).

3. Future Plans

We continue on our program of trapping of NH with N and have embarked on a new
approach to trap CaH, using combinations of optical and buffer-gas methods. With both species
the technical challenge is to create high enough density to see collisions with a low background
pressure.
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Scope: Electron Correlation under Strong Laser Fields
We are interested to understand how very intense laser light couples to atoms and molecules. Theo-
retical study faces substantial challenges in this domain. These arise from the combination of high
intensity, fully phase-coherent character and short-time nature of the laser pulses in use, where the
laser’s electric-field force roughly matches the Coulomb forces among electrons and the nucleus.
An important additional challenge arises when there is a need to account for more than one dynam-
ically active electron, as there generally is in situations of highest experimental interest.

Our work builds on earlier results obtained from numerical experiments [1]. These were stud-
ies of two, three and four active atomic electrons in strong time-dependent and phase-coherent
fields, using very large ensembles of classical multi-electron trajectories. The technique is capa-
ble of unique theoretical exploration. For example, it has achieved what we believe is the only
direct comparison between theory [2] and experimental momentum distribution data [3] obtained in
multiphoton triple ionization.

More recently, a surprising and very clear distinctionhas been found [4] between non-sequential
double ionization (NSDI) and sequential double ionization (SDI) under elliptical polarization, as
shown in the ion momentum distributions in Fig. 1. The distinct patterns in the polarization plane
show that SDI and NSDI are separated cleanly by their different responses along the major and

Figure 1: Under elliptical polarization, the ion momentum distribution of DI (left) can be cleanly divided into the
momentum distribution of NSDI (center) and the momentum distribution of SDI (right). The ellipticity used here is 0.5,
and I = 0.6 PW/cm . From Xu Wang and J.H. Eberly, Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 103007 (2009).
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minor axes of polarization. The theoretical data was obtained at an intensity high enough to include
both SDI and NSDI.

Recent Progress #1: Elliptical Polarization and Multiphoton Double
Ionization
Almost all near-optical-frequency double ionization experiments have been carried out with linearly
polarized light. The familiar three-step recollision picture [5, 6], so successful for high harmonic
generation, suggests dramatically lower ion yield under elliptical or circular polarization, because
the return trajectory is carried away from the atomic core. This was tentatively affirmed experi-
mentally [7], but double ionization has nevertheless been repeatedly reported even with circular or
near-circular polarization, e.g., in studies of atomic magnesium [8] and of several molecules [9].

Our classical numerical experiments on multiple ionization are ideally suited to explore the ef-
fects of elliptically polarized fields because the topic is well beyond the reach of essentially all high-
field quantum mechanical calculations. This includes solutions of the time dependent Schrödinger
equation as well as applications of the so-called strong field approximation (SFA) [10, 11]. The lack
of cylindrical symmetry is what puts the case of elliptical polarization beyond the capacity of those
methods. We have now completed analytical derivations confirming numerical results for NSDI for
a full range of ellipticities. Our results significantly extend findings reported from the Becker group
in MBI-Berlin [12]. They are also complemented by results from the Uzer group at Georgia Tech,
in which classical phase space analyses are used to tackle the special case of circular polarization
[13].

We have recently reported new results on ionization timing, shown in Fig. 2, which have led
to the first scaling formula for NSDI probability under elliptical polarization [14]. Further numer-
ical experiments have led to the strong speculation that essentially all successful NSDI trajectories
are in fact elliptical or nearly so [15]. The missing element in previous calculations was a suitable
understanding of the important dynamical role that is played by the distribution of transverse veloc-

Figure 2: Numerical experiments provide the distribution of field strengths (left) at the time of first ionization, and
the distribution of first ionization times (center), for successful NSDI events, for several different ellipticities from linear
to circular. Note that the high ellipticity values act to strongly “pin” the effective field strengths in a narrow range. The
right figure shows the distribution of successful NSDI events as a function of ellipticity, with substantially slower falloff
for high values of than the standard recollision picture suggests. From Xu Wang and J.H. Eberly, Phys. Rev. Lett. 105,
in press (2010)
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ities available to the first-ionized eletron. Typical examples of successful NSDI trajectories under
elliptical polarization are shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Two typical recollision trajectories for ellipticity 0.5. Left: the recolliding electron’s trajectory is an almost
perfect ellipse. It returns to the origin in one laser cycle and kicks out the second electron. Right: the elliptical trajectory
of the recolliding electron is not quite perfect and is encouraged by the ion’s Coulomb force to execute several cycles
before coming close enough to eject the second electron. The arrows and numbers are used to show the temporal motion
of the first electron. From Xu Wang and J.H. Eberly, arXiv:1006.5298.

Recent Progress #2: Theoretical Overview for RMP

A second project is the completion of an overview of the domain of high field ionization physics,
focusing on theoretical understanding of multi-electron processes. It is well known that there is no
orderly theory in the high field domain, in the sense that there is no well-defined procedure of the
canonical S-matrix type, because there is no single small parameter serving as an analog to the fine
structure constant. Instead, there are three or four theoretical approaches with differing heuristic
bases in use. An invitation to provide a Colloquium style article for Rev. Mod. Phys. that would
assess this situation has led to a cooperative effort with contributions so far from participants from
Argonne, Berlin, Rochester and Wuhan [16]. The intention is to compare theoretical results to
experimental findings with the goal of determining the ranges of validity and utility of the different
approaches in current use.

Future Plans

The extension of the classical approach to 2d and 3d has opened the domain of elliptical polarization
to study, and that topic will be pursued. In the past two months discussionabout related experimental
work has begun with groups in Garching and Barcelona.

We have previously promised more speculative work involving measures of the degree of quan-
tum state entanglement between electrons, i.e., non-local entanglement rather than the local en-
tanglement of atomic orbitals. This project remains very interesting but increasing success with
understanding of the effects of elliptical polarization mentioned above has taken attention away
from it. We expect that a fraction of our effort going forward will be devoted to an examination of
questions related to this, in cooperation with the Fedorov group in the General Physics Institute in
Moscow. We continue to value our cooperation on multi-electron strong-field effects with the group
of Prof. S.L. Haan at Calvin College [17].
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This report describes our ongoing work to extract basic understanding and quantum control of
few-body microscopic systems based on our long-time experience with more conventional studies
of correlated electrons and ions. Although the work is theoretical, our interest in these topics
has been strongly motivated by the recent surge in and success of experiments involving few-
body atomic and molecular fragmentation and the imaging of all the fragments. We accordingly
continue two parallel efforts with (i) emphasis on reaction imaging while (ii) pursuing longtime
work on collective Coulomb excitations. As in the past, we continue to place strong priority
on research relevant to experiment. It might be noted that fresh insight into few-body science
at molecular (nano) levels will be a critical component of ongoing national and international
efforts to establish sustainable energy and environmental resources. The varied research paths
to be taken will require the development of basic science on broad fronts with increasingly
flexible views to crossover technologies.

Two-Center Interferometry

For the past few years, we have been working to develop a robust, albeit approximate, frame-
work for describing two-center interferometry readily adaptable to either photon or charged-
particle scattering.1,2 We have thus formulated an impulse-approximation description that al-
lows one to track the relatively sluggish external center-of-mass motion of the target atoms and
ions and thereby ensure momentum conservation explicitly while describing the excitation of
the target’s internal states. These projects continue to link to our more conventional longtime
work in the AMO field of collective Coulomb excitations,3,4 although we have been particularly
interested recently in characterizing the resulting entanglements among the recoiling reaction
fragments and the scattered particle.

Electron-Pair Excitations

One of the surprises of early observations of photo double ionization of molecular hydrogen
was the close similarity with the corresponding electron-pair angular distributions well estab-
lished in helium, especially for relatively low-energy electron pairs.5 The helium (free-atom)
double ionization angular distributions, viz. the triple differential cross sections TDCS, have a
remarkably simple form for equal energy ejected electrons, namely,

TDCS ∼ |ǫ̂ · k1 + ǫ̂ · k2|
2 = |ǫ̂ · k+|

2
, (1)

1 J. M. Feagin, Phys. Rev. A69, 062103 (2004), Phys. Rev. A 73, 022108 (2006)
2 R. S. Utter and J. M. Feagin, Phys. Rev. A 75, 062105 (2007). This work was highlighted in the

June 2007 issue of the Virtual Journal of Quantum Information, vjquantuminfo.org. Utter was a

CSUF masters degree student.
3 A. Knapp et al., J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 35, L521 (2002). (Feagin is a coauthor.)
4 Th. Weber et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 163001 (2004) and references therein. (Feagin is a coauthor.)
5 T. J. Reddish and J. M. Feagin, J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 32, 2473 (1999); J. M. Feagin, J.

Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 31, L729 (1998).
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with ǫ̂ the photon polarization. Here, ℏk+ = ℏk1 + ℏk2 is the momentum of the photoejected
electron-pair center of mass. The simplicity of this result derives from the underlying 1

S
e → 1

P
o

dipole excitation. In molecular dipole excitation, the geometry of the molecule naturally resolves
the photon polarization into components parallel (Σ) and perpendicular (Π) to the relative
momentum direction K

−
≡ (K1 − K2)/2 of the Coulomb-exploding ion pair, so that

ǫ̂ → ǫΠ + ǫΣ = sin θN ǫ̂Π + cos θN K̂
−

(2)

with cos θN ≡ ǫ̂ · K̂
−

. Thus, with the helium-like amplitude ǫ̂ ·k+ from Eq. (1), one obtains an
approximate molecular double ionization distribution or fully differential cross section FDCS
for equal-energy ejected electrons according to

FDCS = |aΠ sin θN ǫ̂Π · k+ + aΣ cos θN K̂
−
· k+|

2
, (3)

where the aΛ are undetermined dipole amplitudes internal to the molecule but independent of
the momenta of the ionization fragments. This expression helps to explain the observed close
similarity of low-energy helium and molecular hydrogen angular distributions. It is readily
extended to unequal energy sharing and thus gives remarkably good fits to a variety of data,
especially for coplanar geometries with respect to the ion- and electron-pair momenta and
photon polarization.

Gisselbrecht et al. recently identified, however, equal-energy-sharing electron-pair configura-
tions in the molecular fragmentation for which the helium-like description categorically fails.6

Their observations were a follow-on to somewhat earlier experiments at the ALS by Th. Weber,
R. Dörner, A. Belkacem, and coworkers.7 These anomalous angular distributions are noncopla-
nar and occur when one electron is observed perpendicular to the plane of the other and the
polarization direction with the ion-pair direction K

−
either parallel or perpendicular to the po-

larization. Gisselbrecht et al. termed these and related configurations frozen-correlation, since

the electron-pair angular separation k̂1 · k̂2 is held fixed in all three cases.
Parallel to these experimental achievements, the community has seen decisive advancement in

the ab initio computation of Coulomb few-body fragmentation, in particular from two groups,
T. Rescigno, W. McCurdy, and coworkers at LBNL8 using a time-independent close-coupling
approach, and J. Colgan, M. Pindzola and F. Robicheaux at Los Alamos and Auburn9 us-
ing a time-dependent close-coupling approach. Their abundant ‘virtual data’ are in excellent
agreement in both magnitude and angular distribution with a wide variety of experimentally
measured cross sections. Their results for the ‘frozen-correlation’ distributions observed by
Huetz and Reddish agree well with experiment. Their achievements have set milestones in the
computational study of the Coulomb continuum.

Analysis of the close-coupling results, albeit as expansions in individual electroniv angu-
lar momenta, show evidence for contributions to the fragmentation from higher electron-pair
angular momenta. We have thus began a collaboration with J. Colgan, A. Huetz, and T. Red-
dish to generalize the helium-like molecular description to higher total angular momentum of
the electron-pair. In the molecular ground state, the electron-pair total angular momentum
L = l1 + l2 is not a good quantum number, so the helium-like dipole selection rule 1

S
e → 1

P
o

generalizes to 1
S

e
,
1
P

e
,
1
D

e
, . . . → 1

P
o
,
1
D

o
,
1
F

o
, . . . (the exchange and parity dipole selection

rules remain the same). Based on our longtime experience with electron-pair excitations in
helium and H−,10 it turns out to be advantageous—perhaps surprisingly so—to define states of

6 M. Gisselbrecht et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 153001 (2006).
7 Th. Weber et al., Nature (London) 431, 437 (2004).
8 W. Vanroose, F. Martin, T. N. Rescigno, and C. W. McCurdy, Phys. Rev. A70, 050703 (R) (2004);

Science 310, 1787 (2005).
9 J. Colgan, M. S. Pindzola and F. Robicheaux, J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 37, L377 (2004);

Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 153001 (2007).
10 M. Walter, J. S. Briggs and J. M. Feagin, J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 33, 2907 (2000).
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H+

H+

e-

e-

FIG. 1: Rotating k1,k2 plane of an ejected electron pair following the photo fragmentation of molecular
hydrogen. Here, k+ = k1 +k2 and k

−
= (k1−k2)/2 refer to the electron pair, and K

−
= (K1−K2)/2

to the ion pair. The top three insets illustrate our three frames of reference used.

total L by quantizing rotations of the momentum plane of the electron pair based on a z axis
along their relative momentum direction k

−
= (k1 − k2)/2, as depicted in Fig. 1. One thus

introduces symmetric-top wavefunctions D̃
L
Mm(k̂

−
) defined by projections ℏ m = L · k̂

−
and

ℏ M = L · ẑM , where ẑM is a molecular-frame z axis, which we take to be along the ion-pair
relative momentum direction K

−
.

As depicted in Fig. 2, we have thus found that superpositions of just three molecule sym-
metrized electron-pair states, 1

P
o + 1

D
o + 1

F
o, give a remarkably robust description of the

molecular fragmentation distributions including the anomalous out-of-plane frozen-correlation
configurations.11 We also find that molecules require special axial-vector geometries in the
momenta of the outgoing electron-pair, which are not seen in atoms, and in Fig. 3 we present
evidence for them in the fragmentation cross section.

Our molecular fragmentation description might also be viewed as a judicious resummation of
the expansions of the transition amplitudes used in the close-coupling approaches based on pairs

of one-electron harmonics Yl1m1
(k̂1)Yl2m2

(k̂2). The frozen-correlation configurations we have

examined with fixed k̂1 · k̂2, especially out of the K̂
−

, ǫ̂ plane, have proven to be a strong test
of the convergence of these approaches. (Typically, ∼100 channels are needed.) The usefulness
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FIG. 2: Fits (solid curves) based on a three-state superposition 1Pλ=1 + 1Dλ=1 + 1Fλ=1 to the H2

photo double ionization cross sections measured by Gisselbrecht et al. Here, the dashed curves show
the TDCC results from J. Colgan.

11 J. M. Feagin, J. Colgan, A. Huetz, and T. J. Reddish, Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 033002 (2009).
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FIG. 3: An electron-pair angular distribution for fixed k̂1 · k̂2 looking down a zL axis along ǫ̂ onto
the x̂L = K̂

−
, ŷL plane as a function of the azimuthal orientation φ2 of the pair. Here, k2 and k1

are oriented above and below, respectively, the K̂
−

, ŷL plane (cf. 3D inset) with fixed polar angles
θ2 = π/4 and θ1 = π − θ2 while varying φ2 along with φ1 = φ2 + π/2. The solid four-lobe curve is
the resulting cos2 2φ2 distribution predicted from the axial-vector contributions, arbitrarily scaled to a
TDCC calculation shown with the dashed curve. The circle radius equals 0.03 b/sr2eV.

of the electron-pair modes we define is in the compact description of the continuum spectrum
they afford even for frozen-correlation configurations. The same modes should in principle
describe any low-energy electron-pair continuum, once appropriately symmetrized. Different
systems would only require different sets of internal-mixing coefficients. One might hope to
thus establish a robust tool for analyzing a variety of experimental data including modeling of
electron pairs ejected from more complex molecules, and even surfaces and solids, for which ab
initio calculations may not exist for some time.12

Recent Publications

Electron-Pair Excitations and the Molecular Coulomb Continuum, J. M. Feagin, J. Colgan, A. Huetz,
and T. J. Reddish, Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 033002 (2009).

Electron Pairs in the Molecular Coulomb Continuum, J. M. Feagin, Invited Talk to the Interna-
tional Symposium on (e, 2e), Double Photoionization, and Related Topics, Lexington, KY, July (2009).

Trapped-Ion Realization of Einstein’s Recoiling-Slit Experiment, R. S. Utter and J. M. Feagin, Phys.
Rev. A 75, 062105 (2007). (Utter was a CSUF masters degree student. This work was highlighted in

the June 2007 issue of the Virtual Journal of Quantum Information, vjquantuminfo.org.)

Two-Center Interferometry and Decoherence Effects, J. M. Feagin, Phys. Rev. A 73, 022108 (2006).

12 Th. Weber, private communication.
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 Doubly excited autoionizing states of alkaline earth atoms are of interest since the reverse 
process, dielectronic recombination (DR), the recombination of ions and electrons via 
intermediate autoionizing states, provides an efficient recombination mechanism for high 
temperature electrons in both laboratory and astrophysical plasmas. 1-3 Recombination, due to 
any process, is important in fusion plasmas because the captured electrons lead to radiative 
power loss.  The most important pathway for DR is through the autoionizing Rydberg states 
converging to the lowest lying excited states of the parent ion.  As a result, DR rates are 
profoundly influenced by very small electric and magnetic fields, both of which are often present 
in a plasma.4 DR in two electron alkaline earth atoms presents physics similar to that found in 
other contexts, notably zero kinetic energy electron (ZEKE) spectroscopy5 and fluorescence 
yield spectroscopy.6 
 

In storage ring experiments DR is observed to pass largely through energetically 
unresolved high  states.7 Although theses states are energetically unresolved, we have shown 
that it is possible to identify which   states contribute to DR using the Stark effect.  The basic 
idea is easily understood.  In zero field the contribution of an n  Rydberg state to the DR rate is 
proportional to  ( ) / ( )I I RA n A n A  , where ( )IA n and RA  are the autoionization and radiative 
decay rates of the n state.  For high  states ( )I RA n A , and the contribution is negligibly 
small.  The essential question is, “For what  is the autoionization rate equal to the radiative 
rate?” To determine this   we use the Stark effect. An electric field E converts the  states to 
Stark states, and more states contribute to DR.    The magnitude of the quantum defect for an 
isotropic core decreases with increasing  , and for any value of E there is a value of  , E , such 
that E ³  states are converted to Stark states. When the E field becomes large enough that 

( )I E RA n A  the DR rate will begin to rise. Since  both the quantum defects and the 
autoionization rates are readily calculable,8 this technique is a powerful way of determining 
which of the energetically unresolved high  states contribute to DR. 

We have measured the autoionization yields of Ba 6 jp nk Stark states composed of high 
 states as a function of the field. At low field the autoionization rate of the 6 jp nk  state is 
essentially zero, and we measure the field at which the autoionization yield reaches 50% of it’s 
saturated high field value. At this field the autoionization rate equals the radiative rate, and from 
the known quantum defects of the   states we are able to determine which  state’s addition to 
the manifold is responsible for the increased autoionization rate. For the Ba 1/26 p n states of 

28n   it is  =7. 
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 A surprising aspect of this work is that the proposed method works for anisotropic cores 
as well as for isotropic cores. While the Ba+ 

1/26 p core is isotropic, with one quantum defect for 
each   state, the Ba+ 3/26 p core is not. It has a quadrupole moment, leading to quadrupole 
splittings of the 3/26 p n  Rydberg states.9 The splittings are characterized by  , the sum of the 
angular momentum of the ion core, j , and the orbital angular momentum of the Rydberg 
electron,  .  For a 3 / 2j   core there are four values of the quantum number  , and there is 
not one quantum defect for each   state, but four. In spite of this apparent complication, the 
method works, due to a propensity rule for the electric dipole matrix elements. The electric 
dipole selection rules are 1    and 0, 1K   . However, the K    matrix elements are, 
by an order of magnitude, the largest, and as a result, the 3/26 p nk  Stark states behave as if they 
are four independent sets of states.  

 In a 1/26s nk Stark state the electron can be localized on the upfield or downfield side of 
the atom. If the field is in the z direction and the atom is photoexcited to the 1/26 p nk  state by a 
laser linearly polarized in the z direction, the electron ejected by autoionization should be 
preferentially ejected in the +z or –z direction. The Stark states are unusual: in photoionization or 
autoionization of an atomic state of well defined parity ejection in the +z and –z directions is 
equally likely. It is usually impossible to determine the angular distributions of electrons ejected 
from Stark states since relatively high fields are required to make the Stark states. However, 
since we can make Stark states in fields of 1 V/cm, using a microwave adiabatic rapid passage 
technique, we can make such measurements, and they are currently under way. 

 We previously observed multiphoton assisted recombination in the presence of a 38 GHz 
microwave field. Specifically, we were able to observe recombination even though the laser was 
tuned 20 cm-1 (600 GHz) above the Ba+ 1/26 p limit. 10 What was initially surprising about this 
result is that the ponderomotive energy in  a 50V/cm  38GHz field is only 0.15 1cm , and using 
the simpleman’s model, often used to describe above threshold ionization (ATI), we would 
expect to see microwave assisted recombination at energies up to three times the ponderomotive 
energy above the limit, 0.45 cm-1 in this case.11,12 The shortcoming of the simpleman’s model is 
that it ignores the coulomb potential. Ignoring it is an excellent approximation in many cases, but 
not this one. We have developed an extension of the simpleman’s model, taking into account the 
coulomb potential, which predicts the correct energy extent of the recombination above the limit. 
The extent is linear in the microwave field, as observed, and the model predicts a dependence on 
the phase of the microwave field at which the electrons are excited. We have phase locked a 
microwave oscillator to the pulse train of a mode locked Ti:sapphire laser and used this 
combination to excite atoms just above the ionization limit at a well controlled phase of the 
microwave field. We observe the predicted phase dependence of the recombination, with two 
maxima per microwave cycle. Our results are analogous to He ionization results obtained using 
an attosecond pulse train with a phase locked infrared pulse. The measurements differ in that we 
are removing energy from the electron with the low frequency radiation whereas they added 
energy with their low frequency radiation. In addition, we have a single high frequency pulse, 
while they have a train, and they attribute most of the effect they observe to the coherent process 
driven by the attosecond pulse train.  
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In the coming year we plan to finish the measurement of the angular distributions of 
electrons ejected from Stark states. We plan to begin high resolution measurements of the Ba 

1/26 p n  states of 4 in zero to weak  electric fields. These fields are the ones most important 
for DR, and this range has never been explored. An interesting aspect of these measurements is 
that the 1/26 p ng  states have widths which overlap all the higher   states. Finally, we plan to 
extend the measure ments of phase locked recombination in several ways. One is to have more 
than one ps excitation pulse, using a Ramsey intereference technique to start, to separate the 
effects of single and multiple excitation pulses. It is possible to excite the atoms in the presence 
of the microwave field with the exciting laser tuned below the limit. In this case it may be 
possible to observe phase dependent transfer to both higher and lower energy due to the 
microwave field. 
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Program Scope:

Ultracold atoms and molecules are important subjects of investigation within
modern atomic, molecular and optical (AMO) physics. Potential applications are not
limited to AMO physics, but also extend to other fields such as quantum information,
condensed-matter physics, fundamental symmetries, and chemistry. Molecules are of
particular interest because they have various internal degrees of freedom covering a wide
range of energy scales. Also, heteronuclear molecules can have permanent dipole
moments, leading to long-range and anisotropic interactions. Recent progress in
producing and manipulating cold molecules has been impressive and a number of
techniques are now available. These include buffer gas cooling, electrostatic slowing,
photoassociation, Feshbach-resonance magnetoassociation, optical trapping, magnetic
trapping, and electrostatic trapping. Applications of ultracold molecules include: quantum
degenerate gases (bosons, fermions, and mixtures); simulations of condensed-matter
systems; quantum computation; fundamental symmetries and fundamental constants;
dipolar gases and novel quantum phases; ultracold chemistry; and ultracold collisions.
The main goal of our experimental program is to use frequency-chirped laser light on the
nanosecond time scale to coherently control the collision dynamics of ultracold atoms,
including the process of photoassociative formation of ultracold molecules.

Our experiments utilize ultracold Rb atoms in a magneto-optical trap (MOT). Rb
is the atom of choice for several reasons: 1) the convenient match of its resonance lines
(780 nm and 795 nm) to commercially available diodes lasers; 2) the existence of two
stable and abundant isotopes (85Rb and 87Rb); 3) 87Rb is the widely used in BEC
experiments; and 4) photoassociative formation of ultracold Rb2 has been extensively
studied. Our experiments utilize a phase-stable MOT loaded from a separate “source”
MOT. Inelastic collisions, including photoassociation, are measured via trap loss, while
ground-state molecules are directly detected by laser ionization.

Recent Progress:

We have made recent progress in several areas: simulating the influence of
frequency chirp nonlinearity on the rate of ultracold trap-loss collisions; the use of
resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) for detecting ultracold molecules;
characterization of ultracold molecules produced by MOT light; observation of ground-
state molecules produced by chirped photoassociation light; characterization of the
residual chirp produced by our electro-optical intensity modulator; and the production of
arbitrary spectra with our electro-optical phase modulator.
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The basic idea of using frequency-chirped light to excite colliding atoms is to
vary the Condon radius RC with time. RC is the atomic separation at which the laser light
is resonant with excitation of the ground-state atom pair to the attractive 1/R3 dipole-
dipole molecular potential. Therefore, a given detuning of the laser light below the
atomic resonance will preferentially excite the atom pair at a specific value of R. If the
laser frequency is chirped on the appropriate time scale, the resonance condition can
follow the motion of the atoms on this attractive potential.

An interesting question is how the collisional rate depends on the direction of the
chirp. We have previously examined this issue for trap-loss collisions induced with a
linear chirp. We found that for a certain range of center detunings of the chirp, the
negative (blue-to-red) chirp results in a significantly smaller collision rate than the
positive (red-to-blue) chirp. We attribute this difference to the fact that the attractive
potential causes the excited atom pair to always accelerate inward, while the Condon
radius Rc can move either inward (negative chirp) or outward (positive chirp), depending
on the sign of the chirp. For the positive chirp, the atom pair can only be excited once
because the atom separation and the Condon radius move in opposite directions following
the initial excitation. For the negative chirp, however, the Condon radius and the
trajectory of the excited atom pair both proceed inward and further interactions between
the light and the atom pair can occur. This results in less excited-state collisional flux
reaching short range, and therefore a reduced trap-loss collisional rate.

More recently, we have used nonlinear frequency chirps to examine the
dependence of the trap-loss collision rate on the shape of the chirp. For comparison
purposes, we fix the beginning and ending frequencies of the chirp, as well as the total
time duration, but vary the shape of the chirp. Starting with a linear chirp, we
superimpose a nonlinear variation with either positive curvature (concave-up) or negative
curvature (concave-down). For negative chirps, we find a small but significant difference
in collision rates for the concave-up versus concave-down shapes. In collaboration with
the group of Ronnie Kosloff at Hebrew University, we have also developed quantum
simulations of the collisions induced by nonlinear chirps. These predict the general trends
that we observe in the experiment.

Having explored the effects of chirped light on trap-loss collisions, we are now
applying these pulses to the formation of ultracold molecules by photoassociation. We
can observe photoassociation resonances through the loss of trapped atoms, but we are
more interested in the resulting ground-state Rb2 molecules. We detect these directly with
resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) using a pulsed dye laser at ~600
nm. The resulting Rb2

+ ions are distinguished from Rb+ ions by time of flight. As a first
step, we have looked at molecules produced by the light of the MOT and characterized
their ionization spectrum. The formation rate of these MOT-produced molecules is much
higher for 85Rb than for 87Rb. Since these constitute a significant background signal in our
ultracold molecule experiments, we have switched to 87Rb for our experiments. Very
recently, we have used REMPI to observe ultracold molecules produced by pulses of
chirped light. We have evidence that the chirped light also causes some destruction of
these ground-state molecules, most likely through off-resonant excitation to states which
dissociate into free atoms.

We continue to develop our system for producing fast (>1 GHz in 10 ns) and
arbitrarily-shaped chirped pulses. The chirping is achieved with an electro-optic phase
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modulator driven by an arbitrary waveform generator. The use of a fiber loop, in
conjunction with injection locking of the diode laser after each pass, allows us to
accumulate the desired time-dependent phase shift. The short pulses (<3 ns) are formed
with an electro-optic intensity modulator also driven by the arbitrary waveform generator.
This intensity modulator, based on a split-waveguide Mach-Zehnder interferometer, does
cause some residual phase modulation which we have thoroughly characterized using
heterodyne techniques. We have also shown that we can largely compensate this residual
phase modulation using our phase modulator.

An interesting application of our fast phase modulation is to the production of
arbitrary spectra. Since frequency is the time derivative of phase, a linear phase ramp
gives a fixed frequency offset. By applying a sequence of voltage ramps to the phase
modulator, we generate a series of sidebands whose offsets from the carrier are
determined by the slopes of the corresponding ramps. Such multi-frequency light may
prove useful in the efficient excitation of complex atomic or molecular systems.

Future Plans:

We will further refine our techniques for producing arbitrary chirps and pulses by
incorporating faster electronics and using a tapered amplifier to yield higher intensities.
We will also switch from using light near the 5p3/2 resonance (780 nm) to light near the
5p1/2 resonance (795 nm). This will simplify the photoassociation spectrum and avoid
fine-structure predissociation of the excited molecules. We will continue to explore the
effects of chirped light on the production (and destruction) of ground-state molecules.
One goal is to optimize, via parameters of the chirped pulses, the production of ground-
state molecules in various states. In general, we anticipate that our ability to control the
temporal variation of both the laser frequency (by chirping) and amplitude (by pulsing)
will open up new opportunities in the manipulation of ultracold molecule formation.

Recent Publications:

“Coherent Control of Ultracold Collisions with Chirped Light: Direction Matters”, M.J.
Wright, J.A. Pechkis, J.L. Carini, S. Kallush, R. Kosloff, and P.L. Gould, Phys. Rev. A
75, 051401(R), (2007).

“Generation of Arbitrary Frequency Chirps with a Fiber-Based Phase Modulator and
Self-Injection-Locked Diode Laser”, C.E. Rogers III, M.J. Wright, J.L. Carini, J.A.
Pechkis, and P.L. Gould, J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 24, 1249 (2007).

“Cold Molecules Beat the Shakes”, P.L. Gould, Science 322, 203 (2008) (invited
“Perspective” article).

“Characterization and Compensation of the Residual Chirp in a Mach-Zehnder-Type
Electro-Optical Intensity Modulator”, C.E. Rogers III, J.L. Carini, J.A. Pechkis, and P.L.
Gould, Opt. Express 18, 1166 (2010).
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Physics of Correlated Systems
Chris H. Greene

Department of Physics and JILA, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309
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Program Scope
The broad goal of this project is to develop and apply methods of modern theoretical

atomic and molecular physics to study fundamental atomic and molecular phenomena having
potential relevance to energy transfer, control, and production. This project in basic science
concentrates on developing an understanding of correlated dynamics. Correlations arise when-
ever two or more degrees of freedom are tightly coupled. Phenomena of this type pose a
severe challenge to our theoretical understanding because much theory in atomic, molecular,
and chemical physics starts initially from an uncorrelated, independent-particle approxima-
tion. We have found that the identification of a key collective coordinate often sparks insights
that can provide both deeper qualitative insight as well as an enhanced ability to develop a
detailed theoretical description of reactive processes. This class of problems includes systems
where photon interactions play a role, usually handled through a classical approximation for
the electromagnetic field degrees of freedom. This research aims to be as topical as possible for
cutting-edge experimental work across the field of atomic, molecular, and optical physics. It
develops a number of different techniques, in some cases stressing new algorithms or theoretical
techniques, often with a computational component. The work during the past year has pri-
marily concentrated in two areas: (i) low energy collisions between an electron and a diatomic
or triatomic molecule; (ii) ionization and harmonic generation from intense short-pulsed laser
light interacting with an atom or molecule.

Recent Progress

The papers cited below [1-12] have been supported at least in part by this project. Some
of the more recent developments are highlighted in the following summary.

(i) Low energy electron-molecule collisions
The dissociative recombination (DR) process and related electron-molecule collision phe-

nomena have continued to receive theoretical attention, in part because there are only a limited
number of existing theoretical methods capable of treating this prototypical chemical reaction.
The DR process involves an exchange of energy from the electronic to the nuclear degrees of
freedom. We have continued to study the dissociative recombination of triatomic molecules,
continuing to expand and develop theoretical tools needed to predict the low-energy disso-
ciative recombination rate coefficient for electrons that collide with the NO+

2 , HCO+, LiH+
2 ,

HeH+, and H+
3 molecules. In order to make continued progress, we have found it necessary

to extend our techniques to handle the direct surface-crossing pathways as well as the indi-
rect Rydberg-mediated pathways. For NO+

2 our preliminary results suggest that the direct
pathways will probably be dominant, and the required scattering calculations have determined
quantum defect matrices.

The most recent extensions that we have completed relate to the fundamental collision
process between an electron and the simplest polyatomic molecule H+

3 . One recent study has
investigated bound state transitions in the neutral molecule formed after the incident electron
is captured. This system has been proposed to lead to lasing transitions between 3d and 3p
levels, and our results bear on recent measurements by the Berkeley group of Rich Saykally.[1]
In another investigation, we utilized techniques that had been originally developed to treat
dissociative recombination to compute rovibrationally-inelastic rate coefficients.[2] Another
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process having fundamental importance is the three-body (ternary) recombination reaction
involving an electron, a D+

3 molecular ion, and a ground state He atom; this recombination
process can become dominant in certain types of discharge or afterglow environments.[3]

In the past year we also published a theoretical prediction of a strongly reactive collision
between a ground state Rb(5s) atom and the electronically-excited dimer NH(1∆) that can
transfer the excitation from the molecule to the alkali atom. The results are reported in Ref.[4],
and the main conclusion is that the cross sections for this quenching reaction are quite large,
in fact approaching a substantial fraction of the unitarity limit at low collision energies.

(ii) Intense light pulse interactions with an atom, molecule, or cluster.
With D. Elliott’s experimental group we have computed a class of single-photon and two-

photon ionization processes in atomic barium. The calculated results for the separate one-
photon and two-photon ionization spectra show encouraging agreement with experiment. Some
coherent control aspects, which arise when both lasers simultaneously and coherently ionize
the barium atom with a controllable phase difference, have begun to be considered. These
interesting coherence phenomena are a main motivation of this study, as we aim to provide
a quantitative theoretical description of phase-controlled directional electron ejection in the
presence of two such coherent fields.

Even low-intensity XUV radiation that excites doubly-excited states of atoms as simple
as the rare gases can prove tremendously challenging for theory. One example of this is a
study of alignment and orientation of photofragments produced by photoionization of atomic
argon, which has yielded insights into the nature of the angular momentum transferred by the
one-photon ionization process.[11]

As part of Zach Walters’ doctoral dissertation research that was wrapped up a year ago,
we considered the theoretical description of molecular imaging through either high-harmonic
generation or photoelectron angular distributions from aligned molecules. In that study, we
made some headway in understanding the limitations of the frequently-employed but less-
frequently justified plane-wave approximation; that approximation is in fact highly problematic
for many of the imaging studies that have been carried out to date.[9]

Another topic of recent interest relates to the control of X-ray or XUV radiation transmission
through a gas by applying infrared control fields. Interest in that area is partly being stimulated
by the new X-ray free-electron lasers under construction around the world, notably in Stanford
and Hamburg. Our collaborative study with the Leone group at Berkeley demonstrated how
three-level physics relates closely to electromagnetically-induced transparency arises in the
physics of enhanced XUV absorption, in addition to some regimes of diminished absorption
caused by the infrared field coupling.[10]

Immediate Plans
One project currently underway but not yet completed is an exploration of laser-assisted

collisions between an electron and a rare gas atom, where some puzzles remain from conflicting
past literature on the subject.

Effort is still underway in the coherent control study of phase-controlled photoionization
of barium, using interference between single-photon and two-photon ionization. We are still
working on combining the two separate amplitudes, after which the results should be com-
pared with experimental observations of the phase-dependent photoelectron angular distribu-
tion. This system shows promise to be the first nontrivial one in which first-principles theory
can give a quantitative description of the experimental observations of this prototype control
phenomenon.
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The strong-field ionization of molecules and the theoretical description of high-harmonic
generation will receive continuing attention, as a part of the whole discipline’s thrust to in-
creasingly describe the molecular physics at a plausible, realistic level. A doubly-adiabatic
formulation of the helium transient absorption problem discussed in [10] is also under con-
tinuing exploration, to test the feasibility of an ab initio description of XUV absorption near
laser-dressed autoionizing states.

Electron scattering from polyatomic molecules continues to be a long-term project, and
eventually we plan to build on the progress we have made in recent years on the description
of dissociative recombination in polyatomic molecules, including the role of the Jahn-Teller
and Renner-Teller effects. A long-term project in collaboration with the experimental group of
Andreas Wolf in Heidelberg is nearing completion, which will give the first detailed study of the
dissociative recombination problem for H+

3 at the level of individual resonances. This should
be finished and submitted for publication in the coming months. We are also exploring some
alternative approaches to R-matrix theory, for the calculation of electron-molecule scattering
matrices, with the hope that methods that avoid using a confining box might better connect
with advanced quantum chemistry codes that have been developed for electronic bound states.

Papers published since 2008 that were supported at least in part by this DOE project

[1] Quantum-defect analysis of 3p and 3d H3 Rydberg energy levels, Phys. Rev. A (in press, 2010), and online
at arXiv:1006.3629.

[2] Calculation of rate constants for vibrational and rotational excitation of the H+
3 ion by electron impact,

Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 405, 1195-1202 (2010).
[3] Temperature dependence of binary and ternary recombination of D+

3 ions with electrons, T. Kotrik, P.
Donal, I. Korolov, R. Plasil, S. Roucka, J. Glosik, C. H. Greene, and V. Kokoouline, J. Chem. Phys. (in
press, 2010).

[4] Theoretical study of the quenching of NH(1∆) molecules via collisions with Rb atoms, D. J. Haxton, S. A.
Wrathmall, H. J. Lewandowski, and C. H. Greene, Phys. Rev. A 80, 022708-1 to -10 (2009). (This study
and some of the others in this list received partial support from NSF in addition to DOE.)

[5] Indirect dissociative recombination of LiH+
2 + e, D. J. Haxton and C. H. Greene, Phys. Rev. A 78,

052704-1 to -10 (2008).
[6] ab initio frame transformation calculations of direct and indirect dissociative recombination rates of HeH+

+ e−, D. J. Haxton and C. H. Greene, Phys. Rev. A 79, 022701-1 to -7 (2009).
[7] Diffraction in low-energy electron scattering from DNA: bridging gas-phase and solid-state theory, L.

Caron, L. Sanche, S. Tonzani, and C. H. Greene, Phys. Rev. A 78, 042710-1 to -13 (2008).
[8] Low-energy electron scattering from DNA including structural water and base-pair irregularities, L. Caron,

L. Sanche, S. Tonzani, and C. H. Greene, Phys. Rev. A 80, 012705-1 to -6 (2009).
[9] Limits of the plane wave approximation in the measurement of molecular properties, Z. B. Walters, S.

Tonzani, and C. H. Greene, J. Phys. Chem. A 112, 9439-9447 (2008).
[10] Femtosecond induced transparency and absorption in the extreme ultraviolet by coherent coupling of the

He 2s2p (1P o) and 2p2 (1Se) double excitation states with 800 nm light, Zhi-Heng Loh, C. H. Greene,
and S. R. Leone, Chem. Phys. 350, 7-13 (2008).

[11] Use of partial-wave decomposition to identify resonant interference e ffects in the photoionization-
excitation of argon, T. J. Gay, C. H. Greene, J. R. Machacek, K. W. McLaughlin, H. W. van der Hart,
O. Yenen, and D. H. Jaecks, J. Phys. B 42, 042008-1 to -17 (2009).

[12] Three-body breakup in dissociative electron attachment to the water molecule, D. Haxton, T. N. Rescigno,
and C. W. McCurdy, Phys. Rev. A 78, 040702(R)-1 to -4 (2008).
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I. Program Scope 
This project focuses on the exploration and control of non-perturbative dynamics in small 
molecules driven by strong laser fields. Our goal is to exploit the current understanding of 
strong-field processes to implement novel ultrafast techniques for manipulating and probing 
coherent electronic and nuclear motion within molecules. Ultimately, through the application of 
these methods, we will work to obtain a more complete picture of the non-perturbative response 
of molecules to intense laser pulses.  
 
Of particular interest to us are measurements requiring optical pulses and pulse sequences with 
well-defined optical phase, either the relative carrier phase between two pulses or the absolute 
phase of one optical field relative to the center of the intensity envelope of a second pulse. Such 
fields can assert a time-dependent, laboratory-fixed directionality in a system of interest. This 
directionality, particularly when used in combination with preferentially oriented molecular 
targets, can enable experiments in which electrons are driven in specific directions within 
molecules to probe and control molecular structure and dynamics.  
  
II. Recent Progress 
Our work during the past year has focused primarily on directional Coulomb explosion of 
molecules in asymmetric fields. First, we have extended our previous work employing phase-
coherent 2-color, 1ω+2ω, pulses to induce asymmetric multielectron dissociative ionization 
(MEDI) of diatomic and triatomic molecules. In particular, we have substituted a recoil ion 
momentum imaging spectrometer for a standard time-of-flight spectrometer which allows us to 
better separate various dissociation channels and to examine the effect of the relative phase on 
the full angular distribution of the dissociating fragments. We have also obtained absolute phase 
assignments for the asymmetries in several molecules. These can be used as 2-color phase 
standards for strong-field experiments in general. Second, in collaboration with several groups 
[Matthias Kling (MPQ and KSU), Gerhard Paulus (Friedrich-Schiller-Universität), Robert 
Moshammer and Joachim Ullrich (MPI, Heidelberg), and Itzik Ben-Itzhak (KSU)] we have 
begun to explore asymmetric MEDI in diatomic molecules using few-cycle laser pulses with 
known CE-phase in a pump-probe configuration.  
 
A. Controlled Directional Coulomb Explosion in an Asymmetric 2-Color Laser Field 
In a previous funding period, we began a study of directional MEDI of diatomic and triatomic 
molecules. Specifically, we exposed N2, O2, CO, HBr, and CO2 to strong, asymmetric 2-color 
laser fields, employing temporally overlapped 40 fs laser pulses with wavelengths of 400 nm and 
800 nm and tunable relative carrier phase, φ. For the molecules studied, the yields of all atomic 
ion fragments with charges q ≥2 originating from non-symmetric dissociation channels (i.e. non-
identical fragments), showe a pronounced, φ-dependent forward/backward asymmetry in the 
time-of-flight spectrum along the laser polarization axis. For a given ion species, we define an 
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asymmetry parameter, β = (S+ - S-) /(S+ + S-) where S+ and S- are the number of ions detected 
with velocities toward and away from the detector, respectively. At combined laser intensities 
I~5 x 1014 W/cm2, asymmetries as large as β ~ ±0.7 are observed for N2

2+→ N2+ + N and O2
2+→  

O2+ + O, with comparable asymmetries in several CO channels, e.g. CO4+→ C2+ + O2+
 or CO3+→ 

C+ + O2+
. Strong, though somewhat smaller asymmetries are found in other N2 and O2 channels 

as well as in HBr and CO2. By comparing the φ-dependence of the fragment asymmetries with 
that of the tunneling ionization yield for the parent molecule, we determine that for all fragments, 
the maximum β values are obtained at φmax = 0,π where the field has the greatest magnitude and 
greatest asymmetry. We observe no significant variation in φmax with changes in the laser 
intensity.  Moreover, for all fragment channels, the asymmetry curves for the ion species with the 
highest ionization potential share precisely the same phase-dependence.  
 
Given the diversity in molecular structure and reactivity for the set of species studied and the 
variation in appearance intensity at which different multiply-charged fragments are produced, the 
uniformity in the observed φ-dependence is quite remarkable, and suggests a common, field-
driven dynamical mechanism. This is contrasted by the recent report of 2-color asymmetric 
dissociation of deuterium, D2 → D + D+, in which a strong variation in the φ-dependence of the 
directional asymmetry within the same species is observed for both different fragment energies 
and different laser intensities [1]. 
 
In an attempt to identify the mechanism for the directional Coulomb explosion, several auxiliary 
measurements have been performed. First, using circularly polarized pulses, we can suppress 
electron recollisions while maintaining a phase-dependent directional asymmetry in the 2-color 
field. In this case, we find comparable β values, indicating that field-driven electron rescattering 
does not play a dominant role in the dissociation processes. Second, using a 2-color pump field 
with reduced intensity (I~1014 W/cm2) in conjunction with a more intense, time delayed 800 nm 
probe, we have confirmed that transient orientation of heteronuclear molecules or molecular ions 
in the two-color field is negligible in our experiments and, therefore, is not responsible for the 
asymmetries we observe. Third, we recently used a recoil ion momentum spectrometer to 
measure the angular distribution of the doubly-charged dissociation fragments from N2, O2, and 
CO. We find that the fragment angular distributions are highly localized in the forward and 
backward directions and show no significant 2-color phase-dependence other than the 
forward/backward asymmetry. Fourth, we have obtained an absolute phase calibration for the 2-
color field, eliminating the uncertainty in the field directions for which fragments are 
preferentially ejected in the forward and backward directions, respectively. In an effort to make 
this calibration we first made consecutive measurements of asymmetric dissociation in N2 and D2 
and compared our D2 results to those of the KSU group [1]. We were able to reproduce their 
kinetic energy dependence of the phase at which maximum asymmetry was observed. However, 
our use of their absolute phase assignment resulted in an inconsistency with our modulo-π phase 
determination based on molecular tunneling ionization. Presumably this inconsistency is the 
result of the sensitivity of the D2 measurements to laser intensity. However, comparison of our 
CO asymmetry measurements with unpublished results from the KSU group gives an absolute 
phase determination that is consistent with all of our results. According to this calibration, for all 
the species that we have measured, the ion with the highest ionization potential in a given 
fragment pair is preferentially formed on the downhill side of the combined Coulomb and optical 
potential. 
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In total, our measurements appear to be consistent with the notion that enhanced sequential 
ionization occurs as the molecule dissociates [2,3]. Charge-localization near one atomic ion, 
induced dynamically by the asymmetric field, makes further ionization much more likely from 
one ion center than from the other. Through enhanced ionization, higher charged states are most 
likely produced when the dissociating molecule has expanded to (for molecules with HOMOs of 
σ-symmetry) or beyond (non-σ HOMOs) a critical internuclear distance, Rc [3,4]. There the most 
weakly bound electrons can be localized on the uphill side of the combined molecular and 
optical potential, leaving less negative charge on the downhill side. Electrons located on the 
uphill side of the potential are most efficiently ionized through the inner potential barrier at 
phases, φmax = 0,π where the field asymmetry is maximum. Following this final ionization, the 
atomic ions move apart rapidly under their mutual Coulomb repulsion. The ion angular 
distributions at the detector reflect their relative orientation at the instant of ionization. Thus, the 
direction of the maximum in the asymmetric field opposes the preferred emission direction for 
the most positive atomic ion species. This basic mechanism is insensitive to the details of the 
molecular structure. A manuscript describing this work is nearly ready for submission.  
 
b) Pump-probe Studies of MEDI with Few-Cycle Pulses of known CE-Phase 
If enhanced ionization is responsible for the directional MEDI observed with 2-color fields, a 
number of important questions remain unanswered. First, does the asymmetry arise solely from 
the final ionization step near Rc, or does the initial dissociation event that causes the molecule to 
expand also play a role? Second, is ionization at Rc optimal for directional fragment control, or 
does it simply give the largest contribution to the MEDI yield? To answer these questions one 
could use ultrashort pump and probe pulses to isolate the initial dissociation, expansion, and final 
ionization events. This would require laser pulses with durations much less than the expansion 
time to Rc (~20 fs for the molecules we have studied). Recognition of this short pulse limitation 
begs additional questions: Can a level of directional control similar to that realized with 2-color 
fields be obtained with asymmetric few-cycle laser pulses? If so, can directional Coulomb 
explosion be used as a robust single shot CE-phase detector? 
 
To address these questions we, and the other members of a collaboration headed by Matthias 
Kling at MPQ, have performed preliminary pump-probe measurements of MEDI in N2 and O2 
using sub-5fs pulses with known CE-phase. The experiments were performed in a standard 
COLTRIMS apparatus. A piezo-driven split mirror was used to create time-delayed pump and 
probe pulses from a single input beam and focus them to a single spot within the COLTRIMS 
spectrometer. The CE-phase of the few-cycle pulses was not locked, but instead, was measured 
on each laser shot using a stereo ATI optical phase detector [5].  
 
The initial experiments focused on N2+ and O2+ fragments from N2 and O2, respectively. Very 
preliminary results show signatures of enhanced ionization in both species, with depletion of 
some dissociation channels and enhancement of others occurring at pump-probe delays 
corresponding to internuclear separations near Rc. Surprisingly, compared to the long pulse 2-
color measurements, we find little (if any) asymmetry in the directionality of the N2+ and O2+ 
dissociation fragments, for any kinetic energy release or pump-probe delay. This is not due to the 
lack of asymmetry in the few-cycle pump-probe pulses, as strong, directional recollision 
momentum transfer is observed in the non-sequential ionization of atomic targets in the same 
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apparatus. The apparent differences in the controllability of the system using a long 2-color pulse 
as opposed to two, shorter few cycle pulses is intriguing and our analysis is continuing. 
 
III. Future Plans 
Beyond our plan to continue the molecular pump-probe experiments at MPQ, we are currently 
upgrading our laboratory facilities for other experiments at UVa. First we are constructing a 
hollow-core fiber compressor which should allow us to produce few-cycle CE-phase stabilized 
pulses for molecular pump-probe experiments and the generation of attosecond pulses or pulse 
trains. We hope to utilize these attosecond pulses to photoionize molecules, near threshold, in the 
presence of a phase-locked laser field. We seek to characterize the effects of the ionic core on the 
electron energy spectrum to determine if such measurements might be useful for probing 
changes in molecular potentials with sub-femtosecond resolution. Second, we have acquired an 
Even-Lavie pulsed gas valve which should enable us to achieve sufficient rotational cooling (~ 
1K) in our molecular beam apparatus to produce and study transiently oriented molecules at kHz 
repetition rates. To do this we will need to upgrade the Ti:Sapphire that is currently dedicated to 
the molecular beam experiments from a 15 Hz to 1 kHz repetition rate. We have obtained 
supplemental funding for the acquisition of a kHz pump laser to complete the laser upgrade.  
 
IV. Publications from Last 3 Years of DOE Sponsored Research 
i) Brett A. Sickmiller and R.R. Jones, “Effects of Phase-Matching on High Harmonic Generation 
from Aligned N2,” Physical Review A 80, 031802(R) (2009). 
 
ii) E. S. Shuman, R. R. Jones, and T. F. Gallagher, “Multiphoton Assisted Recombination,” 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 263001 (2008). 
 
iii) D. Pinkham, T. Vogt, and R.R. Jones, “Extracting the Polarizability Anisotropy from the 
Transient Alignment of HBr,” J. Chem. Phys. 129, 064307 (2008). 
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The goal of this work is to develop novel short wavelength probes of materials and of molecules. We 
have made exciting advances in several experiments that probe complex molecular and materials 
dynamics using ultrafast, coherent, x-rays and electrons emitted during the high harmonic generation 
process. Following are several highlights of recent work supported by this grant  – 

Probing coupled electron and nuclear dynamics in polayatomic molecules [31] 
X-ray, electron, or laser beam scattering are common techniques used to probe crystalline or molecular 
structure and dynamics. To understand how complex reactions happen, the positions of atoms within a 
solid or a molecule must be monitored as the reaction occurs. Usually an external source of electrons or x-
rays is used to monitor a fast process. In this work, we are employing two techniques. First, ultrafast soft 
x-rays generated by the ionization and recollision of electrons from the molecule itself can be used to 

probe the internal structure and 
dynamics of a molecule. 
Second, the ionization of a 
molecule in a strong field can 
also be a powerful probe of 
molecular dynamics, raising 
new questions about the 
dynamics of a chemical bond. 
In our most recent work, 
submitted for publication,[31] 
we probe the dissociation of a 
simple diatomic molecule by 
strong-field ionizing it during 
the dissociation. Through 
careful comparison with 
theory, we can probe the 
dynamics of the entire electron 
density (all orbitals) in the 
valence shell as it rearranges 
from molecular-like to atomic-
like. The experimental data are 
also immediately surprising: 
strong molecular signatures 
exist for ~150 fs after 
excitation, and the localization 
of electrons onto the individual 

atoms is abrupt. These data are in apparent contradiction to recent EUV photoemission experiments that 
indicated bond breaking after ~85 fs. In that work, the authors argue that the electronic structure of the 
bromine atom is established sooner, around 85 fs after dissociation. A plausible explanation for their 
faster dissociation timescale is that a linear spectroscopy technique was used, which primarily provides 
information on the binding energy. However, this remains unchanged once the potential energy curves 
corresponding to the dissociation channel become flat. Single photon XUV ionization is likely to be 
insensitive to parts of the wavefunction that interact weakly with the nuclei, while strong field ionization 

 

 
Fig. 1. Dissociation of Br2 probed using strong field ionization by monitoring the resulting 
ion kinetic energy release. Experimental (a) and calculated (b) total kinetic energy release 
(KER) (i.e. recoil energy) of the Br+ as a function of time after the dissociating pulse. 
Contributions to the KER signal from different orbitals are marked. (c) Calculation of 
isosurfaces of the electron localization function at 10% of its maximum value for the 
wavefunction in the C-state of Br2 molecule at four different internuclear distances. These 
calculations support the data that shows bond breaking at internuclear distances >5 Å. 
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can readily field ionize this loosely-bound electron density. Thus, to identify the breaking point of a bond, 
an observation of electron dynamics beyond static features is needed (e.g. measurement of an angular 
distribution, as is done here). This work also goes beyond other recent work that followed the dynamics 
of a single electron orbital using high harmonic generation from dissociating Br2.  
In collaboration with the groups of Andreas Becker and Agnieszka Jaron-Becker, we have developed 
models that are in reasonable agreement with experiment. These calculations seem to indicate that the 
strong-field ionization rate is correlated with the Electron Localization Function (ELF), which is a 
measure of the degree of correlation between electrons in individual atoms. 

Understanding high harmonic generation from molecules [3, 6, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 27] 
Other work continues to explore the use of the high-order harmonic generation process to extract 
structural information on molecules. In work published in 2009,[19] we showed that elliptically polarized 
light could be generated by transiently aligned molecules illuminated with linearly polarized light. This 
work has drawn considerable interest from theorists, and more recently we have extended these 
measurements to a polarization analysis of high-order harmonic emission in simple molecules transiently 
aligned, and driven by elliptically polarized light. (see Fig. 2) Much of the behavior can be explained 
through a tunneling trajectory interpretation; however, currently we believe that some aspects may require 

an interpretation that includes wavepacket dynamics in the ionized atom in the time between ionization 
and recombination. This work was presented at Ultrafast Phenomena, and is in prep for publication. 

Radiation femtochemistry and coherent control of highly-excited molecules [10, 14, 15, 18] 
In past experiments we made the first use of high-brightness, high repetition-rate high-order harmonic 
light in conjunction with a COLTRIMS momentum imaging apparatus to observe directly the chemical 
dynamics initiated by ionizing radiation i.e. radiation femtochemistry. This work immediately yielded 
new and unanticipated findings, exploring dissociation dynamics in highly excited states of N2 and O2 
molecules.[10,18] These experiments are uniquely suited to the use of HHG light sources, and explore 
new science that cannot be accessed using other approaches. For example, we showed how EUV 
ionization of O2 yields super-excited O+ through a very indirect, Feschbach-resonance process.[18] Bound 
states become unbound once the internuclear distance reaches 30 Å.  
In our most recent work, we studied the possibility of control of the dissociation process in these highly 
excited dissociative states. Our prototype system for this is a triatomic, N20, and our goal is obtain 
selectivity in the breaking of the N-N bond vs. the N-O bond. In XUV-pump, IR probe experiments using 
COLTRIMS detectors, we can clearly see that we can manipulate this branching ratio (see fig 3). This 
work was presented at Ultrafast Phenomena, and is in preparation for publication. 

 
Fig. 2 (a) The parallel component of the 15th harmonic and (b) the perpendicular component of the 21st harmonic from N2 as 
functions of driving laser ellipticity and alignment angle. 
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Progress in other DOE-funded collaborations [1, 2, 4, 5, 7 - 9, 16, 20 -26, 28-9] 
In work done in collaboration with Keith Nelson at MIT, used coherent EUV diffraction to observe, for 
the first time, “ballistic” dissipation of heat from a nanoscale heat source into a substrate. In work done in 
collaboration with Jorge Rocca at Colorado State University, we significantly extended the energy range 
of high harmonic generation from Ar ions to 550eV. We also demonstrated full phase matching in Ar, Ne 
and He at energies of 100eV, 200eV and 330eV for the first time. We have now demonstrated our 
understanding of phase matching of the HHG process in a very large range of parameter space, including 
phase-matched HHG to photon energies >0.5 keV. This understanding makes it clear that new phase 
matching schemes can be extended into the hard-x-ray region. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Ionization yield for two dissociation channels following EUV ionization of N2O: 1) N2O->N2+O and 2) N2O -> N+NO (b) Kinetic 
energy of NO+ and N+ in reaction (1). (c) Ratio of yield for the two channels as a function of time delay, illustrating that this process involves 
transitions between excited states and is not simply a two-photon absorption to higher-lying states. 
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Detailed Investigations of Interactions between Ionizing 
Radiation and Neutral Gases 

 
Allen Landers  landers@physics.auburn.edu 
Department of Physics 
Auburn University 
Auburn, AL 36849 

 
We are investigating phenomena associated with ionization of an atom or molecule by photon or 

charged particle with an emphasis on ionization-driven atomic and molecular dynamics, in particular 
electron correlation effects.  We perform these measurements using variations on the well established 
COLTRIMS technique.  The photoionization work takes place at the Advanced Light Source at LBNL as 
part of the ALS-COLTRIMS collaboration with the groups of Reinhard Dörner at Frankfurt and Ali 
Belkacem and Thorsten Weber at LBNL.  Additional experiments on charged particle impact are 
conducted locally at Auburn University where we are studying the dissociative molecular dynamics 
following interactions with ions over a velocity range of 1 to 12 atomic units.  Due to limited space, we 
present a sample of two recent (to be published) results. 
 
1. Angular correlation of electrons emitted via the double Auger decay of K-shell ionized neon 

The primary result from work we published in 2009 (pub. 5) indicated a breakdown in the 2-step 
picture of photoelectron emission followed by Auger decay for the small amount of phase space where 
the two are emitted in the same direction from the neon atom.  To further investigate this phenomenon, 
we have now performed a similar measurement but restricted (a posteriori) the decay path to be a double-
Auger to the Ne3+ state (Fig. 1 left).  We used circularly polarized light from the ALS at LBNL to remove 
any lab-frame orientation of the photoelectron in the plane perpendicular to the photon propagation axis.  
This in turn allowed us to cleanly measure the momenta of all three continuum electrons (2 measured, 1 
calculated by momentum conservation with the ion) for a kinematically complete measurement.  By 
restricting the energy sum of two of the electrons, we were able to isolate the double-Auger channel (Fig. 
1 right). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1 (Left): Neon ion time of flight spectrum following K-Shell photo-ionization just above threshold.  The 
Ne3+ channel contributes about 6% to the total number of events and is only accessible through double-Auger.  
(Right): Energy correlation between the measured first hit and calculated electron.  The diagonal line corresponds to 
the constant energy sum for the double Auger channel.  The variation in resolution as a function of energy is 
apparent.  
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The isolated double-Auger channel resembles strongly the single-photon double-photoionization 
of helium.  Figure 2 shows the energy sharing between the two double-Auger electrons.  There is a much 
higher probability for asymmetric sharing than symmetric sharing.  This is consistent with double 
photoionization result, where the “shake” and “knock-out” processes are often used to model the 

asymmetric and symmetric energy sharing cases respectively.  Figure 3 shows the angular correlation 
between the Augers for different energy sharing, where 0° is defined by the momentum vector of the fast 
electron.  For extremely low energies where the photoelectron is indistinguishable from the low-energy 
Auger, we observe a distribution consistent with the single Auger case with the forbidden region.  For 
symmetric and asymmetric cases that don’t overlap with the photoelectron energy, we observe roughly 
isotropic (“shake”) and ~130° peaked (“knockout”) distributions. 

 
 

 
 We are currently analyzing this data further to explore the 3-electron coincidence to see if we can 
better understand the breakdown of the 2-step picture of Auger decay.  For example: we can restrict the 
double-Auger to symmetric energy sharing where both Auger electrons have hundreds of eV energy.  Is 
there a correlation between the Auger momentum sum for this case and the photoelectron momentum?  
This and other questions are being explored. 
 
  

 

Figure 2: Energy sharing between the two double-Auger 
electrons.  Note strong propensity for asymmetric energy sharing, 
which is similar to the well known single photon double 
ionization result. 

 
 

Figure 3: Distribution of the angle between double-Auger electrons as a function of the energy of one Auger.  The 
left plot covers the same energy range as the photo-electron, so the low-energy Auger and photo-electron are 
indistinguishable.  The middle plot covers an energy range just above the photoelectron energy where the two Auger 
electrons share energy asymmetrically.  The right plot covers an energy range where the sharing is more symmetric. 
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2. Formation and characterization 
 One of the calibration techniques we use for COLTRIMS at the ALS is 

helium gas slightly above threshold.  
the helium ion detector shown in the left panel 
and small spot just above it that correspond
the helium jet by harmonic contamination.  

the jet spot and then comes back down with a slight curve to the left.  After 
simulation (see Fig. 5 right), we have concluded that 

 The photon energy was tuned slightly below threshold and 
to Rydberg states.  These then traveled vertically
Because the spectrometer had a voltage bias relative to the grounded jet

ionized just outside the spectrometer
bias.  Different n levels were ionized at different points along the path a
which lead to different ion trajectories and 
modeling of the spectrometer, we have been able to extract the populated 
positions on the detector.  This distribution is shown in 
energy and adding the helium ionization potential (Fig. 6 right) 
expected photon distribution from the monochrometer.

While no new science resulted 
been useful.  We are now designing

 

Figure 5 (Left): Helium ion detector showing vertical curved stripe produced from field
(Right): SIMION calculation reproducing the detector image.
 

 
Figure 2 (Left): Distribution of principle quantum number
(Right): Energy distribution of absorbed photons derived from data in left panel. T
the peak are experimental artifacts that are well understood.
monochrometer-defined resolution of the photon beam.
 

and characterization of helium Rydberg atoms 
calibration techniques we use for COLTRIMS at the ALS is to singly photo

above threshold.  During one such calibration run, we found an unexpected 
the left panel Figure 5.  The expected features are the horizontal stripe 

correspond to photon interaction with background gas 
the helium jet by harmonic contamination.  The unexpected feature is the stripe that rises vertically from 

the jet spot and then comes back down with a slight curve to the left.  After further analysis and 
simulation (see Fig. 5 right), we have concluded that we were producing helium Rydberg atoms

The photon energy was tuned slightly below threshold and therefore excited the 
These then traveled vertically at the jet velocity until they left the spectrometer.  

voltage bias relative to the grounded jet-catcher tube, they were field 

ionized just outside the spectrometer and then directed back into the spectrometer by the same 
levels were ionized at different points along the path as the electric field increased, 

which lead to different ion trajectories and corresponding hit positions on the detector.
of the spectrometer, we have been able to extract the populated n levels based on the 

.  This distribution is shown in the left panel of Figure 6.  Converting to 
and adding the helium ionization potential (Fig. 6 right) yields a distribution consistent with the 

he monochrometer. 
While no new science resulted directly from this measurement and analysis, it has 

ing of a new type of COLTRIMS experiment that will allow us to study 

 

 
Helium ion detector showing vertical curved stripe produced from field-ionized Rydberg atoms.

calculation reproducing the detector image.  

 

Distribution of principle quantum number of field-ionized helium Rydberg atoms.
distribution of absorbed photons derived from data in left panel. The structures on the left side of 

artifacts that are well understood.  The 5.36 meV width is consistent with the 
of the photon beam. 
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analysis and extensive 
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near threshold effects.  By tuning the synchrotron energy to near (just above, just below, or straddling) the 
double ionization threshold, we can study in detail ionization-excitation by measuring in coincidence the 
photoelectron momentum and Rydberg state of the singly charged helium ion. 
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Program Scope:  
This project will determine certain properties of chemically significant Uranium 

and Thorium ions through measurements of fine structure patterns in high-L Rydberg 
ions consisting of a single weakly bound electron attached to the actinide ion of interest.  
The measured properties, such as polarizabilities and permanent moments, control the 
long-range interactions of the ion with the Rydberg electron or other ligands.  The ions 
selected for initial study in this project, U6+,U5+. U4+, Th4+, and Th3+, all play significant 
roles in actinide chemistry, and are all sufficiently complex that a-priori calculations of 
their properties are suspect until tested.  The measurements planned under this project 
should serve the dual purpose of providing data that is directly useful to actinide chemists 
and providing benchmark tests of relativistic atomic structure calculations.  In addition to 
the work with U and Th ions, which takes place at the J.R. Macdonald Laboratory at 
Kansas State University, a parallel program of studies with stable singly-charged ions 
takes place at Colorado State University.  These studies are aimed at clarifying theoretical 
questions connecting the Rydberg fine structure patterns to the properties of the free ion 
cores, thus directly supporting the actinide ion studies.  In addition, they provide training 
for students who can later participate directly in the actinide work. 

    
Recent Progress: 
U6+:  We have worked hard to resolve RESIS signals in U5+ Rydberg ions, but so far 
without success.  In a typical transition, 53-93, the resolved RESIS signals, if present, are 
less than 0.1% of the high-L signal.  We think this disappointing result is due to a large 
fraction of metastable U6+ ions in the ECR beam.  The lowest excited levels of the Rn-
like U6+ ion represent the 6p55f configuration about 13eV above the ground state, almost 
all members of which are metastable.   After charge capture, these metastable U6+ ions 
form doubly-excited Rydberg U5+ ions that make our planned experiment very difficult in 
two ways.   

1)  Some of these metastable Rydberg ions spontaneously auto-ionize within our 
Rydberg detector at precisely the same location and electric potential where we 
intentionally Stark ionize the RESIS signal ions.  This produces a large background that 
greatly increases the noise level in the measured RESIS signals.   

2)  The metastable Rydberg ions can also be excited by the CO2 laser, and will 
contribute to the unresolved high-L signal.  Due to the various high angular momentum 
values of the metastable levels, the metastable Rydberg ions do not produce a simple 
pattern in the RESIS excitation spectrum, but have the net effect of diluting the resolved 
signals from the ground state Rydberg ions.   
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For the present, we have given up on U and moved on to Th.   
  

Th4+:  Our work with Th Rydberg ions could not have been more different than our 
work with U.  Almost immediately when we obtained a beam of Rn-like Th4+ and charge 
captured to form Rydberg Th3+ ions, we started to see resolved RESIS signals of 
approximately 1-2% of the size of the high-L signal, i.e. 10-20 times larger than the limit 
set in the U studies.  It was also much easier to see these signals because the noise levels 
were much smaller.  For example, the background rate in the detector was about a factor 
of ten larger than the high-L signal in U, but only a factor of two larger in Th.  Taken 
together, the larger signals and the smaller background made the Th studies at least a 
factor of 100 less time consuming than the U studies, and I say at least because we still 
haven't definitively seen a resolved RESIS signal in U.  Figure 2 below shows one of the 
Th3+ RESIS signals we obtained during this grant period.  Along with another similar 
scan of a different RESIS transition, this formed the basis of our measurement of the 
dipole and quadrupole polarizabilities of Rn-like Th4+.  A paper reporting this result has 
just been submitted for publication.   The measured polarizabilities are 
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Figure 2: RESIS Excitation spectrum of the n = 37 – 73 transition in Th3+.  The black 
points show the measured signal, and the red points are magnified by a factor of ten to 
display the resolved RESIS signals more clearly.  The x-axis represents the energy 
difference from the hydrogenic energy of the 37 – 73 transition.  The asterisks identify 
the weaker ΔL = -1 transitions associated with each strong transition.     
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Th3+:  We have also been able to measure resolved RESIS signals in Rydberg Th2+ ions 
whose core is the Fr-like Th3+ ion.  Since the ground state of Th3+ is a 2F5/2 level, the fine 
structure pattern in these Rydberg ions is very complicated, comparable to the patterns 
we have been studying in Ni.    We have just begun exploring these spectra, and Fig. 3 
shows an early example, the n=29 to n'=72 RESIS excitation.  As expected, the spectrum 
is complex, showing a great deal of structure, some well resolved, some unresolved.  It is 
particularly interesting to see the splitting of the high-L peak due to the dominance of the 
quadrupole moment of Th3+ in the structure of the highest L levels.   In addition to this 
spectrum, we have also observed similar structure in the n=27 to n'=60 and the n=28 to 
n'=66 transitions.  From these we have obtained initial estimates of the quadrupole 
moment and scalar polarizability of the 2F5/2 ground state of Th3+. 
    ..)6(7.15..)2(61.0 0, uauaQ d == α  
Analysis of the Th2+ spectrum is complicated by the very low excitation energy of Th3+ 
excited states, especially the 2F7/2 (0.536eV), 2D3/2 (1.139 eV), and 2D5/2 (1.795 eV) 
levels.   This results in large non-adiabatic effects in the Rydberg fine structure.  Our 
experience in analyzing similar effects in Ba Rydberg levels has been very helpful in this 
analysis.    
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Fig. 3.  RESIS spectrum of n=29 to n'=72 excitations in Th2+.  The high-L peak is 

split by the quadrupole structure in the highest L levels.  Partially resolved structure from 
lower L levels is also visible, including six fully resolved lines.  Lines are identified by 
the n=29 level excited in the transition, using spectroscopic notation.  The letters K, L, M, 
N, O stand for L = 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and the subscript gives the value of the quantum 
number K=L+Jc.  
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 One obvious remaining issue at KSU is clarification of the reason why the Th 
experiments have been so much easier than the U experiments.  Both U6+ and Th4+ are 
Rn-like ions, and both should have many metastable levels, but the two RESIS studies are 
dramatically different.  We have been thinking hard about this and consulting with others 
who may have insight, and one of our goals for the next year is to come up with a way 
forward for the U studies. 
 
Ni:  We have started measurements of the fine structure in high-L levels of Ni using 
microwave spectroscopy.  So far we have measured 14 microwave transitions, but since 
the fine structure pattern is very complex, there is much more to do before this study is 
complete. 
 
Immediate Future Plans: 
 1)  Complete the analysis of optical RESIS spectra in Th III. 
 2)  Complete the microwave spectroscopy of Ni Rydberg levels. 
 3)  Begin microwave spectroscopy of Rydberg levels of Th IV and Th III. 
 4)  Find a way to make the U VI optical studies work. 
   
Recent Publications: 
 
"Determination of dipole and quadrupole polarizabilities of Mg+ by fine structure 
measurements in high-L, n=17 Rydberg states of Mg", E.L. Snow and S.R. Lundeen, 
Phys. Rev. A 77, 052501 (2008) 
 
"Microwave spectroscopy of high-L n=10 Rydberg states of argon", M.E. Hanni, Julie A. 
Keele, and S.R. Lundeen, Phys. Rev. A 78, 062510 (2008) 
 
"Dipole and quadrupole transition strengths in Ba+ from measurements of K-splittings in 
high-L barium Rydberg levels", Shannon L. Woods, S.R. Lundeen, and Erica L. Snow, 
Phys. Rev. A 80, 042516 (2009) 
 
"Optical spectroscopy of high-L Rydberg states of nickel", Julie A. Keele, Shannon L. 
Woods, M.E. Hanni, S.R. Lundeen, and W.G. Sturrus, Phys. Rev. A 81, 022506 (2010) 
 
"Polarizabilities of Pb2+ and Pb4+ and Ionization Energies of Pb+ and Pb3+ from 
spectroscopy of high-L Rydberg states of Pb+ and Pb3+. M.E. Hanni, Julie A. Keele, S. R. 
Lundeen, C.W. Fehrenbach, and W.G. Sturrus, Phys. Rev. A 81, 042512 (2010) 
 
"Dipole transition strengths in Ba+ from Rydberg fine structure measurements in Ba and 
Ba+, Shannon L. Woods, M.E. Hanni, S.R. Lundeen, and Erica L. Snow (To be 
published, Phys. Rev. A ) 
 
"Polarizabilities of Rn-like Th4+ from spectroscopy of high-L Rydberg levels of Th3+", 
M.E. Hanni, Julie A. Keele, S.R. Lundeen, and C.W. Fehrenbach (submitted to Phys. 
Rev. A ) 
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Theory of threshold effects in low-energy
atomic collisions

J. H. Macek

Department of Physics and Astronomy,
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee and

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee
email:jmacek@utk.edu

1 Program scope

Time-dependent wave functions for low-energy ion-atom collisions computed
at the outset of our project have shown that vortices are present [1]. Fur-
ther theory showed that the vortices can be observed as “holes” in electron
momentum distributions and that these vortices play an important role in
atomic dynamics at low energy. The present project focuses on the physical
implication of vortices in time-dependent wave functions.

The main objective of our research is to understand the role that vor-
tices may play in atomic physics, how they may be observed experimentally,
and whether they can be exploited for applied purposes. The present report
narrows the focus to identify the connection between angular momentum
transfer and vortices. To be more precise, we examine the transfer of “ori-
entation”, defined as the mean value of the vector angular momentum, in
atomic processes.

We also continue our research into structure related to threshold phenom-
ena. The projects listed in this abstract are sponsored by the Department
of Energy, Division of Chemical Sciences, through a grant to the University
of Tennessee. The research is is carried out in cooperation with Oak Ridge
National Laboratory under the ORNL-UT Distinguished Scientist program.

2 Recent progress

Previous work with the Regularized Lattice-Time-Dependent-Schrödinger
equation (RLTDSE) method [1,2] has shown that time-dependent atomic
wave functions ψ(r, t) may have vortices corresponding to rotation of the
electron probability |ψ(r, t)|2 about centers rv. A surprising feature is that
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rv need not correspond to a force center and the vortices can be located
anywhere. This feature is unexpected, therefore our project has focused on
whether vortices are of general importance for atomic physics. To that end we
have addressed the following issues: (1) can vortices in atomic wave functions
be observed?; (2) how general is the formation vortices in atomic processes?;
(3) are there potential applications of vortex structure in time-dependent
atomic wave functions?

To address the first question we have developed the “imaging theorem”
namely the statement that measured momentum distributions P (k) image
coordinate space wave functions according to

P (k) = lim
t→∞

[∣∣∣t3ψ(r, t)
∣∣∣2]

r=kt
(1)

where it is understood that r 6= rQ and rQ is any potential center. This
equation allows structure in P (k) to be traced to structure in ψ(r, t) at
earlier times. Using the RLTDSE method and the imaging theorem we have
shown that “holes” in highly accurate momentum distributions are due to free
vortices [2]. It was also shown that the vortices are observable, in principle.
We have further shown that an exact zero at any point other than at potential
centers must be a vortex. Computation of the probability current w shows
that it circulates around the zero and is quantized according to

∮
w ·dl = 2π.

The status Eq. (1) is somewhat ambiguous. To many researchers it is
obvious, but to those accustomed to expressions for P (k) in terms of the
square of transition matrix elements |Tk|2 it is not immediately clear that
the two interpretations are equivalent. We have shown [1,3] that the two
interpretations are indeed equivalent. This means that structures in P (k)
where both the real and imaginary parts of Tk vanish relate to vortices in
time-dependent wave functions.

Transition matrix elements for electron impact ionization where both the
real and imaginary parts of Tk vanish were found in 1993 by Berakdar and
Briggs for (e,2e) processes in atomic helium. Their theoretical work identified
an exact zero near a measured minima. Using a 3C correlated final state,
as in the previous calculations that found a minimum, we have computed
the (e,2e) T-matrix element for helium targets [3]. The calculations show an
exact zero, i. e. a vortex, as expected. It was proposed that this vortex had
actually been observed experimentally.

The second question, namely, how general are vortices in atomic processes
was addressed by examining the high energy limit of electron impact ioniza-
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]Figure 1: Plot of the square of the absolute value of the T-matrix for ioniza-
tion of carbon K-shell electron in atomic units verses the angle of ejection of a
slow electron with Ek = 9.6eV relative to the momentum transfer axis when
the incident electron with Ei = 1801.2eV is scattered through an angle of
20o . The dashed curve (red online) is the plane wave Born approximation.
The solid curve (blue online) is the Born T-matrix with an added vortex
contribution extracted from the Coulomb Born theory.

tion when the ejected electron’s energy is in the threshold region. The plane
wave Born approximation is known to give the high energy limit of ioniza-
tion for fixed momentum loss q of the incident electron. For fixed scattering
angle θf of the incident electron and v → ∞, this is no longer true since the
incident particle is primarily deflected by collisions with the atomic nucleus,
not by collisions with the atomic electron. Owing to potential scattering
from the nucleus, the incident electron must loose some angular momentum
L. Part of this angular momentum is transferred to the ejected electron. It
follows that that the mean value of the ejected electron’s angular momen-
tum (orientation) 〈`〉 is non-zero so that the P (k) will have isolated exact
zeros. We have found such structure for electron impact ionization of K-shell
electrons in carbon computed in the Coulomb Born approximation. This
approximation allows for collision of the incident electron with the atomic
nucleus and therefore gives the high incident energy limit at fixed scattering
angle.

Figure 1 shows a plot of |T (k)|2 vs. the angle of ejection of the K-shell
electron for 1801 keV electron impact on the K-shell of carbon in the Born
approximation and in the Born approximation modified by adding an m = 1
contribution from the Coulomb Born amplitude. It is this modification that
produces a vortex which appears in the figure as an exact zero near the point
θ = 270o, where the angle θ is measured from the momentum transfer axis.
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The eikonal Coulomb Born approximation has also been applied to ion-
ization of atomic hydrogen by proton and antiproton impact. In both case
we find that there are vortices in the electron momentum distribution. These
vortices appear as holes in contour plots of P (k).

Our main conclusion is that vortices commonly occur in atomic collisions.
Since they strongly affect angular distributions they need to be understood
theoretically. They are not, however, controllable in collisions, thus we are
investigating vortices in short pulse ionization of atoms by linearly and cir-
cularly polarized light to see if controllable vortices are produced.

Other projects include structure that appears in elastic scattering [4],
charge exchange reactions [4], low energy three-body interactions [5] and ion-
ization by positron impact [6]. The threshold ionization cross section obeys
the extended threshold law proposed earlier by us and verified by convergent
close coupling model calculations. We find some unanticipated structure ow-
ing to hidden crossings of hyperspherical adiabatic potential energy curves.

3 References to DOE sponsored research that

appeared in 2008-2010

1. Origin, evolution, and imaging of vortices in atomic processes, J.H. Macek
J.S. Sternberg and S.Y. Ovchinnikov, T-G. Lee and D.R. Schultz, Phys. Rev.
Lett, 102, 143201(2009).
2. Evolution of quantum systems from microscopic to macroscopic scales,
Sergey Y. Ovchinnikov, Joseph H. Macek, James S. Sternberg, Teck-Ghee
Lee, and David R. Schultz, CAARI 2008 Proceedings AIP Conference Pro-
ceedings, 1099, 164 (2009).
3. Theory of deep minima in (e,2e) measurements of triply differential cross
sections, J. H. Macek, J. B. Sternberg, S. Yu. Ovchinnikov and J. S. Briggs,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 033201 (2010).
4. Feshbach resonances in atomic structure and dynamics, J. H. Macek,
Proceedings of the JointPhysics/Mathematics Workshop on Quantum Few-
Body Systems, AIP Conf. Proc. 998, 59 (2008).
5. Multiparticle interactions of zero-range potentials, J. H. Macek, Few-Body
Syst, 45,207 (2009).
6. Near-threshold positron impact ionization of hydrogen, S. J. Ward, Krista
Jansen, J. Shertzer, and J. H. Macek, Nuc. Inst. Meth. B, 266, 410 (2008).
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 Ionization of Free and Confined Atoms and Ions 
 

Steven T. Manson, Principal Investigator 
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia 30303 

(smanson@gsu.edu) 
 

Program Scope 
 
 The goals of this research program are: to provide a theoretical adjunct to, and 
collaboration with, the various atomic and molecular experimental programs that employ 
third generation light sources, particularly ALS and APS; to generally enhance our 
understanding of the photoabsorption process; and to study the properties (especially 
photoabsorption) of confined atoms and ions.  To these ends, calculations are performed 
employing and enhancing cutting-edge methodologies to provide deeper insight into the 
physics of the experimental results; to provide guidance for future experimental 
investigations; and seek out new phenomenology, especially in the realm of confined 
systems.  The general areas of programmatic focus are: manifestations of nondipole 
effects in photoionization; photodetachment of inner and outer shells of atoms and atomic 
ions (positive and negative); studies of atoms endrohedrally confined in buckyballs, C60, 
particularly dynamical properties.  Flexibility is maintained to respond to opportunities 
that present themselves as well. 
 
Highlights of Recent Progress  
 
1.  Confined Atoms 
 The study of confined atoms is in its early stages.  There are a number of 
theoretical investigations of various atoms endohedrally confined in C60 [1,2], but 
experimental studies are sparse [3,4].  Thus, we are conducting a program of calculations 
at various levels of approximation, aimed at delineating the properties of such systems, 
especially photoionization, to guide the experimental community.  Among our recent 
results, we have found that a huge transfer of oscillator strength from the C60 shell, in the 
neighborhood of the giant plasmon resonance, to the encapsulated atom for both Ar@C60 
[5] and Mg@C60 [6]. Also, a new type of atom-fullerene hybridization in Xe@C60 was 
discovered [7] which occur owing to the near-degeneracy of atomic and C60 states; these 
hybrid states exhibit rich photoionization structure, radically different from the cross 
sections of free atomic or fullerene states. 

In addition, confinement resonances [8], oscillations that occur in the 
photoionization cross section of an endohedral atom owing to the interferences of the 
photoelectron wave function for direct emission with those scattered from the 
surrounding carbon shell have been found in a broad range of cases, and the 
photoionization of endohedral atoms within nested fullerenes, called buckyonions, has 
shown that, as a result of the multi-walled confining structures, the confinement 
resonances become considerably more complicated [9].  

Recent experiment on the photoionization of Xe@C60 in the region dominated by 
Xe 4d [4] has revealed evidence of these confinement resonances that agree with our best 
calculations [7] as far as amplitude is concerned but not with phase.  We have shown that 
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the amplitudes of the confinement resonances are inversely related to the width of the 
confinement potential [10].  Further, we have found that consideration of the polarization 
of the C60 by an inner-shell atomic hole changes the phases of the confinement 
resonances [11].  
 While these various effects have been calculationally demonstrated in particular 
cases, their importance is that they are, in fact, quite general and it is expected that they 
will arise in many confined atom systems.  
 
2.  Photoionization of Free Atoms and Ions 
 The study of photoionization of atoms and ions at high resolution leads to results 
of great complexity.  One recent effort has focused upon The Be isoelectronic sequence.  
We have explored satellite processes (photoionization plus excitation) along the sequence 
and quantitatively characterized how these two-electron processes become less important 
with increasing Z [12], and we have looked how resonances converging to differing Be+ 
thresholds overlap more and more with increasing Z [13].  We have also looked at the 
higher-Z transition metals and found that the 3p→3d resonances which dominated the 
spectrum of Sc+2, has partially moved below threshold for Ti+3 and are entirely in the 
discrete for higher Z, thereby changing the spectrum dramatically [14].  Experiment is 
available for Ti+3 and agreement is excellent. 
 We have also been developing a new methodology to treat photoionization termed 
Multiconfiguration Tamm-Dancoff (MCTD) which handles both coupling among the 
continuum channels in the same manner as the random phase approximation, and discrete 
state correlation is introduced via a multiconfiguration configuration-interaction 
expansion.  MCTD should be useful because it can treat open-shell systems, satellite 
(two-electron) processes, and relativistic interactions.  Preliminary results of this 
development on inner-shell photodetachment of Na- [15] are quite encouraging.  
 
3.  Nondipole Effects in Atoms and Ions   
 Up until relatively recently, the conventional wisdom was that nondipole effects 
in photoionization were of importance only at photon energies of tens of keV or higher, 
despite indications to the contrary more than 35 years ago [16].  The last decade has seen 
an upsurge in experimental and theoretical results [17] showing that nondipole effects in 
photoelectron angular distributions could be important down to hundreds [18] and even 
tens [19] of eV.  We have initiated a project to study nondipole photoelectron angular 
distributions over the entire periodic table to identify cases where nondipole effects are 
large and rapidly varying, particularly in the vicinity of Cooper minima, both dipole and 
quadrupole and a preliminary report on this study is published [20]. 
   
Future Plans 
 
 Our future plans are to continue on the paths set out above.  In the area of 
confined atoms, we will perform many-body calculation on charged particle impact 
ionization of endohedral atoms and free fullerene molecules in an effort to elucidate any 
new insights inherent in the nondipole channels thus produced.  In addition, we shall 
upgrade our theory to include relativistic interactions to be able to deal with heavy 
endohedrals with quantitative accuracy, nondipole effects, and charged particle 
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interactions.  The study of the photodetachment of C- shall move on to the photo-
absorption in the vicinity of the K-shell edge of both the ground 4S and exited 2D states in 
order to understand how the slight excitation of the outer shell affects the inner-shell 
photoabsorption and to pave the way for experiment, in addition to further study of Na- 
and K- which shall also be studied using MCTD.  Further, building upon our previous 
work, we shall attack the problem of inner-shell photoionization of the Sc atom.  
Additionally, the search for cases where nondipole effects are likely to be significant, as a 
guide for experiment, and quadrupole Cooper minima, will continue.  
 
Publications Citing DOE Support Since November, 2007 
• “Ionization in Fast Atom-Atom Collisions: the Influence and Scaling Behavior of Electron-
Electron and Electron-Nuclear Interactions,” J. M. Sanders, R. D. DuBois, S. T. Manson, S. Datz, 
E.F. Deveney, H. F. Krause J. L. Shinpaugh and C. R. Vane, Phys. Rev. A 76, 062710 (2007). 
• “Spectacular Enhancement in Low Energy Photoemission of Ar Confined in C60,” M. E. 
Madjet, H. S. Chakraborty and S. T. Manson, Phys. Rev. Letters 99, 243003 (2007) 
• “Theoretical Studies of Photoabsorption by Atomic Systems,” S. T. Manson, W.-C. Chu, A. M. 
Sossah and H.-L. Zhou, Advances in Atomic Molecular and Optical Sciences, edited by E. 
Krishnakumar (Allied Publishers, New Delhi, India, 2008), pp. 89-98. 
• “Photoionization of C60: A Model Study,” M. E. Madjet, H. S. Chakraborty, J. M. Rost and S. T. 
Manson, J. Phys. B 41, 105101 (2008). 
“Dynamical Effects of Confinement on Atomic Valence Photoionization in Mg@C60,” M. E. 
Madjet, H. S. Chakraborty, J. M. Rost and S. T. Manson, Phys. Rev. A 78, 013201 (2008). 
• “Photoionization of atoms confined in giant single-walled and multiwalled fullerenes,” V. K. 
Dolmatov, P. Brewer and S. T. Manson, Phys. Rev. A 78, 013415 (2008). 
• “Relativistic-Random-Phase Approximation Calculations of Atomic Photoionization: What We 
Have Learned,” S. T. Manson, Can. J. Phys. 87, 5 (2009). 
• “Relaxation Effects in Photodetachment of Intermediate p shells of the Chlorine and Bromine 
Negative Ions,” V. Radojević,, J. Jose, G. B. Pradhan, P. C. Deshmukh and S. T. Manson, Can. J. 
Phys. 87, 49 (2009). 
• “Correlation confinement resonances in photoionization of endohedral atoms: Xe@C60,” V. K. 
Dolmatov and S. T. Manson, J. Phys. B 41, 165001 (2008). 
• “Fast charged-particle impact ionization of endohedral atoms,” A. S. Baltenkov, V. K. 
Dolmatov, S. T. Manson, and A. Z. Msezane, Phys. Rev. A 79, 043201 (2009). 
• “Photoionization of Doubly-Charged Scandium Ions,” A. M. Sossah, H.-L. Zhou, S. T. Manson, 
Phys. Rev. A 78, 053405 (2008). 
• “Spin-Orbit interaction Activated Interchannel Coupling in dipole and Quadrupole 
Photoionization,” S. Sunil Kumar, T. Banerjee, P. C. Deshmukh and S. T. Manson, Phys. Rev A 
79, 043401 (2009). 
• “Photoionization of novel hybrid states in endohedral fullerenes,” H. S. Chakraborty, M. E. 
Madjet, T. Rebger, J.-M. Rost and S. T. Manson, Phys. Rev. A 79, 061201(R) (2009). 
• “Photoionization of the Be Isoelectronic Sequence: Total Cross Sections,” W.-C. Chu, H.-L. 
Zhou, A. Hibbert and S. T. Manson, J. Phys. B 42, 205003 (2009). 
• “Photoionization of Mg and Ar isonuclear sequences,” G. B. Pradhan, J. Jose, P. C. Deshmukh, 
V. Radojevic, and S. T. Manson, Phys. Rev. A 80, 053416 (2009). 
• “Photoionization of endohedral atoms: Collective, reflective and collateral emissions,” H. S. 
Chakraborty, M. A. McCune, M. E. Madjet, D. E. Hopper and S. T. Manson, in The Fourth 
International Symposium “Atomic Cluster Collisions: Structure And Dynamics From The 
Nuclear To The Biological Scale” (ISACC 2009), edited by A. V. Solov’yev and E. Surdutovich, 
AIP Conference Proceedings 1157, 111-118 (2009). 
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•  “Quadrupole matrix element zeros and their effect on photoelectron angular distributions,” L. 
A. LaJohn, S. T. Manson and R. H. Pratt, Nuc. Instr. Meth. A 619, 7 (2010). 
• “Photoionization of Xe inside C60: atom-fullerene hybridization, giant enhancement and 
interchannel oscillation transfer,” M. E. Madjet, D. Hopper, M. A. McCune, H. S. Chakraborty, 
J.-M. Rost and S. T. Manson, Phys. Rev. A 81, 013202 (2010). 
• “Effects of the fullerene (C60) potential and position of the atom (A) on spectral characteristics 
of endohedral atoms A@C60,” A. S. Baltenkov, U. Becker, S. T. Manson, and A. Z. Msezane, J. 
Phys. B 43, 115102 (2010). 
•  “Satellite Lines in the Photoionization of Ions: The Be Isoelectronic Sequence,” W.-C. Chu, 
H.-L. Zhou, A. Hibbert and S. T. Manson, Phys. Rev. A 81, 053412 (2010). 
• “Photoionization of the Be-like O4+ ion: Total and partial cross sections for the ground 2s2 and 
excited 2s2p 1,3P states,” D.-S. Kim and S. T. Manson, J. Phys. B 43, 155205 (2010). 
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ABSTRACT

ELECTRON-DRIVEN PROCESSES IN POLYATOMIC MOLECULES
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The focus of this project is the development, extension, and application of accurate, scalable methods

for computational studies of low-energy electron–molecule collisions, with emphasis on larger polyatomics
relevant to electron-driven chemistry in biological and materials-processing systems. Because the required
calculations are highly numerically intensive, efficient use of large-scale parallel computers is essential,
and the computer codes developed for the project are designed to run both on tightly-coupled parallel
supercomputers and on workstation clusters.

HIGHLIGHTS
Over the past year we have continued to pursue code development and applications related to electron

interactions with biological molecules and have maintained productive collaborations with experimental
groups. Principal developments include:
• An experimental/theoretical study of elastic electron collisions with ethyl vinyl ether, a prototype

system for studying electron-driven dissociation of biomolecules
• Development of a parallelized replacement for the remaining sequential section of our electron-

scattering codes

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Low-energy electrons can initiate chemistry by exciting molecules to dissociative or reactive electronic

states or by attaching to form metatstable anions that then dissociate. We have recently studied a variety
of such processes, with emphasis on larger polyatomics and in particular biomolecules, by carrying out
fixed-nuclei calculations of the electron-molecule collision dynamics. Besides yielding cross sections that
can be compared to experiment, such calculations give insight into the nature, energies, and lifetimes of
resonant states that may play a role in promoting dissociative attachment or excitation. During 2010, we
took steps to move beyond fixed-nuclei calculations and incorporate nuclear dynamics into our studies, with
direct calculation of dissociation cross sections the ultimate goal.

Our main effort in this direction was developing a parallel replacement for the last remaining sequential
section of our electron-molecule scattering codes. This section evaluates quantities that do not depend on
the collision energy, including all matrix elements that involve only Gaussian orbitals. Such matrix elements
are far less numerous than the mixed Gaussian/plane-wave matrix elements treated by the existing parallel
code. However, as our interests have shifted to high-accuracy studies of low-symmetry polyatomic systems,
and in particular as we begin to contemplate carrying out electron collision calculations at many different
nuclear geometries in order to map out a dissociative potential surface, this remaining sequential code had
become a bottleneck. Its parallel replacement not only evaluates the required matrix elements using fully
parallel, scalable code but also incorporates extensions and generalizations that will allow us to employ
more flexible and accurate descriptions of the molecular wave functions.

During 2010, we also initiated work on ethyl vinyl ether, C2H5–O–C2H3, by carrying out calculations
of the fixed-nuclei elastic electron scattering cross section. Ethyl vinyl ether was chosen as a prototype for
studying indirect dissociative attachment in biomolecules. The empty !! orbital of the vinyl group gives
rise to a low-energy resonance that can trap the projectile electron, and intramolecular electron transfer from
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that !! orbital to a C–O "! orbital can lead to either C2H5O" + C2H3 or C2H5 + C2H3O" [1]. The relative
importance of such “indirect” dissociative attachment versus direct attachment into the relevant "! orbital in
a different prototype molecule, formic acid, has been the subject of recent debate [2–5], and detailed studies
of ethyl vinyl ether should be illuminating. Our initial study of ethyl vinyl ether [6] was a collaborative
effort with the experimental group of Murtadha Khakoo at Cal State Fullerton, whose measured differential
elastic cross sections in general agree very well with our calculated results.

PLANS FOR COMING YEAR
We plan to continue our studies of ethyl vinyl ether by exploring the dissociative attachment dynamics.

On the computational side, we will carry out calculations of the electron scattering cross section at multiple
nuclear geometries in order to track the evolution of the !! metastable anion as bonds rotate and stretch,
leading to its mixing with one of the C–O "! orbitals and eventually to dissociation. Besides the qualitative
insights gained from such calculations, we expect to be able to obtain estimates of the dissociative attachment
cross section by using the resonance positions and widths as the real and imaginary parts of an anion potential
surface within a model of the nuclear dynamics based on the formalism originally laid out by O’Malley
[7]. Our calculations will be complemented, on the experimental side, by work in the Khakoo group to
measure the dissociative attachment cross section, including its temperature dependence, using a recently
installed negative-ion mass spectrometer. The temperature dependence gives information about the role
of vibrational excitation in promoting dissociation and thus may provide insight about which vibrational
modes are involved.

We also plan to undertake an extensive study of electron-impact electronic excitation of H2O. Excitation
of water, the most abundant and ubiquitous biomolecule of all, is of course extremely important in its own
right, both for understanding energy deposition by slow electrons and for modeling the electron-driven
chemistry, since some of the low-lying states dissociate impulsively to OH + H. However, we are also
interested in electron-impact excitation of water as a prototype for inelastic electron collisions with alcohols
and biomolecules in general. Our aim is to determine, through a systematic and thorough study, just what is
needed to obtain accurate cross sections for excitation of several low-lying states of H2O, with the idea that
the lessons learned will carry over to larger systems. The Khakoo group will carry out corresponding cross
section measurements to provide points of reference, while we will also collaborate and exchange ideas with
computational groups in Brazil.

Code development will also continue. We are beginning to explore the use of graphics-processing
units (GPUs) to provide an additional level of parallelism in our code and will focus on implementing
key computational steps, including two-electron integral evaluation and matrix multiplication, on nVIDIA
GPUs using the CUDA toolkit. Although adapting the integrals, in particular, to GPUs is likely to prove
challenging, the enormous performance gains achievable make the effort highly worthwhile.
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                      ELECTRON/PHOTON INTERACTIONS WITH ATOMS/IONS 

                                     Alfred Z. Msezane (email:  amsezane@cau.edu) 
       Clark Atlanta University, Department of Physics and CTSPS, Atlanta, Georgia 30314 
 
 
PROGRAM SCOPE 

The project’s primary objective is to gain a fundamental understanding of the near-threshold 
electron attachment mechanism and determine accurate electron affinities (EAs).  The elegant Mulholland 
formula, implemented within the complex angular momentum (CAM) representation of scattering, 
wherein resonances are rigorously defined as singularities of the S-matrix, is used for the investigations 
[1].  Regge trajectories allow us to probe electron attachment at its most fundamental level near threshold, 
thereby uncovering new manifestations and possibilities as well as determine the reliable electron 
affinities of tenuously bound and complicated atomic and molecular systems [2]. 

The development and application of the Random Phase Approximation with Exchange (RPAE) 
method to atoms (ions) with unfilled sub-shells continue. The theory has also been extended to open    
outer-shell and inner open-shell atoms (ions) and applied to photoionization, including of Ce3+ @C60 [3]. 
Methods are developed for calculating the generalized oscillator strength, useful in probing the intricate 
nature of the valence- and open-shell as well as inner-shell electron transitions.  Standard codes are used 
to generate sophisticated wave functions for investigating CI mixing and relativistic effects in atomic 
ions. The wave functions are also used to explore correlation effects in dipole and non-dipole studies. 
 
SUMMARY OF RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS  
 
A.   Regge -Pole Analysis of Near - Threshold Scattering  of Electrons by Complex Atoms: 

              Extraction of Reliable Electron Affinities 
The mechanisms of electron-electron correlations and core-polarization interaction are crucial for 

the existence and stability of most negative ions.  In the calculations of the cross sections using the 
Regge-pole methodology the vital electron-electron correlation effects are accounted for through the 
Mulholland formula.  This formula converts the infinite discrete sum into a background integral plus the 
contribution from a few poles to the process under consideration.  The important core-polarization 
interaction is incorporated through the well-investigated Thomas-Fermi type model potential [4, 5].  The 
power of the method lies in that it extracts the binding energies (BEs) of tenuously bound and complex 
negative ions from the resonances in the near threshold elastic total cross sections (TCSs), requiring no a 
priori knowledge of the experimental or other theoretical data. The “Novel Mechanism for Nanoscale 
Catalysis” [6] is the most important accomplishment in this funding cycle of our research.  
 
A.1     Low-energy electron elastic scattering from lanthanide atoms 
 The crucial importance of the lanthanide atoms in general and in the design and synthesis of 
novel functional compounds, in heavy fermion metals and heavy fermion compounds [7] have motivated 
our investigation of low energy electron scattering TCSs and differential cross sections (DCSs) for a 
fundamental understanding of electron attachment [8-10].   From the characteristic dramatically sharp 
resonance structures in the elastic TCSs and DCSs, reliable electron affinities were extracted and 
compared with available measurements and other theoretical calculations [11,12].   

The large discrepancies in the comparison between our calculated EAs of the lanthanide atoms 
[8] and those of Ref. [11,12], motivated us to explore electron attachment to the lanthanide and Hf atoms 
resulting in the possible formation of stable excited lanthanide and Hf anions as Regge resonances in the 
near-threshold electron impact energy region, E < 1.0 eV.    The extracted BEs for excited lanthanide 
anions were contrasted with those of the most recently calculated EAs (ground state BEs), concluding that 
the calculated BEs for many of the anions in [12] are not identifiable with the EAs as claimed.  Formation 
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of bound excited anions has been identified for all the lanthanide atoms including Hf, except Eu and Gd.  
The imaginary part of the CAM,  Im L was used to distinguish between the shape resonances and the 
bound excited negative ions.  The excited anions were found to be mostly tenuously bound (BEs < 0.1 
eV).  Shape resonances and Ramsauer-Townsend minima were also determined. 
 
A.2     Electron elastic scattering cross sections for excited Au and Pt atoms 

The ground state BEs (EAs) are essential for the fundamental understanding of chemical 
reactions, the quenching of Rydberg states and the creation of new molecules.  Contrary to bulk, Au, Pt 
and Pd nanoparticles exhibit considerable catalytic activity.  We note that manipulating the structure and 
the dynamics of metallic nanoprticles, attractive due to their optical, electronic and magnetic properties, 
including applications in catalysis, chemical sensing, biological markers and photonics, requires a 
fundamental understanding of the dynamic processes at the atomic level.   

Electron elastic TCSs and DCSs in both impact energy E and scattering angle for the excited Au 
and Pt atoms have been explored in the energy range 0  E  4.0 eV.  The cross sections were found to be 
characterized by very sharp long-lived resonances whose positions were identified with the BEs of the 
excited anions formed during the collisions.  The DCSs were evaluated using a partial wave expansion.   
The Ramsauer-Townsend minima, the shape resonances and the BEs of the excited Auˉ and Ptˉ anions 
were extracted from the cross sections, while the critical minima were determined from the DCSs [13].  

When the near threshold electron TCSs for Au and Pt are contrasted with those of the lanthanide 
and Hf atoms, an amazing revealing picture emerges in the context of the behavior of Au and Pt in 
chemical reactions, particularly catalysis. 
 
A.3     Multiple excited negative ions in low-energy electron elastic scattering  

Significantly, the appearance of a large peak in the electron – atom scattering TCS at low energy 
manifests the presence of the ground state of the negative ion formed during the collision as a resonance.  
This facilitates considerably the identification of the BEs of negative ions in the electron elastic scattering 
TCSs in general, including excited anions.  The results of Sections A.1 and A.2 have motivated us to 
explore further the possibility of identifying additional excited states beyond the first one.  Toward this 
end, we predict the formation of two stable bound excited negative ionic states in low-energy electron 
scattering from Tm and Y atoms.  In both cases one is tenuously bound while the second is weakly bound.   
 
  A.4     Novel mechanism for nanoscale catalysis 
 Recently, the direct synthesis of hydrogen peroxide from H2 and O2 using supported Au, Pd and 
Au-Pd nanoparticle catalysts was reported [14].  The experiment also found that the addition of Pd to the 
Au catalyst increased the rate of H2O2 synthesis significantly as well as the concentration of the H2O2 
formed.  How Pd promotes catalysis is a subject of considerable academic and industrial interest. 

Very recently [6], the interplay between Regge resonances and Ramsauer-Townsend minima in 
the electron elastic TCSs for Au and Pd atoms along with their large EAs have been proposed as the 
fundamental atomic mechanism responsible for the observed exceptional catalytic properties of Au 
nanoparticles and to explain why the combination Au-Pd possesses even a higher catalytic activity than 
Au or Pd separately when catalyzing H2O2, consistent with recent experiments.  The investigation uses the 
recent CAM description of electron scattering from neutral atoms.  The paper [6] provides a recipe for 
identifying new catalysts that could present advantages over Au, Pt and Pd, from the point of view of 
cost, for instance.  We have now identified the atom Y as a possible candidate to enhance the catalytic 
property of Au/Pd even further.   This could multiply the catalysis of H2O2 immensely.   

 
A.5     Density Functional Theory Investigation of Small Pt Clusters 
 To obtain a sense of how the proposed fundamental mechanism [6] might be affected when small 
clusters are used rather than the atoms, we recently used Density functional theory to investigate the 
structural evolution of small minimum energy Ptn (n < 5) clusters [15].  The clusters of n = 2, 3, 4 and 5 
Pt atoms used were represented respectively by linear, equilateral triangle, tetrahedron, and triagonal 
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bipyramid atoms.   The geometric optimization was achieved using the DMol package under the 
generalized gradient approximation with the Perdew-Wang exchange-correlation functional. The 
adiabatic electron affinities and vertical electron affinities for the clusters were evaluated and compared 
with measurements and other theoretical calculation [16]. 

Our calculated EAs are closer to the measurements, particularly for n close to 2, demonstrating 
the importance of careful geometric optimization of the structures.  The EA for Pt4 is of concern, 
however, since it deviates significantly from the measured value.  We believe that the reason is due to the 
importance of the spin-orbit interaction which has not been taken into account in our calculation. 
        
B.1     Strongly Correlated Fermi-systems 

   The non-Fermi liquid (NFL) behavior in various strongly correlated Fermi-systems, such as 
high temperature superconductors, heavy-fermion metals, 2D electrons and 3He, has been investigated 
[7], since it leads to the understanding of many-body effects and quantum phase transitions, responsible 
for the NFL behavior.  The heavy-fermion f-electron alloys, such as CeRu2Si2 and CePd1-xRhx are 
important examples of strongly correlated Fermi-systems, with CeCu6-xAux being critical in demonstrating 
the atomic nature of antiferromagnetism [7].   These systems demonstrate the importance and need of 
accurate EAs for Ce, Cu, Ru, Si, Pd, Au, Rh and others, including the BEs for their excited states.  

 
C.1     Photoionization of Ce3+ and Ce3+ @C82 endohedral fullerene  

The photoionization cross sections for Ce3+ and Ce3+ @C82 in the energy region 100-150 eV have 
been studied using our open-shell RPAE method and a C82 model potential.  The C82 was described by an 
attractive short range spherical well with potential V(r), given by V(r) = - V0 for ri< r< r0, otherwise V(r) 
=0.   V0 was obtained by solving the resultant transcendental equation using the DFT calculated EA value. 
The wave functions for the Ce3+ confined inside the C82 were calculated by solving the Schrodinger 
equation with both regular and irregular solutions and the continuous boundary conditions of the wave 
functions and their logarithmic derivatives at ri and r0.  The RPAE equation was solved to obtain the 
partial cross sections with a total of 16 2D , 16 2G and 14 2F states.  The photoionization of Ce3+ @C82 
shows both the resonance and suppression effects and demonstrates a stronger resonance peak at 106 eV. 
 
Future Plans 

The development and application of the Regge pole method to the interesting and challenging 
multichannel case continues, including the application to Feshbach resonances and cold collisions.   We 
continue to develop the electron spectroscopy of tenuously bound and weakly bound systems for possible 
use in the detection of nanomaterials and extraction of EAs for complex atoms.   This is accomplished 
through the calculated near threshold electron collision TCSs for various atoms as in [17].  The spin-orbit 
coupling in small Pt clusters, particularly in Pt4 is being investigated.  Accurate BEs for ground and 
excited Ceˉ, Cuˉ, Ruˉ, Siˉ, Pdˉ, Rhˉ, Ptˉ anions and others continue to be extracted from resonances in 
near threshold electron elastic TCSs. These are critically needed in demonstrating the atomic nature of 
antiferromagnetism [7].  We continue to calculate the EAs of the 4d transition metals and the EA of C82 
will be calculated as well. The value will be used to obtain the model potential of C82 so that the 
photoionization cross sections for A@C82 can be obtained using our open-shell RPAE method. 
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Program Scope 
This program focuses on developing a systematic theoretical and computational framework for the description of coherent 
resonant nonlinear ultrafa st x-ray  spectroscopies (a ll-x-ray as well as mixed optical/x-ray  techni ques). X-ray  puls es 
provide a u nique pro be for interactions between  the core -transitions and the electron ic state s that  mediate the se 
interactions.  A hierarchy of possible s pectroscopic techniques employing multiple x-ray pulses with controlled tim ing, 
phases, and intensities are considered, and models for their analysis and assessing their information content are developed. 
These experi ments which can probe electronic and nuclear dy namics of molecules in the condensed phase with sub-
femtosecond time and ato mic spatial resolution, are made possibl e by the development of new bright soft and hard x-r ay 
light sources.  They provide novel windows into the valence electronic structure and chemical dynamics with much higher 
spatial and te mporal reso lution than possible in the visibl e regi me.  Coherent signals in volving electron wavepackets 
created by  at tosecond pulses are described b y extending concepts used for vi brational wavepackets in the fem tosecond 
regime.  Many -body coherence effects that go be yond the charge densit y and reveal multiple core excitations and 
dynamics are investigated. Resonant x-ray pump-probe and nonlinear wave mixing spectroscopy of core excitons provide 
attosecond snapshots of va lence electronic excitations.   By creating m ultiple core holes at selected ato ms and controlled 
times it should beco me p ossible to stud y the d ynamics and co rrelations of valence electrons as they  respond to th ese 
perturbations. These measurements should provide critical test s for electronic structure theory and coul d be extended to  
highly correlated materials.  
 
Recent Progress 
Probing valence for electronic states with all x-ray stimulated Raman spectroscopy   

A two-pulse coherent stimulated x-ray Raman  
spectroscopy(CXRS) technique has been proposed.  The 
Raman interaction with the first x-ray  pump tuned 
resonantly to a specifi c core-hole tra nsition creates a  
valence electronic wavepacket, which i s then detect ed by 
a delay ed x-r ay pro be via a second Raman process. The 
dependence of the probe absorption on the delay provides 
information on the tim e evolution of the electronic s tates 
constituting the wavepack et.  The valence wavepacket is 
initially centered at the atom whose core shell is resonant 
with the pump frequency. Similarly, the probe absorption  
reflects the u noccupied states in  the vi cinity of the core-
shell, which are resonant with the pro be frequency.  B y 
tuning the p ump and the probe frequencies to different 
core transitions, one can control where the wavepack et is 
created and where it is probed and study the delocalization 
of the electr onic states. CXRS has several advan tages 

compared to other four wa ve mixing signals.  It only requires two pulses, and phase control is not necessary, making it  
feasible with the current LCLS source.  It offers a much longer observation time  window,  not lim ited by the core-hol e 
lifetime.  Compared to spontaneous inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS), the additional control offered by the pulses in CXRS 
allows to bett er compete with Auger process es. The valence wavepacket can be actively manipulated and probed in the 
time domain by other pulses which allow to monitor the excitation dynamics in the desired region of space and time.  The 
signal can be  expressed in a gener alized Kramers-Heisenberg (transition am plitude) form wh ich considerably  helps the 
analysis. The  technique of fers a high t emporal reso lution an d a bird-eye vie w of many  valence electronic excitations 
covered b y the broad  (few eV) bandwidth. This  i s in contr ast to resonant optical spectroscopy , whic h looks at one 
electronic st ate at  a ti me and often has strict  s election rules that  li mit the  a ccessible stat es.  Non-additive effe cts of  
functional groups i n the  stim ulated Ra man signal o f conjugated  molecules were predicted. The CXRS signal can b e 
represented as a closed-time-path loop (Fig.1) that shows   the evolution of the valence electronic wave packet upon c ore 
electronic excitations.   The signal is recast as the overlap between the doorway many-electron wave packet created by the 

Figure 1: two closed-time-path loop diagrams that contribute to the 

stimulated Raman signal.  g  and 'g   are the ground state and 

valence-excited states with no core-hole, respectively.  2f   and are core-

excited states for different localized core-holes, respectively.[P36] 
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pump and the window wave packet generated by the probe: 2 1 2 1( ; , ) 2Re ( ) ( ; )SRS W D        . Closed expressions 
for the door way and the  window which depend explicitl y on the pulse envelopes wer e derived. This  representati on 
provides an intuitive picture for the measurement by dividing it into three stages: wave packet creation, propagation, and 
detection.  Applications to 5-quinolinol, a two-ring system in which the O and N atoms are located on the different rings is 
shown in Fig.2.  
 
Manipulating Quantum  Entanglement of Quasiparticles in Many -Electron S ystems by Attosecond x-ra y Pul ses   
Photoexcited electrons an d holes in molecules or in sem iconductors can be viewed as a bipartite entangled sy stem.  A 
bipartite quantum system in a pure state made of two distingu ishable subsystems A and B is said to be entangled if the 
total wavefu nction may  not be factorized into a product of st ates in the two subspaces.  Entanglement is the basi s f or 
numerous applications in quantum computing, secure co mmunication, and infor mation processing.  A ke y element in al l 
of these applications is the ability  to separately  excite and pr obe the individual subsy stems.  We have dem onstrated that 

the degree of entangleme nt of electrons and holes can be coherently  
controlled by  x-ray sources.  Thanks to their broad bandwidth, 
attosecond x-ray pulses can create valence electron-hole wavepackets by  
the stimulated Raman technique.  The time dependent concurrence which 
is a measure of electro n-hole entanglem ent can be manipulated by 
varying the pulse shapes  which may be optim ized by coherent control 
techniques to meet desired goals. For uncorrel ated electro ns the 
concurrence is time independent. The time dependent concu rrence 
is therefore a sensitive and direct dynamical measure of electron  
correlations in the valence excited states.  
 
Future Plans 
Multidimensional Attosecond photoel ectron spectroscopy    
Photoelectron spectroscopy  is a pow erful tool f or probi ng orbital 
energies in molecules an d cry stals.  In tim e reso lved photoel ectron 
spectroscopy (TRPES) the sy stem is prepared in a nonequili brium state 
by a laser pulse, evolves for a delay  time t and is e ventually probed by  
detecting the electrons generated by  a second, io nizing, pulse. The  

distribution of the electron kinetic energy  (  ) reveals the underlying dynamics through its parametric dependence on the 
time delay. Multidimensional TRPES signals induced by  a series of temporally-well separated pump pulses with variable 
delays, foll owed by a final ionizing detection pul se will be  predicted and calculated. T he technique  will be furt her 
extended to attosecond electron d ynamics. Here the pump ionizes  the molecule to create o ne or several holes (core or 
valence ty pe).  The hole  m igration can then be probed by a second puls e and detected b y either  the generated  
photoelectrons or by  directly looking at its absorption . Hole motion is very  slow and negligible for deep core states an d 
becomes faster for m ore shallow holes. Taking t he quantum  nature of x-ra y fields into account coul d provide m any 
additional control parameters and will enable new spectroscopic techniques. The fi eld gets entangled with the matter and 
provides a wi ndow for viewing the m atter.  Phot oelectron signals induced by e ntangled optical or x-ra y photons will be 
predicted using Glauber ’s form alism. The signals are rec ast as prod ucts of  matter and field m ultipoint correlatio n 
functions in t he interaction picture.   Parameters of the photon wavefunction provide a ne w class of co ntrol knobs f or 
multidimensional spectroscopy .  This theory  may  also be used t o represent stoch astic fluctuating classi cal x-ray  fields  
rather than q uantum fields. The manipulation of multidimensional x-ray  response by  coherent control pulse shaping 
algorithms will be explore d.  Spectra may be simplified and the resolution improved by optimizing the temporal profiles 
of the pulses.  

 
Real Space Visualization of Particle-Hole Wave Packets using the Natural Orbital Representation   The attosecond  
snapshots of e lectron dynam ics provide d b y re sonant x-ra y t echniques c all for de veloping re al tim e/real s pace 
visualization schemes.  It is not possible to display the many-electron wavefunctions that live in a high dimensional space. 

Figure 2: The coherent stimulated x-ray Raman signal of 5-
quinolinol(upper left) can be described in terms of valence 
electronic states with differing core-occupations(lower left). 
Peaks in the one-(upper right) and two-color (lower right) 
frequency domain  spectra  represent valence excitations, 
weighted by their projections onto the nitrogen and  oxygen . 
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In a work in progress we are  developing  techniques for  vi sualizing many-electron wave packets  in real space. Th is 
visualization  should   help  in the i nterpretation of  X-ray  experiments.  We adopt an  approximate electronic structur e 
theory in which the reduced doorway-window representation carries the same information as the full  many-electron wave 
packets of th e signal, by  assuming tha t only  single-particle excitations dominate the signal . We shall lo ok for way s of 
visualizing inform ation about electronic coherence that go es b eyond the charge density.   Valence excitations are 
effectively visualized in terms of few electron-hole pairs represented by natural orbitals. These describe the reduced single 
electron density matrix and carry information about electron delocalization and coherence.   
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Program Scope 
This project is ai med at direct spectros copic char acterization of phenomena t hat occur on mesoscopi c 
(nanometer) length scales and ultrafast time scales i n condensed matter, inclu ding non-diffusive thermal 
transport and the high-wavevector aco ustic phono n pr opagation that mediates it, co mplex structural 
relaxation and the density and shear dynamics that mediate it, and nanostructure ther moelastic responses. 
A primary effort in the project is directed toward nonlinear time-resolved spectroscopy with coherent soft 
x-ray, or extreme ultraviolet (EUV), wavelengths. Time-resolved transient grating (TG) measurements are 
conducted in order to directly define an experimental length scale as the interference fringe spacing  (or 
wavevector magnitude q = 2 /) formed by  two crossed excit ation pulses or by  a fabricated spatiall y 
periodic pattern that is irra diated by a single excita tion pulse. The dynamics of materi al responses at the 
selected wavevector, including thermoelastically induced surface acoustic waves and thermal diffusion or  
non-diffusive thermal transport, are recorded through  time-resolved measurement of coherent scattering, 
i.e. diffraction, of variably dela yed probe pulses fr om the trans ient grating pattern. Progress in high 
harmonic generation has yielded femtosecond EUV pulses with sufficient energy and focusabi lity for use 
in TG experiments. EUV probe pulses provide far greater sensitivity  than optical pulses to surface 
acoustic and thermal responses, since the surface modulations change the EUV phase by far more than the 
optical phase and thereby yield far higher EUV diffr action efficiencies. Crossed EUV exci tation pulses 
will produce interference fringe spacings  of tens of nanometers, far sma ller than is possible with crossed 
optical pulses, providing access to mesoscopic lengt h scales, ver y high acous tic frequencies, and non-
ballistic thermal transport.  

In complementary measurements, the f requency rather than the wavevector of an acoustic response 
is specified by using a sequence of femt osecond excitation pulses at a specifi ed repetition rate, with each  
pulse thermoelastically driving a single acoustic cy cle. In this case the acoustic wave propagates through 
the sample rather than along the surface, and detecti on is carried  out at the opposite sam ple surface, i.e. 
multiple-pulsed excitation is at the front and detection is at the back of t he sam ple. This approach 
provides access to high-frequency  bulk acoustic w aves, while t he EUV measurements are used to 
examine surface acoustic waves.  

 
Recent Progress 
EUV probing of nanoscale thermal transport and acoustic waves 
In a collaboration betwee n JILA, MIT  and LBL, t wo m ajor advances were made using ultrafast EUV 
beams to probe 1-dim ensional nanostructured materials. First, optical measurements of surf ace acoustic 
waves w ere extended to frequencies of 50 GHz for the first time , to understand surface ac oustic wave  
dispersion in nanostructures. These measurements are critical for accurate characterization of thin films 
and interfaces beneath very  thin films. The results were published last y ear in Applied Physics L etters. 
Second, the t ransition from  diffusive to quasiballist ic therm al transport from nanostructur ed interfaces 
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was observed for the first time. This allowed us to understand how the Fourier Law of diffusive heat flow 
must be corrected in order to calculate heat flow in nanostructures. These findings are of great importance 
in understanding and manipulating nanoscale heat transport at interfaces, particularly for nano-electronics 
and energy  recovery devices, where the rapidl y shrinking scale of devices and nanoco mposites 
fundamentally changes the way that heat is dissipated. These results were recently published in November 
2009 in Nature Materials. In the experiments, an 800-nm pulse irradiated nanoscale nickel lines deposited 
on a transparent sapphire substrate, thereby  depositing heat in a  confined area and in a 1D spatially  
periodic pattern. The therm al expansion and acou stic response were observed b y m onitoring the 
diffraction of ultrafast coherent EUV beams at 45 eV , generated through high-order harmonic generation 
(HHG), fro m the nanostructure. This allowed us to observe heat propagation through the interfac e and 
into the substrate. The signal consisted of a sharp ri se due to impulsive laser heating, a thermal decay due 
to interfacial thermal transport, and an oscillation due to surface acoustic wave (SAW) propagation. We  
extracted a corrective ball istic resistivity  rBallistic, corresponding t o the deviation between best fit to th e 
data and bulk values. At th e smallest line widths ( L = 65 nm), the interface di mension was much smalle r 
than the pho non m ean free path in th e sapphire su bstrate ( L < ΛSa ~ 120 n m), and we measured an  
interfacial resistivity that was as much as three times higher than the bulk value. 

We can enter  the true nanoscale regi me of ballistic  energy flow by  moving to patterned structures 

with even smaller periods and to two-dimensional arrays, where basic questions still need to be addressed 
and where t heoretical an d experimental tools are lacking. One concern wa s that the diffracted high 
harmonic signal from sub-50 nm , 2D na nostructures would be to o weak to  detect. Fortunately , we were 
able to obtain prelim inary data showing acoustic oscillations and th ermal decay  from  2D array s of 
multilayer magnetic discs with diam eters down to ≈ 35 nm . Th e data in Fig. 1 dem onstrate that th e 

 
                                        Time Delay (ps)                                                             Frequency (GHz) 

Figure 1.  (Left) Prelimin ary data showing the EUV sign al diffracted from a series of laser-heated 2D discs of 
different diameters and spacings: 1 µm discs at 1.2 µm intervals, 180 nm discs at 0.4 µm intervals, 80 nm discs 
at 0.2 µm intervals, and 35 nm discs at 0.08 µm intervals. The signal consists of a sharp rise due to laser-induced 
heating, a therm al decay, and a su perimposed high freque ncy oscillation due to surface acoust ic wave 
propagation. ( Right) M easured frequency of t he s urface acoustic wa ve (t he wa velength i s det ermined by  t he 
nanostructure periodicity). Note that the scales of the horizontal axes are different in all of these graphs.
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(a) (b)  

diffracted EUV signal is strong and that we should b e able to detect both the t hermal decay and surface 
acoustic waves in nanostructures with dimensions down to 20 nm.  
 
Optical generation and study of bulk GHz-frequency longitudinal and shear acoustic waves 
We have developed novel methods for measurement of bulk acoustic waves at high frequencies, recently 
including shear as well as longit udinal waves. Aco ustic waves at GHz freq uencies play ke y roles in  
thermal trans port. The y also mediate structural rela xation in parti ally or dered and disordered materials 
including supercooled liquids. Last year we reported in Physical Review Letters the first measurements of 
GHz shear waves in glass-form ing liquids, using f emtosecond pulse sequences to excite the waves and 
single femtosecond pulses to monitor them after pr opagation through the sam ple. Figure 2a shows th e 
experimental approach. We have measured longitudi nal acoustic waves i n supercoole d liquids at  
frequencies up to up to 200 GHz, which correspond s to  an acous tic wavelength of ab out 15 nm. Very  
recently we completed a co mprehensive study of DC704, a va n der Waals liquid,  in which our  GHz-
frequency measurements were combined with transient grating m easurements of acoustic waves at MHz 
frequencies and slower structural relaxation at times corresp onding to kHz frequenci es, and with 
piezomodulation measurements done by a collaborati ng group at Roskilde University  (Den mark), 
covering lower frequencies all the way down to  millihertz. The results, shown in Fig.  2b,  p roduced an 
ultrabroadband com pliance spectru m covering 13 d ecades, c apturing the slowdown of structural 
relaxation in a tem perature range of 140 K, essentia lly the complete transition  from highv-temperature, 
low-viscosity liquid to low-temperature glass. This is by many decades the most complete spectrum of its 
kind collected from  any  material. Our results supp orted a m ode-coupling t heoretical prediction of  a 
quantitative connection bet ween the fast dynam ics at GHz  frequencies and the much slower, highl y T-
dependent dynamics extending to m uch lower frequenc ies, expressed in ter ms of an arith metic relation  
between power-law exponents describing the  fast a nd slow dynamical responses and indi cative of an 
underlying dynamic criticality in supercooled liquids.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. (a)  Multiple-pulse generation of acoustic waves that are g enerated by fs op tical irradiation of a ~20  nm 
metal transducer, propagated through a liquid sample, and detected either (I) interferometrically at a ~ 20 nm metal 
transducer on the other side or (II) through coherent t ime-domain Brillouin scattering (TDBS) in the liquid or the 
substrate. Measu rements th rough different liq uid thicknesses yield the a coustic speed and damping rate. (b) L oss 
compliance spectrum  of DC 704 ac ross 13 decade s and 140 K dete rmined a s shown in (a) for GHz fre quencies, 
through t ransient g rating (ISTS) m easurements fo r kHz-MHz frequencies, a nd t hrough piezomodulation (PZ) 
measurements made by the group of J. Dyre in Roskilde University for mHz-kHz frequencies.  
 
Future Plans 

Our collaborator, Dr. Eric Anderson at LBL, is fabricating arrays of simple metal 2D Ni discs on uniform 
substrates. Using these samples that are the 2D analogs of the 1D samples we previously investigated, we 
should be able to extract the signatures of trul y ballistic heat flow, and benchmark them with new codes 
that we are developing. Going further, recent a dvances in high harmonic generation produce EUV pulses  
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with sufficient energy for use as crossed excitation pulses in transient grating measurements, allowing us 
to examine nanoscale surface acoustic waves and non-diffusive heat transport without any  patterned 
structure on the surface. This will simplify the analysis of our results and enable versatile measurement of 
ballistic transport in a wide range of materials. We also expect to extend the frequencies of bulk acoustic 
waves that we can generate to over 1 THz, capturing the full range of acoustic waves in many materials. 
This will enable us to determ ine directly  t he pho non m ean free paths involved in thermal transport,  
thereby completing a microscopic description of t he non-diffusive transport tha t we measure. It will also 
enable observation of the  end of acoustic propagation in glasses and pa rtially disordered materials. 
Finally, we are form ulating detailed plans for conduc ting transient grating measurements of thermal and 
acoustic res ponses with hard x-ra y pulses at the LCLS, thereby  accessing the highest possible  
wavevectors in bulk materials and at surfaces.  
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Free-Space Excitation of Propagating Surface Plasmon Polaritons

Lukas Novotny (novotny@optics.rochester.edu)

University of Rochester, The Institute of Optics, Rochester, NY, 14627.

1. Program Scope

In this project we study antenna-coupled light emission on the single molecule level. Here, ’single

molecule’ refers to any quantum emitter such as an ion, atom, quantum dot, or defect center. We taylor the

properties of the optical antenna to control different photophysical parameters, such as the excited state

lifetime, the saturation intensity, and the quantum yield [2, 3, 19]. A single molecule approach overcomes

the problem of ensemble averaging and inhomogeneous broadening due to varying parameters and local

environments. Furthermore, using a single molecule coupled to an optical antenna whose position and

properties can be controllably adjusted we can establish a detailed and quantitative understanding.

2. Recent Progress

Recently we started to explore novel schemes for creating highly localized fields by use of nonlinear opti-

cal interactions. We discovered highly efficient four-wave mixing (4WM) in gold nanoparticle junctions [7]

and used the nonlinear response as an excitation source for near-field fluorescence imaging [12]. While

working on 4WM we also discovered the possibility of exciting nonradiative modes, such as surface plas-

mon polaritons (SPPs), with free propagating radiation [14]. This multiphoton excitation scheme is the

subject of the current report.

As shown by the red curve in Figure 1, the dispersion relation of SPPs lies to the right of the light cone

defined by k = ω/c (shaded area) and hence cannot be excited by a single free-propagating photon.

Therefore, various alternative excitation schemes have been developed over the years, which either rely
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Figure 1: Principle of surface plasmon excitation by nonlinear four-wave mixing. The SPP dispersion curve kspp(ω)

(solid line) is located to the right of the light cone (shaded area) prohibiting the excitation by a single free-propagating

photon. The vectorial summation of three incident photons, all contained within the light-cone, makes it possible to

penetrate the light cone and to couple to the SPP dispersion curve. The axes are normalized by the plasma fre-

quency ωp and corresponding wavevector kp = ωp/c. (b) Experimental configuration with overlaid scanning electron

microscope image of the sample surface showing the gratings used for SPP outcoupling. (c) Experimental results

showing the intensity of the outcoupled surface plasmons.
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on coupling via evanescent waves, such as the Kretschmann-Raether configuration [20] and the Otto [21]

configuration, or on gratings and defects [22] at the metal surface in order to bridge the momentum gap

between the SPP and the incident radiation. However, these processes inevitably lead to increased losses

(due to finite film thickness), leakage radiation or scattering, which reduces the SPP propagation length

and increases background radiation. In contrast, our approach allows SPPs to be launched on any planar

metal surface by nonlinear mixing of photons from two separate laser beams.

The multi-photon excitation scheme can be readily understood on the basis of energy and momentum

conservation. The multi-photon process that we’re exploiting is optical four-wave mixing (4WM). Two

incident laser beams with frequencies ω1 and ω2 are used to produce radiation at frequency

ω4wm = 2ω1 − ω2 . (1)

Our experiments are schematically depicted in Fig. 2(a), which shows two incident beams at angles θ1 and

θ2 with respect to the surface normal, and an outgoing beam at angle θ4wm. Because of the translational

invariance the in-plane momentum is conserved, which yields

ω4wm

c
sin θ4wm =

ω2

c
sin θ2 − 2

ω1

c
sin θ1 . (2)

To couple the 4WM field to surface plasmon modes we require that the left hand side of Eq. (2) matches

the momentum of surface plasmon polaritons, i.e. The momentum condition for surface plasmon excita-

tion becomes
ω4wm

c
sin θ4wm =

ω4wm

c

√

ε2(ω4wm)

ε2(ω4wm) + ε1

. (3)

which defines a resonance condition for the two incident angles θ1 and θ2.

In our experiments we focus laser pulses from two laser beams on a gold surface (c.f. Figure 2b). By

use of a delay line, the laser pulses are made to overlap in time. Because the excited SPPs are confined

to the gold surface it is not possible to directly image their propagation. Therefore, as shown in Figure 2b,

we have fabricated gratings into the gold surface to convert the SPPs into propagating radiation. The

gratings consist of periodic grooves of depth 70 nm and width 150 nm, produced by electron beam lithog-

raphy and reactive ion etching.
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Figure 2: (a) Experimental configuration with overlaid scanning electron microscope image of the sample surface

showing the gratings used for SPP outcoupling. (b) Experimental results showing the intensity of the outcoupled

surface plasmons.
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The multi-photon excitation scheme allows surface plasmons to be excited anywhere on a metal sur-

face. The energy and momentum of the excited plasmons can be selected by proper choice of laser

energies and excitation angles. The process makes use of vectorial photon momentum summation and

doesn’t rely on thin films, gratings, or scattering centers. In an extension of this work we are interested

to excite SPPs with radially polarized annular beams [23] thereby providing the possibility of generating

converging or diverging plasmon fields. Our work can also be extended to configurations using multiple

SPP excitation spots, for example by use of zone plates or diffractive optics. Surface plasmons excited

at different locations are then able to interfere with each other, which can be exploited for plasmon fo-

cusing, guiding and coherent control [24, 25]. It has to be emphasized that the method of vectorially

adding different photon momenta can also be employed for the excitation of other planar modes, such

as surface phonon polaritons, waveguide modes, surface exciton polaritons, and modes associated with

two-dimensional electron gases (2DEG), such as magnetoplasmons and magnetorotons.

3. Future Plans

Our future experiments will build on the results and findings of the current project. In the next project

period we are particularly interested in exploring the possibility of antenna-coupled electro-optical trans-

duction. To date, optical antennas were mainly used to convert incident photons to outgoing photons. We

now intend to study the local conversion between electrons and photons.
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Electron-Driven Excitation and Dissociation of Molecules 
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Program Scope 
This program will study how energy is interchanged in electron-polyatomic collisions leading to 
excitation and dissociation of the molecule. Modern ab initio techniques, both for the electron 
scattering and the subsequent nuclear dynamics studies, are used to accurately treat these 
problems. This work addresses vibrational excitation, dissociative attachment, and dissociative 
recombination problems in which a full multi-dimensional treatment of the nuclear dynamics is 
essential and where non-adiabatic effects are expected to be important.   
 
Recent Progress 
 
We have carried out a number of calculations studying low-energy electron scattering from 
polyatomic systems leading to vibrational excitation and dissociative attachment, and studies of 
photoionization of diatomic and triatomic molecules. Much of this work has been done in 
collaboration with the AMO theory group at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory headed by T. N. 
Rescigno and C. W. McCurdy. As a result of this collaboration one of my students has finished his 
thesis work with the AMO experimental group headed by A. Belkacen. He did experiments on 
dissociative attachment of water where we have carried out calculations. 
 
Dissociative Attachment of Acetylene 
We have performed nuclear dynamics calculations on C2H2 and C2D2 to study the isotope effect in 
DEA.  Our previous calculations at 0K led to an isotopic ratio of the cross section for C2H2 
compared to the cross section for C2D2 of  ~28.9, a factor of 2 higher than recent measurements 
[1]. Since this reaction proceeds by bending, and this mode is populated at room temperature at 
which the experiments were performed, the discrepancy was attributed to the contribution of 
higher vibrational modes. We included the four lowest bending vibrational states that had non-
vanishing populations at the experiment temperature of T = 333 K.  The resulting ratio is found to 
be 17.9 in closer agreement to the experimental value. The results of the calculation were 
described in a paper published in Physical Review A (Publication 4)   
 
Dissociative Electron Attachment to HCN and HNC 
Previously we have carried out studies on DEA of ClCN and BrCN [2]. We have extended these 
calculations to HCN and its isomer HNC. We have carried out electron scattering calculation using 
the complex Kohn variational method as a function of the three internal degrees of freedom to 
obtain the resonance energy surface and autoionization widths. We used this as input to a 
dynamics calculation using the MCTDH approach [3]. In contrast to acetylene, instead of bending, 
the H atom tunnels through the barrier to dissociation. The DEA cross section and branching ratios 
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were compared to available experiment and theory. The results of the calculation are described in a 
paper published in Physical Review A (Publication 5). 
 
Formation of inner shell autoionizing CO+ states below the CO++ threshold  
Because of the long-range repulsive Coulomb interaction between singly charged ions, the vertical 
double ionization thresholds of small molecules generally lie above the dissociation limits 
corresponding to formation of singly charged fragments. This leads to the possibility of forming 
singly charged molecular ions by photoabsorption in the Franck-Condon region at energies below 
the lowest dication state, but above the dissociation limit for two singly charged fragment ions. 
These singly charged molecular ions can emit a second electron by autoionization, but only at 
larger internuclear separations where the ion falls into the electron+dication continuum. This 
process has been termed indirect double photoionization. Since these states are characterized by 
strong conf guration mixing and numerous curve crossings, the inner valence regions of molecular 
ions continues to be a challenging subject both experimentally and theoretically. The AMO 
experimental group headed by A. Belkacem has carried a kinetically complete experiment on the 
production of CO+ autoionizing states following inner-valence photoionization of carbon 
monoxide below its double ionization threshold. Momentum imaging spectroscopy was used to 
measure the energies and body-frame angular distributions of both photo- and ejected electrons, as 
well as the kinetic energy release of the atomic ions. We have carried out ab initio theoretical 
calculations, calculating both the potential energy curves of the superexcited states and well as 
cross sections and molecular-frame photoelectron angular distributions in order to compare with 
experiment. This has provided insight into the nature of the molecular ion states produced and their 
subsequent dissociation into autoionizing atomic (O*) fragments The results of the calculation are 
described in a paper which was published in Physical Review A as a Rapid Communication 
(Publication 7). 
 
Electron interactions with CFx radicals 
In collaboration with T.N. Rescigno, LBL, we have begun a study of the radical CF2. We have 
performed fixed-nuclei scattering calculations using the Complex Kohn variational method and 
extracted the resonance parameters, for each geometry of interest, by analyzing the energy 
dependence of the eigenphase sums. These preliminary calculations have showed a single 
resonance at low energy that at the static exchange level is unbound at the equilibrium geometry of 
the ground state. However, at the relaxed SCF level of calculation, which correctly balances the 
anion and target correlation and has been used previously with great success to study similar 
resonances, the anion is bound at the equilibrium geometry. This is in contrast to the R-matrix 
calculations [4] that show the anion to be unbound at the equilibrium geometry. We are currently 
using this data as input to a dynamics calculation using the MCTDH approach [3].  A paper on this 
work will be submitted soon. 

.  
Dissociative Electron Attachment to HCCCN 
Experiments on dissociative electron attachment (DEA) to HCCCN below 12 eV have led pre-
dominantly to formation of CCCN-, CN-, HCC- and CC- negative ions. It has been concluded that 
these fragments result mainly from the decay of p*-shape resonant state upon electron attachment 
that involves distortion of the symmetry of the linear neutral molecule. In order to study the 
dynamics of dissociation in these channels, we subdivided the molecule into three fragments (H), 
(CC) and (CN); therefore, four internal coordinates consisting in the distances between the center 
of masses of (H) and (CC) fragments, (CC) and (CN) fragments, the (H)-(CC) angle and the (CC)-
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(CN) angle are included in the calculation. We have performed electron scattering calculations 
using Complex Kohn Variational method to determine the resonance energies and autoionization 
width for various geometries of the system and construct the complex potential energy surfaces 
relevant to the metastable HCCCN- ion. The nuclear dynamics is treated using the 
Multiconfiguration Time-Dependent Hartree (MCTDH) formalism and the flux of the propagating 
wave packet is used to compute the DEA cross section relevant to 4 channels in question. There 
are some limited experimental studies available on this system.  A paper on this work will be 
submitted soon to Physical Review A.  
 
FUTURE PLANS 
 
Dissociative Electron Attachment to HCN and HNC: Beyond Static Exchange 
In our studies of the dissociative electron attachment to acetylene, the inclusion of polarization was 
important. We have begun calculations on dissociative electron attachment to HCN and HNC 
adding the effect of polarization. We will study both the total cross section and the isotope effect, 
but also whether the inclusion of polarization modifies the mechanism. 
 
Formation of inner shell autoionizing OH+ states below the H2O++ threshold  
Experiments on the production of OH+ autoionizing states following inner-valence photoionization 
of water have been carried out by the group of Dörner in Frankfurt. These experiments are similar 
to those carried out at LBL on inner-valence photoionization of carbon monoxide. We have begun 
a series of ab initio theoretical calculations, calculating both the potential energy curves of the 
superexcited states and well as electron scattering calculations from OH+ to determine which 
autoionizing states are involved. This has provided insight into the nature of the molecular ion 
states produced and their subsequent dissociation into autoionizing OH* fragments. 
 
Isomerization of HCCH: Snapshots of a chemical reaction 
The Moshammer group at Heidelberg has begun studies of the dissociative photoionization of 
HCCH. These are two photon experiments. The first photon ionizes HCCH (below the double 
ionization limit), and then at a later variable time a second photon ionizes the HCCH+. The 
experiment will focus on the (C+,CH2

+) channel. We are performing calculations on the ion states 
and plan to carry out dynamics calculations to understand the isomerization that must occur to 
produce this channel. The goal is to produce snapshots of the path to products. 
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Project Scope: The program concentrates on the important issues dealing with electron 
initiated damage and energy exchange in the deep valence and shallow core regions of 
the collision targets.  These types of excitations are extremely sensitive to many body 
interactions and changes in local potentials. The targets we will examine range in 
complexity from very controlled molecular thin films to realistic biological targets and 
complicated aqueous solution interfaces. Thus, our proposed investigations should be 
particularly fruitful in extracting important details regarding the roles of counter ions, 
interfacial energy exchange, and molecular structure in non-thermal damage of hydrated 
biological interfaces.  

 
Recent Progress:   
Project 1. Coulomb explosions at ice and hydrocarbon surfaces.  
 We have continued our studies of shallow valence hole mediated Coulomb 
explosions and water cluster ion production/ejection at ice surfaces. The cluster ion yields 
are very sensitive to local hydrogen bonding interactions and are very good probes of 
hole exchange.  Specifically, when water is co-adsorbed with rare gases such as Xe, Ar 
and Ne, cluster ion production and escape is greatly enhanced. The yields, threshold 
energies and velocities indicate that cluster ion formation and removal involves hole 
mediated intermolecular Coulomb exchange.   Initial hole production is in the rare-gas 
partner.  Though the coupling is weak, the rare-gas:water complex can undergo Auger 
decay resulting in two-holes localized on small water clusters.  This two-hole state 
Coulomb explodes releasing the water cluster ions.  The distribution of experimentally 
observed masses is well described using simple Poisson statistics for cluster growth on 
the surface.   

 We have also begun studies of electron-stimulated process on water co-adsorbed 
with hydrocarbons and water adsorbed on graphite surfaces.  Graphite has been chosen as 
a substrate since it is a weakly interacting surface that is used in our studies of electron 
beam induced damage of DNA.  Though this is not the focus of our current program, it is 
also a material that is very relevant to plasma fusion and nuclear reactor technologies.  
Graphite and graphene screen holes on adsorbates very efficiently.  This seems to turn off 
the Coulomb explosion mechanism that normally leads to water cluster ion production 
and desorption.  Though water cluster ions do not desorb, we have found that in the sub-
monolayer water coverage regime, direct carbon and oxidized cluster ion ejection occurs.  
Threshold data indicates that this is primarily via Auger decay of holes produced in the C 
2S level.   
 
Project 2. Coulomb explosions at ionic-aqueous interfaces. 

We have extended our studies of intermolecular Coulomb explosions of water 
adsorbed on rare gases and hydrocarbons adsorbed on water to aqueous interfaces 
containing dissolved ions.  Specifically, we have studied solutions containing either 
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NaCl, NaOH, HCl or MgCl2 using the liquid beam apparatus at Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory. Laser excitation at 193 nm produced and removed cations of the 
form H+(H2O)n and Na+(H2O)m from liquid jet surfaces containing either NaCl or NaOH. 
The protonated water cluster yield varied inversely with increasing salt concentration, 
while the solvated sodium ion cluster yield varied by anion type. We interpreted the 
production of these clusters in terms of a localized ionization/Coulomb expulsion model. 
However, the UV desorption of Na+(H2O)m is not accounted for by this model.  Rather it 
required the ionization of solvation shell waters and a contact ion/Coulomb expulsion 
mechanism.  
 

Since the contact ion expulsion mechanism requires Coulomb exchange primarily 
within the first solvation shell, stimulated desorption of cluster ions could provide a very 
good probe of interfacial ion concentrations and possible perturbations on the hydrogen 
bonding network.   We have therefore extended these studies to solutions containing 
multiply charged cations (i.e. Mg2+, Ca2+, etc.) and anions (SO4

2-, PO4
2-, etc.) that disrupt 

the hydrogen bonding network of liquid water.   These particular ions are also of interest 
since they are known to be present in biological targets such as DNA interfaces.  Our 
initial results are very intriguing since they imply that the singly charged ions populate 
the interface. There is no indication of the presence of Mg2+ or Ca2+ at the interface.   
 
Project 3. Low-energy electron induced damage of DNA constituents. 
             We have shown that water at the DNA interface is likely involved in the 
formation of both single and double strand breaks (SSBs and DSBs, respectively).   The 
SSB threshold energy is very low (< 5 eV) and likely involves a shape resonance possibly 
initially localized on the * base.   The DSBs threshold is above 5 eV and likely involves 
compound core excited resonances involving water and the bases or phosphates.  We 
believe that these compound core excited resonances can be important window states for 
the formation of DSBs.  Specifically, autoionization of this core excited resonance leads 
to the formation of a low-energy emitted electron and an electronically excited target 
configuration.  The low energy electron can excite the low-energy shape resonances 
(known to cause an SSB) at site within the mean scattering distance while the electronic 
excitation can decay to form another SSB at the initial collision point.  
 

We are therefore directly examining this process using short oligomeric targets. 
We are also examining the resonances localized on the phosphate by measuring the 
neutral atomic oxygen yield from a thin film of aqueous Na2PO4 containing isotopically 
labeled water.   
 
Future Work 

 The program will continue to focus on the electron interactions with biologically 
relevant collision partners such as DNA oligomers as well as the building blocks 
of DNA and RNA.  These include simple nucleobases, nucleotides, nucleosides, 
sugars and phosphates.  In the near term we are investigating the direct interaction 
of water with adsorbed phosphates and phosphate containing adenosine 
monophopshate (AMP). 
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 Calculations have indicated efficient atomic oxygen removal during ionization of 
uracil imbedded in water.  This may involves a similar Coluomb exchange 
process seen for simpler hydrocarbons.   We will examine this directly using the 
same approach used for atomic oxygen detection from phosphates. 

 
 Finally, the theoretical work will be extended by using more realistic scattering 

potentials and by examining other base pair sequences. 
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Structure from Fleeting Illumination of Faint Spinning Objects in Flight 
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Experiments are under way to determine the structure of molecules, viruses, and cells by 
intersecting them “in flight” with intense short pulses of radiation, and recording 
“snapshots” before the object is destroyed [1-3].  The group of this PI was the first to 
demonstrate an algorithm capable of determining the structure of single biomolecules at 
signal levels as low as ~10-2 photons/detector-pixel, anticipated from single 500kD 
molecules [4][5].  In this approach, Bayesian inference is combined with Expectation-
Maximization [6] to determine the orientation of the particle giving rise to each snapshot, 
whence the structure can be determined by iterative phasing [4,7].  Bayesian approaches 
are among the most general available. 
 
Determining structure from such low-signal, random snapshots of a spinning particle is 
computationally expensive.  It has been long known that the most general algorithms are 
the most inefficient, and the way to improve this involves introducing problem-specific 
constraints [8].  We have therefore developed a new generation of algorithms, which 
include the fundamental physics of image formation, and are thus substantially more 
efficient.  These so-called manifold-mapping approaches combine techniques from graph 
theory, Riemannian geometry, and general relativity to determine snapshot orientations 
with higher computational efficiency [9].  Our progress in this area can be summarized as 
follows: 
a. Development of noise-robust graph-theoretic approaches for discovering manifolds at 

signals orders of magnitude below those previously demonstrated; 
b. Discovery of the fundamental symmetries underlying all image formation by 

scattering; 
c. The exploitation of (a) and (b) above to determine snapshot orientations at reduced 

computational cost. 
 
Application to existing data from synchrotron and electron sources 
We have applied these approaches to well-characterized datasets obtained with 
synchrotron and cryo-electron microscopic techniques.  This is an important validation 
step, and may also extend the range of information extracted with existing techniques.   
 
Fig. 1(a) shows an experimental diffraction snapshot of a superoxide dismutase-1 crystal.  
Manifold mapping was used to determine the orientation of the crystal for each of 1,800 
experimental diffraction snapshots.  Fig. 1(b) is a plot of the determined vs. correct 
orientations.  No orientational information was provided to the algorithm.  The root-
mean-square error of 0.1° is to be compared with the goniometer step size of 0.05°, and 
crystal mosaicity of 0.8°.  Similarly accurate alignment was obtained with experimental 
diffraction snapshots of a Au nanofoam sample at signals as low as 0.08 photons/pixel, 
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the lowest signal at which data were available.  Successful orientation of experimental 
snapshots provides confidence that our approach is able to deal with experimental data. 
 
Initial analysis of data obtained from the LCLS 
We are performing a systematic analysis of the first set of single-particle data obtained 
from the LCLS.  These concern diffraction snapshots obtained from microcrystals of 
photosystem-1, and lysozyme, and individual mimivirus particles, each intercepted by a 
single femtosecond pulse (Fig. 2). 
 
Our analysis of data from microcrystals of photosystem-1 and lysozyme has shown that a 
large number of variables are at work in single-particle LCLS experiments. It is important 
to establish the nature of each of the variables so they can be rigorously treated in the 
analysis.  The possible degrees of freedom (“variables”) include: the object orientation 
(Euler angles , ,   ); pulse-to-pulse intensity variations; and the geometric overlap 
between the object and the photon pulse (determined by the relative position of the 
two ( , , )x y z ), i.e., a total of 7 parameters.  When the object is a microcrystal, additional 
degrees of freedom include: shape variations; size variations; and polymorphism, (twins, 
and/or c-axis variations) (≥3 parameters).  Other, as yet undiscovered factors may also be 
at work.  The number of degrees of freedom and hence dimensionality of the data 
manifold can thus be expected to increase from ~3 in standard crystallography to ~10.  At 
present, the precise number and possible influence of these parameters are unknown.  For 
microcrystallites, it is in principle possible to combine standard indexing methods with ad 
hoc corrections to orient the snapshots.  However, the general reliability of the deduced 
intensity values will be difficult to assess.  Indexing approaches cannot be applied to non-
periodic objects, which do not produce Bragg peaks.   

Fig. 1. (a) Experimental diffraction snapshot of superoxide dismutase-1 crystal. (b) 
Plot of correct orientations of 1,800 snapshots vs. those determined by manifold 
mapping.  Compare the RMS error of 0.1° with the goniometer step of 0.05° and the 
crystal mosaicity of 0.8°. (Schwander and Ourmazd, unpublished.)

(b) (a) 
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The algorithms we have developed offer a rigorous and principled means for quantitative 
extraction of structure from LCLS data.  The large number of variables, however, 
significantly increases the computational cost of such analysis.  Our current cycle time 
for analysis is several days, significantly hampering data analysis.  We are working to 
further enhance the computational efficiency of our algorithms.  Availability of additional 
computing resources would be of substantial help in alleviating this difficulty.   
 
Future Work 
We expect our work to lead to the availability of the analytical tools critically needed to 
extract structural information from LCLS data.  In addition to our continued work in the 
international team which conducted the first LCLS scatter-and-destroy experiments, we 
have been requested by teams at UCLA, Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, University 
College (London), the Albert Einstein College of Medicine to participate in up to ten 
other planned experiments.  The proposal from the Albert Einstein College of Medicine, 
for example, addresses the enzymatic details of multi-drug resistance in human 
tuberculosis, while the collaboration with University College addresses the structure of 
metal nanoclusters.  Our approach will therefore be used in a number of key experiments 
to demonstrate the power of LCLS science, with direct impact on important BES research 
programs. The resulting algorithms will be widely disseminated in the user community. 
 
List of Publications Resulting from Current One-year Period 
1. Schwander, P., Fung, R., Phillips, G. N., Ourmazd, A., Mapping the conformations of 

biological assemblies, New J. Phys. 12, 1-15 (2010). 
2. Moths, B., Ourmazd, A., Bayesian algorithms for recovering structure from single-

particle diffraction snapshots of unknown orientation: a comparison, submitted to 
Acta Cryst. A. (2010).  

 

Fig. 1. (a) 80fs diffraction snapshot of a photosystem-1 microcrystallite in water (2mJ of 
1.8keV X-rays).  Inset shows the central region of diffraction pattern.  (b) Snapshot of 
mimivirus.  (Courtesy of H. Chapman et al.) 

(a) 

 
(a) (b) 
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Program Scope 
This experimental program investigates photon and electron initiated processes 

leading to ionization of positively charged atomic ions, as well as to ionization and 
dissociation of molecular ions. The objective is a more complete and quantitative 
understanding of ionization mechanisms and of the collective dynamic response of bound 
electrons in atomic and molecular ions to incident EUV photons and electrons. 
Monoenergetic beams of photons and electrons are merged or crossed with mass/charge 
analyzed ion beams to probe their internal electronic structure and their interaction 
dynamics. The primary focus is on processes in which the behavior of bound electrons is 
highly correlated. This is manifested by giant dipole resonances in the ionization of 
atomic ions and also of fullerene molecular ions, whose quasi-spherical cage structures 
characterize them as structural intermediates between individual molecules and solids. In 
addition to precision spectroscopic data for understanding their internal electronic 
structure, high-resolution measurements of absolute cross sections for photoionization 
and electron-impact ionization of ions provide critical benchmarks for testing theoretical 
approximations such as those used to generate photon opacity databases. Their accuracy 
is critical to modeling and diagnostics of astrophysical, fusion-energy and laboratory 
plasmas. Of particular relevance to DOE are those produced by the Z pulsed-power 
facility at Sandia National Laboratories which is currently the world’s most efficient x-
ray source, and the National Ignition Facility at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
which is the world’s most powerful laser. Both facilities are dedicated to high-energy-
density science as well as to research aimed at harnessing thermonuclear fusion as an 
energy source.  
 

0B0B0BRecent Progress 
The major research thrust has been the application of an ion-photon-beam (IPB) 

research endstation to experimental studies of photoionization of singly and multiply 
charged positive ions using monochromatized synchrotron radiation at the Advanced 
Light Source (ALS). Measurements using the IPB endstation on beamline 10.0.1.2 define 
the state of the art in energy resolution and sensitivity for studies of photon-ion 
interactions in the 20 – 300 eV energy range. This program developed and retains 
responsibility for operation, maintenance and upgrades of this multi-user research 
endstation. 

 Due to their large number of atoms, nanometer size and hollow quasi-spherical cage 
structures, fullerene molecular ions are of intrinsic interest as structural intermediates 
between individual molecules and solids, and exhibit some of the properties of each. As 
is the case for conducting solids, their large numbers of valence electrons may be 
collectively excited in plasmon modes with broad energy signatures. Conversely, the 
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excitation of core electrons is spatially localized and of molecular character with 
narrower energy signatures characteristic of carbon-carbon bonding.  

• An atom confined in a charged spherical shell is an intriguing quantum-mechanical 
system. Unusual phenomena associated with the interaction of EUV light with so-
called endohedral fullerene molecules containing caged atoms have been predicted in 
several recent theoretical studies by M. Amusia, V. Dolmatov, S. Manson, A. 
Msezane and their collaborators, but remain untested by experiment.  The broad 4d 
photoionization resonance in atomic Xe is predicted to be significantly distorted by 
the carbon cage in endohedral Xe@C60, producing four maxima termed confinement 
resonances. The predicted pattern is a multi-path interference effect caused by 
reflection of Xe 4d photoelectron waves by the C60 cage. Exchange of oscillator 
strength between plasmon modes of the fullerene cage and the trapped atom is also 
predicted. Measurements at ALS of photoionization of Ce@C82

+ in the 70 – 160 eV 
photon energy range show clear evidence of Ce 4d excitation, but neither interference 
structure nor exchange of oscillator strength. This is attributed to the fact that Ce 
forms ionic bonds and is not centered within the carbon cage. This work was 
completed with German collaborators from Giessen (A. Müller and S. Schippers) and 
Dresden (L. Dunsch) and published in Physical Review Letters [1]. Reference 
photoionization measurements on ions of the Ce isonuclear sequence in the same 
photon energy range constituted the Ph.D. dissertation of M. Habibi and were 
published in Physical Review A [4]. Follow-up experiments with Ce@C82

+ explored 
product photoion channels involving successive losses of two C atoms from the 
fullerene cage, which also exhibit significant Ce 4d oscillator strength. Product 
channels resulting in single and double ionization with loss of as many as 12 pairs of 
C atoms were found to have non-negligible cross sections with signatures of the Ce 
4d resonance. The results of this collaborative study are being prepared for 
publication. 

• A noble gas atom such as Xe is not expected to form ionic bonds and is predicted to 
be centered within a C60 cage. A measurement of photoionization of Xe@C60

+
 in the 

energy range of Xe 4d ionization is therefore critical to test theory. Such an 
experiment was not heretofore possible because of extremely low yields of 
synthesized noble-gas endohedral fullerenes. At ALS during a period of several 
months, a 200 eV beam of Xe ions from an ion sputter-gun bombarded the surface of 
a rotating metal cylinder onto which C60 was being deposited in vacuum by 
evaporation. The accumulated powder on the cylinder (few tens of mg) was scraped 
from the surface and placed into a small oven for subsequent evaporation into a low-
power Ar discharge in an ECR ion source. A very small fraction (~10-5) of the C60 
molecules in the accumulated samples containing a Xe atom was sufficient to produce 
a mass/charge analyzed beam of Xe@C60

+ ions with a current of 0.06 – 0.3 pA. 
Proof-of-principle measurements of photoionization of Xe@C60

+ made at ALS are 
presented in Figure 1. The data exhibit a clear signature of Xe 4d ionization in this 
photon energy range, and while there is structure suggestive of confinement 
resonances, the statistical precision of the data at this stage is insufficient to draw a 
definite conclusion.  

• An in situ method was demonstrated at ALS for producing a beam of noble-gas 
endohedral fullerene ions. A 6-keV C60

+ ion beam directed through a differentially 
pumped gas cell containing Ne or Ar yielded mass-selected Ne@C60

+ and Ar@C60
+ 
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Figure 1.   Measurements at ALS of double photoionization with loss of 2 C atoms of 
empty C60

+ (open circles and squares) and of endohedral Xe@C60
+ (solid circles) in the 

energy range of Xe 4d ionization. 

ion beams with currents of approximately 0.05 pA. The ion beam intensities were 
adequate to demonstrate proof of principle of photoionization measurements by this 
method using the IPB endstation. 

• Motivated by recent theoretical work of H. Chakraborty, an investigation of the n-
dependence of photoionization cross sections of fullerene ions Cn

+ in the range 30 < n 
< 90 was completed. The objective was to explore the effects of size, symmetry and 
shape of the fullerene cage on the strengths and widths of the collective plasmon 
modes. Subsequent measurements at ALS at higher mass resolution have indicated 
that the cross section for single ionization accompanied by release of a pair of carbon 
atoms or a carbon dimer is as large as or larger than that for pure ionization at some 
photon energies. The measurements did not fully separate these two product channels.  
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Future Plans 

A priority for future experiments at ALS will be to provide definitive experimental 
tests of theoretical predictions of novel phenomena resulting from the exposure of 
fullerenes and endohedral fullerenes to EUV light.  

• Building upon the proof-of-principle results for photoionization of Xe@C60
+, the 

near-term priority will be to improve upon the statistics of measurements for this and 
other product ion channels, such that the existence of confinement resonances can be 
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definitively confirmed or negated. The Xe 4d oscillator strength in the endohedral 
fullerene molecular ion will be accounted for by searching for additional product ion 
channels. 

• The gas-cell method demonstrated for in situ preparation of Ne@C60
+ and Ar@C60

+ 
ion beams will be employed in photoionization measurements with these ions. The 
objective is to search for evidence of theoretically predicted effects in these ions, 
which include the exchange of oscillator strength between plasmon excitation of the 
fullerene cage and electronic excitation of the caged atom. 

• Measurements of the n-dependence of photoionization cross sections of fullerene ions 
Cn

+ in the range 30 < n < 90 will be repeated at higher mass resolution in the energy 
ranges of the plasmon oscillations (near 22 eV for the surface plasmon and 38 eV for 
the volume plasmon) to distinguish product channels involving pure ionization from 
those involving ionization plus loss of pairs of C atoms or C2 dimers. 
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Program Scope 
Molecular photoionization provides an ideal testing ground for investigations that probe 
correlated motions of electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom. In order to investigate such 
phenomena, it is useful to probe molecular degrees of freedom explicitly, as such an approach 
can provide the most unambiguous insights into fundamental molecular scattering phenomena. In 
our research, we perform such state-resolved scattering studies by acquiring vibrationally 
resolved photoelectron spectra as a function of energy, using the capabilities of the high 
brightness Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. On the theory 
side, we employ frozen-core Hartree-Fock single-center expansion calculations to provide a 
framework for interpreting the experimental results. The goal is to understand how 
photoelectrons traverse anisotropic molecular potentials and exchange energy with vibrations. 
This research benefits the Department of Energy because the results elucidate structure/spectra 
correlations that will be indispensable for probing complex and disordered systems of DOE 
interest such as clusters, catalysts, reactive intermediates, transient species, and related species.  

Recent Progress 
In the simplest view of molecular photoionization, one assumes that vibrational and 
photoelectron motion are decoupled, which leads to the Franck-Condon approximation. The 
Franck-Condon principle has two predictions that are relevant to molecular ionization: (1) 
vibrational branching ratios are independent of photon energy, and (2) single quantum 
excitations of nontotally symmetric modes are forbidden. Nonresonant and resonant processes 
can result in coupling molecular vibration and photoelectron motion, with the result that 
vibrational branching ratios become dependent on photon energy, and that forbidden vibrations 
can be excited. Recent examples of systems we have studied are covered briefly here. 

 Photoelectron spectroscopy of DNA/RNA bases 
While most of our previous studies on relatively simple and symmetric systems, a major goal is 
to extend our work to complex, asymmetric systems, and a specific class of target systems that 
was selected was nucleic acid bases. We have made significant progress on this topic, as we 
illustrate here with the example of uracil, a pyrimidine base found in RNA. 

While there have been intensive efforts focused on electron scattering studies,1 there have been 
no highly resolved photoionization studies involving nucleobases. High-resolution, energy-
dependent photoelectron studies can the probe the nature of the initial resonant state by providing 
more detailed information, e.g., via mode-specific vibrational responses which are likely to arise. 
Our recent results in Fig. 1 demonstrate the feasibility of this strategy clearly.  
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Figure 1. Photoelectron spectra of the first four electronic 
states of uracil, compared to a previous photoelectron 
study.2 Both spectra were acquired at a photon energy of 
hν = 40 eV. The structure of uracil is shown below. 

 

Figure 1 shows a photoelectron spectrum of uracil acquired during our May 2010 beam time at 
the ALS, and it is compared to the best previously obtained photoelectron spectrum.2 Both 
spectra were acquired at a photon energy of 40 eV, and it is clear that vibrational resolution is 
achievable, and that we have achieved a major improvement over what was previously 
accessible. We are currently analyzing these data, including the energy dependence of the results.  

 Comparing CO and N2: nonresonant vibrational photoelectron coupling 
While it is well understood that resonances can result in coupling between vibrational and 
electronic degrees of freedom, it is usually assumed that the Franck-Condon approximation is 
valid in the absence of resonances. However, there are nonresonant mechanisms that can result 
from correlated vibrational-photoelectron motions. In order to develop a fundamental 
understanding of such effects, it is useful to focus on simple systems, and we have begun with 
the valence isoelectronic systems of N2 and CO. In this study, we measure how deviations 
emerge from Franck-Condon predictions over a very broad energy range, and some key results 
are shown in Fig. 2. The two frames on the left apply to N2 while the two on the right are for CO; 
the upper two frames are for the excited states while the lower frames are for the ground states. 
Several aspects of these results are noteworthy. First, it is amazing how broad the excursions in 
two of the curves are (upper left and lower right). To put this into context, consider that the sharp 
spike in the lower left frame is the well-known N2 3σg → kσu shape resonance, usually 
considered to be a broad feature. Second, it is striking that these valence isoelectronic states have 
such radically different behavior; this can be seen by comparing each left hand frame to its 
corresponding right hand frame. Third, compare the ground state of N2 to the excited state, i.e., 
the two frames on the left. The broad excursion observed in the N2

+(B2Σu
+) branching ratio is 

absent in the N2
+(X2Σg

+) state. The basis for the excursion in the B2Σu
+ state data is established in 

dispersed fluorescence studies,3 but the data for the ground state raises entirely new questions. 
The N2

+(B2Σu
+) state excursion results from bond length-dependence of Cooper minima. It is not 

clear why the ground state data are so different; is it that there are no Cooper minima, or that 
there are Cooper minima, but that there is no R-dependence? Similarly, the CO data are the 
“opposite” of the N2 data, in that the excited state data do not exhibit a broad range excursion, 
while the ground state data do. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of the broad range behavior 
of vibrational branching ratio curves for N2 and 
CO. The details are described in the text, but two 
points are noted here. First, both N2 and CO show 
Franck-Condon breakdown over extended ranges 
that are normally assumed to be free of such 
behavior. This is the first time that photoelectron 
spectroscopy has revealed such behavior. Second, 
these valence isoelectronic systems show much 
different behavior in that the ground state of N2

+ 
does not show a broad range excursion while the 
ground state of CO+ does (bottom two frames). The 
situation is also reversed for the ionic excited states 
(top two frames). 

We have completed calculations, and the agreement with experiment is very good. We are 
currently analyzing the calculations to reveal the sources of the observed differences. 

 Theoretical advances 
A significant development of the computational part of this project is a new method for obtaining 
vibrational integrals for systems where we need to treat more that two coordinates at the same 
time. In the adiabatic approximation for photoionization, the vibration-state specific transition 
amplitudes ( ), ,+

r
k

A
ν ν

ω  can be obtained as an integral over the normal coordinates qi of the product 
of the initial ( )1, ,K Nq qνχ  and ion-state ( )1, ,+ K Nq q

ν
χ  vibrational wave functions and the 

electronic transition matrix elements ( ) ( )1; , ,−
r K NkT q qω  computed within a fixed-nuclei framework 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )*
1 1 1 1, ,
, , ; , , , ,+ +

∞ ∞
−

−∞ −∞

= ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦∫ ∫ rr L K K K KN N N Nkk
A q q T q q q q dq dqνν ν ν

ω χ ω χ . (1) 

One can compute the fixed-nuclei matrix elements, ( ) ( )1; , ,−
r K NkT q qω , on a regular direct-product 

grid of points as we have done when we have simultaneously treated two vibrational modes.4,5  
Interpolating these points to compute ( ), ,+ r

k
A
ν ν

ω  then becomes straightforward.  The 
computational effort with this approach scales as MN  where M is the number of points in each 
dimension and N is the number of dimensions.  This approach is feasible for the three-
dimensional system, although it will quickly become prohibitively expensive as more vibrational 
modes are treated.  We have developed an interpolation method for which the required number 
of fixed-nuclei calculations does not grow as fast with N as the direct product approach does. 
Our approach is to compute the matrix elements along a series of lines in the N dimensional 
normal-mode space.  The lines are chosen so that in a power series expansion with respect to the 
displacements, the low order derivatives can be accurately represented.  This has made possible 
simultaneous treatments of multiple vibrational modes, even in the vicinity of resonances.  
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Control of Molecular Dynamics: Algorithms for Design and
Implementation

Herschel Rabitz and Tak-San Ho, Princeton University
Frick Laboratory, Princeton, NJ 08540, hrabitz@princeton.edu, tsho@princeton.edu

A. Program Scope

This research is concerned with the conceptual and algorithmic developments ad-
dressing control over quantum dynamics phenomena. The research is theoretical and
computational in nature, with a particular focus towards exploring basic principles
of importance for laboratory studies, especially in conjunction with the use of op-
timal control theory and its realization in closed-loop learning experiments. This
research program involves a set of interrelated components aiming at developing a
deeper understanding of quantum control and providing new algorithms to extend
the laboratory control capabilities.

B. Research Progress

In the past year several projects were pursued and the results are summarized below.

1. Accelerated monotonic convergence of optimal control over quantum
dynamics[1] The control of quantum dynamics is often concerned with find-
ing time-dependent optimal control fields that can take a system from an initial
state to a final state to attain the desired value of an observable. This work pre-
sented a general method for formulating monotonically convergent algorithms
to iteratively improve control fields. The formulation is based on a Two-point
Boundary-value Quantum Control Paradigm (TBQCP) expressed as a nonlin-
ear integral equation of the first kind arising from dynamical invariant tracking
control. We showed that TBQCP is related to various existing techniques, in-
cluding local control theory, the Krotov method, and optimal control theory.
We also derived several accelerated monotonic convergence schemes for itera-
tively computing control fields based on TBQCP. Numerical simulations were
compared with the Krotov method showing that the new TBQCP schemes are
efficient and remain monotonically convergent over a wide range of the iteration
step parameters and control pulse lengths, which is attributable to the trap-free
character of the transition probability quantum dynamics control landscape.

2. Environment-invariant measure of distance between evolutions of an
open quantum system[2] The problem of quantifying the evolution of an
open quantum system is important in quantum control, especially for quantum
information processing. Motivated by this problem, we developed a measure
for evaluating the distance between unitary evolution operators of a compos-
ite quantum system that consists of a sub-system of interest (e.g., a quantum
information processor) and the environment. The main characteristic of this
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measure is the invariance with respect to the effect of the evolution operator
on the environment, which follows from an equivalence relation that exists be-
tween unitary operators acting on the composite system, when the effect on
only the sub-system of interest is considered. The invariance to the environ-
ment transformation makes it possible to quantitatively compare the evolution
of an open quantum system and its closed counterpart. The distance measure
also determines the fidelity bounds of a general quantum channel with respect
to a unitary target transformation. This measure is also independent of the
initial state of the system and straightforward to numerically calculate. As an
example, the measure was used in numerical simulations to evaluate fidelities of
optimally controlled quantum gate operations (for one- and two-qubit systems),
in the presence of a decohering environment.

3. Multi-polarization quantum control of rotational motion through
dipole coupling [3] In this work we analyzed the quantum controllability of
rotational motion under the influence of an external laser field coupled through
a permanent dipole moment. The analysis took into consideration up to three
polarization fields, but we also discuss the consequences for working with fewer
polarized fields.

4. The landscape of quantum transitions driven by single-qubit unitary
transformations with implications for entanglement [4] This work con-
sidered the control landscape of quantum transitions in multi- qubit systems
driven by unitary transformations with single-qubit interaction terms. The two-
qubit case was fully analyzed to reveal the features of the landscape including
the nature of the absolute maximum and minimum, the saddle points and the
absence of traps. The results permit calculating the Schmidt state starting from
an arbitrary two-qubit state following the local gradient flow. The analysis of
multi-qubit systems is more challenging, but the generalized Schmidt states may
also be located by following the local gradient flow. Finally, we showed the re-
lation between the generalized Schmidt states and the entanglement measure
based on the Bures distance.

5. Gradient algorithm applied to laboratory quantum control [5] The
exploration of a quantum control landscape, which is the physical observable as
a function of the control variables, is fundamental for understanding the ability
to perform observable optimization in the laboratory. For high control variable
dimensions, trajectory-based methods provide a means for performing such sys-
tematic explorations by exploiting the measured gradient of the observable with
respect to the control variables. This study presented a practical, robust, easily
implemented statistical method for obtaining the gradient on a general quantum
control landscape in the presence of noise. To demonstrate the method’s utility,
we employed the experimentally measured gradient as input in steepest-ascent
trajectories on the landscapes of three model quantum control problems: spec-
trally filtered and integrated second harmonic generation as well as excitation
of atomic rubidium. We found that the gradient algorithm achieved efficiency
gains of up to approximately three times that of the standard genetic algorithm
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and, as such, is a promising tool for meeting quantum control optimization goals
as well as landscape analyses. The landscape trajectories directed by the gra-
dient should aid in the continued investigation and understanding of controlled
quantum phenomena.

6. Experimental quantum control landscapes: Inherent monotonicity
and articial structure[6] Unconstrained searches over quantum control land-
scapes are theoretically predicted to generally exhibit trap-free monotonic be-
havior. This work made an explicit experimental demonstration of this intrinsic
monotonicity for two controlled quantum systems: frequency unfiltered and fil-
tered second-harmonic generation (SHG). For unfiltered SHG, the landscape
was randomly sampled and interpolation of the data was found to be devoid of
landscape traps up to the level of data noise. In the case of narrow-band-filtered
SHG, trajectories were taken on the landscape to reveal a lack of traps. Although
the filtered SHG landscape was trap free, it exhibited a rich local structure. We
provided a perturbation analysis around the top of these landscapes to under-
stand their topology. We found that, despite the inherent trap-free nature of
the landscapes, practical constraints placed on the controls can lead to the ap-
pearance of articial structure arising from the resultant forced sampling of the
landscape. This circumstance and the likely lack of knowledge about the de-
tailed local landscape structure in most quantum control applications suggests
that the a priori identication of globally successful (un)constrained curvilinear
control variables may be a challenging task.

7. Accelerated optimization and automated discovery with covariance
matrix adaptation for experimental quantum control[7] Optimization
of quantum systems by closed-loop adaptive pulse shaping offers a rich do-
main for the development and application of specialized evolutionary algorithms.
In this work, we presented derandomized evolution strategies (DESs) as a ro-
bust class of optimizers for experimental quantum control. The combination of
stochastic and quasi-local search embodied by these algorithms was especially
amenable to the inherent topology of quantum control landscapes. Implementa-
tion of DES in the laboratory results in efficiency gains of up to ∼9 times that of
the standard genetic algorithm, and thus is a promising tool for optimization of
unstable or fragile systems. The statistical learning upon which these algorithms
were predicated also provided the means for obtaining a control problem’s Hes-
sian matrix with no additional experimental overhead. Finally, we introduced
the forced optimal covariance adaptive learning method to enable retrieval of
the Hessian matrix, which can reveal information about the landscape’s local
structure and dynamic mechanism. Exploitation of such algorithms in quan-
tum control experiments should enhance their efficiency and provide additional
fundamental insights.

C. Future Plans

The research in the coming year will mainly focus on the application of recently de-
veloped accelerated monotonically convergent algorithms [1] to the study of various
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atomic and molecular dynamics control problems, including laser controlled photo-
association processes of atoms in thermal gases and laser controlled collective exci-
tation of Bose-Einstein condenstates. We also plan to formulate monotonically con-
vergent algorithms (1) beyond the linear dipole interaction, especially for the study
of efficient molecular orientation/alignment control using short intense laser fields,
and (2) in the context of the density matrix formalism for open quantum systems.
Finally, we plan to closely examine the properties of quantum control landscapes
subject to various constraints on the laboratory control field, which is a subject of
prime importance in all optimal control experiments.
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Ultracold sodium and rubidium mixtures: collisions, interactions and heteronuclear 
molecule formation 

 
Principal Investigator: 
 
Dr. Chandra Raman  
Assistant Professor 
School of Physics 
Georgia Institute of Technology Atlanta, GA 30332-0430  
craman@gatech.edu  
 
 
Program: 
 

This program centers on quantum gases of 23Na and 87Rb, with the goal of 
quantifying the low temperature ground-state collisions and interactions between the 
species.  Na-Rb remains a relatively unexplored system for which measurements of 
ultracold collisions are of fundamental importance.   
 
Recent Progress: 
 

Our main result in the current period is the demonstration of light-induced atomic 
desorption, or LIAD, for loading a sodium magneto-optical trap (MOT) [1].  This 
provides an alternative to Zeeman slowers for sodium. Moreover, we demonstrated that 
the MOT was compatible with vacuum-limited lifetimes in the several second range.  Our 
MOT contained up to 3.7 × 107 atoms, a promising result for the creation of a vapor-cell-
based atomic Bose-Einstein condensate of sodium.   
 

The LIAD MOT allowed us to study the surface physics of photon stimulated 
desorption (PSD).  PSD of neutral sodium from a silica (SiO2) surface is a charge-
transfer process for bound Na+ ions.  The photo-desorption rate was measured by 
monitoring the trap loading rate.  Using this method, we observed a steep wavelength 
dependence of the desorption process above 2.6 eV photon energy that was consistent 
with a photo-electric threshold (see attached figure taken from Ref. [1]).  Our result 
highlights the sensitivity of atom traps and their potential applications to surface 
science—we detected a significant sodium desorption in the range 2.6 to 3.4 eV, a region 
below the detection threshold of previous work[2] .  Our measurements have significance 
for estimations of sodium vapor density in the lunar atmosphere.  
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Future Plans 
 

Future work on photon stimulated desorption will focus on measurement of the 
velocity distributions of the desorbed atoms in order to quantify the charge transfer 
model.  Future work on Na Rb experiments will concentrate on reducing the Na 
temperature by microwave evaporation and increasing the phase space density. 
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“Coherent and Incoherent Transitions” 
 

F. Robicheaux 
Auburn University, Department of Physics, 206 Allison Lab, Auburn AL 36849 

(robicfj@auburn.edu) 
 
Program Scope 

This theory project focuses on the time evolution of systems subjected to either 
coherent or incoherent interactions. This study is divided into three categories: (1) 
coherent evolution of highly excited quantum states, (2) incoherent evolution of 
highly excited quantum states, and (3) the interplay between ultra-cold plasmas and 
Rydberg atoms. Some of the techniques we developed have been used to study 
collision processes in ions, atoms and molecules. In particular, we have studied the 
correlation between two (or more) continuum electrons. 
 
Recent Progress 2009-2010 

Laser cooling of OH: We proposed a method[13] for laser cooling OH 
molecules. The method was based on exciting ΔJ = 2 stimulated Raman transition 
in the ground electronic and vibronic state. Because the magnetic dipole moment 
substantially changes during a transition, relatively few photons are needed to cool 
the molecules from a few mK to roughly 100 μK. A high Q cavity tuned to the 
rotational transition can enhance the decay rate and decrease the time needed for 
cooling. 

Fluorescence as a probe of Ultracold plasmas: In a joint study with Bergeson’s 
experimental group, we extended the method of Ref. [5] to study the 
nonequilibrium evolution of ultracold plasmas at early times.[14] We focused on 
the earliest times, when the plasma equilibrium is evolving and before the plasma 
expands. To correctly model the fluorescence, we solved the optical Bloch equation 
for each ion in the simulation. Both the simulation and experiment showed the 
initial increase in ion fluorescence, disorder-induced heating, and coherent 
oscillation of the rms ion velocity. 

Studies inspired by anti-hydrogen research: In Ref. [15], a peculiar anti-proton 
loss mechanism was discovered to occur when the anti-protons were mixed with 
positrons. Through a series of calculations of various atomic and plasma processes, 
we discovered that the only mechanism that could explain the measurements was a 
resonance in the large scale motion of the anti-proton. In Ref. [16], we performed 
intensive calculations of atomic and plasma processes to simulate the formation of 
anti-hydrogen by three body recombination in a positron plasma. This included a 
realistic modeling of the large scale fields in the experiments. We found a peculiar 
scaling of the anti-hydrogen formation with the density of the plasma due to the 
competition with other loss processes. We also clarified the role of electric field 
ionization of the positron weakly bound to the anti-proton on the rates and on the 
properties of the atoms. 

Electron impact double ionization/three electron continua: We performed two 
studies of electron impact double ionization: Mg[17] and Be[21]. These studies are 
computationally difficult because three continuum electrons must be accurately 
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treated in the calculation. We compared the time dependent close coupling method 
which uses a three dimensional radial grid of points and coupled angular momenta 
to the R-matrix with pseudostates method which uses a basis function technique. 
For Mg, we could compare with experiment and obtained good agreement. There 
are currently no experiments on double ionization of Be. 

Relativistic effects for two electron continua: We performed two studies that 
went beyond non-relativistic and/or dipole transitions in two electron systems. In 
one study[18], we computed the double photoionization of He including the 
quadrupole term of the transition operator at a photon energy of 800 eV. This was 
undertaken at the request of A.L. Landers because experiments at the ALS were 
being proposed. We found that the energy differential cross section was insensitive 
to the quadrupole interaction but the triple differential cross section could show 
substantial effects. In Ref. [19], we gave the theoretical treatment for extending the 
time dependent close coupling theory to the Dirac equation. We performed test 
calculations for two electron systems where an electron ionized a H-like ion. 

Proposal for using cold atoms to measure the neutrino mass: We proposed a β-
decay experiment based on a sample of ultracold atomic tritium. The proposal 
required cold, trapped tritium and used a measure of the energy of the β and the 
recoil of the ion to determine the momentum of the neutrino. By using a gas of 
Rydberg atoms, the path of the β could be determined as a track of excitation. 
Simulations of the possible Rydberg transitions showed that the resulting track 
should be visible above background and should hardly perturb the energy and path 
of the β. 

Transitions through a chaotic sea: Motivated by an experiment by T.F. 
Gallagher, we performed studies of microwave transitions when atoms were driven 
near, but not on, resonance.[10] The classical mechanism for the transition was an 
expansion of the chaotic sea to encompass the starting region of phase space; the 
surprise was that this mechanism could deliver the electron to a small range of n-
states which is possible due to the stickiness of the edge the chaotic regions. We 
extended this study to the case of kicked Rydberg atom which we studied both 
classically and quantum mechanically.[22] We found that the kicked atom was not 
as efficient as the atom driven by microwaves; we also found that the spread in 
angular momentum was not nearly as large as for the microwave case. We 
attributed the main differences to the development of an island chain at the edge of 
the chaotic region which slowed the transition through the separatrix. 

Attosecond double ionization of H2: We investigated the energy and angle 
differential probabilities for 2-photon double ionization of H2.[23] We used our 
time dependent close coupling program for molecules to compute how the chirp of 
the attosecond pulse affected the cross sections. We focused on two photon 
transitions. We found interesting effects from the chirp when the energy band width 
of the pulse becomes comparable to the difference in ionization thresholds of the 
neutral and positive ion that were similar to the effects we found in He. Different 
sign of the chirp can produce qualitatively different effects. For the case of a 
linearly polarized pulse parallel to the axis, a clear signature of the sequential 
double-electron above threshold ionization process can be seen in the spectra. 
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Finally, this program has several projects that are strongly numerical but only 
require knowledge of classical mechanics. This combination is ideal for starting 
undergraduates on publication quality research. Since 2004, thirteen undergraduates 
have participated in this program. Most of these students have completed projects 
published in peer reviewed journals. One of these students, Michael Wall, was one 
of 5 undergraduates invited to give a talk on their research at the undergraduate 
session of the DAMOP 2006 meeting. Three students hired Fall 2009 will return for 
continued studies in 2010. One or two new undergraduates will be hired into the 
group at the beginning of the Fall 2010 semester and I expect they will continue the 
successful tradition of undergraduate research. 

 
Future Plans 

Transitions through a chaotic sea: Our recent results[10,22] showing how to 
transport a system around a classical island has opened the door to studies of 
interesting systems. We plan to complete investigations into a molecular system (in 
particular, vibrational transitions). We will also study the situation where the 
frequency of oscillation does not monotonically increase (or decrease) with energy 
where simple chirping techniques fail. 

Ultra-cold plasmas The recent collaboration with Bergeson’s group[5,14] has 
raised some interesting questions about the early time evolution of ultracold 
plasmas. This involves the investigation of how low energy electrons scatter in the 
presence of ions. Extremely low temperatures, where naïve estimates give strongly 
coupled electrons, will be studied using collisional codes and molecular dynamics 
simulations. Experimental results from Bergeson and Killian’s group indicate 
anomalous heating of the ions which we will investigate. 

Anti-hydrogen motivated calculations The next generation experiments are 
aimed at trapping the anti-hydrogen atom. To address possible issues, we will 
investigate processes that arise from this goal. In particular, we plan to study the 
three body recombination rate when all of the particles have the same mass. 

Coherent evolution Motivated by the collaboration with Landers,[12] we will 
devote substantial time to the interaction between two free electrons or the 
interaction between a free electron and a Rydberg atom. We plan to use this 
program to study both a scattering situation like Ref. [12] and the dynamics of two 
weakly bound electrons as experimentally studied by R.R. Jones. This was the most 
speculative aspect of the proposal and the last major component of the original 
proposal that hasn’t been investigated. 
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Program description  
This project explores schemes for the generation of intense coherent soft x-ray and x-ray radiation on 

a table-top. We have investigated the use of a pre-ionized medium created by a compact capillary 
discharge to guide high intensity laser light in order to - 1) extend the cutoff photon energy for high-order 
harmonic generation (HHG) using ions, and 2) implement new phase matching schemes in fully-ionized 
plasmas in order to generate bright, fully coherent, HHG beams. The use of a discharge-created plasma 
reduces ionization-induced defocusing of the driving laser as well as energy loss. In this work we 
extended high harmonic emission from Xe up to a photon energy of 160 eV, and observed HHG emission 
at energies up to 170 eV in Kr and 275 eV in Ar. We also employed a complementary technique of using 
longer wavelength driving light to extend full phase matching of high harmonic generation well beyond 
the phase-matching limit for 0.8 µm.  Using a driving laser with 2 µm wavelength) we have demonstrated 
that we can generate a bright soft x-ray continuum that spans the entire water winder region of the 
spectrum from <300 eV to >500 eV. The transform-limit for this spectrum corresponds to an 11 as pulse. 
These results opens the possibility of combine quasi-phase matching, infrared driving lasers, and plasma 
discharges to implement bright, ultrafast, fully coherent, x-ray beams.  

In complementary work we have advanced the development of table-top soft x-ray lasers.  We have 
demonstrated that injection-seeding with high harmonics of soft x-ray amplifiers created by laser heating 
of solid targets generates intense soft x-ray pulses with full spatial and temporal coherence, low 
divergence, short pulsewidth, and defined polarization. We have measured that the soft x-ray laser pulses 
generated by this technique are the shortest soft x-ray pulse duration demonstrated to date from a plasma 
amplifier, ~ 1ps. During the past year we have measured and modeled the temporal coherence 
characteristics of these new soft x-ray lasers.  In related work we have extended the range of gain-
saturated table-top soft x-ray lasers to 10.9 nm and have demonstrated the first diode-laser pumped soft x-
ray laser. The latter result opens the path to new type of compact diode-pumped soft x-ray lasers with 
greatly increased repetition rate (eg. 100 Hz) and high average power on a small footprint.   
 
New phase matching schemes for HHG at keV photon energies 

In past work under this grant, we demonstrated that, by doing high-order harmonic generation within 
a capillary discharge plasma, we can avoid defocusing of the plasma that would otherwise limit the range 
of wavelengths accessible. We also showed that in a sufficiently low-pressure gas environment, 
defocusing can be confined by use of a glass capillary, likely augmented by nonlinear self-guiding of the 
beam. This makes it possible to observe high-order harmonics up to 500 eV photon energy originating 
from multiply-ionized Argon gas. Both these methods have promise when combined with quasi phase 
matching techniques than can correct for phase mismatch. We have previously demonstrated all-optical 
quasi phase matching of the high-order harmonic process, and are working to implement this in these 
highly-ionized media. To-date, work using a capillary discharge guiding has not been successful, likely 
because of the combined fluctuations in plasma conditions and the 10 Hz driver laser used in the 
experiment, limitations that are not fundamental.  However, in the course of this work we realized that 
phase-matched generation of high-order harmonics can be extended to shorter wavelengths by using 
longer-wavelength driving lasers. In 2009 we published a comprehensive discussion of this concept in 
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PNAS, and in the past year we have made 
considerable progress in further experimental 
validation of this concept. More recently, in a 
collaboration with the group of Andrius 
Baltuska at the Technical University of 
Vienna, we have demonstrated the first high-
order harmonic generation in the x-ray region 
of the spectrum using 3.5 µm laser light, 
obtaining light to 400 eV photon energy using 
argon gas as the generation medium. 

Phase-matched conversion in this 
weakly ionized regime is quite advantageous 
because the driving laser beam experiences 
minimal nonlinear distortion, resulting in an 
excellent spatial coherence. In work submitted 
for publication (Fig.2), we have done the first 
double-slit coherence measurements on the 
light from a water window harmonic source. 
Our totality of measurements on this source 
show that the optimum phase matching 
conditions scale very favorably to shorter 
wavelengths, and may even make multi-keV, 
sub-attosecond pulses hard x-ray region of the 
spectrum possible. In the future, we will 
combine quasi-phase matching, infrared 
driving lasers, and plasma discharges to 
implement bright, ultrafast, fully coherent, x-

ray beams.  
 
Temporal Coherence of a Soft X-Ray Lasers Seeded 
with High Harmonics 

Plasma-based soft x-ray lasers (SXL) are 
complementary to HHG due to their ability to generate 
pulses with significantly higher energy. Using injection-
seeding soft x-ray plasma amplifiers created by laser 
heating of solid targets with HHG pulses we have created a 
fundamentally new regime for the generation of soft x-ray 
laser pulses with full phase coherence, low divergence and 
short pulse width. Our group demonstrated the saturated 
amplification of HH seed pulses in several transitions of 
Ne-like and Ni-like ions at wavelengths ranging from 32.6 
nm to 13.2 nm. The seeding of this type of high density 
solid target plasma SXL amplifier with its characteristic 
broad laser line width can in principle support the 
generation of sub-ps SXL pulses. Two years ago using an 
streak-camera developed at Kansas State University we 
measured the pulse duration of Ne-like Ti laser operating 

 
Figure 1: (a) Solid (dashed) color lines show the predicted 
full phase-matching-cutoff energies as a function of the 
driving laser wavelength, for a pulse duration of three 
(eight) optical cycles. Solid circles show the observed full 
phase matching cutoff at 1.3 µm, 1.55 µm, and 2 µm. 
Vertical stripes show the observed phase matching 
bandwidths. (b) Experimental pressure-tuned HHG spectra 
as a function of pressure using 2 µm driving pulses. The 
predicted phase matching cutoffs are shown as dashed 
lines. 

 
Figure 2: (a) Measured and calculated 
double-slit interference pattern using HHG 
from Ne at 330 eV. (b) Comparison between 
the measured (red) and simulated diffraction 
pattern lineout (black) assuming a central 
wavelength of 3.8 nm (330 eV). The broad 
bandwidth (E = 60 eV) limits the number 
of fringes. One fringe is not visible due to 
interference between the diffraction from a 
single and double slit. 
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at 32.6 nm to be ~ 1 ps [3], the shortest SXRL pulse duration obtained to date from a plasma amplifier. 
The results were compared with hydrodynamic/atomic physics simulations that predict that injection 
seeding of denser plasmas will lead to femtosecond SXLs. During the past year we have measured and 
modeled the temporal coherence of these new lasers. In collaboration with A. Klisnick et al. from the 
Univ. of Paris-Sud we measured the linewidth of an injection-seeded 18.9 nm laser using a bi-mirror 
interferometer (Fig.3).  The results were compared to simulations that compute both the  linewidth 
narrowing of the input seed pulse due to both line narrowing in the amplifier and saturation re-broadening 
[10].  We found that the coherence time of the SXL pulse is of the order of 1.8 ps in the ASE (unseeded) 
mode and slightly smaller when the amplifier is seeded with a high-order harmonic pulse. The latter 
corresponds to a near-transform limited soft x-ray pulse. 

 
Extension of Gain-saturated Table-Top Lasers to λ= 10.9 nm  

There is great interest in extending plasma-based table-top soft x-ray lasers to shorter wavelengths for 
applications. We have recently demonstrated of a gain-saturated table-top 10.9 nm in the 4d1S0→4p1P1 
transition of nickel-like Te that operates at 1 Hz repetition rate.Gain-saturated lasing was generated by 
rapidly heating a solid Te slab target with pulses from a λ= 800 nm CPA Ti:sapphire laser system that 
produces with energies up to 8 J pulses before compression. Figure 4a shows a series of on-axis single-
shot spectra for plasmas of different lengths between 1.8 and 5 mm.  The total pump energy on target was 
fixed at 3.4 J.  The soft x-ray 10.9 nm laser line intensity rapidly grows with target length to dominate the 
entire spectra, eventually reaching saturation (Fig.4b).  A soft x-ray laser average power of  
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Fig. 3. a) Schematic diagram of wavefront division interferometer used to measure SXL linewidth; b) 
inteferogram corresponding to injection-seeded 189 nm laser; c) measured fringe visibility as a function of 
mirror path difference corresponding to a temporal coherence length of  359 μm.   

 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig..4. a) On axis single-shot spectra from the Te plasma for 
increasing plasma column up to 5 mm. Strong lasing is observed 
at 10.9 nm. b) Measured laser line intensity as a function of 
plasma column length. Each data point is an average of eight 
laser shots.  
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~ 1 µW was obtained pumping a 6 mm wide Te target with 4.2 J of total laser pump energy on target at a 
repetition rate of 1 Hz. The most intense laser pulses reached an energy of ~ 2 µJ [7].  The laser beam 
intensity is estimated to reach an intensity of ~ 3.0×1011 Wcm-2 , that exceeds the 0.6-1.4×1010 W/cm2 

computed saturation intensity of this line for the plasma conditions of the experiment.  This is the shortest 
wavelength gain-saturated table-top laser reported to date.  
 
Demonstration of Soft X-ray Laser pumped by a an all-diode-pumped laser system 

Direct diode pumping of the driver laser opens the possibility to develop a new generation of more 
compact, higher repetition rate soft x-ray lasers for applications. The much higher pumping efficiency that 
results from pumping small quantum defect materials with a narrow bandwidth laser-diode source of the 
optimum wavelength will allow for soft x-ray laser with greatly increased repetition rate and average 
power.  In very recent work we demonstrated the first all-diode-pumped soft x-ray laser. Lasing was 
achieved at λ = 18.9 nm by transient electron-impact excitation of Ni-like Mo ions in a plasma created by 
ablating a solid Mo target (Fig.5). To pump this  SXRL we developed a cryo-cooled Yb:YAG chirped-
pulse-amplification  laser system that generates 1 J pulses of 8.5 ps duration. To our knowledge this is the 
first diode-pumped laser chirped pulse amplification to reach 1 J energy in sub-10 ps pulses, which is 
necessary to efficiently pump soft x-ray lasers. This result opens the path to new type of compact diode-
pumped soft x-ray lasers with greatly increased repetition rate (eg. 100 Hz) and high average power on a 
small footprint.   
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Program Scope 
The focus of this work is to develop ultrafast, x-ray imaging methods suitable for use with laser plasma x-ray sources. 

The methods will image structural dynamics and motions in materials using phase shifts imparted on the x-ray waves as 
they propagate though the material. The planned work seeks to directly observe, for instance, shock waves propagating in 
the bulk of materials. This work was funded in the spring of 2008. 

Several imaging modalities have been studied. The first method, called Propagation-based Differential Phase Contrast 
Imaging (PDPCI) m easures t he Laplacian of t he real part of the inde x of re fraction, n r, of t he m aterial. No x-ray  
interferometers are used. The sensitivity to of the measurements to density variations is up to 1000 times larger than that of 
conventional x-ray absorption based imaging methods. The second method, called Spatial Harmonic Imaging (SHI), uses 
the x-radiation scattered off the sample for image formation. Both modalities do not require any x-ray optics between the 
sample a nd t he x-ray  s ource. As a consequence, t hey are s uitable for ultrafast tim e-resolved im aging i n a s etup very 
similar to those used in conventional x-ray backlighting. 

As an additional component of the program, an ultrafast x-ray absorption fine structure apparatus has been setup up at 
7ID-C, APS, Argonne National laboratory. The ultrafast ligand substitution dynamics of Fe(CO)5 has been measured with 
2-ps temporal resolution. A related partner-user proposal for 7ID has been submitted to the APS. 

1 Recent Progress 
During the last year progress has been made in three research topics funded by this DOE grant. 

1.1 Propagation-based Differential Phase Contrast Imaging (PDPCI) 
PDPCI m easures under appropr iate cond itions t he Lap lacian of t he real part of t he refracti ve i ndex, which i s 

proportional to the material’s electron density. Interfaces, where the 2nd spatial derivative of the density is large, are very 
visible. Th e underlying x-ray wave in terference eff ect leads  to  an incr ease of  th e x-ray beam d ivergence s imilar to  
diffraction of visible light at the corners of a slit. PDPCI has been discussed in last year’s abstract, has been the subject of 
2 papers1,2 , and will not be discussed in any detail here. However, as I show below, the x-ray divergence that gives rise to 
the PDPC features in an image, can be enhanced by orders of magnitude by inserting a periodic absorption mask (grid) 
between the sample and the x-ray camera yielding a novel image method that is superbly sensitive to density variations in 
a sample and that simultaneously images the microscopic internal structure of the material. The sketch of a PDPCI setup is 
shown in the upper panel of Figure 1. The addition of a grid (lower panel) yields a SHI setup. 
1.2 Spatial harmonic x-ray imaging: Small angle x-ray scattering off an object imaged in a single x-ray image 

with a full field of view 
Spatial Harmonic Imaging uses the x-radiation scattered of f t he sample t o form an im age. A relate d method using 

single-crystal x-ray mirrors is known as diffraction-enhanced imaging. In SHI however, the deflection of x-rays from the 
primary beam direction is detected by pl acing an absorption grid between the sample and the cam era as s hown in the 
lower panel of Figure 1. The logarithm of the detected image intensity is proportional to the product of the absorbances of 
the sample and the grid. Fourier transformation of the image converts this product into a convolution. The grid, being a 
periodic structure, produces a series of peaks in the spatial frequency domain. Each peak is “surrounded” by the spatial 

frequency sp ectrum o f th e sample. An  example is  shown in  
Figure 2. The test sample consists of three carbon fiber bundles 
that a re oriented at approximately 60° t o eac h other. A 
hexagonal grid is placed between the sample and t he camera. 
After Fourier transfo rmation t he sp atial fr equency spectrum 
shows har monic p eaks surround ed b y r eplicas of the sp atial 
frequency spectrum o f th e sample i tself. Owing to  th eir 
refractive index discontinuities, much x-radiation is scattered at 
interfaces. C onsequently, fi bers scatt er radiation  primarily 
orthogonal to the fiber direction and the intensities around the 
harmonic peaks of a sp ecific order are not equal. For instance 
peaks t hat are orthogonal t o t he scatter ing direction ar e not 
influenced by scattering while those in the scattering plane are. 
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Figure 1: Layout of ultraf ast imaging setups for DPC I 
(top) and SHI (bottom). A liquid beam serves a sample and 
the laser plasma source serves as n x-ray  point source. The 
only significant difference between both arrang ements is a  
metal grid with about 50-µm pitch in the SHI setup. 
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The 0-order peak corr esponds to t he absorp tion im age (without 
scatter) and can therefore be used for normalization. Selecting, an 
area around a sp ecific and  the 0-order peaks and Four ier b ack-
transforming these areas independently to real space results in the 
two images shown on the lower left of Figure 2. These two images 
are sim ilarly but not i dentical. In fact, t heir di vision yi elds the 
image on  the low er right, which does no t show  one of  t he fiber 
bundles any more because the Fourier component that was picked 
for back-transformation was perpendicular to the x-ray scattering 
plane. This example demonstrates that in a single x-ray exposure 
the directionality of  features in a sam ple can be imaged although 
the x-ray absorb ances of th e va rious sample co mponents a re 
identical. Th is f eature of  SHI can be  us ed, for  instance, for the 
imaging of turbulent flows in optically opaque m edia or inside of 
flow sy stems. Small fi bers c ould be a dded t o t he m edium. Th e 
fibers align in the laminar flow sections but will rotate in turbulent 
parts of the flow field. Since the directionality of all f ibers can b e 
measured by SHI, the entire flow field can be imaged in a single x-
ray exposure.  

Another example for t he utility of SHI i s the ab ility to image 
phase interfaces in media. Since SHI does not need any scanning 
of the x-ray detecti on syst em, but ca n image the e ntire sa mple 
during each exposure, laser-pump SHI-probe experiments of phase 
transitions are, in  principle, possible. An e xample, m easured i n 
preparation for such experiment, is shown in Figure 3. One sample 
of water and one sample of ice/water slurry were placed into round 
vials and  SHI-im aged sim ultaneously. Th e red  lin e in  Figur e 3 
depicts the absorbance along a line perpendicular to the symmetry 
axis of t he vials. The lef t and the right peaks corr espond t o the 
slurry and the water, respectively. Water has a higher absorbance 
than the ice slurry because of its slightly higher electron density. 
After processing the image and extracting the scattering image, the 
signal profile i s shown  as a blue li ne. Clear ly t he contrast h as 
increased from 4% t o abou t 40%. Additionally, strong phase 
contrast peaks can be seen at the inside and outside edges of the vials. The enhancement of the phase contrast features is 
estimated to be about 2 orders of  magnitude. Note that the phase contrast features in the absorption profile are barely 
visible as small discontinuities and inflections of the curves slope. The data are currently being prepared for publication.3  
1.3 3-ps XANES of the ligand substitution dynamics of Fe(CO)5 at the Advanced Photon Source, ANL  

In collaboration with Dr. Bernhard Adams and Dr. Mathieu Chollet, Argonne National Laboratory, we have set up an 
UXAFS instrument at 7-ID- C. It consists of a high-speed x-ray chopper, liquid sample jet chamber with laser and x-ray 
beam diagnostic followed by an x-ray streak camera. 

The exper imental setup  is sketched  in  Figure 4. The x-radiation is deliv ered fro m the undu lator 7 -ID and focu sed 
vertically by an  x-ray lens i n hu tch B in to the liquid sample j et in hu tch C. Abou t 10 meter s downstream, a ch opper 
reduces the synchrotron repetition rate to the laser repetition rate of 5 kHz. A second x-ray lens focuses the x-ray beam in 
horizontal d irection in to th e l iquid sa mple jet. Owing to  t he s hort focal l ength of th e horizontal l ens, th e x -ray beam 
widens again on its way to the streak camera so that a l arge portion of the cameral input slit is ill uminated. The vertical 
beam remains compact, thereby delivering most of the x-ray photons onto the 10-µm camera input slit. The 400-nm pump 
laser beam is reflected off two dielectrically coated beryllium mirrors that transmit the x-radiation such that both beams 
are collinear within the sample chamber. The beams enter the sample chamber where they intersect a li quid sample jet. 
The chamber and  the en tire liquid handling system are kept under a protective dry nitrogen atmosphere. The chamber 
integrates the sample jet, two movable YAG screens – one before and one after the sample, and a timing diode. The YAG 
screens are imaged onto a camera and are used to collinearly align the x-ray and laser beams. The timing diode is used to 
adjust the laser x-ray pulse timing.  

Time-resolved XANES sp ectra were measured at 7-ID. The results are currently being prepared for publication.4 The 
measurements proceeded by selecting a specific x-ray wavelength with the beam line’s monochromator. Then, alternating 
streak images were measured with and without laser excitation of the sample. The process was then repeated at different x-
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Figure 2: SHI proces sed image of three id entical 
carbon fiber bundles. Sensible  choice of a Fourier 
component for  back tr ansformation, r esults in the 
elimination of the vertical carbon fibers form the output 
image. Note the appearance of a dark round spot that is 
caused by a drop of (disordered) glue. 
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Figure 3: Red line: X-ra y absorbance of ice  s lurry 
(left) and water  (right) . Blu e line: 1-scattering  signal 
for the s ame s amples. Both cur ves are norm alized for  
water. 
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ray wavelengths. The data were analyzed by subtracting 
streaks from the pho to excited and unexcited sample at 
each x-ray en ergy. A  sample so lution of Fe( CO)5 in  
ethanol w as prepar ed w ith 200- mM concentration. Th e 
preparation was carried out in a glove bag under nitrogen 
atmosphere. The so lution was subsequ ently t ransported 
to the beam line and pumped under protective gas though 
the sample chamber. Our interest in this chemical system 
stems from our pre vious s tructural st udies of the 
equilibrium struct ure of Fe (CO)5 in  various so lvents. 

Pentacoordinated transition metal carbon yls such as M( CO)5, M = Fe, R u, and Os are commonplace in organometallic 
syntheses, m aterials c hemistry, an d biological p rocesses. While the t heoretically m ost st able g eometry f or Fe(CO)5 is  
trigonal bipyramidal, we have shown previously that in aromatic solvents and alcohols IPC forms stable complexes with 
one of the solvent molecules distorting the IPC symmetry to C2v. For instance, in ethanol the IPC-Ethanol complex has a 
Gibbs free energy of complexation of -4.7 kJ / m ol, which implies that abou t 87% of all IPC molecules are co mplexed 
with a single ethanol molecule. We hypothesize that this complexation has significant implications for ligand substitution 
reactions i n s olution si nce t he re actant m olecules are i nteracting with each ot her p rior to a rea ction. F or instance, 
UV-photo induced ligand substitution should not proceed via a dissociative process but instead might proceed through a 
concerted process. In this case, the leaving CO would be simultaneously replaced by an alcohol that was complexed to 
IPC prior t o t he pho toexcitation. Based  on photo-induced ligand d issociation st udies in the gas and  liquid ph ase, w e 
estimate that the substitution should be complete on the 100-fs time scale. In contrast, the fraction of the molecules that are 
not complexed with Fe(CO)5 (13% in ethanol at room temperature) should proceed on the tens of picoseconds timescale. 

The photo substitution reactions of IPC in methanol, n-butanol, n-hexanol, and t-butanol have been obse rved using 
UV-pump tr ansient IR-ab sorption probe sp ectroscopy with a temporal r esolution of  several p icoseconds. The authors 
found a substitution time constant of 42 ps for Fe(CO)5 in methanol and 94 ps in butanol. It is reasonable to expect that the 
time constant in ethanol is bracketed by these numbers. Thus, our experimental attempt to distinguish the concerted and 
the diffusive reacti on paths i s bas ed on t he m easured tim e constants for product form ation. While not specifically 
discussed in this proposal, our study is also of importance for understanding the influence of intersystem crossing because 
the Fe(CO)5 and the reaction product Fe(CO)4ethOH have singlet ground states, while the possible intermediate Fe(CO)4 
has a triplet ground state. 

Figure 5  shows th e measured XANES spectrum of Fe(CO)5 in  ethanol. Also shown are th eoretical XANES spectra 
calculated using FEFF 8.10 based on Density Functional Theory structures of Fe(CO)5 and Fe(CO)4etOH. Four graphs are 
shown fo llowing t he reaction mechanism th at w e believe t o observe. First, ground  state Fe( CO)5 (b lack) is excited 
resulting in hot Fe(CO)5/Fe(CO)4 (red). The intermediate Fe(CO)4 cools somewhat until it can combine with an incoming 
ethanol to vibrationally hot Fe(CO)4etOH (orange) which subsequently cools (blue). The measured and theoretical spectra 
agree on th e position of  peak C bu t deviate at peak  A. This is due to  th e f act that XANES calcu lations close to  th e 
absorption edge suff er from uncertainties of the assumed ionization energy and the details of the atomic potentials used 

during the calc ulation of the phot oelectron’s multiple scatt ering 
paths. Fu rthermore, bound-bound  x-r ay tr ansitions are not 
considered, which explains the absence of any pre-edge features in 
the calculated spectra. Peak B is caused by the alcohol’s OH-group 
that is bound t o an  iron  cen ter. I t t herefore on ly ex ists for  the 
product m olecule. T hree tim e resolved x -ray absorp tion 
measurements were done on the left, the top, and the right slope of 
peak A. Figure 6 shows two of the time-resolved difference (laser 
on – laser off) streaks in the spectral ranges from 7120 to 7124 eV 
(left of peak A) and  from 7130 to  7132 eV (right of peak A). The 
streak me asured a t th e to p of th e peak is  c onstant within t he 
experiment’s precision. 

We interpret the instantaneous increase of the x-ray absorbance 
between 7120 and 7124  eV as excitation of  th e solutes det ected 
with an instrument-limited resolution of about 3.4 ps. No te that a 
decrease of the transmitted x-ray signal indicates a shift of the x-
ray absorp tion edge to  l ower x-ray en ergies, wh ich is consisten t 
with the shift of the XAFS spectra to lower energies for increasing 
Fe-CO bond lengths. It is known from the literature that in solution 
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Figure 4: Simplified setup of th e setup at th e 7ID. The distances 
between the vertical x-ray lens and the sample is about 15 meters. 
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Figure 5: Experimental and  theore tical X ANES 
spectra of ground state Fe(CO) 5 (black) , hot 
Fe(CO)5/Fe(CO)4 (red), hot Fe(CO) 4etOH (orange), 
and cooled F e(CO)4etOH (b lue). The  m easured 
spectrum is shown with data p oints on an arb itrary 
scale. 
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only Fe( CO)4 is for med. The dissociation of  add itional C O 
ligands is suppressed b y v ibrational cooling of  Fe( CO)4 and 
geminate r ecombination. A ti me con stant o f 150 fs for  
geminate recombination of CO after 295-nm photo dissociation 
of M (CO)6 (M =  C r, M o, W) i n heptane a nd vibrational 
cooling time constant of about 20 ps have been reported in the 
literature. Coordinating solvents, such as et hanol, are li kely to 
exhibit a faste r c ooling tim e. We m easured a 9.1-ps tim e 
constant for th e absorb ance r ecovery of Fe(CO)4 as  the 
molecule continues to vibrationally cool. Inspection of Figure 5 
shows t hat t he only species that produces a n absorb ance 
increase in  7130 and  7132 eV  spect ra r ange (which 
corresponds t o the right side of  t he t heoretical peak A) i s 
Fe(CO)4etOH. Thus, we in terpret th e tr ansmission decr ease 
shown in the lower panel of  Figure 6  as the signature o f the 
formation of  the sub stituted produ ct. The produ ct for mation 
becomes possible as the intermediates vibrationally cool, which 
is the reason why the cooling and product formation times are 
nearly i dentical. Even tually, t he product coo ls lead ing t o a 
recovery of the transmission signal which can be understood by 
comparing the theoretical XANES spectra for the hot product 
(orange curve) and t he cold product (blue curve) in the right 
side of the (theoretical) peak A.  

Note that the cooling of the reaction intermediate indicated 
by the x-ray transmission increase on the upper panel coincides 
with the product formation indicated by the x-ray transmission 
decrease on t he l ower panel. Th e coo ling and t he product 
formation time constan ts are very similar and  both processes 
occur at  t he sam e ti me, which suggest s t hat t he product 
formation rate is prim arily determined by the cooling rate o f the reaction intermediate Fe(CO)4. This suggests that the 
ligand substitution rate is not limited by the diffu sive encounter of Fe(CO)4 and ethanol. Furthermore, all time constants 
reported here have not been de-convoluted by th e temporal resolution of 3.4 ps achieved in the experiment, which was 
independently measured by streaking 50-fs, 266-n m laser pu lses. Thus, th e m easured d issociation t ime is r ather 
instantaneous, which is in agreement with gas phase dissociation times of less than 100 fs. If vibrational heating could be 
avoided during the photolysis of Fe(CO)5, the ligand substitution would be completed within a picosecond or less. While 
more XAFS d ata are needed to make a definitive determination of the molecular dynamics, above results supports our 
hypothesis of a concerted ligand substitution process. 
Future plans 

Using SHI  we have im aged t he phase t ransition of clat hrate hy drate sl urries. T hese sl urries a re host-guest syst ems 
important for selective gas t rapping but al so exh ibit interesting m elting d ynamics. We produ ced hydrates fro m 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) mixed with water and loaded with N2 and CO2 gas at about 3°C. Warming the slurry to 4°C melts 
the h ydrate and releases the g as. The r esulting con trast f eatures upon  phase transition are nearly i dentical to t he ones 
shown in Figure 3. We recently began measurements that induce the melting and gas release dynamics in “clean” as well 
as carbon nanoparticle loaded THF/water systems using our laser-pump x-ray probe system.  

The UXAFS experiment w ill be continued. Improvements to the beamline op tics, laser  beam tr ansport system, and  
UXAFS instrument will be made.  
Papers acknowledging this DOE grant 
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Figure 6: Difference x- ray abs orption s ignal b etween 
7120 and 7124 eV (upper panel) and between 7130 and 
7132 eV (lower  panel)  of photo excited Fe(C O)5 in  
ethanol. The error bars indicate the 95% conf. intervals. 
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New Directions in Intense-Laser Alignment

1. Program Scope
Alignment by moderately intense laser pulses developed, during the past 15 years, from a theo-

retical dream into an active field of research with a rapidly growing range of applications in optics,
physics and spectroscopy.

The main goal of our DOE-sponsored research has been to extend the concept of nonadiabatic
alignment from the domain of isolated, rigid diatomic molecules to complex systems, including
large polyatomic molecules, solvated molecules, molecular assembly, and molecular junctions. This
research has been essentially completed during the past year. In particular:

1. we developed and applied an optimal control approach to determine the best combination of
laser fields that will induce a pre-specified field-free 3D alignment in an arbitrary polyatomic
molecule,1

2. we illustrated the possibility of controlling a surface reaction through alignment of the gas
phase reactants,2

3. we extended alignment to induce sustained unidirectional torsion, hence a light-driven molec-
ular rotor.3

These activities are detailed in Secs. 2.1–2.3. Future work on the application of the alignment
concept to complex systems is discussed in Sec. 3.2.

In related research, inspired by experimental research of AMOS colleagues, we developed, during
the past three years, a theoretical framework for the calculation of high harmonic generation (HHG)
spectra from nonadiabatically aligned molecules.4–6 New results in this area are discussed in Sec.
2.4 and related planned research in collaboration with AMOS experimentalists is outlined in Sec.
3.1.

Likewise related, and equally fascinating, is the role of nonadiabatic alignment in laser filamen-
tation. During the past year we have intensively investigated this problem, motivated in part by
applications in environmental research and in part by the rapid serge of experimental activity. Our
results in this area are summarized in Sec. 2.5 and several of our future plans are discussed in Sec.
3.3.

2. Recent Progress

2.1 On the Optimal Approach to Field-Free 3D Alignment of Polyatomic Molecules
As interest shifts to larger and more complex systems, it becomes essential to develop and test

methods to establish field-free 3D alignment, that is, means of controlling all three rotational angles
of a general polyatomic molecule. Several approaches to that end have been introduced over the
past 5 years, and it has been the topic of controversy which method best achieves the goal.

We developed an optimal control approach and applied it to (a) resolve the controversy in the
literature regarding the best method to induce field-free 3D alignment in polyatomic molecules; (b)
determine the field parameters that would optimize a desired sense of 3D alignment in an arbitrary
molecule; and (c) develop insight into the field-free 3D alignment problem in a molecule independent
manner. We found that the general form of the optimal field comprises fully overlapping and
essentially coincident in peak position orthogonally polarized pulses, with one pulse much longer
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than the other. Interestingly, the optimal field displays little sensitivity to the molecular parameters.
In addition, the optimal fields are robust, i.e., small variations in the optimal field configuration
produce insignificant perturbations in the alignment observables.1

We also showed that taking advantage of the structure of the total Hamiltonian in the symmet-
ric top representation improves the efficiency of the TDSE solver, thus making the 3D alignment
problem amenable to numerical quantum control methods. Our ability to solve the TDSE for
an asymmetric top interacting with orthogonally polarized electric fields efficiently and nonper-
turbatively will have important implications and applications beyond the optimal control results.
Finally, we introduced a new approach to visualizing 3D alignment with the advantage of being
physically transparent and mathematically complete. The approach was applied to explore the
mechanism through which molecules three-dimensionally align and thus rationalize the results of
the optimization algorithm.

2.2 Intense Laser Alignment as a Route to Control of Surface Reactions
The development of means of producing aligned molecular layers on solid substrates may reward

a variety of areas of science and technology. These include molecular electronics, controlled crys-
tallography, structural determination of biological molecules, understanding of organic interfaces,
and the development of advanced materials with preferred electric, magnetic, optical or mechanical
properties. The reaction of aligned gas phase molecules with a substrate as a route to that end
is of interest also from a chemical perspective. In Ref. 2, we explore the possibility of controlling
the orientation of adsorbates, and their adsorption site, through alignment of a beam of gas phase
molecules prior to the surface reaction. To that end we carry out classical trajectory simulations
using ab-initio data for the specific example of the I2/Si(100) adsorption reaction. I2 is found to
adsorb with the molecular axis roughly parallel to the surface plane independently of the initial
alignment. The orientation of the molecule in the surface plane and the adsorption site are con-
trollable through alignment of the gas phase projectiles. Our results are explained in terms of the
surface properties and the reaction dynamics, and the extent to which, and way in which, they may
be generalized is discussed.2

2.3 Torsional Alignment and Unidirectional Rotation
The development of molecular machines has grown, during the past two decades, into an active

and diverse subdiscipline of nanoscience. Here, the combination of laser orientation with torsional
control7 introduces interesting opportunities. In a recent publication,3 we investigate the extent to
which unidirectional intramolecular torsional motion can be created in an oriented bicyclic model
system driven solely by laser light. We apply the machinery of quantum control via specifically
tailored laser pulses to induce such motion, eliminating the need for the thermally constrained steps
conventionally used in molecular motor systems. Our approach does not rely on specific details of
the potential surfaces to create a preferred direction. Rather, we use matter-field interaction and the
tools of coherent optimal control to create a wave packet with non-zero angular momentum among
unbound torsional states on an excited electronic surface. Analysis of the results of the control
algorithm provides general insight into when and how can optimal control theory find solutions
that could not be generated through simple intuitive schemes. We find that, under constrained
polarization, the control algorithm reduces to a simple intuitive coherent control strategy wherein
a first IR pulse creates a non-stationary wave packet on the ground surface and a subsequent UV
pulse transfers it to the excited state. Allowing for polarization shaping, however, we find new
control routes that go beyond the intuitive scheme.

2.4 Origin and Implication of Ellipticity in HHG from Aligned Molecules
HHG from nonadiabatically aligned molecules has been the topic of rapidly growing experimen-

tal and theoretical interest since the 2004 illustration that harmonic signals from aligned molecules
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can provide information regarding the electronic structure of the underlying molecule. This effort
led to new insights regarding the interaction of molecules with intense fields, along with impressive
progress of the experimental and numerical technologies to quantitatively describe these interac-
tions. Nonetheless, several fascinating questions at the qualitative level remain open. In particular,
recent experiments point to the interest in elliptically polarized harmonics for a variety of appli-
cations. The emission of elliptically polarized light from a linear molecule driven by a linearly
polarized field is also a problem of significant fundamental interest, because it probes phase prop-
erties of the electronic subsystem while introducing new questions in angular momentum theory.4

This possibility, however, remained controversial for several years.
In Ref. 4, we derive and apply a theoretical framework to understand polarization experiments

in high harmonic generation from aligned molecules. The theory explains analytically the obser-
vations published to date as well as several disparities among previous studies. It derives the
conditions required for emission of elliptically polarized harmonics and points to the information
content of ellipticity studies regarding the electronic scattering wavefunction. Reference 4 also
develops a fully quantum mechanical numerical approach to compute the underlying electronic dy-
namics. Combined with the theory, this numerical method yields results in gratifying agreement
with experimental data.

2.5 The Role of Nonadiabatic Alignment in Laser Filamentation
Filamentation of strong laser pulses results from a dynamic interplay between self-focusing and

defocusing by the plasma produced by multiphoton/tunnel ionization of air molecules. Recent
experiments provide enticing evidence for the potential of alignment to introduce a range of novel
applications of laser filamentation. Thus, for instance, it was experimentally found that alignment
can increase the length of the filament, modify the filament-generated supercontinuum, give rise to
shock X-waves in the filament and tune their properties, and modulate inter-filament interactions.

In a recent publication8, we combine theoretical and experimental efforts to explore the time-
dependence of the refractive index of a filament. The effects of the molecular revivals and the
electronic Kerr effect on the refractive index are extracted, and applications are discussed. In a
forthcoming publication we explore the interplay between rotational revivals and molecular trap-
ping within a pump-probe study of filamentation physics in air. Numerical calculations are com-
bined with experiments to examine the consequences of the combination of field-free alignment and
molecular trapping on the filament dynamics.

3. Future Plans
In the course of the next 3 years, we will continue to focus intensively on attosecond science (Sec.

3.1), this topic being one of steadily growing interest to the AMOS program and a research field
where there are opportunities for theoretical work to explore new physics. We will also continue
and extend our work on the applications of alignment in complex materials (Sec. 3.2) and on
opportunities for nonadiabatic alignment in the field of laser filamentation (Sec. 3.3).

3.1 High Harmonic Generation and Attosecond Science
Our short term goal in this area is to explore, in collaboration with the group of Murnane and

Kapteyn, the problem of elliptical dichroism in HHG from aligned molecules. We hope to submit
a joint publication within the next few months.

During the next 1–2 years, we will develop two new numerical methods for calculation of HHG
signals that will extend the method of Ref. 4 in complementary ways. One approach will apply
a fast spherical harmonics transform, recently developed by our group, to quantum mechanically
compute harmonic signals from linear molecules in full 3D. The second will extend our formulation
to nonlinear molecules in collaboration with AMOS theorists. Here we will combine 3D alignment1

with a solution of the electronic dynamics that marries quantum, ab-initio recombination cross
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sections with semiclassical propagation of the driven electron in the strong field. One of our long
term goals will be to apply attosecond pulses to a condensed matter problem.

3.2 Alignment in Complex systems. Toward Applications in Material Science
Within the next 2-3 years, we will explore two new applications of intense laser alignment in

material science. The first study, in collaboration with a Northwestern experimental group, will
establish long-range orientational order in an assembly of semiconductor nanorods. The theoretical
component will involve a molecular dynamics study using analytical polarizabilities and two-body
interactions. The second study will apply torsional alignment7 to control transport via molecu-
lar heterojunctions. Here we will consider an array of substituted biphenyl molecules contacted
to a semiconducting surface and a metal tip. We will account for the enhancement and spatial
localization of the incident field by the tip using a three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain
approach for the numerical solution of Maxwell’s equations, and describe the current within the
nonequilibrium Green Function framework.

3.3 Theory and Applications of Laser Filamentation
My immediate interest is in understanding, controlling, and hence utilizing the polarization sep-

aration and birefringence properties of filaments, which arise directly from the alignment evolution
of the constituent N2 and O2 molecules. To that end we will compute the time-dependent refractive
index via the method of Ref. 8 and employ it in solution of the nonlinear optics problem. In the
long term, it would be of mathematical and technological interest to develop a self-consistent ap-
proach, wherein the alignment, the refractive index and the nonlinear pulse propagation are solved
for iteratively. This work will be carried out in collaboration with Olga Kosareva (Moscow).
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Program Scope 

The goal of this program is to enable and exploit ultrafast measurement of resonant 
and nonresonant x-ray em ission spectroscopies at both 3 rd and 4 th generation light sources.  
This especially includes studies  of x-ray nonlinear and/or non equilibrium effects induced by 
the LCLS beam.   
 
Recent Progress 
  The first year of this award has seen  steady progress on the prim ary technology 
development needed for the targeted science, in addition to progress on a several secondary 
projects.  Most im portantly, our developm ent of m iniature x-ray spect rometers (‘mi niXS’) 
suitable for use in tim e-resolved resonant  and nonresonant x-ray em ission spectroscopy 
(RXES and XES, respectiv ely) has reached  important m ilestones.  Rather than use 
synchrotron beamtime solely for ins trument development, each iterative step in this  process 
has been coupled to a new scientific collab oration.  Below, I’ll briefly summ arize the 
technical progress and then itemize the scientific outcomes. 
  Concerning techn ical progress,  th e l ead achievem ent has been the successful 
embedding the optimal design algorithm for miniXS into the solidW orks 3D-CAD program, 
while at the same time standardizing a ‘modular’ design for the optic a nd also demonstrating 
‘rapid prototype machining’ of the re sulting optic. [1]  Each of  these is a  major step toward  
the broader application of hard x-ray XES at the Advanced Photon Source and elsewhere.    
  These developments allow instant re-des ign and overnight re-fabrication of the x-
ray optic for any chosen emission line from ~3 keV to ~12 keV.  Collaboration with the APS 
Engineering Division [1] has led to a novel exploitation of this capability: appropriate files  
from the 3 D-CAD program can be  input in to the APS’s  rapid prototype machining printer 
(3D plastic printer) to m ake the entire optic support at low cost and high convenience. See 
the photograph in Fig. 1.  These instrum ents are immediately portable to  other sectors (i.e., 
pump-probe beam lines such as ID-11) or ot her facilities (i.e., LCLS) for tim e-resolved 
studies.  The Pilatus100k detector has suffici ent time resolution to select individual bunches 
at the APS.  We have also standardized the data processing software, including a highly user-
friendly GUI so that m iniXS can move into ge neral user operations at the 20-ID m icroprobe 
endstation.  This spectrometer system also plays a role in the spectroscopy portion of the CD-
1 APS upgrade document. 
  As for scientific outcomes, RXES studies (not time-resolved) have been com pleted 
on Co- and Fe-rich catalyst system s [2, 3] , on the f amous metal-insulator system V2O3:Cr, 
[4] on lanthanide m aterials [5] of conte mporary interest for questions about correlated 
electron physics, and on actinid e com pounds for the use of M β RXES as a valuab le 
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spectroscopic tool.[6]    Each of these five studies is expected to yield at least one publication 
in the coming year, and several are anticipated to lead to follow-up studies.  
  

                
 
Figure 1: Photograph of the ‘modular miniXS’ during commissioning (April 2010) at the 20-
ID XAS microprobe endstation of the Advanced Photon Source.  For scale, the base platform 
(with the lo ng slots) is ~8 inches wide.  The wh ite plastic part inside the square box is the 
holder for all optical com ponents, and was c onstructed by rapid prototype m achining in 
collaboration with the APS engineering division.[1]  This part is exchanged for other, sim ilar 
parts when changing the energy range of the spectrometer, with no  other changed in 
positioning of any spectrom eter or beam line co mponents.  This in strument has th e sam e 
collection efficiency as an array of 10 sync hronized spherically bent crystal analyzers 
operating at 1-m working distance.  An upgrade to triple the collection solid angle by moving 
to a larger cam era and dispersive optic is expected to be part of the CDR-1 upgrade  
document for the APS. 
 
  Several secondary activities have recei ved some support from this award through 
fractional PI or student time: 
• A manuscript has been submitted and accepted to PRL which uses nonresonant inelastic x -

ray scattering (NRIXS) to demonstrate that high energy electron scattering, when out of the 
dipole scattering lim it, asym ptotically violat ed the f irst Born appro ximation even f or 
bound-state excitations.[7]  The m ain results fro m this paper are presented in figure 2.  
These results are closely relate d to ongoing work in reaction- microscope (e,2e) studies of 
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impact ionization, but the absence of an ionizat ion event helps to clar ify that post-collision 
interactions play at m ost a lim ited role 
in impact ionization experiments. 

• A m anuscript has b een subm itted and 
accepted to the Journal of the American 
Chemical Society ; it describes  the 
combination of soft- and hard x-ray 
techniques for the re liable, quantitative 
measurement of covalency in m etal-
oxides using O K-edge ligand pre-edge 
features.[8]  This m ethodology opens 
the way to re liable, quantita tive 
assessment of covalent bonding in 
actinide ox ides and nitrid es th rough 
ligand K-edge spectroscopy. 

• Manuscripts were subm itted and  
accepted by Applied Physics Letters [9] 
and by Phy sical Review B,[10] each  
addressing the nanophase SiO x for 
possible photonics application. B oth 
studies largely repor t the resu lts of  
NRIXS studies using the LE RIX 
spectrometer at th e Ad vanced Pho ton 
Source.  

• A m anuscript addressing the use of 
NRIXS to study sem icore levels in 
actinide m aterials was subm itted a nd 
accepted by  Physical Review B.  T his 
study lays groundwork for a new  
measurement of f-occupancy and 
ligand covalency.[11] 

• A theory m anuscript w as subm itted to 
Physical Review Lette rs; this  
manuscript from the Sawatsky group at 
UBC (with Seidler  as co-author ) 
proposes a broad re-assessm ent of 
semi-core level XAS spectra.[12]  It is 
under consideration by the referees. 

• A m any-author m anuscript surveying 
IXS capabilities at the Advanced  
Photon Source was  subm itted and 
accepted to Synchrotron Radiation News.[13] 

 
Fig. 2: (from J.A. Bradley, et al., 2010 [7]) 
Comparison of the dynamic structure factors 
derived from EELS and NIXS for bound-state 
valence excitations of N2.  The disagreement at 
intermediate and high q is due to the sensitivity 
of electron scattering to the nuclear charge, and 
directly demonstrates an asymptotic violation 
of the first Born approximation for the 
scattering process. 
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 4

Future Plans 
 
  We will continue to adv ance the technol ogy and application s of the m iniXS-style 
instruments.  In addition to bring ing m any of the accomplishm ents from  year  1 into 
publication, expected ne w highlights (most of which will in volve one or m ore collaborating 
team) will include : implem enting pum p-probe XES studies of  m agnetic thin f ilms and  
photosystem II at APS; im proving stray scatter rejection and c onsequent ability to perform  
valence-level XES and so-called ‘indirect RI XS’ for TMO m aterials;  im plementing 2-D 
raster imaging of Co Kβ XES in commercial composite catalysts used for production of low-
sulfur gasoline; in s itu studies of TM K β XES during lithiation/d elithiation c ycles of  
electrochemical cells; constructing a cryostat-compatible miniXS instrument for Fe Kβ XES 
and investigation of possible x -ray induced spin-trapping effect s in solid-sta te phas es.  In  
most cases,  successful achievem ent of the above goals would b e first-of-th eir-kind 
accomplishments. W e will also continue to  network with the m any team s proposing  
photochemistry and plasm a science projects at  LCLS, with an eye to ward joining strong 
collaborations which would benefit from the technology under development. 
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PROGRAM SCOPE 

The goals of this project are to understand and describe processes involving energy transfers 
from electromagnetic radiation to matter as well as the dynamics of interacting few-body, 
quantum systems.  Investigations of current interest are in the general areas of strong field 
physics, attosecond physics, high energy density physics, and multiphoton and double 
photoionization processes. Nearly all projects under investigation involve large-scale numerical 
computations for the direct solution of the three-dimensional time-dependent or time-
independent Schrödinger equation describing the interaction of atomic systems with 
electromagnetic radiation.  Principal benefits and outcomes of this research are improved 
understanding of how to control atomic processes with electromagnetic radiation and how to 
transfer energy from electromagnetic radiation to matter.  In some cases our studies are 
supportive of and/or have been stimulated by experimental work carried out by other 
investigators funded by the DOE AMO physics program.  
  

RECENT PROGRESS 

A. Plateau Structure in Resonant Laser-Assisted Electron-Atom Scattering 
Nearly constant cross sections (as a function of the number of absorbed photons) have been 
predicted over a large range of scattered electron energies in laser-assisted electron-atom 
scattering (LAES) for both linear [N.L. Manakov et al., JETP Lett 76, 258 (2002)] and circular [A.V. 
Flegel et al., Phys. Lett. A 334, 197 (2005)] laser polarizations. Such “plateau” structures have been 
investigated for over two decades in other intense laser processes, e.g., above threshold 
ionization/detachment (ATI/ATD) and high-order harmonic generation. Interest in such plateaus 
centers on the possibility of transferring large amounts of energy from a laser field into either 
electron kinetic energy or high order harmonics without significant decreases in yields. However, 
for all processes the absolute values of the n-photon rates in the plateau region are orders of 
magnitude smaller than in the region of small n. Hence, mechanisms for increasing rates on the 
plateau are of great interest. For LAES, two such mechanisms exist: threshold-related 
phenomena at the closing of the stimulated multiphoton emission channel [4] and resonance 
scattering. These two mechanisms occur under different conditions: the former occur at incident 
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electron energies equal to multiples of the photon energy, while the latter occurs for those 
electron energies at which the electron is temporarily captured (following stimulated emission of 
µ laser photons) into a bound state of the potential U(r) of the target atom and then detached by 
absorbing n+µ photons. 
 
We have recently predicted significant resonant enhancements of plateau features in LAES for 
the case of electron scattering from neutral atoms supporting negative ions and show that the 
shape of the high-energy plateau in resonant LAES spectra coincides with that for ATD [6].  
Since resonant phenomena disappear in a perturbative treatment of the potential U(r), both the 
electron-atom and electron-laser interactions must be treated non-perturbatively. We thus employ 
time-dependent effective range (TDER) theory [4], which extends effective range theory for low-
energy elastic electron scattering from a short-range potential U(r) to the case of LAES. 
Resonance enhancements of the LAES plateau are significant for both electron scattering at fixed 
angle θ (relative to the incident electron momentum) and the angle-integrated electron spectrum.  
The magnitudes of resonance enhancements are found to significantly exceed those for 
threshold-related ones [4]. 
 
The remarkable similarity between plateau features in resonant LAES and ATD implies that 
information about ATD may be obtained from results for resonant LAES and vice versa. These 
results are useful for better understanding of resonant phenomena in intense laser-atom 
interactions, as well as for planning of experiments on laser-modified electron-atom scattering. 
(See reference [6] in the publication list below.) 

B. Few-Cycle Attosecond Pulse Chirp Effects on Asymmetries in Ionized Electron Momentum 
Distributions 
We have recently analyzed numerically the asymmetries of ionized electron momentum 
distributions produced by chirped few-cycle attosecond pulses having various fixed carrier-
envelope-phases (CEPs). The central frequency of the pulse is chosen to be 25 eV, which is well 
above the ionization threshold, so that the contribution of excited states is negligible, the atomic 
structure is unimportant, and we can focus in the effects of the chirp. Our results are based on 
solutions of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation for the ground state of the hydrogen atom 
interacting with a chirped, few-cycle attosecond pulse. Our results allow one to make the 
following conclusions: First, for few-cycle attosecond pulses having even a small chirp, the 
asymmetry in the ionized electron momentum distribution can be changed significantly and is 
sensitive to the sign of the chirp. Second, this asymmetry is also quite sensitive to the CEP of the 
pulse, even for chirped pulses; the maximum asymmetry is very sensitive to both the chirp and 
the CEP, occurring for non-zero but small values of the chirp. Third, regarding the energy 
distributions along θ = 0 and θ = π for chirped pulses, the asymmetry can vanish at particular 
electron energies that are very sensitive to the chirp. Finally, our results demonstrate clearly that 
asymmetries in the momentum distributions of electrons ionized by few-cycle, chirped 
attosecond pulses may provide a means for experimentalists to better characterize their pulses. 
(See reference [7] in the publication list below.) 

C. Perturbation Theory Analysis of Attosecond Photoionization 
We have recently presented a detailed analysis of ionization of an atom by a few-cycle 
attosecond xuv pulse using perturbation theory (PT), keeping terms in the transition amplitude up 
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to second order in the pulse electric field. Within the PT approach, we have presented an ab 
initio parametrization of the ionized electron angular distribution (AD) using rotational 
invariance and symmetry arguments. This parametrization gives analytically the dependence of 
the AD on the carrier envelope phase (CEP), the polarization of the pulse, and on the ionized 
electron momentum direction, p. For the general case of an elliptically polarized pulse, we show 
that interference of the first- and second-order transition amplitudes causes a CEP-dependent 
asymmetry (with respect to p→−p) and both elliptic and circular dichroism effects. All of these 
effects are maximal in the polarization plane and depend not only on the CEP but also on the 
phase of dynamical atomic parameters that enter our parametrization of the AD.  
 
Within the single active electron model of an atom, for an initial s or p state we define all 
dynamical parameters in terms of radial matrix elements (analytic expressions for which are 
given for the Coulomb and zero-range potentials). For ionization of the H atom by linearly 
polarized pulses, our PT results are in excellent agreement with results of numerical solutions of 
the time-dependent Schrödinger equation of Peng et al. [3]. Also, our numerical results show that 
the asymmetries and dichroism effects at low electron energies have a different physical origin 
from those at high electron energies. Moreover, our results for Gaussian and cosine-squared 
pulse shapes are in good qualitative agreement. Finally, we show that our analytic formulas may 
prove useful for determining few-cycle extreme ultraviolet (xuv) pulse characteristics, such as 
the CEP and the polarization. (See reference [8] in the publication list below.) 

D. Potential Barrier Features in Two-Photon Ionization Processes in Atoms 
The development of novel, intense, and tunable X-ray sources opens a new regime in which 
nonlinear processes in the soft X-ray region can now be investigated. As was the case in single-
photon ionization processes, in which many prominent features in photoionization cross sections 
and in photoelectron angular distributions were understood by means of a model potential 
approach (see, e.g., A.F. Starace, Theory of Atomic Photoionization, Handbuch der Physik 31, ed. W. 
Mehlhorn (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1982), pp. 1-121), such an approach may be expected to provide 
similar understanding for multiphoton processes. We have obtained an extensive set of model 
potential results on the frequency dependence of two-photon ionization cross sections from inner 
subshells of rare gas and other closed-shell atoms. Our initial investigations have focused on 
potential barrier effects. We have used second order perturbation theory in the X-ray field and 
sum intermediate states using the well-known Dalgarno-Lewis method (A. Dalgarno and J.T. 
Lewis, Proc. R. Soc. A 233, 70 (1955)). When one photon is above threshold, we employ a complex 
coordinate rotation method to calculate the two-photon amplitude (B. Gao and A.F. Starace, 
Computers in Physics 1, 70 (1987)).  We find that potential barrier effects occur not only in the 
final state of the ionized electron but also in its intermediate state(s).  A manuscript on these 
results is currently in preparation. (See reference [9] in the publication list below.) 

FUTURE PLANS 

Our group is currently carrying out research on the following additional projects:  

(1) We are analyzing few-cycle XUV attosecond pulse carrier-envelope-phase effects on ionized 
electron momentum and energy distributions in the presence of a few-femtosecond IR laser 
pulse; our nearly complete results have determined that IR laser-induced rescattering from the 
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atomic potential and the resulting interference between different electron ionization pathways is 
the origin of low-energy structures we have obtained numerically from time-dependent 
Schödinger equation calculations [3].  

(2) We are currently modelling XUV attosecond pulse ionization plus excitation processes in He 
using codes that enable us to solve the two-electron, time-dependent Schrödinger equation in its 
full dimensionality; our preliminary results show large CEP-sensitive effects.  

(3) We are developing an analytic theory for the effects of chirped, few-cycle attosecond pulses 
on ionized electron spectra using perturbation theory; our preliminary results show good 
agreement with our numerical results obtained by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger 
equation [7].  
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Annual Report for the tree-year Grant Period of 2008-2010 (Publications 2008-2010) 

1 Program Scope 
The program is aimed at theoretical investigations of a wide range of phenomena induced by ultrafast laser-light 
excitation of nanostructured or nanosize systems, in particular, metal/semiconductor/dielectric nanocomposites and 
nanoclusters. Among the primary phenomena are processes of energy transformation, generation, transfer, and 
localization on the nanoscale and coherent control of such phenomena.  

2 Recent Progress and Publications 
During the current report period, the following papers have been supported by this DOE grant. Published  in 2010 are: 
Refs. [1-3], in 2009 are: Refs. [4-12], and in 2008: Refs. [13-25]. Most of these publications are in top-level refereed 
journals [1-4, 6, 8-9, 14-17, 20-23, 25] ; there is also  book chapters  [12-13] and advance preprint publications in the 
ArXiv [5, 10, 18-19, 24, 26-27]. Below we highlight the recent publications that we consider the most significant.  

2.1 Spaser as a Nanoscopic Generator and Ultrafast Amplifier of Nanolocalized Optical Fields [2, 
11] 

The Surface Plasmon Amplification by Stimulated Emission of radiation (SPASER) has been introduced by us in the 
DOE-supported work [28-31]. The SPASER is the “missing link” of nanoplasmonics:  a quantum generator of 
nanolocalized optical fields. Recently, the SPASER has been experimentally observed in a series of publications [32-
34].  
The SPASER is now recognized as an invention protected by a US Patent [11] just issued by USPTO. We have shown 
recently that SPASER is ultrafast (bandwidth over 10 THz) and can work as a logical amplifier [2, 10]. Thus,. it is 
capable of performing the same function as MOSFET within the same ~10 nm form factor but ~1000 times faster. We 
anticipate that the SPASER will become as ubiquitous and important an element in nanooptics as a transistor is in 
microelectronics. 

2.2 Surface-Plasmon-Induced Drag-Effect Rectification (SPIDER) [5-6] 
We have predicted a giant surface-plasmon-induced drag-effect rectification (SPIDER), a new effect that exists under 
conditions of the extreme nanoplasmonic confinement. In nanowires, this giant SPIDER generates rectified THz 
potential differences up to 10 V and extremely strong electric fields up to ~105–106 V/cm. The giant SPIDER is an 
ultrafast effect whose bandwidth for nanometric wires is ~20 THz. It opens up a new field of ultraintense THz 
nanooptics with wide potential applications in nanotechnology and nanoscience, including microelectronics, 
nanoplasmonics, and biomedicine. 

2.3 Ultrafast Active Plasmonics [9]  
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), propagating bound oscillations of electrons and light at a metal surface, have great 
potential as information carriers for next-generation, highly integrated nanophotonic devices. A number of techniques 
for controlling the propagation of SPP signals have been demonstrated. However, with sub-microsecond or nanosecond 
response times at best, these techniques are too slow for future applications. We have reported that femtosecond optical 
frequency plasmon pulses can be modulated on the femtosecond timescale by direct ultrafast optical excitation of the 
metal, thereby offering unprecedented terahertz modulation bandwidth-a speed of many orders of magnitude faster than 
existing technologies. This work was done in collaboration with experimental group of Prof. N. Zheludev (University of 
Southampton, UK).  

2.4 Nanoconcentration of Terahertz (THz) Radiation in Metal Plasmonic Waveguides [17-18] 
We establish the principal limits for the nanoconcentration of the THz radiation in metal/dielectric waveguides and 
determine their optimum shapes required for this nanoconcentration [17-18]. We predict that the adiabatic compression 
of THz radiation from the initial spot size of order of vacuum wavelength (~10-100 micron) to the final size of ~100-
250 nm can be achieved, while the THz radiation intensity is increased by a factor of ~10 to ~250. This THz energy 
nanoconcentration will not only improve the spatial resolution and increase the signal/noise ratio for the THz imaging 
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and spectroscopy, but in combination with the recently developed sources of powerful THz pulses will allow the 
observation of nonlinear THz effects and a variety of nonlinear spectroscopies (such as two-dimensional spectroscopy), 
which are highly informative. This will find a wide spectrum of applications in science, engineering, biomedical 
research, environmental monitoring, and defense. 

2.5 Efficient Nanolens in Full Electrodynamics [25, 35] 
As an efficient nanolens, we have proposed a self-similar linear chain of several metal nanospheres with progressively 
decreasing sizes and separations [36]. The proposed system can be used for nanooptical detection, Raman 
characterization, nonlinear spectroscopy, nano-manipulation of single molecules or nanoparticles, and other 
applications. The second harmonic local fields form a very sharp nanofocus between the smallest spheres where these 
fields are enhanced by more than two orders of magnitude. This effect can be used for diagnostics and nanosensors. We 
have also obtained the first results on the Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) in the nanosphere nanolens [35] 
where we show the SERS enhancement facto differ significantly from the commonly used fourth power of the local 
field enhancement. Recently, we have performed full electrodynamic modeling of the nanolenses [25]. We have 
confirmed the high predicted level of enhancement and found new electrodynamic resonances where the nanosphere 
aggregate works both as a plasmonic nanoantenna and as electrodynamic metal antenna. 

2.6 Plasmonic Renormalization of Coulomb Interactions [23-24] 
A significant field of activity has study of the effects of the proximity to plasmonic systems on Coulomb interactions in 
electrons in molecules and semiconductors, i.e., plasmonic resonant renormalization of the Coulomb interactions. We 
have developed a general theory of the plasmonic enhancement of the many-body phenomena resulting in a closed 
expression for the surface plasmon-dressed Coulomb interaction [23-24]. We have illustrated this theory by computing 
the dressed interaction explicitly for an important example of metal–dielectric nanoshells which exhibits a rich resonant 
behavior in magnitude and phase. This interaction is used to describe the nanoplasmonic-enhanced Förster resonant 
energy transfer (FRET) between nanocrystal quantum dots near a metal/dielectric nanoshell. The effects of the 
nanoplasmonic renormalization of the Coulomb interaction are of great importance for electron-interaction effects such 
as electron scattering, Auger relaxation and ionization, chemical reactions, and many-electron kinetics. Ref. [23] has 
been chosen by the Editors of the New J. Phys. for the collection The NJP Best of 2008. 

2.7 Coherent Control on the Nanoscale [3, 20, 26] 
Our research has significantly focused on problem of controlling localization of the energy of ultrafast (femtosecond) 
optical excitation on the nanoscale. We have proposed and theoretically developed a distinct approach to solving this 
fundamental problem [37-43]. This approach, based on the using the relative phase of the light pulse as a functional 
degree of freedom, allows one to control the spatial-temporal distribution of the excitation energy on the nanometer-
femtosecond scale. One of the most fundamental problems in nanoplasmonics and nanooptics generally is the spatio-
temporal coherent control of nanoscale localization of optical energy. However, a key element was missing: an efficient 
and robust method to determine a shape of the controlling femtosecond pulse that would compel the femtosecond 
evolution of the nanoscale optical fields in a plasmonic system to result in the spatio-temporal concentration of the 
optical energy at a given nano-site within a required femtosecond interval of time.  
We have solved this problem by using the idea of the time-reversal [20, 26]. We have shown that by exciting a system 
at a given spot, recording the produced wave in one direction in the far zone, time reversing it and sending the produced 
plane wave back to the system leads to the required spatio-temporal energy localization. This method can be used both 
theoretically and experimentally to determined the required polarization, phase and amplitude modulation of the 
controlling pulses. Recently our idea of the time-reversal coherent control has been successfully tested in the 
microwave region experientially[44]. Another significant development has been an ultrafast coherent control of the 
third-harmonic generation from a nanophotonic-plasmonic system [3]. This has been carried out in collaboration with 
University of Stuttgart and Max Plank Institute for Solid State Physics (Stuttgart, Germany). 

2.8 Optimized Concentration of Optical Energy in Tapered Nanoplasmonic Waveguide [22] 
In collaboration with D. Gramotnev (Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia), we have established 
the optimum shape of a tapered-rod plasmonic waveguide for the optimized nanolocalization of optical energy [22]. 
This, mostly computational, work allows one to eliminate the condition of adiabaticity. The maximum optical energy 
delivered to the tip of the structure is achieved when the rate of tapering slightly exceeds that imposed by the adiabatic 
condition. 

2.9 Attosecond Nanoplasmonics [8, 12] 
In collaboration with M. Kling, U. Kleineberg, and F. Krausz et al. from Max Plank Institute for Quantum Optics 
(Garching, Germany) and Ludwig Maximilian University (Munich, Germany), we have theoretically developed a novel 
concept called Attosecond Nanoplasmonic Field Microscope [45]. There has been a recent progress in this direction [8]. 
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2.10 Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) [21, 46] 
We have revisited theory of one of the most important phenomena in nanoplasmonics, Surface Enhanced Raman 
Scattering [21, 46]. This theory shows that the predicted levels of enhancement in the red spectral region are still 
several orders of magnitude less than the enhancement factors 1413 1010~ −  observed experimentally. The difference 
may be due to the effects not taken into account by the theory: self-similar enhancement [36] or chemical enhancement 
[47]. Recently, an important development of SERS has been achieved with our participation: an enhancing effect of 
nanolenses (see Sec. 2.8) have been observed [21]. This opens up a way to produce a reproducible, robust, and efficient 
substrate for SERS with very low background. 
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Laser-Produced Coherent X-Ray Sources 

Donald Umstadter, Physics and Astronomy Department, B58 Behlen Laboratory, University of Nebraska, 
Lincoln, NE 68588-0111, dpu@unlserve.unl.edu 

Program Scope 

In this project, we experimentally and theoretically explore the physics of novel x-ray sources, based on 
the interactions of ultra-high-intensity laser light with matter. Laser-accelerated electron beams are used 
to produce x-rays in the energy range 1-100 keV using techniques such as Thomson scattering off a 
second laser pulse, or betatron oscillations in a laser-produced ion channel. Such photon sources can 
provide information on the structure of matter with atomic-scale resolution, on both the spatial and 
temporal scale lengths–simultaneously.  Moreover, because the electron beam is accelerated by the ultra-
high gradient of a laser-driven wakefield, the combined length of both the accelerator and wiggler regions 
is only a few millimeters.  The x-ray source design parameters are sub-angstrom wavelength, 
femtosecond pulse duration, and university-laboratory–scale footprint.  The required components, laser 
system (delivering peak power >100 TW at a repetition rate of 10 Hz) and electron accelerator (delivering 
beams with energy up to 800 MeV and divergence of 2 mrad) have been developed and characterized.   

This project involves the physics at the forefront of relativistic plasma physics and beams, as well as 
relativistic nonlinear optics.  Applications include the study of ultrafast chemical, biological and physical 
processes, such as inner-shell electronic or phase transitions. Industrial applications include non-
destructive evaluation, large-standoff–distance imaging of cracks, remote sensing and the detection of 
shielded nuclear materials. 

Recent Results  

Radiographic Imaging of Embedded Voids 

High-intensity, short pulse lasers have been shown to produce bright, monoenergetic electron beams by 
the process of laser wakefield acceleration.  We generate such electron beams (with energy >100 MeV) 
by the interaction of 50-TW, 30-fs laser pulses with a supersonic helium jet.  These laser-driven electron 
beams have high energy, low divergence, and small source size, making them ideal for high-resolution 
and long-standoff radiographic studies of cracks or voids that are embedded in dense materials.i  A 
highlight of our research over the past year was the demonstration of radiographic imaging with sub-
millimeter resolution.   

Pulses from the University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Diocles Ti:sapphire laser system were focused to an 
intensity of 1.7 × 1019 W/cm2 [corresponding to a normalized laser vector potential (a0=eA/mc2) of 2.8] in 
order to drive a relativistic plasma wave.  The quasi-mono-energetic electron beams that are routinely 
obtained are tunable over an energy range of 50-400 MeV, depending on the choice of acceleration 
distance (i.e., the nozzle diameter), plasma density, and laser intensity.  For the purpose of radiography, 
1.3 J of laser energy was focused over a 3 mm diameter gas jet, of the Laval type, with initial plasma 
density of 1×1019 cm-3.  Radiographic images were obtained by interposing various objects between the 
electron beam source and a phosphor plate.  

2.5-cm long voids were embedded within a 5-cm thick stainless steel block, and placed 2-m from the 
supersonic jet.  Three side-by-side voids were imaged, each of different width: 250-µm, 500-µm, and 
750-µm.  Ten electron beam shots, each with electron energy 150 ± 20 MeV and an angular divergence of 
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4.7 ± 0.5 mrad, were used to acquire the radiograph shown in FigureFigure 1, which is was recorded by an 
image plate placed behind the steel block.  

 
Figure 1: Electron radiographic images of voids embedded in steel (from left to right: 750-µm, 500-µm, 
and 250-µm).  (a) Fourier enhanced image (red line indicates lineout location).  (b) Lineout of crack 
(circles) and Gaussian fit (line).  (c) Derivative of fitted profile indicates a source size of 330 µm. 
 

Figure 1(a) is the Fourier-filtered image of the embedded voids.  Figure 1(b) show a lineout of the imaged 
750-µm gap (left-most gap in Figure 1(a)), as well as a Gaussian fit to the data.  To compute the 
maximum spatial resolution obtainable by this method, the derivative of the lineout across the 750-µm 
gap was computed, shown in Figure 1(c) The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of  the derivative of 
the Gaussian fit yields a resolution of 330 µm.  To the best of our knowledge, this is the highest resolution 
ever achieved for a radiographic image of an embedded void.   

The signal-to-noise level can be improved by means of magnetic filtering of secondary electrons, or by 
increasing the number of shots used to obtain images.  For instance, the number of shots used to acquire 
an image can be increased by two orders of magnitude, to 1,000, by means of an image acquisition time 
of just two minutes—at the 10-Hz repetition rate of our laser accelerator.   This should correspond to a 
33x improvement in the signal-to-noise level over that shown in Figure 1(a).   

This research addresses a pressing need for reliable nondestructive techniques to identify the presence of 
defects in dense structures, ranging from turbine blades to nuclear reactor vessels.  The sub-millimeter 
resolution demonstrated here should allow DOE to better understand the process by which 
microstructures grow as critical materials age.   

Upgrade of Laser System to the Petawatt Peak Power Level 

The peak power of the Diocles laser system is being upgraded by an order of magnitude, to the petawatt 
(PW) level.  An additional Ti:sapphire amplifier was added to the system—pumped by four Nd:Glass 
lasers, each producing 25 J of power—in order to amplify the 800-nm pulses to an energy of 50 J per 
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pulse.  The amplified pulse is compressed to 30 fs with output energy of 30 J in a new compressor 
chamber.  The system is capable of operating at 0.1-Hz repetition rate.  A schematic diagram of the 
upgraded system is shown in Figure 2.  A photograph of the installed high-energy pump lasers and 
vacuum compressor chamber is shown in Figure 3.   

 

Figure 2: Schematic of the upgraded UNL laser system, capable of operating at the petawatt peak power 
level.  The four new pump lasers (P1-P4) are shown in black.  The new Ti:sapphire amplifier stage 
(with 115-mm diameter aperture) is circled in blue.  The new vacuum compressor chamber (Compressor 
2) is shown in the background, left.   

 

Figure 3: Photograph of three of the four newly installed high-energy pump lasers (P2-P4) 
(foreground), and vacuum compressor chambers (Compressors 1-2) (background).   
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Future Plans: Petawatt Physics  

At the focus of the upgraded laser, light can reach the highest intensities ever achieved in the laboratory, 
up to 1023 W/cm2.  At this intensity level, matter can thus be exposed to extreme field strengths: 870 
TV/m.  This is sufficient to ionize gallium to the hydrogen-like stage by means of over the barrier field 
ionization.ii  In this ultra-high intensity regime, an electron can gain energy in the electromagnetic field—
in the form of quiver energy—up to 217 times its rest mass energy.  At such intensities, it is expected that 
not only will the electrons of ionized media relativistically quiver in the laser fields, but protons will also 
begin to quiver significantly.  The propagation of light at these high intensities has never been studied 
experimentally.   

Besides continuing our research on the development of ultrashort x-ray and electron probes, we also 
intend to study the novel high-field physics that is accessible in the highly relativistic regime enabled by 
this improved laser capability.   
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1 Program Scope
We use intense, shaped, ultrafast laser pulses to control molecular dynamics and high level ab initio
calculations to interpret and guide the control. We are applying the techniques and understanding
we have developed to dissociative ionization pump-probe spectroscopy and pulse shape spectroscopy.

2 Recent Progress
There are a few key findings from our recent
work. One of the most important points is that
in probing molecular relaxation on an excited
neutral surface via strong field dissociative ion-
ization, different molecular fragments carry in-
formation about different relaxation channels.
The link between fragments and relaxation
channels comes from a combination of elec-
tronic structure calculations and organic chem-
istry fragmentation analysis. The basic idea
is that different molecular geometries lead to
the production of different molecular fragments
when the molecule is exposed to an intense
infrared laser pulse. This is driven by both
changes in the ionic spectrum of the molecule
accompanying changes in geometry as well as
changes to the electronic/molecular orbitals in
the excited neutral state of the molecule where
the dynamics are taking place. Another im-
portant point is that the molecular relaxation
dynamics are sensitive to pulse shape. This
sensitivity to pulse shape is promising for both
open and closed loop control experiments, and
also closely related to a third important find-
ing, which is that shaped laser pulses in the
deep UV can be used to perform multidimen-
sional spectroscopy (such as 2D Fourier trans-
form spectroscopy).
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Figure 1: Bottom panel: PES in cytosine
showing the two radiationless relaxation

pathways after UV absorption. Top panel:
Energy level diagram of the ionic states of
cytosine that can be accessed after the IR

probe.

In our pump-probe experiments, we studied two systems whose excited state dynamics are gov-
erned by conical intersections (CIs). These systems represent two general cases. In cyclohexadiene
(CHD), the dynamics and decay to the ground state is governed by a single conical intersection
causing a branching into different channels, while in cytosine the wave packet can branch into two
different conical intersections which lead to radiationless decay to a single channel in the ground
state.
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Calculations identify more than one CI through which cytosine can relax after absorption of UV
light from the S1 state of the neutral to S01–7. One of them involves a twisting of the C-C double
bond, similar to the conical intersection found in ethylene, and it is called the ’twist’ CI6. The
second pathway (or collection of pathways) involves an nNπ

∗/S0 CI which has been called the ’sofa’
CI because the molecular conformation resembles a sofa, with one nitrogen being displaced from
the plane.

Figure 1 shows the important points along the S1 potential energy surface (PES) associated
with the relaxation. Initial absorption leads to the FC region which is about 0.8 eV above the S1
minimum, here dubbed the ’butterfly’ minimum. This minimum is separated from each of the CIs
by at least one barrier. There is only one barrier separating the minimum from the twist CI but
there are two barriers towards the sofa CI, with the other minimum close to the sofa CI labeled as
the sofa minimum. The energies and barriers associated with both twist and sofa CIs are similar and
it is not easy to determine their relative importance in the radiationless decay based on energetics
alone. We found that we were able to distinguish the dynamics along the S1 pathways by analyzing
the observed fragmentation after the intense IR probe pulse.

The fragmentation of the molecule depends on the location of the wave packet on the S1 surface at
the time when the probe pulse arrives. Considering vertical ionization (i.e. Condon approximation),
we examined the properties of the low lying electronic states of the cation at geometries of interest
on S1 - e.g. the minima associated with the barriers to the CIs. Figure 1 shows the ionic states in
addition to the neutral ones along the S1 PES. Different fragments can be associated with locations
on routes toward the different CIs. Using a combination of ab initio electronic structure calculations
and fragmentation analysis, we identified fragments that label the geometry of the minima leading
to twist and sofa CIs and used the measured dynamics of these fragments as a function of pump
probe delay in order to map out the relaxation of excited cytosine through two separate CIs to the
ground state.

The fragments that we have identified which label a pathway through a given minimum and not
the other are the parent ion and fragment 95. The former is associated with the butterfly minimum
leading to the twist CI, and the latter with the sofa minimum leading to the sofa CI. While there
are two barriers and two minima along a minimum energy path between the FC region and the
sofa CI, our measurements indicate that there is only one barrier which plays an important role in
the relaxation of the molecule via the sofa CI since the 95 yield peaks very shortly after zero time
delay, indicating that the wave packet reaches the sofa minimum rapidly without getting stuck in
the butterfly minimum.

Figure 2 shows the UV-pump, near IR-probe data and fits for the parent ion and the 95 amu
fragment. The data shows a sharp rise near timezero followed by a decay with increasing positive
time delay. As is evident from the graph, the fits are in excellent agreement with the data. For
generality, we fit the time dependent yield of each peak in the TOFMS to a sum of three exponentials
multiplied by a step function and convolved with a gaussian to account for the finite pulse durations.
Most peaks in the TOFMS could be modeled by a biexponential decay with a fast (< 300 fs) and
slow (> 2 ps) decay.

For positive time delays, resonant excitation from S0 to S1 via the pump pulse is followed by
multi-photon ionization from S1 if the probe pulse arrives before the molecule has relaxed. For long
positive time delays, the molecule is back in the ground state, from which it is much more difficult
to ionize the molecule, since S0 is much lower in energy than S1 and multi-photon ionization is quite
sensitive to the ionization potential. For negative time delays, the ion yields are much smaller than
for positive delays because the probe pulse finds the molecules in the ground state and is much less
effective in ionizing them.
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We interpret the fast exponential decay in
terms of motion of the wave packet away
from the FC region, in conjunction with the
rapidly rising IP away from the FC region
as shown in figure 2. The short exponential
decay times are 150 fs and 50 fs for 95 and
the parent ion respectively. We interpret the
long time component of the decay in terms
of the time it takes for the wave packet to get
over the sofa and twist barriers for the wave
packets leading to the 95 and parent ions
respectively. The time constants for these
from the fits are 4.1 ps and 2.4 ps for 95 and
the parent ion respectively.
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Figure 2: Pump-probe data and fits for the
parent ion and the 95 amu fragment. The

parent data is shown in green circles, while
the 95 amu data is in red squares.

The other fragments in the TOFMS show a range of decay times, with the longer of the two
timescales typically falling between 2 and 5 ps. Most fragments which can loosely be associated
with the sofa CI (because of the stretching of bonds at the sofa min which must be broken for
the appearance of these fragments) have long decay times between 3 and 5 ps, consistent with
the 95 fragment. Similarly, most fragments which can be loosely associated with the twist CI
have timescales between 2 and 3 ps. We interpret the range of decay times in terms of strong
delocalization of the wave packet and varying fragment production at different geometries.

Figure 3 illustrates the relaxation dynam-
ics of cytosine uncovered through our com-
bination of theory and experiment. The
molecule is excited at about 261 nm, from
the S0 minimum, onto the FC point on S1,
where it begins to evolve towards nearby lo-
cal minima on S1. The wave packet becomes
delocalized and explores many pathways on
the S1 surface. Its de-excitation back to the
ground state proceeds through two CIs that
are traversed in parallel.
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Figure 3: Cartoon of S0 and S1 PES showing
important points and timescales extracted
from experimental fittings.

Building upon our establishment of ultrafast pulse shaping in the deep UV, we have developed an
apparatus for 2D Fourier transform spectroscopy in the deep UV using shaped laser pulses. One of
the main difficulties limiting the development of 2D spectroscopy in the UV has been the difficulty
of generating phase stable pulses at such short wavelengths. The use of a pulse shaper to generate
pump pulse pairs allows for generating the pulse pair collinearly with both pulses sharing all optical
components. This allows us to achieve a phase stability between pump pulses which is better than
0.017 Rad, corresponding to less than 2 attoseconds jitter in time delay between pulses! It also
allows for control over the relative phase of the pulses independent of the time delay between pulses.
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This can be used for rapid phase cycling and we are currently working on further developing our
ability to shape the pump pulses for selectivity of features in the 2D spectrum.

3 Future Plans
Our plans for the near future consist of three interrelated thrusts with the common aim of probing
and controlling molecular dynamics through CIs:

1. Extending our strong field dissociative ionization pump-probe measurements to other DNA/RNA
bases. We have already performed calculations for adenine and uracil, which promise to show
interesting differences from cytosine given the electronic structure of both the neutral and
ions.

2. Extending our 2D Fourier transform spectroscopy measurements to other DNA/RNA bases
and comparing these measurements in a condensed phase environment with our gas phase
measurements. We are also interested in developing pulse shape spectroscopy based on the
2D Fourier transform spectroscopy work. The idea here is to develop pulse sequences which
can select particular features or dynamics we are interested in studying.

3. Extending multiparameter, closed loop learning control to molecular relaxation through com-
peting pathways and conical intersections. We have developed tools for discriminating between
different relaxation pathways and there are multiple indications that the relaxation dynamics
are sensitive to the initial wave packet launched on the excited state surface.
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We have made a number of important advances in the study and control of cold and 
ultracold polar molecules over the last 12 months.  In collaboration with D. Jin, we have 
prepared a rovibronic ground-state molecular quantum gas in a single hyperfine state and, 
in particular, the absolute lowest quantum state. This addresses the last internal degree of 
freedom remaining after the recent production of a near quantum degenerate gas of 
molecules in their rovibronic ground state, and provides a crucial step towards full control 
over molecular quantum gases. We have demonstrated a scheme that is general for bialkali 
polar molecules. It relies on electric-dipole, two-photon microwave transitions through 
rotationally excited states and makes use of electric nuclear quadrupole interactions to 
transfer molecular population between different hyperfine states.  
 We have also explored for the first time chemical reactions at ultralow 
temperatures. Simple quantum mechanical rules such as quantum statistics, single partial-
wave scattering, and quantum threshold laws are found to provide a clear understanding of 
the molecular reactivity under a vanishing collision energy.  Starting with an optically 
trapped near–quantum-degenerate gas of polar 40K87Rb molecules prepared in their 
absolute ground state, we have recovered experimental evidence for exothermic atom-
exchange chemical reactions. When these fermionic molecules were prepared in a single 
quantum state at a temperature of a few hundred nanokelvin, we observed p-wave–
dominated quantum threshold collisions arising from tunneling through an angular 
momentum barrier followed by a short-range chemical reaction with a probability near 
unity. When these molecules were prepared in two different internal states, the reaction 
rates were enhanced by a factor of 100 as a result of s-wave scattering, which does not 
have a centrifugal barrier.   
 In the next study, we have made experimental observations of dipolar collisions in 
the quantum regime. For modest values of an applied electric field, we observe a 
pronounced increase in the loss rate of fermionic molecules. We find that the loss rate has 
a steep power-law dependence on the induced electric dipole moment, and we show that 
this dependence can be understood in a relatively simple model based on quantum 
threshold laws for the scattering of fermionic polar molecules. In addition, we directly 
observe the spatial anisotropy of the dipolar interaction through measurements of the 
thermodynamics of the dipolar gas. These results demonstrate how the long-range dipolar 
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interaction can be used for electric-field control of chemical reaction rates in an ultracold 
gas of polar molecules.  
 To develop a robust tool to monitor the molecular gas dynamics, we have 
implemented a scheme for direct absorption imaging of an ultracold polar molecular gas 
near quantum degeneracy. Imaging molecules without closed optical cycling transitions is 
challenging. Our technique relies on photon-shot-noise-limited absorption imaging on a 
strong but open bound-bound molecular transition. We have made a systematic 
characterization of this imaging technique. Using this technique combined with time-of-
flight expansion, we demonstrate the capability to determine momentum and spatial 
distributions for the molecular gas and also to image molecules in arbitrary external fields.  
 
 In the work on cold molecules, in collaboration with J. Doyle we have performed 
the first experimental study of cold collisions between two different species of neutral 
polar molecules. Combining for the first time the techniques of Stark deceleration, 
magnetic trapping, and cryogenic buffer gas cooling, we measure total trap loss cross 
sections between OH and ND3 at a mean collision energy of 3.6 cm-1 (5 K). The total cross 
section increases upon application of an external polarizing electric field. Cross sections 
computed from ab initio potential energy surfaces are in excellent agreement with the 
measured value at zero external electric field. The theory represents the first such analysis 
of a colliding 2Π and closed-shell polyatomic molecule. At sufficiently low collision 
energies we have thus reached beyond molecular orientation and steric effects and can now 
use electric fields to control intermolecular dynamics via long-range dipolar interactions. 
We can start to explore an intermediate regime between gas kinetics and quantum 
scattering.    
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